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BRITISH INCOMES IN 1908-9

RICH
1,400,000 persons

634,000,000

COMFORTABLE
4,100,000 persons

275,000,000

POOR
39,000,000 PERSONS

935,000,000

7h Aggregate Income of the 44,600,000 people of the United Kingdom
In 1908 9 wa approximately 1,844,000.000. 1.400,000 poraon took
634,000,000 ; 4,100,000 perton* took 276,000,000; 89,000,000 persona

took 936,000, 000. (See Chapters 2 and 3. )
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TO MY WIFE





PREFACE TO THE TENTH (REVISED)
EDITION, 1910

THE present edition of " Riches and Poverty" revises

my estimates of the distribution of the wealth of the

United Kingdom down to the year 1908. The effect of

the revision is to show that in the five years that have

elapsed since this work was first published, the distribution

of wealth has grown even more unequal. The comparative

stationariness of money wages of late years is a fact

upon which the labourers themselves, and not less the

nation of which they form by far the greater part, are to

be commiserated. I write at a time when a great deal

of discontent is becoming evident amongst large masses

of the population; it may be well for those, and they

are many, who have written in condemnation of that

discontent, to ponder the following pages, and in par-

ticular to compare the profits recorded by the Inland

Revenue Commissioners with the evidence as to wages
collected by the Labour Department of the Board of

Trade.

My own view of the subject is, that the massing of

capital in large units has so considerably strengthened the

hand of capital in its dealings with labour that in recent

years Trade Unions have comparatively lost much ground.

To-day the masters in many of our industries can exercise

collective powers much more effectively than Trade Unions.

Combination amongst employers in some trades has
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reached a point at which it has become possible to rule

alike the price of products and the price of labour.

While since 1900 nominal or money wages have been at

a standstill, the cost of living has continued to rise. The

retail cost of food in London rose 9 per cent, in 1900-1908.

Therefore British real or commodity wages have fallen

heavily since 1900. A London platelayer, when he has

the privilege of working seven days a week, can earn 2 is. a

week in 1910 as in 1900, but the real value of the 2 is. has

fallen by about 9 per cent
;

in effect, that is, he earns

is. lod. a week less than in 1900. Now 195. 2d. is not a

just wage for a London platelayer.

The statements which were made in the 1905 edition of
" Riches and Poverty

"
proved to be uncomfortable reading

for many, and I have now a great many books on my
shelves in which they have been discussed. The attempts

to refute them have entirely failed. It is now generally

accepted that the number of Income Tax payers is

approximately what I stated it to be, and the increase of

Income Tax assessments indicates that my estimates of

the income of the rich did not err on the side of liberality.

Work such as is attempted in these pages ought, of

course, to be entrusted to the hands of a permanent

Census Department, empowered to collect information,

and instructed to analyse and diffuse it. In the absence

of such a Department, and in the lamentable condition

of our national statistical records, the conclusions of a

private investigator are only too likely to be called in

question by those who do not stomach what he has to say.

It may be said that the disagreeable estimates I have pre-

sented in the frontispiece of this volume rest upon private

authority, and that they cannot be accepted without great
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reservation. I should like to direct attention, therefore, to

a series of facts which are official, which cannot be denied,

and which rest upon the basis that they represent masses

of property actually taxed.

I refer to the estates which pass at death in the United

Kingdom year by year, and which are valued for the pur-

poses of the death duties. The following facts, to which

I called attention for the first time in "Riches and

Poverty," can be easily memorized, and every one ought

to know them.

Year by year, as regularly as the seasons, properties

pass at death in the United Kingdom, free of all debts,

absolutely net, to the value of, in round figures,

300,000,000. Of this 300,000,000, the aggregate of

approximately 80,000 separate estates, as much as

200,000,000, or thereabouts, is left by about FOUR
THOUSAND (4000) PERSONS.

I repeat that these figures are not my estimates, but the

official figures ascertained and published by the Inland

Revenue Commissioners. They can be verified by any
reader of this book by reference to the latest Official Report
of the Commissioners of His Majesty's Inland Revenue

(Cd. 4868. Price is. /d.).

Those who are acquainted with the facts know, as Mr
Balfour recognized in reply to me in a debate in the

House of Commons on September I3th, 1909, that the official

figures I have quoted would be larger but for the passing

of property inter vivos in avoidance of the death duties.

But, to take the figures as they are, an under statement of

the wealth of the rich, I put this question to those who
come to consider the estimates I have made :

If, in the United Kingdom, out of 300,000,000 a year
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passing at death, as much as 200,000,000, or two-thirds of

the whole\ is left by only 4000 persons, does it not follow',
as

the night the day, tltat the distribution of the national income

must necessarily proceed on some such lines as those estimated

in thefrontispiece to this volume ?

And with that question I once more issue these pages
to the public.

L. G. CHIOZZA MONEY

CHALDON, SURREY

October igio
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CHAPTER I

THOUGHTS ARISING OUT OF A GREAT CONTROVERSY

DURING
recent years a considerable share of the

thoughts of men has been devoted to the con-

sideration of one part of our fiscal policy, that part

which is concerned with Customs duties. In public and

in private, on hundreds of platforms and in thousands of

homes, the ancient issue has been debated between those

who hold that Customs duties should be imposed for revenue

purposes only and those who contend that Customs duties

may be used as instruments with which to direct wisely

the agricultural, industrial and commercial development
of a nation. In the arguments which have been adduced

by both sides in this controversy a large part has been

taken by evidence of the prosperity or want of prosperity

of the United Kingdom, as though Customs policy

were the sole factor in determining the wealth and

progress of a people. Blind to the fact that a wise

Customs policy can at best enable a nation to make the

most of its natural advantages, extreme disputants have

been engaged on the one side in piling up incontest-

able evidences of British wealth and on the other side

in producing equally incontestable evidences of British

poverty. The Free Trader has revelled in import and

export, shipping, banking and revenue statistics, while

the Protectionist has reminded us of the existence of

millions on the verge of hunger, of hundreds of thousands
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of paupers, and of tens if not hundreds of thousands

of unemployed. The Free Trader has demonstrated

that, as a whole, we are a wealthy and a prosperous

people. The Protectionist has been able to throw

doubt upon that wealth and prosperity chiefly because

it is an indisputable fact that, whatever may be true

of our accumulated wealth and total income, every
British city has its slums, its paupers and its out-of-

works. The Protectionist has been unable to resist the

Free Trade evidence as to the magnificence of our

commerce and shipping and the increasing national in-

come recorded by the Inland Revenue Commissioners.

The Free Trader has had reluctantly to admit the

existence, in our wealthy country, of social disorders and

masses of extreme poverty which are terrible blots upon
our prosperity. If one side has dwelt almost exclusively

upon signs of wealth and the other side almost exclusively

upon evidences of poverty, what else could be expected
when a highly complicated problem became the shuttle-

cock of faction ? Even honest politicians become afraid

to make statements which may be treated as
" admissions

"

when party feeling runs high. The more should we wel-

come the notable utterance of Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman at Perth on June 5th, 1903 :

" But I take it (the Chamberlain policy of '

Preference
')

as confined to food, and it amounts to this, that the cost of

the necessaries of daily life is to be raised to the people of

this country in order that the Colonial producer may do

more business, make larger profit, and the landowner get

better rents. Now the pinch of this does not fall upon the

well-to-do. It may be an inconvenience to a great number

of people, but the real pinch of it falls upon a needier class

altogether, who are sadly large among us. What is the

population of the Colonies which I have named ? About

thirteen millions. This is the population who will share
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more or less the benefit of this new arrangement. In this

country we know, thanks to the patience and accurate

scientific investigations of Mr Rowntree and Mr Charles

Booth, that there is about 30 per cent, of our population

underfed, on the verge of hunger. Thirty per cent, of 41

millions comes to something over 12 millions almost

identical as you see with the whole population of the

Colonies. So that it comes to this, that for every man in

the Colonies who is benefited, one head is shoved under

water in this country. I think I might set down that fact

as almost enough of itself to condemn any scheme, however

plausible. Surely the fact that about 30 per cent, of the

population is living in the grip of perpetual poverty is, or

ought to be, a sufficient answer to the Prime Minister's

complacent suggestion that we can now afford to try ex-

periments which fifty years ago were not to be thought of."

These words have been widely used as a reply to the

assertion that we are a prosperous people. TheirQrue
meaning is, that while we have acquired great wealth,

and enjoy a considerable national income, that wealth and

that income are not so distributed as to give a sufficiency

of material things to all our population.^ As for their use

as an "
argument

"
for Protection, we have but to turn to

that land favoured of nature, the United States of America,

to find records of poverty fully as distressing as our own.

Mr Robert Hunter, the American sociologist, thus

summarises the poverty of the United States of America :

" There are probably in fairly prosperous years no less than

10,000,000 persons in poverty ;
that is to say, underfed,

underclothed,and poorly housed. Of these about 4,000,000

persons are public paupers. Over 2,000,000 working-men
are unemployed from four to six months in the year.

About 500,000 male immigrants arrive yearly and seek

work in the very districts where unemployment is greatest.

Nearly half of the families in the country are propertyless.
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Over 1,700,000 little children are forced to become wage-
earners when they should still be in school. About

5,000,000 women find it necessary to work, and about

2,000,000 are employed in factories, mills, etc. Probably
no less than 1,000,000 workers are injured or killed each

year while doing their work, and about 10,000,000 of the

persons now living will, if the present ratio is kept up,

die of the preventable disease, tuberculosis."

We have, then, to thank the fiscal controversy for this :

In the belief that evidence of prosperity, or the reverse of

prosperity, is a proof or disproof, as the case may be, of

the wisdom of a particular Customs policy, we have been

reminded at once of our riches and of our poverty.

Through the controversy over that absurd phrase the
" balance of trade," worthy landsmen have been reminded

that the United Kingdom possesses half the world's sea-

going ships, and poor clerks have learned with astonish-

ment that our oversea investments produce over

100,000,000 of profits per annum. The unemployed
workman, drawing from his beneficent trade-union the

small allowance with which his own thrift has provided

him, and which barely keeps the wolf from his door, has

learned that our imports of food "
chiefly from foreign

countries" are worth 200,000,000 per annum. Millions

other people's millions have become common objects

of the newspaper column, and it is probable that a great

part of our population is now acquainted with the fact

that the gross income brought under the review of the

Income Tax Commissioners is about 1,000,000,000

per annum. It has also, alas, become familiar that our Poor

Law expenditure reaches 17,000,000 a year, and that,

even in our best years of trade, many of our skilled work-

men are denied the means of earning their livelihood.

While demonstrating our prosperity the good Free Trader

has paused to write a cheque for a West Ham Distress
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Fund, or subscribed some shillings for a children's slum

party.

The object of these pages is to help the reader to form an

accurate idea of the distribution of the wealth which results

from our industries and commerce. 44,000,000 people in

the United Kingdom work to produce certain commodities,
and a part of this output is exchanged for commodities

produced in other lands. We produce, we export, and we

import, and our home production increased by our imports
and decreased by our exports constitutes a great income

which is divided up amongst us in such manner that

some of us are rich and some of us are poor. Let us

endeavour to make concrete our ideas on the subject of

riches and poverty, that we make quite sure what we
mean when we speak of the wealth and prosperity of the

United Kingdom.



CHAPTER II

THE NATIONAL INCOME

IN
considering and estimating the national income it is

necessary to remind ourselves, in the first place, that

our production, our exports and our imports, alike consist of

both goods and services. The processes of thought and

action result in the conception, production, distribution

and use of ponderable and imponderable commodities. In

an advanced community the greater part of the material

and immaterial productions which are the expressions of

its various activities becomes the subject of exchange.
The many exchanges are made by reference to a common

standard, and thus we are enabled to measure, in terms of

money, the greater part of the national income. There

remains a not inconsiderable production of ponderable and

imponderable things which it is difficult or impossible
to measure in terms of money, but upon which largely

depends the happiness of a people. The material produce
which does not become the subject of exchange, includes

several very important items, amongst which may be

mentioned the produce of the gardens or allotments of

many agricultural labourers, and the production of cloth-

ing and the cooking of food by the women of the middle

and lower classes. The immaterial things which do not

come into the market are exceedingly important, especially

to the poor. The household work of a poor woman with

a husband and several children, if it could be measured in

terms of money, would be worth a considerable sum. The

imponderable part, the managing, the careful buying, the
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arranging, the cleaning, the serving, added to the manu-

facturing part, the cooking and the stitching, go often to

make a sixteen-hours' working day, and who shall place a

market price upon each of the sixteen hours ? In the well-

to-do household we also find the woman active for some

fourteen or sixteen hours a day, but the product of the hours

is more often immaterial than in the poor man's home.

Thus the care of servants has been known to cause the

expenditure of much time and anxiety by women of large

income. A rich woman who has studied under Marchesi

may exercise in private, to solace her father or lover, a

soprano worth one shilling per note in the public concert-

room. It is worth no less in the drawing-room, but in

estimating the national income we have to neglect its

market value just as we must neglect that of the poor
woman's apple-pie.

With this reminder as to the production of unexchanged
commodities, which, while important, are yet but an

exceedingly small part of the product of the entire

activities of our people, I proceed to an examination of

the money value of that greater part of the product which

is bought and sold,

The collection of the Income Tax makes a more or less

complete inquisition into the profits or salaries received or

earned by those whose incomes exceed 160 per annum.
Below that limit income tax is not payable, but a small

amount of the income of persons with less than this 3 per
week does actually come under the review of the Com-
missioners.

If we take the figures of the latest period of which we
have record, we find that in the financial year 1908-9 (i.e.

the twelve months ended March 3ist, 1909) the following

particulars of gross incomes were ascertained by the

Inland Revenue Officials (fifty-third Report of the Com-
missioners of Inland Revenue, Cd. 5308, p. 105):
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GROSS AMOUNT OF INCOME BROUGHT
UNDER REVIEW IN 1908-9

Schedule A. Profits from the ownership of

lands, houses, railways, mines, etc. . 269,900,000
Schedule B. Profits from the occupation

of lands (Farmers' Tax) . . . 17,400,000
Schedule C. Profits from British, Indian,

Colonial and Foreign Government
Securities . . 47,500,000

Schedule D. Profits from Businesses, Con-

cerns, Professions, Employments, etc.,

including certain profits from places

abroad . . . . . 565,600,000
Schedule E. Salaries of Government,

Corporation, and Public Company
Officials ..... 109,600.000

1,010,000,000

The following table shows the growth of the aggregate

during the past fifteen years :

GROSS PROFITS ASSESSED TO INCOME TAX

{From Inland Revenue Report)

1893-4 .... 673,700,000

1894-5 .... 657,100,000

1895-6 .... 677,800,000

1896-7 .... 704,700,000

1897-8 .... 734,500,000

1898-9 .... 762,700,000

1899-1900 . . . 791,700,000

1900-1 .... 833,300,000

1901-2 . . . . 867,000,000

1902-3 .... 879,6oo,ooo
1

1
Figures examined in

" Riches and Poverty" (1905), Chapter 2.
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1903-4 .... 902,800,000!

1904-5 . . . 912,100,000

1905-6 .... 925,200,000

1906-7 .... 943,700,000

1907-8 .... 980,100,000

1908-9 .... 1,010,000,000

It should be observed that these figures are for gross in-

come, and some adjustments have to be made before we can

arrive at the total income of that part of the nation which

has the mingled pleasure and pain of paying Income Tax.

From the 1,010,000,000 brought under review in

1908-9, the Inland Revenue authorities allowed the follow-

ing deductions before arriving at taxable incomes :

(a} Exemptions in respect of incomes

under 1 60 per annum . . . 58,400,000

(fr) Abatements on incomes ranging from

i 60 per annum to 700 per annum 1 20,300,000

(c) Life Insurance Premiums . . 10,500,000

(d) Charities, Hospitals, Friendly Societies,

etc 11,800,000

(e) Repairs to Lands and Houses . . 40,100,000

(/) Wear and tear of Machinery and Plant 22,900,000

(g) Other Allowances .... 52,700,000

Total Deductions . . 316,700,000

So that Income Tax in 1908-9 was actually collected

not upon 1,010,000,000 but upon 693,300,000.
But we have not to make all the above deductions in

arriving at the actual income of the income tax paying
class. We have only to deduct those items which are not

the real income of that class, viz. :

1 In "Riches and Poverty" (1905), Chapter 2, I estimated this figure at

,900,600,000.
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(a) Exemptions in respect of incomes

under 160 . .... 58,400,000

(d) Charities, Hospitals, etc. . . . 11,800,000

(e) Repairs to Lands and Houses . . 40,100,000

(/) Wear and tear of Machinery . . 22,900,000

(g) Other Allowances . . . 52,700,000

185,900,000

Deducting these items we get :

GROSS ASSESSMENTS TO INCOME TAX
CORRECTED 1

Gross Assessments 1908-9 . . 1,010,000,000
Less Deductions as above . . 185,900,000

824,100,000

This figure may be compared with the 719,500,000

given on page I I of " Riches and Poverty
"

( i 905) for the

fiscal year 1902-3. The increase is no less than

104,600,000 in five years, and this increase is especially

commended to the notice of those critics who have worked

so hard to whittle away a little from my estimates of

1903-4. The onward sweep of the figures has been

magnificent ;
and accomplished facts now provide the

apologists of the rich with the task of explaining away
another 100,000,000 or so per annum.

To resume, the 824,100,000 arrived at above, hand-

some figure as it is, is certainly not complete. There

is unquestionably still a considerable amount of evasion

1 It has been too freely assumed ID calculating the national income that the

gross assessments represent actual income.
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under Schedule D of the Income Tax. The landlords of

Schedule A cannot escape assessment because the tax is

paid by occupiers and deducted from rent, but there is

a certain amount of under-assessment. Under Schedules

B, C and E evasion is, for the most part, difficult or im-

possible. Under Schedule D,
1
however, a large number

of incomes are understated and many which ought to be

assessed escape altogether. It is almost as true to-day as

it was in 1861 that, in the words of Mr Lowe's Draft

Report to the Income Tax Committee of that year,
" Schedule D depends on the conscience of the tax-payer
who often, it is to be feared, returns hundreds instead of

thousands, and who is certain to decide any question that

he can persuade himself to think doubtful, in his own
favour." It is recorded by the Income Tax Commissioners

in their Twenty-Eighth Annual Report that when, in 1803,
taxation at source was substituted for self-assessment in

the case of all income but business profits, the effect was

to make the produce of the tax at 5 per cent, in 1803
almost equal to that of 10 per cent, in 1799, showing that

in the earlier year those who assessed themselves unaccount-

ably overlooked one-half of their incomes. Dudley Baxter

reminds us in his classical paper on the National Income 2

that in his Budget Speech in 18^3 Mr Gladstone quoted
a remarkable instance of evasion. When Cannon Street

Station was constructed, twenty-eight persons claimed com-

pensation for the loss of annual profits which they esti-

mated at ^48,000. The jury, after considering their case,

1 As Schedule D is an exceedingly important gauge or national prosperity,

it may be well to remind the reader of its precise application. It is a tax upon
all income derived from trades, industries and professions, and from all sources

not specified under the other four Schedules. Profits from businesses estab-

lished in places abroad are assessable under it. The assessments are made

annually, and are generally based upon the mean of the income received dur-

ing the preceding three years. Fuller particulars will be found in Chapter 21.
8 " National Income." R. Dudley Baxter. Macmillan & Co. 1868.
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awarded them 2^,000. They had returned their profits

to the Income Tax Commissioners at 9,000 ! In recent

years the formation of limited liability companies has

frequently revealed profits far in excess of those previously
stated under Schedule D. Whatever figure we allow for

such evasion must, in the nature of the case, be conjectural.

In "Riches and Poverty" (1905), p. 13, I estimated

evasion and avoidance as 20 per cent, of the declared

profits. Twenty per cent, of 365,000,000 (the profits of
"
Businesses, Professions, etc," assessed under Schedule D)

in 1902-3 was 73,000,000. We have since had remark-

able proof of the reasonableness of this estimate. In

1907-8 the gross assessments to Income Tax rose by
36,000,000 (see p. 1 1). There is little doubt that part

of the rise was due to Mr Asquith's enactment (Finance

Act, 1907, Clause 19) differentiating between earned and

unearned incomes on the condition that earned or partly
earned incomes up to 2,000 a year were declared by their

owners. For the financial year 1907-8 does not include

the profits of the good year 1907 which (see Chap. 21)
were not assessed under our averaging system until 1908-9.
It was the new personal declarations which led to the

revelation of income hitherto escaping tax, and part of the

36,000,000 rise in assessments in 1 907-8 is undoubtedly

part also of the estimate of 73,000,000 escaping tax

which I made in "Riches and Poverty
"
(190 5). For

1 908 -9, therefore, I reduce my estimate of income escaping
tax accordingly. I now take it as 60,000,000 in 1908-9.

Another point for consideration is the amount of profit

received by persons in this country from places abroad.

It is exceedingly difficult to tax the whole of such profits.

In 1908-9, 88,800,000, made up as follows, was ear-

marked by the Commissioners as profit received from

abroad :
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ASSESSED PROFITS EAR-MARKED AS
RECEIVED FROM ABROAD, 1908-9

(1) India Government Stocks, Loans! /-

I- 9,000,000and Guaranteed Railways . . J

(2) Colonial or Foreign Government 1

Securities ./
2

(3) Colonial or Foreign Securities,

other than Government, Coupons,
and Oversea Railways other

than those in (i) . . . 56,600,000

88,800,000

The total profit received or receivable yearly in this

country from oversea investments it is impossible to esti-

mate precisely, but there is good reason to believe that it

is not less than i 40,000,000. It should not be imagined,

however, that the whole of the difference between this sum
and that ear-marked by the Commissioners escapes assess-

ment. Undoubtedly some of it eludes taxation, but a con-

siderable sum, it should be remembered, is included with

ordinary business profits under Schedule D. A few illustra-

tions will make this clear. Messrs Armstrong, Whitworth

& Co. have a shipyard in Italy the profits of which are

received in this country, but are not distinguished from

the ordinary profits of the company in the income-tax

assessment. The same is true of such a firm as Lipton Ld.

which owns extensive tea plantations in Ceylon. The

profits made in Ceylon and remitted to this country are

included in and assessed with the general profits of the

business. There are a large number of firms which

similarly own foreign or colonial property or branches

which are organic parts of their businesses and are often
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the sources of their materials. When allowance is made
for these facts it is probable that some i 15,000,000 of

oversea profits (including the nearly 90,000,000 or so

actually ear-marked) are assessed to income tax, leaving
but about 25,000,000 unassessed.

Accepting these figures, we arrive at the following esti-

mate of the total income enjoyed by those persons who
have over 3 per week :

INCOME OF PERSONS ENJOYING OVER 160
PER ANNUM, 1908-9

Gross Assessmentsto IncomeTax Schedules

A, B, C, D, and E , 1,010,000,000

Deduct

Items not representing real income, etc.

(seepage 12). . . . . 185,900,000

824,100,000
Add

(a) For underassessment under Schedule

D 60,000,000

(b) Foreign profits escaping tax . . 25,000,000

909,100,000

The foregoing figures relate to the fiscal year ended

March 3ist, 1909, the latest period for which detailed

figures are available.

It is necessary to point out again that while this fiscal

year 1908-9 covered the assessment of the calendar year

1907, which was a year of great profit-making, it did

not fully assess the profits of that boom year. Under

Schedule D of the Income Tax the profits assessed in

1908-9 were the profits of the three years 1905, 1906,
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and 1907. That is to say, the figures just arrived at,

909,100,000, are an understatement of the true aggregate

incomes of those having upwards of 160 a year in 1907.

The actual income of the income tax payers in 1907

greatly exceeded 909,000,000.
In "Riches and Poverty" (1905) my equally con-

servative estimate of the income tax payers' aggregate

income for 1903-4 was 830,000,000. We therefore

get the following comparison :

GROWTH OF AGGREGATE INCOME OF PER-
SONS ENJOYING OVER 160 A YEAR

1903-4. Estimate of ' Riches and
j 83O)OOO)OOO

Poverty" (1905) . J

1908-9. Estimate of this Edition )

r 909,000,000
(1910). . . . j

Increase 79,000,000

And this remarkable growth in five years is shown in

spite of the fact that I have allowed for 13,000,000 of

income tax assessment as being due to increased seventy
of collection, for I have assumed that 13,000,000 more
of existing home profits were revealed in 1908-9 than in

1903-4.
Now let us turn to the incomes which do not exceed

160 a year, and which, therefore, are not assessable to

income tax.

First of all, we have the class of small incomes which

lie between the manual workers and the income tax

payers. We cannot hope, in view of the poverty of the

information which our present Census methods place at

our disposal, to estimate this part of the national income

with any degree of confidence, and we can at best arrive

2
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at a rough approximation. [I estimate that in 1908, of

our "occupied" population, aBbut 3,100,000 were neither

income tax payers on the one handjjpr manual labourers

on the other handf That is to say, they were petty trades-

men, civil servafflfs, clerks, shopmen, travellers, canvassers,

agents, teachers, farmers, inn-keepers, lodging-house-

keepers, pensioners, and so forth, whose profits or salaries

are below 3 per weekj
At what rate can we estimate

their average income ?

The total includes a very considerable number of young
persons between 10 and 20 years of age. The teachers,
some 250,000 in number, include pupil teachers of both

sexes whose remuneration begins at a few shillings per

week, and as a whole the teaching profession is wretchedly

paid. The commercial and law clerks, some 500,000 in

number, include juniors, office boys, and poorly paid girl

typists. As to shopkeepers, there is an exceedingly large
number of these distributing agents whose incomes are of

the slenderest dimensions. Unfortunately we do not know
how many shops in the United Kingdom have an annual

value of less than 20, but their number must be very

great, and the petty tradesmen who keep them have to

work hard for poor returns. We have also to remember
the quite considerable number of shops which are branches

of great distributive firms and managed by shopmen with

small salaries. As to shop assistants in general, their

salaries are exceedingly small. I am informed by the

National Amalgamated Union of Shop Assistants, Ware-
housemen and Clerks that the average male assistant

"living in" gets from 25 to 30 per annum plus
"
premiums

" and board and lodging, while "
living out

"

the average is about 74. Grocery and boot salesmen

in the shops of big distributing companies, who often are

not required to
"
live in," get from 2os. to 305. per week.

The wae;es of the "
managers

"
of shops are sometimes as
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low as 255. per week. As for the value of the "
living in,"

this may be illustrated by the fact that in a certain West

of London house, where "
living in

"
is the rule, a man

applied for permission to
"
live out." He was told that

he could do so, but that only $ per annum extra could

be allowed him. In a return to the Board of Trade for

the purpose of statistics, the same employer would doubt-

less value the same "truck" at 30 or 40 per annum.

I have before me the wages paid to the young women
who work for a great multiple shop firm with 200 shops ;

they range from 35. to i is. per week !

Passing to the class of commercial travellers and

canvassers, there is perhaps no calling in which earnings

vary so greatly. While there are a number in the income-

tax class, there are thousands of men included in the class

we are now considering who live on " commission only,"

and thousands more who are paid by generous employers

155. to 253. per week plus a small commission. Adver-

tisement and book canvassers are engaged upon widely

varying terms, and many of them have a very precarious

livelihood.

In "Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, I wrote:
"
Nearly the whole of the farmers of the United Kingdom

earn less than 160 per annum. Out of a total profit of

17,500,000 as much as i 1,000,000 is excused on the

ground that income is below 160. This 17,500,000
is the annual income of an uncertain number of the larger

farmers, probably as many as 300,000, which gives an

average income of about 60 per annum! In 1902-3,

302 farmers elected to have their actual profits assessed

under Schedule D. They were assesed at 10,974,
which gives an avearge of only 37 per annum. These

302 farmers paid an aggregate rental of i 16,259 !

"

These remarks did not take sufficient account of the

under- assessment of farmers' profits under Schedule B.
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It would probably have been nearer the mark to take one-

half of the rental paid rather than the official one-third as

representing farmers' profits. If we did so, the profits of

300,000 farmerswould comeout at say 2 6,000,000 instead

of .17,500,000, and the average profit would run to $?

per annum. Even this correction, however, would leave the

great majority of our farmers underthe^i 60 incometax line.

These notes on some of the largest classes of persons
which go to make up the order of incomes immediately
under consideration will serve to show that(we are dealing
with working men and working women whose earnings
are exceedingly small. It should also be remembered
that many of them are subject to losses from terms of

unemployment7\ Clerks and the poorer travellers have

little security of tenure, and at any given time there are

many out of work. Hundreds of applications are commonly
received in reply to single advertisements for clerks and

travellers. To the petty tradesman bad trade does not

spell
"
unemployment," but it often spells keeping a shop

which does not keep its proprietor for many months.

Taking everything into consideration, and remembering
that no large incomes are introduced to weight the average,
the upper limit being as low as 160 per annum/ 1 do not

think we can estimate the average income of the 3/100,000

persons at more than 75 per annum, and I should put
the figure lower if I did not assume that a certain amount

of interest is drawn by some members of the group. This

estimate gives 232,000,000 as the annual income of

those who are not " manual "
workers, but whose incomes

are not assessed to income tax because they are less than

3 per week.

[T have thus assigned to these members of the lower

middle classes no greater earning power than they

possessed in igo^f I think I am well advised in this.

As will be seen later, wages have been almost stationary
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of late, and there is no reason to believe that clerks,

commission men, etc., have fared better. Even as I

write there comes to me a letter from a man whom I

employed when editing a newspaper some years ago.

He says (August 1910),
" My present wage is 253. per

week, with no allowance for lodging out when doing

country work. It is easily understood that this is not a

sum which allows of luxuries for the present or provision

for the future." He is now a directory canvasser, one of

thousands in the employ of a large firm of publishers.

Since these pages went to the printer, a Committee of

the British Association has issued a Report (1910) on

the group of incomes just referred to which largely con-

firms the conclusions I presented in 1905. The Com-
mittee arrive at an average earned income of 7 1 against

the 75 which I consider to cover both earned and

unearned incomes. They treat of 4,000,000 people where

I treat of 3,100,000, but that is because, while I exclude

manual labourers as a class, the Committee include many
manual labourers. Thus the Committee include sweeps
in this intermediate class, while I include them with the

manual workers whose earnings we shall next consider.

We now come to the largest class of the working popula-

tion, the "manual workers" commonly so called.)

Including persons of both sexes and all ages, I estimate

from the census returns^the number of manual workers in

our population of 44,500,^000 at I 5,500,000) This number

includes, in addition to all those engaged in industrial,

/ agricultural, and domestic service, soldiers, sailors, police-

men, and postmen.
In 1886 the Board of Trade conducted the only

Census of Wages made in the United Kingdom prior

to 1907. (We have not yet had a report on the later

Census.) Sir Robert Giffen, who in his then capacity as

Assistant Secretary of the Board of Trade in charge of the
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Commercial Department, directed the Census, describes in

his General Report issued in 1893 (C. 6889) the method

adopted. Schedules were sent out to employers, after

careful consideration of the circumstances of each industry,

specifying the various occupations of each trade and asking
for details as to rates of wages, the numbers employed at

each rate, the hours of labour, and so forth.

As to industrial employment generally the following
trades were investigated : Cotton, woollen, worsted, linen,

jute, hemp, silk, carpet, hosiery and lace manufacture,

smallvvares, flock and shoddy manufacture, coal and iron

mines, metalliferous mines, paraffin oil works, slate mines

and quarries, granite quarries and works, stone quarries,

china clay works, police, construction and care of roads,

pavements and sewers, gasworks, waterworks, pig-iron

manufacture, general engineering, iron and brass foundries,

iron and steel, shipbuilding (iron and wood), tin plate

manufacture, saw mills, brass and metal wares, cooperage

works, coach and carriage building, boot and shoe making,

breweries, distilleries, brick and tile making, chemical

manure manufacture, and railway carriage and wagon
building.

The details obtained related to 355,838 men, 80,253

boys, 151,263 women and 48,772 girls, and were considered

by Sir Robert Gififen to be "
representative of, perhaps,

three-fourths of the manual labour classes of the United

Kingdom." He also expressed the opinion that the
" broad results shown by the census summary would not

be sensibly modified by including the great mass of other

employments not comprised in that summary."
In the following table the Board of Trade summarised

the proportion of men, women, boys and girls working at

various rates of wages, in 1886, in the industries which I

have mentioned :
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WAGES IN 1886. THE BOARD OF TRADE SUM-
MARY OF RATES OF WAGES (NOT ACTUAL
EARNINGS) DERIVED FROM THE DE-
TAILED EXAMINATION OF 38 SELECTED
INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS

Men. Women. Boys. Girls.

Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent.

Half Timers . 11.9 27.2

Under IDS. per week o.i 26.0 49.7 62.5

1 os. to 153. 2.4 50.0 32.5 8.9

I5s.to20s. 21.5 18.5 5.8 1.4

20S. tO 25S. 33.6 5.4 O.I

2 53. tO 303. 24.2 O.I

303. to 353. 1 1.6

3 5 s. to 403. 4.2

Above 403. 2.4

Total . . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Average Rate of s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

wages . .24 9 1211 9 2 6 5

m will be seen that the average rate of men's wages
came out at 243. 96. per week or, say, 64. per annum in

a year of constant occupation. The weighted average
rate for both sexes and all ages comes out at 1 73. 6d. per
week or, counting 52 weeks' work in the year, .45. los.

per annum.

The Boarcl of Trade also investigated the rates of wages
in other occupations, and the following table compares the

64 of the adult males in general industries with the rates

of wages paid to adult males in (i) railway service, (2)

building, (3) mercantile marine, (4) Royal Navy, (5) Army,
(6) domestic service, (7) asylums, (8) hospitals (in 1886
unless another date is given) :
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AVERAGE RATES OF WAGES (NOT ACTUAL
EARNINGS) FOR MEN IN 1886

Per Annum-

Average of Wage Census (38 Industrial occupa- )

tions) ..... . /

Railways (for 1891) ..... 60

Building Trades (for 1891) 73
Seamen : Mercantile Marine, including estimated 1

value of food and berths . . .

j

Royal Navy, including value of food, etc. . 65

Army (Non-Coms. and men). Including value 1

of food, etc...... J

Domestic Servants (large households). Includ-

ing value of food, etc.

\

. J

Employees in Lunatic Asylums. Including value

of food, etc...... f

Employees in Hospitals and Infirmaries. Includ- ) ^
ing value of food, etc. . . . . J

Unweighted Average . 62

In his report already referred to, Sir Robert GifTen,

after detailing the average rates of the above table, says

(p. xxxiii) :

" Thus in nearly all these trades the average
rates are about the same as the average rate in the Census

of Wages Summary." But the table does not include the

badly paid agricultural labourer, the largest group of all,

and the figures for seamen, etc., are, it should be observed,

swollen by estimates of the value of board and lodging.

Finally, Sir Robert GifTen arrived at the general conclu-

sion that " the broad results shown by the census summary
would not be sensibly modified by including the great mass

of other employments not comprised in that summary."
In January 1 893 Sir Robert GifTen gave evidence before

the Labour Commission and submitted the facts I have
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detailed. He prepared a general estimate of the propor-

tion of the national income then taken by the wage-earning

classes, and his evidence on this point (questions 6909 to

6914) is summarized in the following table:

EARNINGS OF MANUAL LABOURERS IN 1886

(Sir Robert Giffen's estimate for the Labour Commission)
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earnings, assumed that four weeks per annum were lost.

Dudley Baxter in I 867 pointed out, in criticism of Leone

Levi, that if four weeks' "
play

"
were all that need

be allowed "
England would be a perfect Paradise for

working men." 1
Dudley Baxter, in view of the circum-

stances of his day, allowed ten weeks for
"
play

"
in making

his estimate, and there can be no question that he was
nearer the truth than Levi. At the present day the level

of employment is very much the same as it has been for

the past forty years, while sickness, accidents, and the

weather are still with us. We need not wonder, then, if

Professor A. L. Bowley, who has given the subject of wages
so much attention, bases his estimates upon the loss of six

weeks' work per annum through sickness and holidays, and

makes an additional allowance for unemployment, while

also assuming that 10 per cent, of the working population

only get casual or irregular work, bringing them in about

half the amount shown in the Wage Census.2

If the estimate given to the Labour Commission had

allowed for six weeks' "
play," the average earnings of men,

women, boys and girls would have come out at 40. 5s.

per annum instead of 48, and the aggregate earnings,

therefore, at much less than ^633,000,000. Leone Levi's

estimate for 1884, allowing for only four weeks' play in the

year, was $2 1,000,000. This figure is too large, but it is

over 100,000,000 less than that of Sir Robert Giffen.

I now take the Wage Census figure of 1886 as a basis

and correct it for the upward movement of wages since

that date by the wage index numbers of the Board of

Trade (Cd. 4954, which slightly corrects the index

numbers of Cd. 1761, used in "Riches and Poverty,"

1905 edition, p. 24), which are based on the mean of over

I 50 rates :

1 "The National Income," Dudley Baxter.

v " Kconomic Journal," Sept. 1904. Page 458.
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Average Wage
(Men, Women, and Board of Trade

Year. Children) per Index Number
Week. 1900 100.*

s. d.

1886 (Wage Census figure) 17 6 82.86

1900 21 i 100.00

1908 21 3 101.02

* The meaning of this column is that, if the average wage of 1900 be

represented by 100, the average wage of 1886 is represented by 82 '86 and

that of 1908 by 101 -02.

thus arrive at 2 is. 3d. as^the average weekly wage
of the manual workers in 1908.) There is much reason

to believe that this estimate errs on the side of liberality.

It is unfortunate that we have not a compulsory wage
census, and the method of estimation used here can pretend
to no more than approximation. It neglects the important
fact that between 1886 and 1908 the ranks of women
and child workers have swollen at the expense of adult

male workers.) The 15,500,000 (estimated) manual

workers of 1908 consisted as to a larger proportion of

women and children than the 13,200,000 (estimated)
manual workers of 1886. I regard the 2 is. 3d.,

therefore, as the most liberal figure that can be put forward

as the average earnings of the men and women and child

workers of the United Kingdom in 1908.
We have now to decide what allowances should be

made (i) for the great army of casual, incompetent, and

aged or ageing workers who figure in the census returns as

following definite occupations, and (2) for the loss of time

through unemployment, sickness, accidents, stress of

weather, strikes, lockouts,
" bank " and other holidays,

etc., in the case of the remaining workers.

With regard to the first item, I do not think we are

justified in estimating the incompetents and casuals at

less than i ,000,000 out of the 15,5 00,000. For the purposes
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of the present estimate, I assume that these i ,000,000
workers earn, on the average, 25 per head per annum, or

an aggregate of 25,000,000. My view is that this is a

liberal estimate of the earnings of what may be termed

the camp-followers of the industrial army.
With regard to the remaining 14,500,000, we have to

form an estimate of the amount of time lost per annum

through voluntary or enforced leisure. No certain in-

formation exists, and the widest differences of opinion
have been expressed on the subject. As I have said

above, Dudley Baxter took ten weeks
;
Leone Levi took

four weeks
;
Mr A. L. Bowley takes six weeks plus a

further allowance for unemployment.
The Board of Trade, in their recent examination of

fluctuations in employment, made an analysis from the

records of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, com-

bined with information supplied by employers, of the time

lost in the engineering trade. They came to the conclusion

that, in an average year, perhaps 8 per cent, of working
time was lost from all causes, and expressed the opinion
that in a good year the loss might fall to 4 per cent, and

in a bad year rise to 15 per cent, or more (Cd. 2337,

p. 101). This would mean, for the engineering trade

only, a loss of time varying from only two weeks in the

year to as much as eight weeks or more.

In other employments the widest variations exist. There

are the quite regular employments, such as the army, the

navy, the postal service, the police service, and, for the

greater part, the railway service. There are violently

fluctuating employments, such as the building trades

and the shipbuilding trades. In all alike, sickness takes

its toll, and unemployment arises from accidents, from

disputes, from "
drink," and from seasonal influences and

depression, while, on the other hand, overtime occasionally

goes to swell the aggregate earnings.
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I make the assumption that the average working

year of the 14,500,000 remaining wage-earners con-

sists of 44 weeks. Applying the average wage already

arrived at (2 is. 3d. per week), we get an average
annual earning of, say, 46. 1 5s., which gives us

678,000,000 as the probable aggregate earnings of the

14,500,000 workers. Adding the 25,000,000 assumed

to be carried by the remaining 1,000,000, we arrive at

703,000,000 as the total earnings of the manual labourers

in 1908.
It is probable that this calculation does not take sufficient

account either of the changes of occupations since 1886,

or, as has been already pointed out, of the changes in the

respective proportions of men, women and children

employed. The average wage of the 1886 Census, taken

as the basis of the calculation, was, it is necessary to insist,

exaggerated by the omission of the most ill-paid work-

men, while the returns upon which it was based, framed

as they were by employers, are only too likely in a

proportion of cases to have put the wages paid in the

most favourable light. The employers again, who filled

in the forms, were only some 75 per cent, of the firms

applied to by the Board of Trade, and it is a fair inference

that those who neglected to reply had no excessive pride
in the records of their wage-sheets. I submit, therefore,

that as the 1 886 average wage figure is a liberal estimate,
1

the figure which I have deduced from it does not, in all

probability, err on the side of under-estimation.

1

Take, for example, the boot and shoe trade. The Wage Census for 1886

(Cd. 6889, p. xiii.) gives the average earnings in boot and shoe factories (both
sexes and all ages) as ^48 per annum. In 1908, more than twenty years after,

the Board of Trade " Labour Gazette
"
shows, from employers' returns, that

(in a July week) 60,337 boot workers took only ^58,147 in wages, which is

about 195. per week or ^49, 8s. in a year of 52 such weeks. With regard to

this trade, it is clear that either the 1886 estimate was too liberal, or that

earnings have been practically stationary in the twenty years.
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Professor Bowley estimates the total paid in wages in

1901 as 70 5,000,000,* and the Board of Trade in the

Fiscal Blue Book of 1903 (Cd. 1761) say :

" From investigations based on the Board of Trade

Census of Wages (1886) combined with the recorded

changes of wages since that date and the distribution of

the working population among various industries as shown

in the census returns, the total wages bill of the United

Kingdom has been estimated at between 700,000,000 and

750,000,000, according to the state of employment."
The estimate which I have given, therefore, differs but

little from those of Professor Bowley and the Board of

Trade.2
I prefer to use the smaller figures on several

grounds. In the first place, the allowance for
"
play

"

is a conservative one. In the second place, I have the

gravest doubts as to the propriety of including in the

estimates of the wages of domestic servants, sailors, and

others, an allowance for the value of "
lodging," as is done

in the figures used. To include so many shillings a week

for the accommodation afforded by a seaman's bunk or a

general servant's fraction of an attic is to flatter
"
earnings

"

out of all resemblance to the truth. The free cottages and

other allowances to agricultural labourers are often of a

scarcely marketable character. We may be justified in

valuing an unhealthy hovel at is. 6d. per week, in view

of the fact that the labourer, if he had it not, would

need to pay rent elsewhere, but in too many cases the

"cottage" is fit not for inhabitation but for demolition.

In the third place, no allowance is made for the excessive

rents paid by workmen in London and other large towns.

These rents are really part of the working expenses of the

1 "Economic Journal," September 1904.
*

If, however, the reader prefers to rely upon the larger estimates he will

find that the general conclusions of this and the following chapter remain

practically unaltered.
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wage earners, and there is as good ground for making
deductions on account of them as there is for deducting

wear and tear of machinery in the case of income-tax

incomes.

We can now arrive at an approximate estimate of the

National Income as a whole in 1908-9 (say 1908).

THE NATIONAL INCOME IN 1908

1 i
)

Persons with incomes which exceed

160 per annum . . . 909,000,000

(2) Personswith incomes below 1 60 per

annum :

(a) Persons earning small salaries,

petty tradesmen, etc. . 232,000,000

(b} The wage-earning classes . 703,000,000

1,844,000,000

It will be seen that the income tax exemption limit of i 60

per annum splits the national income into two almost equal

parts. Of a total income amounting to 1,844,000,000
in 1908, those with over 160 per annum took

909,000,000, while those with less than 160 per
annum took 935,000,000.



CHAPTER III

DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL INCOME

(. npAKING the population of the United Kingdom,

1908, at 44,500,000, and the total income at

1,844,000^000,
we get an average income per head of

about 40.

Thus, if the income of the nation were equally distributed

amongst its inhabitants, a family of fivCsOersons would

enjoy an income of about 200 per annum)
But how is the 1 ,840,000,000 actually divided amongst

our people ? Contrasts between great riches and extreme

poverty are every day presented to our eyes. Can we do

anything to reduce to a definite shape our vague con-

ceptions of riches and poverty ?

Investigation of tj*e material at our disposal has con-

vinced me that it is (hopeless to dp very much in the way
of detailed classification of income^ Our census methods

are ridiculously inadequate, and pur inquisition into indi-

vidual incomes is but partial. It is possible, however,

to depict the subject of distribution in broad outlines with

considerable accuracy.

As we have already noticed, the 160 line at which

assessment to income tax begins, divides the national

income into two almost equal parts. Those persons who

have more than 160 per annum enjoy an aggregate

income of 909,000,000. Those persons who have less

than 160 per annum enjoy an aggregate income of

935,000,000.
Let us endeavour to discover how many persons have

an income of 160 and upwards.
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A certain amount of confused light is thrown on the

subject by the returns of the Inland Revenue Department.

Under Schedules D and E, which relate to profits from
"
Businesses, Concerns, Professions, Employment, etc.," to

use the official language,
1 the commissioners give us a

record of the number of individual assessments which are

made. A summary of these is as follows :

INCOME TAX. SCHEDULES D AND E.

PROFITS FROM BUSINESSES, CONCERNS,
EMPLOYMENTS, ETC.

Number of Gross Income
Assessments. Assessed.

(a) Persons not employees . 416,661 109,900,000

(b) Firms (number of partners

not known) . . . 53,663 80,500,000

(c) Public Companies (number
of shareholders unknown) 37,937 291,000,000

(a} Local Authorities . . 11,985 24,000,000

(e) Bankers, Coupon dealers,

etc., deducting tax on

behalf of the Revenue . not available 33,100,000

(f) Employees (Schedule D) . 114,074 27,100,000

(g) Employees (Schedule E) . 471,564 109,600,000

1,105,884 675,200,000

We have thus a record of 1,100,000 assessments, but

these assessments do not always correspond to individual

tax-payers.

Item a,
" Persons not employees," gives us the fact that

416,661 individuals are taxed in respect of trading or

professional profits. Item b reveals the existence of 53,663
firms with an unknown number of partners. Item c

1 For a fuller explanation of these Schedules reference should be made to

Chapter 21.

3
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covers a great many large and small shareholders. Item

d covers a large number of investors who have lent money
to local bodies. Item e similarly covers many persons

of property deriving interest from various securities which

are taxed "at the source." In items /and g each assess-

ment refers to an individual.

Further, these 1,100,000 assessments are made under

Schedules D and E only, which cover but 675,000,000
out of a total gross assessment to income tax of

,1,010,000,000 in 1908-9. There remain to consider

Schedules A, B, and C.

A moment's reflection will show that from these three

schedules, which deal respectively with realty, farmers'

profits, and government securities, we can expect little

assistance. The assessments under Schedule A are

made upon tenants, who in the majority of cases are not

the actual and ultimate tax-payers. The number of

assessments is enormous
;
we do not know it, but it

would not help us if we did, for it has no relation what-

ever to the number of property owners. Under Schedule

B, as is explained elsewhere,
1 there are few income tax

payers. Under Schedule C certain interest from home
and foreign government securities is taxed, but not by
assessment on the actual tax-payers.
To sum up, the number of assessments to income tax is

not known, and, if it were known, it would be very much
greater than the number of individual tax-payers. /Two-
thirds of the income tax is collected, not directly- from
the persons who owe the tax, but indirectly or "

at the

source." It is possible for an individual tax-payer to

appear more than once in each schedule) With delight-
ful humour the Inland Revenue Commissioners give a

hypothetical case of a composite income of 5000 per
annum, made op ai follows :

1 Sw Chapter 21.
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HYPOTHETICAL COMPOSITE INCOME
Schedule. Amount.
A Profits from the Ownershipof Lands, Houses, etc. 500
B from the Occupation of Lands . . 200
C from Government Securities . . 200
D as an Author . . . . . IOo
D as a Solicitor (partner in a firm the

total profits of which are ^5000) . 2,500
D from Investments in a Public Company

(total profits of the Company,
^55,000) .... 500

Investment in Municipal Stock . . 100
D from Investments in Foreign Bonds

(payable by coupons cashed in the

United Kingdom) . . . IOO
Salary as a Land-Agent . . . 500

E Salary as a Borough Auditor . . 300

5,000

This hypothetical gentleman, who is at once a landlord,
a farmer, a fundholder, a man of letters, a lawyer, a share-
holder, an investor in foreign bonds, a land-agent, and a
borough auditor, does great credit to the sense of humour
of the Inland Revenue authorities, and may be called an
extreme case. There are, however, tens of thousands of
fortunate or unfortunate persons who are at once business
men, investors, and landlords or houselords, and it is clear
that if we are to arrive at the actual number of individuals
who earn or receive incomes of 160 per annum or up-
wards we must proceed by other methods.

Before leaving the table on page 33, however, the
reader should take note of the low range of incomes it

reveals, so far as individuals can be detected in the list :
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Per Annum.

(a) The 416,661 persons not employees have an

average income of . 260

(/) The 114,074 employees taxed under

Schedule D have an average income of . 230

(f) The 471,564 employees taxed under

Schedule E have an average income of . 230

Many of these individuals have other sources of income

beside their earnings, but the low mean income of each

class remains remarkable when that fact is taker into

account Classes / and g cannot possibly deceive the

Income Tax Commissioners as to their incomes, for the

law compels employers to tell the authorities exactly what

their employees earn.
[With

an average as low as 230

it is clear that the majority of salaries lie between the

exemption limit of 160 and 200 a year. The under

payment of the middle class stands revealed^

If the reader takes note of these facts he will be less

surprised by the results of the analysis to which we will

now proceed.
We now turn to what information is available upon the

subject of individual incomes. V So far as the poorer classes

of income tax payers are concerned, some clear light is

afforded by the Income Tax Commissioners in a table

showing the number of persons claiming abatements.

This table, which is of great importance, is given on

These7 abatements are claimed by certain individuals who

satisfy the Commissioners that their entire incomes, from

every source, lie between 160 andfapQ per
annum. Thus

we get definite information
thatfjn

1 908^9, 779,5 5 2 indi-

viduals declared their incomes tote within these limits)

The record of the number of abatements is worttfpar-

ticular attention. In 1893-4 the limit of exemption was
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L\ 50. In the following year the exemption limit was

raised 10 to 160, and for the first time an abatement

was allowed upon incomes up to 500. In 1898-9

abatements were introduced on incomes up to 700.

It will be seen that since 1 897-8 there has been a rapid

increase in the number of abated incomes. This has been

caused not by the sudden growth of incomes of this class,

but by ( I ) the abatements being better understood, and

(2) heavier taxation making it better worth while for indi-

viduals to claim the abatements. With the income tax

at is, and is. 3d. it became worth while to fill up
the form. We have, then, to thank the late war, and

the increased taxation which followed it, for putting at

our disposal a fairly complete record of the number of

individual incomes between 160 and 700. Probably
the record is still incomplete, and we must make an

allowance for the fact It is probable also that a certain

number of persons of small income who ought to pay tax

escape assessment Both counts, however, are certainly

well covered by adding a small percentage to the number
of individual incomes revealed by the claimed abatements.

In "Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, with the actual

claims made standing at about 700,000, I suggested that

50,000 would be a fair estimate of the number not claim-

ing abatements or who escaped taxation. But in five

years some 80,000 new claims have been made. Over

27,000 of these were made in 1907-8 ;
this was probably

due to the clause in the Finance Act of 1907 compelling
all employers, and not companies alone, to divulge their

employees' incomes, thus bringing to light non-assessed

incomes and causing claims for abatements by their

owners. My estimate of 50,000 I should, in view of

this further information, raise to 90,000 or 100,000, and
at the present time I am inclined to think that some

40,000 incomes between 160 and 700 must still be
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regarded as either escaping tax or as being not reviewed

in the abatements table. We thus arrive at, in round

figures, 820,000 as a near approximation to the number

of individuals who possess between 160 and 700 per

annum.
The aggregate income of the 779,000 persons grant(

abatements in 1 908-9 is not given in the report. We can,

however, estimate it closely, and this is done in the

following table, figures being added for the 40,000 persons

whom we have assumed either to neglect to claim abate-

ments or to escape taxation altogether :

INDIVIDUAL INCOMES BETWEEN 160 AND
700 (1908)

Estimated

Aggregates.

648,000 Incomes between 1 60 and 400.

Average assumed to be 300 . . 194,400,000

67,000 Incomes between 400 and 500.

Average assumed to be 450 . . 30,1 5 0,000

41,000 Incomes between 500 and 600.

Average assumed to be 550 . . 22,550,000

24,000 Incomes between 600 and 700.

Average assumed to be 650 .
i 5, 600,000

40,000 (balance of estimated total of

820,000) Incomes of persons who

either neglect to claim abatements or

altogether escape taxation. Average

assumed to be 300 .
1 2,000,000

820,000 Incomes aggregate . 274,700,000

To proceed, we see that some 820,000 persons enjoy an

estimated aggregate income of 274,700,000 per annum.

But the total income of the income tax paying classes

we have already seen to be 909,000,000. There remains
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therefore, to form an estimate of the number of persons

who enjoy the balance of ,634,000,000.
Our best clue to these persons, who individually possess

incomes exceeding .700 a year, is to be found in the

number of rich men's houses in the United Kingdom,
In Great Britain an Inhabited House Duty is levied

upon the occupiers of all houses and residential business

premises of an annual value exceeding 20. The duty

being graduated, we obtain records of the houses of Great

Britain classified according to their rentals. The duty is

not levied in Ireland.

The Inland Revenue report gives us the following

interesting record.

GREAT BRITAIN ONLY: PRIVATE DWELL-
ING-HOUSES OF 20 AND UPWARDS:
1908-9

Clan of House.
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The figures refer to Great Britain only, but the number

of income tax payers in Ireland is small, the payment
of income tax in that country, in 1908, being but

996,000 out of 3 i ,860,000 paid by the United Kingdom
as a whole.

If there were a constant ratio between incomes and

rentals, and if every private house contained but one

family, the record of houses would be a sufficient clue to

the number of income tax payers ;
but there is no such

correspondence, and a considerable proportion of the

houses are let in tenements.

In London persons with an income over 160 a year

rarely pay a rental less than .30. In the provinces a

rental as low as 25 may sometimes represent an

income tax payer. Many 25, $O, and even 40, and

more houses in London and elsewhere are tenement

dwellings. Some notorious London slums consist of

houses of about 30 annual value. In West London

6s. a week, 15, I2s. a year, commands two poor
rooms.

Some residential shops, etc., not included in the above

list, house income tax payers, but usually the well-to-do

shopkeeper lives away from his shop, the upper part of

which is let to poorer persons.

These considerations make it impossible to deduce the

aggregate of income tax payers from the house record,

but it is a suggestive fact that in Great Britain there

were in 1908 only 1,088,631 private houses of 25 and

over. It is clear that the number of persons with incomes

exceeding 160 a. year cannot much exceed that figure,

even when allowance is made for the Irish houses not

included in the record.

As we have ascertained from the income tax abate-

ment claims the approximate number of income tax

payers between 160 and 700 a year, we are enabled
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to neglect the difficult relation of small rentals to incomes,

and to concentrate our attention upon a simpler and

more satisfactory problem, the number of houses likely to

be in the occupation of persons with upwards of .700 a

^ It is submitted that persons in the Metropolis possess-

ing an income of over 700 per annum are unlikely to

occupy private dwelling-houses of an annual value below

^6oJ Indeed, London householders with incomes below

700 sometimes pay higher rentals than 60. Against
this fact we must, however, place the existence of many
blocks of flats of high rentals which pay Inhabited House

Duty, not per flat, but per block. I think we may balance

the one consideration against the other, and assume that

the private dwelling-houses in London exceeding 60
in annual value roughly correspond to the number of

persons with 700 per annum and upwards.
In the provinces and Scotland rentals are lower, and

I think we may safely draw the line at 50, in view of

the fact that we are excluding, as in London, all resi-

dential shops, public houses, etc.

The number of houses in Great Britain of the classes

referred to is as follows :
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PRIVATE DWELLING-HOUSES IN GREAT
BRITAIN LIKELY TO BE IN THE OCCUPA-
TION OF PERSONS WITH 700 PER ANNUM
AND UPWARDS (1908-9)

Annual Value.
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We thus get the following figures for the whole of the

United Kingdom, making our figures round :

PRIVATE DWELLING-HOUSES IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM PROBABLY CORRESPONDING
TO INCOME TAX PAYERS WITH 700 AND
UPWARDS PER ANNUM (1908-9)

Number.

London . . . . . . 58,700
Rest of England and Wales . . 188,400
Scotland . .

'

. , . . 27,000
Ireland . . . . . . 9,000

Total . . . . 283,100

We can now arrive at an estimate of the total number

of income tax payers. It is as follows :

INCOME TAX PAYERS OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM (1908-9)

Incomes. Number.

Between 160 and 700 . . 820,000

Exceeding ,700 . 4 . 280,000

Total . . , 1,100,000

I think that this ^estimate of 1,100,000 may be

accepted with confidence as a near approximation to

the actual number of individual incomes which exceeded

160 per annum in 1908-9^
Taking 1,100,000 as a trustworthy figure, we are in a

position to show how the population of the United

Kingdom is divided by the line of income tax exemption.
If we assume that each of the 1,100,000 persons is the
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909,000,000 per annum

taken by

5,500,000 people

having Incomes of 160 and upwards

per annum

935,000,000 per annum

taken by

39,OOO,OOO people

having Incomes below 160

per annum

In 1908 the Income Tax Exemption limit of 160 per annum divided the

National Income into two almost equal parts.
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head of a family of five persons, we get, by obvious

calculation, the following result :

DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL INCOME
AS BETWEEN THOSE WITH MORE AND
THOSE WITH LESS THAN 160 PER
ANNUM (1908-9)

Number. Income.

Persons with incomes of

over 160 and their

families (1,100,000 x 5)

Persons with incomes of less

than 160 and their

families (total population
less 5,500,000) .

5,500,000 909,000,000

39,000,000 935,000,000

44,500,000 1,844,000,000

These striking facts are expressed in diagrammatic form

on page 45. Broadly speaking, it is shown that ^one-half

of the entire income of the United Kingdom is enjoyed by

about 1 2 per cent, of its population^
But a still more extraordinary conclusion emerges from

the facts we have examined. Of the 1,100,000 income

tax payers, 820,000 are persons with incomes over 160

and not exceeding 700. The aggregate income of these

820,000 persons we estimated at 275,000,000 (page 39),

and the estimate is a liberal one. By subtraction from

the total income of the income tax classes (909,000,000)
we see that the 280,000 rich persons with over 700 per
annum possess an aggregate income of 634,000,000 per
annum. The facts are clearly shown in the following
table and in the diagram which forms the frontispiece of

this volume :
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RICHES, COMFORT, AND POVERTY, 1908

Distribution of the National Income as between (i)

those with 700 per annum and upwards ; (2) those

with 160 to 700 per annum
;
and (3) those with

not more than 160 per annum.

RICHES

Persons with Incomes of

700 per annum and

upwards and their

families, 2 80,000 X 5

COMFORT

Persons with Incomes

between 160 and

700 per annum and

theirfamilies,820,ooo

xs . * .

POVERTY

Persons with Incomes of

less than 160 per
annum and their

families .

Number. Income.

1,400,000 634,000,000

4,100,000 275,OOO,OOO

39,100,000 935,000,000

44,500,000 1,844,000,000

Thus, to the conclusion that one-half of the entire income
of the nation is enjoyed by but about 1 2 per cent of its

populatiorywe
must add another even more remarkable,

viz. : that(wrr than one-third of the entire income of the

United Kingdom is enjoyed by less than one-thirtieth of its

The broad outlines thus drawn I shall not attempt to

amplify, for, as will be gathered from the nature of the
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available material, such amplification would be of little

value. Nor would any useful purpose be served by any

arbitrary division of our population into
"
upper,"

"
middle," and "

working
"

classes. The three divisions

of population at which we have arrived, although arbi-

trary, have naturally arisen in the course of our inquiry,

and with some propriety we may term them respectively

the Rich Classes, the Comfortable Classes and the Poor

Classes.

\The great fact emerges that the enormous annual income

of the United Kingdom is so badly distributed amongst
us that, out of a population of 44,500,000, 39,000,000
are

"
poor

"
in the sense that their incomes do not exceed

160 a year. }
It is no longer incredible that in a

population of 44,500,000 people, enjoying an aggregate

income of 1,844,000,000, there exist
"
30 per cent, living

in the grip of perpetual poverty." When we realize that

39,000,000 out of our 44,500,000 are poor, measured

by a very modest standard of income, the statistics of

Booth and Rowntree cease to surprise us. /In analysis,

the United Kingdom is seen to contain a great multitude

of poor people, veneered with a thin layer of the com-

fortable and the rich.^

It will be of interest to compare the above statistics

with those which appeared in
" Riches and Poverty,"

edition 1905. The statement then presented was based

on the Inland Revenue figures of 1903-4, and the frontis-

piece bore the heading "British Incomes in 1904." For

the purposes of comparison, the 1905 edition figures may
be attributed to 1903, since the fiscal year 1903-4 is as

to nine months in 1903. Similarly, the figures arrived

at in the above pages may be dated 1908, an interval of

five years separating the two investigations.

The following is the comparison arrived at, after

adjustment of the earlier figures by raising the estimated

4
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number of income tax payers in 1903 from 1,000,000 to

1,050,000, for the reasons given on page 38.

DISTRIBUTION OF BRITISH INCOMES



CHAPTER IV

THE ESTATES OF RICH AND POOR

OUR
review of the extraordinary facts relating to what

has been called with grim humour the " National
"

income, prepares us for an examination of the estates of

rich and poor.

Legal distribution of the property of deceased persons
can only be made upon payment of certain taxes, com-

monly called death duties, and legally known as the

Estate, Legacy and Succession duties. The nature and

extent of these duties I shall discuss in a later chapter.
At this point I am only concerned with the facts which

are brought to light in the collection of the chief death

duty, the Estate duty, as since varied, of the great 1894
Budget

l of the late Sir William Harcourt.

The principle of graduation was very properly applied
to this duty, and accordingly we obtain, through the

reports of the Inland Revenue Commissioners, an exceed-

ingly valuable record, not only of the total value of the

property which is
"
left

"
it is a suggestive term by the

deceased, but of the classification of that property in large
and small estates.

2

The Estate Duty is payable upon all estates which
exceed 100 net (net, that is, after the discharge of all

debts due by the deceased) and the Inland Revenue
authorities undoubtedly pass under review the greater part
of the property which is thus legally taxable. There must
be a certain leakage, of course, for such heritages as house-

1 Finance Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Viet. c. 30).
2

It was in the first edition of this work that attention was first drawn to

this new source of information.

5*
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PROPERTY LEFT AT DEATH IN THE UNITED KING-
BROUGHT TO THE NOTICE OF THE INLAND
1904-5 TO 1908-9.

CLASS OP ESTATE.
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DOM. NUMBERS AND VALUES OF ESTATES
REVENUE COMMISSIONERS IN THE FIVE YEARS
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hold furniture, cash in money or notes, bearer bonds, and

so forth, are sometimes divided up amongst the relatives

of a departed property owner without account to the

State, and it is difficult properly to assess unquoted

securities, goodwills, trade stocks, furniture, etc. More-

over, large sums pass inter vivos. How much property

thus escapes official observation we do not know, but it is

probably a considerable amount.

Before setting out particulars of the numbers and values

of the estates revealed through the operation of the Estate

Duty, it will be well to remind the reader of the number

of deaths per annum in the United Kingdom. In the

years 1899 to 1903, the figures were as follows :

DEATHS IN UNITED KINGDOM
Ye. Deaths.

1904 .... 707,000

1905 .... 670,000

1906 .... 68l,OOO

1907 . . . . 679,000

1908 .... 677,000

Average Deaths per annum 1904-1908 = 683,000.

We see that the mean number of deaths in the five years

1904-8 was just over 680,000 per annum.

We now inquire, as to these 680,000 persons who die

in the United Kingdom in a year, how many leave

property of sufficient value to be brought under the notice

of the tax-gatherers, and what is the value of the property
left by them.

These questions are answered in considerable detail by
the table on pages 52 and 53, which shows, for each of

the last five financial years of which we have record, the

numbers and values of the estates reviewed.
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It will be seen that, taking the average of these five

years, we get the following summary facts :

Deaths per annum 683,000

Sworn Estates per annum, number . . . 83,206

Estates of less value than 100 net each per annum 17,626

Estates exceeding 100 net each per annum 65,580

Net value of Dutiable Estates per annum 278,300,000

The question now arises, what is the average value of

the tiny estates which are not the subject of affidavits ?

What is the amount of property per head left by the poor

people who form the great majority of the inhabitants of

our rich country ? There are the few humble sticks of

furniture, and the small sums invested in savings banks,

friendly societies, trade unions, building societies, etc.,

What are these worth ?

The Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies, Mr Stuart

Sim, in his latest Report (No. 105 of 1909), p. 44, gives

us the Summary of Registered Provident Societies and

Thrift Institutions, which appears on page 56.

The total funds, 439,000,000, represent the savings
of some millions of people, but the total number of
"
members," nearly 34,000,000, must not be taken to

stand for so many individuals. There is, of course, much

duplication in the membership, one individual being some-

times member of two, three, four, or more societies or

clubs. A carpenter, earning 305. a week, may be a

member of his trade union, member of two friendly

societies, have a few pounds in the Post Office Savings

Bank, and be a depositor in a building society, thus

figuring as
"
five members "

in the list.

The list is not complete, for it does not cover the

industrial insurance companies, which waste in costly

management so large a part of the sums paid them, and

unregistered friendly societies and slate clubs.
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THRIFT INSTITUTIONS: SUMMARY OF REGISTERED PRO-
VIDENT SO( 11 IMS AND CERTIFIED AND POST OFFICE
SAVINGS BANKS AT DEC. SIST, 1907.

NATURE OF INSTITUTION.
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On the other hand, it would be a profound mistake to

regard the sum shown 439,000,000 as belonging

entirely to manual workers. No small part of the

funds of building societies, savings banks, etc., belong
to the middle classes, and even professional men do not

disdain to purchase houses through building societies.

Additions must be made for the tiny stocks of little

shopkeepers and the
"
furniture

"
in poor houses, but on

the latter account those who know what the furniture of

the poor usually consists of will make modest estimates

of its value. Its exchange value is almost negligible, and

its value in use is that it is a factor in the sordid discomfort

of the poor home, being in that respect not unworthy of

the ugly walls which enclose it.

Altogether it is probable that we mayestimate the total

property of the poor at less than 500,000,000 in 1908,
and regard this sum as belonging chiefly to a great mass

of people, forming by far the greater part of the 39,000,000

persons under the line of Income Tax exemption.'. Prob-

ably about 15,000,000 of this sum passes at death per

annum, and only a small part of it, chiefly the house pro-

perty, comes under review by Somerset House.

With the facts we have reviewed we are in a position to

airive at a just idea of the respective proportions of rich

and poor estates. On page 59 will be found a table

which shows the nature of those proportions. I have

taken the averages of the past five years arrived at in the

tables on pages 52-53, and have made a rough division

between rich and poor by drawing the line at the posses-

sion of property worth 1,000 net capital value.

To give a true idea of the division of deaths in the two

classes, it is necessary to make allowance in the rich class

for the deaths of the children of the well-to-do. It may
be taken that, in addition to the 20,000 adults who die

every year possessed of estates worth upwards of 1,000,
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7,500 children and young persons die in well-to-do homes.

I then place in the upper part of the table the number of

deaths remaining after deduction from 683,000 of all the

other figures in the table.

In arriving at the amount of property left by the poor I

have assumed that of the i 5,000,000 of savings estimated

as passing at death per annum, 5,000,000 does actually

come under review in the first few lines of the table on

pages 5 2-5 3. The balance, 10,000,000, 1 have brought into

the account as corresponding to the 592,294 deaths in the

first line of the table on p. 59.

With these explanations the table will speak for itself,

and its tale is a startling one. We see that, drawing the

line between the rich and poor arbitrarily at the possession
of 1,000, of the 683,000 persons who die in a year,

28,397 die rich or very rich, leaving 259,700,000, while

654,603 die poor or very poor, leaving between them only

29,500,000.
The figures over 10,000 are worth special attention :

FORTUNES OVER 10,000 EACH (NET)

Year.
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PROPERTY LEFT BY 683,000 PERSONS

Average of 1904-5 to 1908-9

POOR AND VERY POOR
Deaths. Property Left.

Died with so little property
that no affidavit was sworn

(Property estimated at

.10,000,000, see p. 58) . 592,294 10,000,000

Died Bankrupt .

Died leaving less than 100

net ....
Died leaving between 100

and 500 net

Died leaving between 500
and 1,000 net

1,670

1 5)9 5 6 900,000

34,279 10,000,000

10,404 8,600,000

Total Poor and Very Poor 6 5 4,60 3 29,5 00,000

RICH AND VERY RICH

Died under age without

property . . 7,5

Died leaving between 1,000
net and 10,000 net . 16,910 62,100,000

Died leavingbetween;^ 1 0,000
net and 1,000,000 net .

Died millionaires

3,980 179,500,000

7 18,100,000

Total Rich and Very Rich 28,397 259,700,000

TOTAL RICH AND POOR 683,000 292,500,000
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170 persons per annum die worth .150,000 each;

80 die worth over 250,000 each; 26 die worth over

500,000 each; and 7 die worth about 2,500,000

each.

Thus, in an average year, 26 persons die leaving

between them far more than is possessed by 654,000 poor

persons who die in one year. Again, in a single average

year, the wealth left by the few rich people who die

approaches in amount the aggregate property possessed

by the whole of the living poor.



CHAPTER V

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATIONS

WE pass from the consideration of the property which

is left at death in a single year to the estimation

of the value of the total capital stock of the United

Kingdom.
We can proceed by two different methods. We can

argue from the property left by those who die in a single

year to the property possessed by the living, or we can

capitalize that part of the national income which is

derived from property. The former method was used

as long ago as the 'fifties by Porter in his
"
Progress

of the Nation." The second method has been em-

ployed by many statisticians, notably by Sir Robert

Giffen.

In the following table I have formed an estimate of the

accumulated wealth of the nation at the present time,

dividing it into three categories :

(1) "National" property in the proper sense, i.e. pro-

perty in the possession of the Imperial Government or

Local Authorities.

(2) Land and Capital Stock within the United King-
dom owned by private individuals, and

(3) Property in foreign countries and British Possessions

owned by persons in the United Kingdom.

fa
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ACCUMULATED WEALTH OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM: 1908

[This table should not be quoted without the context]

(i) PUBLIC PROPERTY (IMPERIAL AND LOCAL):

(a) Imperial Property '. . . 550,000,000

() Local Property . . . 1,370,000,000

Subtract (i) National Debt

(762,000,000) and (2) Local

Loans (600,000,000) .

1,920,000,000

1,362,000,000

558,000,000

(2) PROPERTY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM OWNED BY

PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS:

(c) Agricultural Lands and the Farm-

houses, Buildings, Fences, Roads,

Ditches, etc., thereof. Profits

under Schedule A of Income

Tax (1908-9) 52,000,000

capitalized at 20 years' purchase 1,040,000,000

(</) Houses, Business Premises, etc.,

and their Lands. Profits under

Schedule A of Income Tax

( 1 908-9) 2 1 7,000,000 capital-

ized at 15 years' purchase . 3,255,000,000

(e) Other Profits from Land under

Schedule A of Income Tax

( 1 9o8-9) 1 ,300,000 capitalized
at 25 years' purchase . .

Carry forward .

32,000,000

4,327,000,000
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Brought forward . . 4,327,000,000

(/) Farmers' Capital. Estimated at

6 per acre for 47,000,000 acres

under cultivation . . . 282,000,000

(g) The National Debt (neglecting

the small amount held abroad) . 762,000,000

(h} Local Debts .... 600,000,000

(*) Capital of Miscellaneous Trades :

(1) Profits of Miscellaneous

Businesses, Professions, etc.,

taxed under Schedule D of

IncomeTax in 1908-9 (allow-

ing for profits assumed to

escape taxation 60,000,000,
see p. 1 6), and deducting
for profits from abroad

(25,000,000, see p. 1 6),were

444,000,000. One-half of

this sum (222,000,000)
assumed to be from capital

and capitalized at 10 years'

purchase .... 2,220,000,000

(2) Profits of small traders who
are not Income Tax payers
are in part derived from

capital .... 100,000,000

(/, Railways. Profits taxed under

Schedule D 1908-9 =

43,000,000 capitalized at 25

years' purchase . . . 1,075,000,000

Carry forward . 9,366,000,000
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Brought forward . . 9,366,000,000

(*) Mines and Quarries. Profits taxed

under Schedule D 1908-9 =

18,000,000 capitalized at 5

years' purchase . , . 90,000,000

(/) Gasworks. Profits taxed under

ScheduleD 1908-9 = 7,800,000

capitalized at 20 years' purchase 156,000,000

(m) Ironworks. Profits taxed under

ScheduleD 1908-9 = 5,100,000

capitalized at 5 years' purchase . 25,000,000

(*) Waterworks. Profits taxed under

ScheduleD 1908-9 = 6,200,000

capitalised at 20 years' purchase 124,000,000

(o) Canals. Profits taxed under

ScheduleD 1908-9 = 4,200,000

capitalized at 20 years' purchase

(p) Markets, Tolls, Fishings, Ceme-

teries, etc Profits taxed under

ScheduleD 1 908-9 = i ,400,000

capitalized at 20 years' purchase

(q) Other Interests and Profits taxed

under Schedule D 1908-9 =

7,700,000 capitalized at 20

years' purchase . .

(r) Furniture, Works of Art, etc., in

Private Houses. Assumed to be

one-sixth of the value of"Houses"

in Schedule A (see item d)

84,000,000

28,000,000

154,000,000

540,000,000

10,567,000,000
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(3) PROPERTY IN PLACES ABROAD OWNED BY PERSONS
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

(s) Interest from Indian, Colonial and

Foreign Government Securities

taxed under Schedule C 1908-9
= 32,200,000 capitalized at

25 years' purchase . . , 805,000000
(/) Interest from Indian, Colonial and

Foreign Securities, including

Railways, taxed under Schedule

D 1908-9 = 56,600,000

capitalized at 20 years' purchase 1, 1 32,000,000

() Other Profits from abroad derived

from property assumed to have

a capital value of about . 700,000,000

2,637,000,000

SUMMARY

(1) Public Property .

(2) Property in the United Kingdom
owned by Private Individuals .

Property in places abroad owned by
persons in the United Kingdom

(3)

558,000,000

10,567,000,000

2,637,000,000

13,762,000,000

To the explanations given in the table itself some further

notes may be added. For the greater part, the estimates
are based, it will be seen, upon Income Tax statistics.

The items thus arrived at are near approximations to the
truth. The table also contains some necessarily rough
estimates of uncertain items.

The matter of public property is an exceedingly difficult

one to deal with. In item a I have estimated that our

5
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warships and stores of naval and military material, Imperial

shipyards, dockyards and arsenals, public offices, galleries,

museums and their contents, government factories and

workshops and their plant, post office, telegraph and

telephone capital, etc., are worth 550,000,000 at a

conservative estimate. The capital value of all our

ships, allowing for depreciation, cannot be less than

150,000,000, and naval works and material must be

worth fully 8o,OOO,OOO. Army material and military

works are of less value, but can scarcely be estimated

at less than 120,000,000. The value of the post

office, telegraph and telephone businesses at only 15

years' purchase of the profits would be 60,000,000.

The Suez Canal shares are worth 28,000,000. Thus

550,000,000 as an estimate of the total value of all

Imperial property is not an excessive figure.
1

The public property in the care of local authorities, as

trustees for the nation, is exceedingly great. It is con-

venient to consider common lands in this connexion.

Probably there are some 2,000,000 acres of common
lands in England and Wales all that remains unfilched

of full many times that area.8 If we value these commons
at an average of 25 per acre some of the commons, as

in Surrey, are worth from 200 to 2,000 an acre, valued

at present market rates we get 50,000,000.
Roads are an important item in the national valuation

they are almost all that is left to the nation of the nation's

area. There are about 22,000 miles of main roads and

about 97,000 miles of minor roads. These have value as

land and value as highways, but if we value land and con-

struction together at an average of only 5,000 per mile we
1 There ii abo, of coarse, the value of the trained personnel of both army
4 navy, which could not be taken at less than .250 per soldier and

400 per tailor, but I confine this eitimate to the value of "property"
commonly to called.

f There are no commons in Ireland and Scotland.
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arrive at about 600,000,000 as a conservative estimate of

the value of the roads of the United Kingdom.
There remain to consider the values of the parks and

other land, buildings (including offices, houses, schools,

markets, asylums and workhouses), bridges, sewers, light-

ing systems, gasworks, electric light and power under-

takings, tramways, waterworks, reservoirs, etc.

The outstanding debts of the local authorities of the

United Kingdom are now about 600,000,000. The whole

of this amount has been spent upon the objects referred to

and they are worth considerably more. I submit that it

is a very conservative estimate to value local government

property at 20 per cent, more than the amount of the

outstanding loans or say 720,000,000.
We thus arrive at 1,370,000,000 as a rough but reason-

able estimate of the value of the local property. Adding
it to the 550,000,000 of Imperial property we get

1,920,000,000 as a valuation of that portion of the

accumulated wealth of the United Kingdom which is in

the collective ownership of the nation. 1

But, against the possession of these large amounts of

property we have to set the mortgages upon the public
assets which are represented by the National Debt and

Local Debts. These, of course, are not directly secured

upon Imperial and Local Government property, but upon
the Imperial and local revenues It is convenient, how-

ever, to regard them as mortgages, and to deduct them
as I have done in the table. Making this deduction, I

am able properly to include the amount of the national

debt and local debts in my estimate of the value of private

property (see items g and H]. This gives a true view of

the subject. The people of the United Kingdom col-

lectively own relatively little property. In the time to

1 In 1885 Sir Robert Giffen estimated Government and local property at

500,000,000, but I do not know his reasons for naming that figure.
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come this will be remedied, for local authorities are rapidly

acquiring reproductive undertakings. Until they are paid

for, however, by the discharge
of the loans raised to acquire

or equip them, we do well to remember that they are

mortgaged to individuals. Therefore, in deducting the

debts from the valuation of public property and in adding
them to the private property I submit that I am presenting

an accurate picture of the actual position.

To sum up this part of the subject, the people of the

United Kingdom collectively possess property worth

1,920,000,000 and are collectively indebted to a few of

their number in the sum of 1,362,000,000. Thus, all that

they may be said to own collectively is property worth the

comparatively insignificant sum of 558,000,000.
I pass to the private property which is commonly called

"
national

"
wealth.

In item c agricultural lands and the farmhouses and

other buildings thereon are valued at 1,040,000,000. In

1 898 the Royal Commission on Agriculture arrived at the

value of lands by taking 1 8 years' purchase of the profits

of 1893. The value of agricultural land is now rising

with the appreciation in the price of food. 1

Item d "
Houses," it should be clearly understood,

covers not only dwelling houses, but factories, workshops,

offices, and all other premises save farmhouses. It also

includes, as is so often overlooked, both house value and

land value. In capitalizing at 1 5 years' purchase, the

market value of the property is certainly not overstated.

The 3,255,000,000 so arrived at is a handsome sum and

by far the most considerable item in the list. It includes,

in the value of factories and other business premises, a

considerable amount of trade capital.

1 Ixwd Eversley seems to think that 25 years' purchase meets the concli-

lions Of 190$. See discussion in the Royal Statistical Society's Journal for

March 1905.
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It should not be forgotten that we are speaking of

economic valuation, not of intrinsic value. Houses which

rank for no small part of the 3,255,000,000 are of small

intrinsic value, their economic value being only produced

by the sheer necessities of those whose needs must find a

roof. London contains great areas of filthy brick-work

which are worthy to be destroyed, but worth many millions

to the houselords who draw rents from them.

Item /deals with farmers' capital. Here I have used

the figure arrived at in 1905 by R. H. Inglis Palgrave.
1

After careful examination of the amounts of capital per

acre employed in various parts of the country, Mr Palgrave

considers 6 an acre an excessive estimate, but Major

Craigie, who has given the subject much attention, is

inclined to think it too low.

Items g and h have been already referred to.

Item i (i) is an estimate of the amount of capital em-

ployed in the miscellaneous trades and professions taxed

under Schedule D of the Income Tax. I have assumed

that one-half of the estimated profits were derived from

capital, and this half I have capitalized at 10 years' purchase.

The amount so arrived at 2,220,000,000 may be re-

garded as a reasonable estimate, not as an accurate one. In

1908, it may be pointed out, the nominal "paid up"
capital of registered joint stock companies amounted to

2,123,000,000.
Under i (2) 100,000,000 is put down as a rough esti-

mate of the capital employed by small traders whose in-

comes are less than 160 per annum. I think that

100,000,000 is a liberal estimate, but it should be noted,

against this opinion, that in 1885 Sir Robert GifTen's esti-

mate was 3 3 5,000,000. In either case the figure is sheer

guesswork ;
there is no proper statistical material.

1 "Estimates of Agricultural Losses." Paper read to the Royal Statistical

Society in March 1905.
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Items/ to q need little comment. I point out, how-

ever, that the profits of mines, quarries and ironworks are

capitalized at only 4 years' purchase by some authorities

in view of their exhaustible character.

Item r relates to furniture, works of art and other mov-
able property. I have estimated this to amount to one-

sixth of the item " Houses "
(d\ It is right to point out,

however, that this estimate is very much at variance with

former ones. Sir Robert Giffen in 1885 took one-half of

the value of" Houses," and Mulhall and other statisticians

have commonly used this estimate. But is it reasonable ?

I think not. In the first place the item " Houses" covers

a great number of business premises the contents of which

are valuable but are already estimated for in item /. The
item also covers the value of all the land connected with

the premises. Deducting for land and for business pre-

mises, could we, even as to the balance, assert that the

average private dwelling contains furniture and other effects

worth 50 per cent, of the cost of the structures ? Enquiry
has shown me that such an estimate would be only warrant-

able in the case of rich houses. But rich houses, as we
have seen, are comparatively few, and " comfortable

"

houses not many. Coming to the great bulk of the small

dwelling houses of the United Kingdom the furniture and
effects are so poor that their value, unfortunately, as com-

pared even with that of the mean houses which shelter

them, is small, and in many cases negligible.

In taking one-sixth instead of one-half of item d in

arriving at item r therefore, I feel that I am making
the most liberal possible estimate. To make the figure
about .1,600,000,000, as we should do by taking the

traditional one-half of the value of "
Houses," would, I

submit, be very wide of the mark.

The total value thus estimated of the property in the

United Kingdom owned by individuals affords a striking
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contrast with that owned by the State. It amounts to

10,567,000,000.
We have now to consider the third category :

"
Property

in places abroad owned by persons in the United King-
dom." The items speak for themselves and are capitalized

at very reasonable rates. We get the remarkable fact that

certain persons in this country own about 2,600,000,000
of property in places abroad.

Thegrand total of the whole estimate isi 3,762,000,000

300 per head of the population, or say 1,500 per

family of five persons.



CHAPTER VI

THE MONOPOLY OF CAPITAL

IN
view of the facts as to rich and poor estates which we
examined in Chapter 4, it is obvious that to state that

the accumulated wealth of the United Kingdom probably
amounts to 300 per head of the population, or 1,500

per family of five persons, is to mask in averages a great

inequality of distribution.

Reverting to the Death Duty records, it is possible, by
means of them, to give a true idea of the manner of distri-

bution amongst our people of the greater part of the nearly

14,000,000,000 of capital.

I again direct attention to the tables on pages 52
and 53. Year after year, with extraordinary constancy,
a certain amount of money passes in each class of

estate. So small are the variations in relation to the

magnitude of the totals that it is hardly necessary to

average the five years in working at the figures.

If about 65,000 persons die every year leaving about

279,000,000, what is the ratio to these figures of the

numbers and property of the living ?

The question thus raised is an exceedingly interesting
one. Porter in his

"
Progress of the Nation

" seems to

have assumed a ratio of 45 to i, but I do not think that

the true figure can be so high as this.

The British Crown, since Queen Anne, has passed at

the following dates :

Anne, 1702

George I., 1714
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George II., 1727

George III., 1760

George IV., 1820
William IV., 1830
Victoria, 1837
Edward VII., 1901

George V., 1910

Thus, in 208 years, the Crown has passed eight times,

or, on the average, once in about 26 years.

I have investigated the dates at which a considerable

number of well-known estates have passed at death during
two centuries and have found the most remarkable varia-

tions in different families. The Earldom of Suffolk has

passed at average intervals of 16.7 years between 1731 and

1898. The Earldom of Coventry has passed at intervals

of 22 years between 1712 and 1 843. These are intervals

which are well under the average, while above the mean
are cases quite as remarkable. The Earldom of Essex,

between 1 709 and 1 892, has passed only four times, giving
an average of 4 5 . 7 years. The Earldom of Bathurst, again,

between 1775 and 1892, passed only five times, giving an

average of 43.4 years.

Taking the mean of a large number of actual cases, I

get an average of 29.2 years and I have decided to take

30 as a round figure which cannot be far from the truth.

Assuming, then, that there are thirty living property owners

for every dead one in the final column of the table on

PaSe 53> I nave constructed the table entitled "The
Division of Property : An Argument from the Dead to the

Living," which appears on pages 74 and 75. The figures in

columns I and 2, taken from the table in Chapter 4, are

multiplied by 30 to form the figures in columns 3 and 4.

The results are exceedingly interesting.

In the first place, the total property comes out at

8,376,000,000 which is about 5,400,000,000 less than
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THE DIVISION OF PROPERTY:
DEAD TO

CLASSES OF ESTATE.
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AN ARGUMENT FROM THE
THE LIVING

THE LIVING.
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the estimate of private property arrived at in Chapter 5.

This is not surprising. There can be no question that a

considerable amount of property evades the Death Duties.

On page 78 will be found details, taken from the Reports
of the Inland Revenue Commissioners, of the various

descriptions of property which passed in the year 1908-9.
Take the item " Household Goods, Apparel, etc." It

amounts to but .6,000,000. Now, in Chapter 5, as the

readerwill remember, I formed an estimate of 5 50,000,000
as the value ofsuch effects,this estimate being 400,000,000
lower than that made by Sir Robert Gififen twenty years

ago. The 6,000,000 is officially described as relating to
" household goods, pictures, china, linen, apparel, etc."

Multiplied by 30 it gives but 180,000,000, which is cer-

tainly 300,000,000 less than it should be. It will be seen

that
" Book Debts, Stock, Goodwill, etc.," figure for only

17,000,000 in 1908-9, pointing to under-estimation.

Similar undervaluation probably obtains in regard to other

items of property, while bonds to bearer frequently escape
taxation. Of investments in places oversea a very great

part undoubtedly escapes death duty.
Another and most important point is that a considerable

amount of property eludes the Death Duties through gifts

by the living. The following figures are significant :

COMPARISON OF (i) INCOME TAX ASSESS-
MENTS AND (2) ESTATE ASSESSMENTS

Gross Assessments Net Estates

to Reviewed for

Income Tax. Death Duties.

Million i Million i

I89S-6 677.8 213.2

1896-7 704.7 215.8

'897-8 734-5 247.3

1898-9 762.7 250.6

1899-1900 791.7 292.8
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accurate an idea of the manner of distribution as though

it dealt with the whole.

The table is full of striking contrasts. I have divided

it into two parts, the lower of which consists almost entirely

of the income tax paying classes. We should expect those

with incomes exceeding 3 per week for the most part to

be the property owners of the nation. It will be seen that

the number of persons with 500 of property and upwards
indicated by this table is 939,000. This number may be

compared with our estimate of income tax payers, which

was 1,100,000.

Of the 939,030 persons with 8,049,000,000, as many
as 312,120 own between them but about 258,000,000,

leaving 626,910 persons with 7,791,000,000.

Of the 626,910 persons with 7,791,000,000, as many
as 507,300 have between them 1,863,000,000, leaving

119,610 persons with 5,928,000,000.

And it is amongst the big estates that we must assuredly

look for the bulk of the avoidance of Death Duties, which

is clearly indicated by the table on pp. 76-77. Thus the

closer we get to the facts the more amazing the monopoly
of capital appears. It is literally true to say that a mere

handful of people owns the nation, fit is probably true

that a group of about 120,000 people^ who with their

families form about one-seventieth part of the population,

owns about two-thirds of the entire accumulated wealth of
the United Kingdom.^

It is an inevitable consequence of the monopoly of

capital by a few people that the distribution of the national

income is as pictured in the frontispiece of this volume.

If we were quite unable to investigate incomes, we
should know without investigation that the facts as

to capital must have as a corollary a grossly uneven

distribution of income. If, again, we had merely the

known facts as to incomes before us, and death duty
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statistics were not available, we should be able to deduce

from them just such a monopoly of wealth as is examined

in this chapter.

As to the insignificant fraction of the national wealth

owned by the working and lower middle classes, it is

mockery to term it the "
capital of the working classes," as

is done not infrequently. It corresponds, for the most part,

to the squirrel's store of nuts. It stands chiefly for sick pay,

unemployment benefits, funeral moneys, bits of jerry-built

houses, and so forth. It is rarely industrial capital used

for the benefit of the savers.

Those who have so little property cannot bargain fairly

for the sale of their services with those who own the

national undertaking. A small group of private owners

exercises the effective government of the nation through
the possession of the means of production, which are the

means of life. As for the Government at Westminster, it

is impotent because, like the mass of the people, it owns
little or no property. It cannot even control the chief

source of the national wealth coal, or the prime factor in

trade railways. The investments of the State, like the

investments of the masses, are a negligible quantity.
And those rule who own.



CHAPTER VII

THE AREA OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

LET
us now consider the area of the United Kingdom.

I use the word area with intention, for it is its

area which differentiates land from all other commodities.

Man can make soil by disintegrating rock. He can entirely

strip the soil from a given superficies. He can change a

fen into a farm. He can rob land of its fertility by careless

cultivation. He can rear floors above land or sink shafts

below it. Upon the base afforded by a small piece of land

he can manufacture enough cloth to clothe a multitude.

There is one thing, however, which he cannot do. He
cannot change the geographical position of land. The
element of area, of extension, is inherent and immobile,

unchangeable and indestructible.1

It follows that the manner of the control of land is an

exceedingly important matter to a community. The im-

mobile area is the base of all human activities. Upon it

we needs must live, and the manner of our distribution

upon it largely determines our happiness.
In the United Kingdom, as we have already seen, the

people collectively own but little property, and of the

entire area of the country, the control of which so largely
determines their relations with each other, but the roads,

rivers, and a few insignificant commons and parks are

public property. The whole area measures 77,000,000
acres and nearly 77,000,000 acres are private property.

1
Cf. Marshall, "The fundamental attribute of land is its extension."

"
Principles of Economics," Book I, p. 221.

6 8<
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As we might expect from the facts we have already

examined, the greater part of the area is in a com-

paratively small number of hands. There are a large

number of landowners, but great landowners are few.

As in many other parts of these enquiries, we are faced

with a plentiful lack of precise information as to the

ownership of the soil. The more important the subject,

the less trouble we take, as a people, to keep record of

it In 1910 it is impossible for any man to say precisely

how many persons own British land. No Bluebook on

the subject has been published for thirty-five years. The
last return of landowners, known as the " New Domesday
Book," was made in 1873, and is forgotten by the present

generation, although it created much interest and contro-

versy upon its publication.

The contents of the New Domesday Book were carefully

corrected and analysed by Mr John Bateman. 1 For Eng-
land and Wales alone his summary of the figures, revised

as to the great estates down to 1883, is as follows :

OWNERSHIP OF LAND IN ENGLAND
AND WALES

Number of Owner*. Class of Owner. Acres.

400 Peers and Peeresses 5,729,979
1,288 Great Landowners 8,497,699
2,529 Squires* 4,319,271

9,585 Greater Yeomen 2
4,782,627

24,412 Lesser Yeomen 2
4,144,272

217,049 Small Proprietors 3,93 1,806

7031*89 Cottagers 151,148
14,459 Public Bodies 1,443,548

Waste 1,524,624

973.QH 34,524,974
1 " Great Landowners." John Bateman (Harrison).
* These classifications are purely arbitrary.
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While the number of owners came out at nearly

1,000,000, it will be seen that the ownership of the

greater number is a very small thing indeed. For practical

purposes, about 38,000 persons owned by far the greater

part of England and Wales. The analysis shows :

38,214 people owned 27,473.848 acres ;

average 719 acres each.

934, 797 people owned 5,526,502 acres:

average 6 acres each.

Again of the 934,797 small owners :

703,289 people owned 151,148 acres:

average less than I rood.

As to the United Kingdom, Mr Bateman's analysis

showed :

UNITED KINGDOM LAND OWNERSHIP: 1883
Acres.

Total Area . . . 77,000,000
Owned by 2,500 persons . 40,426,000

It has been quaintly observed in mitigation of these

facts, and with a view to reconciling the British people to

the humiliation and economic servitude involved in these

facts, that some part of the 2,500 persons' 40,000,000
acres consists of mountain and waste land. As a matter

of fact, this plea is a further condemnation of the position,

for very little indeed of our small British area ought to

be "waste." British landowners are responsible to the

nation for their wanton neglect of afforestation. Let the
" waste

"
land of the rich be handed over to the nation if it

is declared to be valueless to its few owners.

Since 1883 the number of owners has doubtless in-

creased, but not largely, for even those people who
own little strips of land bearing houses chiefly do so on
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leasehold tenure, being in effect employed in the engaging

process of nursing ground rents for a future generation
of the few who own. It may be that in the United

Kingdom at the present moment there are about 1,250,000

freeholders, but the substantial ownership of British

land remains as it is faithfully pictured in the above

figures.

As need hardly be added, these facts about land

ownership are a most striking confirmation of the con-

clusions arrived at in these pages as to the monopoly of

capital.

As we are land animals, we are compelled, such of us as

cannot command the capital necessary to buy a base to

live upon or work upon, to come to terms with the indi-

viduals who are in possession of the British area. The

payment which is made for permission to use land is com-

monly called rent, and the total amount of the rent paid
for the use of the 77,000,000 acres is a considerable sum.

We can form a very fair estimate of it from the Income
Tax returns already examined.

First, as to the landlords' revenue from agricultural land.

This we obtain from Schedule A of the Income Tax. The
income assessed in 1908-9 was 52,000,000 gross, but as

we have already noted, part of this was not real income.

Between the cost of repairs (for which the Commissioners

allowed 6,360,000), adjustments on appeal, etc., the net

income from agricultural lands taxed in 1 907-8 was about

44,000,000. But this is the rent, not of the land alone,

but of the farms as going concerns, with all their buildings,

fences, roads, ditches, etc. The actual rent of the land

alone may perhaps be put at 35,000,000.

Secondly, we come to the rents of all lands bearing
houses, factories, business premises, etc. The gross in-

come assessed under Schedule A of the Income Tax in

1908-9 was 217,000,000, of which 49,000,000 was
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for the Metropolis alone. From this figure considerable

deductions have to be made to arrive at net income.

The Commissioners allowed for repairs 33,700,000, for

Charities, etc. 7,400,000, for empty property 8,000,000,

for over-assessments, etc. 3,900,000. Thus the real

income from houses and the land upon which they stand,

accruing to private landlords is reduced to 164,000,000.

Of this 164,000,000 how much is rent from land

alone ?

In London about one-third of the gross assessment is

land rent. In the Provinces the proportion is smaller
;

probably less than one-fourth. As to the former figure,

the L.C.C. surveyor, after careful examination of the sub-

ject in detail, a few years ago estimated the land values

of the Metropolis at 15,000,000, which was just over

one-third the gross assessment of land and buildings

together. I take, then, the Metropolitan land rents at

16,000,000 and those of the rest of the United King-
dom at one-fourth of the gross assessment (i 64,000,000),
or 41,000,000. Thus we arrive at 57,000,000 for the

whole of the United Kingdom. To this we have to

add 1,000,000 of miscellaneous sporting rents, tithes,

etc.

But Schedule A does not exhaust the profits derived

from the ownership of land. Under Schedule D are

assessed Railways, Mines, Quarries, Ironworks, etc., which

are undertakings attached to land, and in the profits of

which land rents form a part. The most important case

is that of mines. In 1893 the Royal Commission on

Mining Royalties carefully calculated all mining royalties,

dead rents, etc., received by freeholders in 1889 at less

than 5,ooo,ooo.
1 This sum has now probably increased

to about 7,000,000, including mines and quarries of all

descriptions. The rental value of the land employed in

1 See C 6980, page 79.
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Railways, Canals, etc., can hardly be taken as more than

,6,000,000 per annum.

Collecting the figures we have estimated, we get :

ESTIMATE OF LAND RENTS OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM

From Farm Lands .... .35,000,000
From Lands bearing Dwelling- Houses,

Factories, Business Premises, etc. . 57,000,000
From Sporting Rents, etc. . . . 1,000,000
From Mines, Quarries, etc. . . . 7,000,000
From Other Property . . .. 6,000,000

*
1 06,000,000

Thus, in round figures, we get 106,000,000 as an

estimate of the tribute which is paid to private owners

for permission to use the area of the United Kingdom.
As we have seen, 2,500 persons own one-half the whole

area, while 38,200 persons own three-fourths of the area

of England and Wales, so that the greater part of this

income of 106,000,000 goes into few hands.

In view of the fact that the total income of the United

Kingdom has been estimated at 1,840,000,000, it is at

first surprising that the amount of this land rent is not

larger than 106,000,000, and it is of interest to ask why
it is, in view of the monopolization of so much of the whole

area by so few people, that the land rents are not greater
than they are.

The first explanation is the influence of free imports and

cheap transport in putting at our disposal the harvests of

the entire world. Cheap food for our people has spelt
"
loss

"
to the landowner. The landowners possess just

as much land as before, neither more nor less, but as the
1

It has been constantly stated that the land rents of the United Kingdom
amount to .250,000,000. Such an estimate is unwarranted.
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produce which it yields is lower in price, they have been

able to exact, for permission to produce the kindly fruits of

the earth, a smaller rent. As our wealth has grown in

the last generation the tribute paid to the owners of

agricultural lands has grown less. Now that food is

again appreciating in price the land tribute will on this

account rise again.

But, while the rent paid for farm lands has fallen since

the seventies, the rent paid for urban sites has increased,

and, of course, a further portion of the whole area has

passed from the first category into the second. The

country-side has been increasingly deserted, and our big

towns have grown,
1 both by their own natural increase,

and by a continual influx from the villages and small

towns.

How is it, then, that the landlords have not been able

to exact a greater rent than about 57,000,000 for the

use of urban sites ? In the first place, while this sum

may seem small in proportion to the total income of our

people, it is very large in relation to the exceedingly
small area for the use of which it is exacted. Almost

the entire area of the United Kingdom is sparsely popu-
lated. It is an empty country dotted with small crowded

spots called towns. When we reflect, then, that the land

rent of the great empty country is 35,000,000, while the

land rent of the crowded towns is 57,000,000, we see the

latter item in its true light, as enormous in relation to the

insignificant area for permission to use which it is paid.

In this connexion it is important to observe that an

exceedingly large manufacturing business can be carried

on upon a small piece of the earth's surface, measuring

1 It is only in the large towns that land rents have risen. Many towns of

less than 20,000 in population are decreasing in size and their rents conse-

quently falling. In the ten years ended 1901 no less than 187 towns of from

2,000 to 50,000 inhabitants declined in population
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50 feet by I oo feet, or only an eighth part of an acre. The
whole of the manufacturing plant of the United Kingdom
stands upon a base which cannot possibly amount to

more than a negligible fraction of the whole area of the

country. (Thus,
while the industrial has to bid high for

the use of rand, he needs, as a rule, but a very small piece

for his purposes. The area needed for a tennis court is

often sufficient for the base of a business in which 100 or

200 hands are employed and which draws a huge profit

from their labou^
Or take the subject of housing. All the urban sites of

the United Kingdom together occupy a negligible part of

its area. If our 9,000,000 houses occupied half an acre

each, as unfortunately they do not, they would account for

but 4,500,000 acres out of our 77,000,000 acres.

But apart from the fact that the size of the area which

yields urban land rents is exceedingly small, local rates

are a perpetual charge upon land rents. The point
is that, as the renter of fixed property is rated according
to his rental, the size of the rental he is able to pay is

in part determined by the amount of the rates. The

higher the rates, the less rent he can afford, and therefore

the less can the landowner obtain for the use of his land.

For the reason just stated, it is often argued that the

landowner actually pays local rates. 1 The fact that he is

1 The point is of so much importance that it may be well to quote some

xpressions of opinion on the subject.
" In practice there is little doubt that the majority of intending tenants,

both in town and country, do take the precaution of enquiring what rates or

taxes they will have to pay, and vary their estimates accordingly. In their

case, then, it is the landlord, and not the tenant, who bears the burden of the

rates." " Land Nationalisation
"

(p. 86), by Harold Cox. (Methuen & Co.)." We have assumed with most economists, that in the end, on the average,
the rates, however levied, fall upon the owner (inasmuch as they compel him
to lower the rent which he demands for his property)." "Towards a Social

Policy" (p. 49), by a Committee of Liberals. "The Speaker" Publishing
Co. M.
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unable to exact as much rent as though no rates existed

is said to be equivalent to an actual payment by the land-

owner of the difference between the rent which he receives

and the rent which he might receive. This economic

doctrine is worth examination.

In the first place it is not only the rates which the

occupier takes into consideration when he decides that he

can afford to rent a certain property. He considers

" rates and taxes." The Inhabited House Duty is taken

into consideration fully as much as the poor rate. If it

did not exist the tenant could afford^to pay a higher rent.

Let us carry this a little further. (What is the Inhabited

House Duty ? It is an Income Ta roughly proportioned

to the size of a man's income by the size of the house

which he inhabits) But there is another Income Tax, the

Income Tax commonly so-called, levied at so much in the

on incomes over ^i 60 per annum. Is the Income Tax
taken into consideration by a family man looking out for a

house ? Not directly, perhaps, in the same way that he

adds the "rates and taxes" to the rent before deciding

that he can afford a certain eligible residence, but indirectly

there can be no question whatever that the Income Tax
has great influence in deciding a man's rental. Indeed,

the raising of the Income Tax from 6d. to is. may directly

cause a man tojeave a >6o house for a 50 house. We
see, then, that) if the landowner pays the local rates, he

most certainly pays the Inhabited House Duty, and

further that if he pays the form of Income Tax called the

House Duty,, it is at least arguable that he pays the Income

Tax proper-1

But that is not all. There is another determinant of

the rent which a man can afford, and that is the price of

gas. In and around London the variation in price is

considerable, and the careful householder does not forget

the fact when deciding whether to live North, South, East,
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or West South of the Thames gas is cheaper than in the

North. According to the doctrine under examination,

therefore, the landowners North of the Thames must at

least
"
pay

"
the difference between the two rates.

Again, on the same lines it might be argued that, as a

rise in the price of building materials checks building and

therefore makes a landowner ready to accept a lower rent

for his land, the landowner actually pays the increased

cost of building when materials rise.

And so we might proceed from one logical step to

another until we arrived at the comfortable conclusion

that,[if the sole expense of a householder were his rent,

he could pay his whole income as rent, and that, therefore,

the real
"
loss

"
of the landowners is the difference between

the entire income of the nation and the land rents which

they now actually receive^

The whole truth of the matter is : For long years
rates have been levied upon the occupiers of fixed

property. Contracts as to the use or sale of land and the

property affixed thereto have been made between man
and man with full knowledge of the existence of rates.

While, therefore, it is perfectly true that, but for the

existence of local levies, the owners of the soil would be

receiving a higher tribute than is actually the case, it is

straining the meaning of language to say that they pay
the rates, or that the rates are an actual burden upon
them. In so far as present-day landowners have inherited

their land from men who were given it by a worthless

Sovereign or in any other way came by it without proper

consideration, to talk of the burden of rates upon real

property can scarcely excite sympathy. In so far as

present-day landowners acquired their property for proper
consideration or inherited it from those who so acquired it,

the rates were taken into account when the price was paid,
and no burden can therefore truly be said to exist. If
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to-day A gives 1000 for a piece of land he does so

with full knowledge of local rates, and the seller gets less

for his land because of his knowledge. Therefore, when A,

in his turn, leases his land and a house built upon it to

another person, he cannot allege that he bears the burden

of the rates. Yet it remains true that, if the burden did

not exist, the land would yield A a higher rent. In a

word the rates have become a rent-charge upon the

property.
To surnup the conclusions of this chapter, we have seen

that whilejthe
total income of the nation is 1,840,000,000,

the landowners take 106,000,000 as land renjDand that

this amount would be much greater but for (i) the un-

taxed admission of competitive foodstuffs, (2) the very
small area occupied by the towns, and (3) the levying of

local taxation upon fixed property.



CHAPTER VIII

THOSE WHO WORK AND THOSE WHO WAIT

WE have seen that, although the sum of the land rents

taken by the owners of the British area is actually

very great, it is small as compared with the total of the

national income. We have also seen that there is a simple

explanation of this. (We have become a manufacturing
and a town-dwelling people, and the area occupied by our

factories and towns is very small. The chief demand for

land is confined to the outskirts of such towns as are

increasing in
size.)

The landlords of the big towns have

their pockets increasingly filled with unearned increment,

while the landlords of the empty country are reminded in

the most practical possible way of that inherent quality

of immobile area to which we have referred as the dis-

tinguishing characteristic of land. When we speak of a

town as growing rapidly we refer to the growth in relation

to the area of the town, not in relation to the area of the

country. I reiterate this point because, when it is once

realised, we see our way as a community to an exceedingly

simple solution of many important problems. We speak
of the enormous size of London. As a matter of fact, the

whole area administered by the London County Council

is but 75,000 acres. Again, "Greater London" contains

but 443,000 acres, and yet is the dwelling-place of

7,000,000 people, or far more than the entire population
of the 2,420,000,000 acres of the Dominion of Canada.

We shall return to the foregoing considerations here-

after.
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As a result of the small amount of land required as a

base for the establishment of industrial plant, or for the

warehouse or stores of a distributive business, it is usually

but a small part of the total product of an industrial or

commercial organisation which is taken by the owner of

its site. That this is usually true is obvious from the fact

that of a total annual income of 1,840,000,000 the owners

of area are able to exact but 106,000,000. Of this

106,000,000 again, as was pointed out in the last chapter,

35,000,000 is exacted from farmers who make the

meagre profit of from 17,000,000 to 26,000,000 per
annum over and above their rentals. Out of the teeming

populations of the towns, with all their manufacturing and

commercial activities, the.owners of area are able to draw

but about 57,000,000.
Now let us revert to the extraordinary figures which

are the basis of the frontispiece to this volume.

We have shown that, of a total income of 1,840,000,000,
as much as 634,000,000 is taken by a small group of

persons numbering 28o,ooo,orwith theirfamilies 1,400,000.
The great landowners are obviously amongst these 280,000

persons, and the greater part of British land rents are there-

fore included in their income. But, if the whole of it be

included, there still remains 528,000,000 of income not

derived from land rents, and taken by a very small

number of persons.

The explanation of this fact is to be found in the

monopoly of capital which we examined in Chapter 6. In

so few hands is the greater part of the accumulated capital

of the country concentrated that, in spite of the fall in the

rate of interest, the lion's share of the national income is

secured by a few. Each " dose
"
of capital may produce a

smaller return than of old, but there are more " doses
"
of

capital in the possession of the few capitalists, and these,

in relation to the whole population, add but very slowly to
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their numbers, so slowly that we get the extraordinary

congestion of capital revealed by the Death Duty returns

and pictured in the table in pages 74 and 75.

Thus he monopoly of capital is a more far-reaching

thing than the monopoly of land, and it secures for a

number of people almost as limited as the great land-

owning class, a gross profit compared with which the sum
of British land rents is

insignificant^
It is of interest to show, from a number of concrete

examples, how the joint product of mental and manual

labour comes to be shared up between those who work

and those who wait1

The following particulars are extracted from recent

balance-sheets of ten well-known industrial joint-stock

companies, each of which is representative of hundreds

of others. I shall distinguish the concerns by a letter

only, for I am not criticizing individuals, but seeking
to illustrate the causes which produce inequalities of

wealth.

Company A owns a well-known proprietary article. The
balance-sheet examined is dated 1904. Its issued capital

is 1 ,000,000, and there are no Debentures. A Profit and

Loss a/c shows that the year's sales amounted to 4. i 1 ,000.

The total expenditure incurred in manufacturing the year's

production was only .218,000. There was therefore a

balance of profit amounting to 193,000. That is to say,

after paying all outgoings, including wages, salaries, rent,

advertising, and so forth, produce which cost 218,000
to manufacture was sold for nearly twice as much. A
dividend of 20 per cent, was paid for the year, and 30,000
carried to reserve. What, then, did those get who worked
to produce the goods which were sold for 411,000?

1
I use (his phrase with intention. Interest, once defined as the reward of

"abstinence," is now usually explained by the economists of the schools to be

tb< reward of " waiting."
"
Abstinence

"
has been laughed out of court.
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Obviously, a part only of the 2 1 8,000, probably not more

than 100,000. If it be taken as 100,000, we see that

those who worked to make the products of the Company

(including the brain work of managers, foremen, etc.)

obtained only 100,000, while the shareholders of the

Company took 192,000. A great slice of the increment

went into the pockets of individuals who certainly had not

earned it.

Company B is a restaurant company and the balance-

sheet is for 1903. It does not publish a Profit and Loss

a/c.
The issued capital is 189,000, but a great deal of

this is
"
water," for bonus shares have been issued year

after year. In the year under review the profits amounted

to 76,000, or over 40 per cent of the amount of the

watered capital. We do not know what the Company

pays in wages, but I doubt if it reaches 30,000 per

annum, or one-half the amount of the year's profits.

The employees are chiefly young girls who are paid a

few pence per hour. This case is an exceedingly in-

tructive one to the student of "unearned increment,"

because the restaurants are many in number and situated

on most valuable sites. After paying the ground land-

lord's unearned increment, the sleeping partners in this

concern gain, as they sleep, a hundredfold more unearned

increment than the ground landlords.

Company C sells an article of food. The balance-

sheet is dated 1903. Its issued capital is 2,000,000, and

there are 500,000 of 4! per cent, debentures. Much of

the capital is represented by goodwill. The net profit

for the year, after paying Directors' fees, amounted to

139,000. In spite of the enormous capital, the sleeping
"
ordinary

"
partners get 7 per cent. Again we do not

know the wages paid, but it is hardly likely to be as

much as the net profit of 139,000. If the employees

get that sum, which is doubtful, the sleeping partners gain
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as much as all the workers who make and sell the products
of the Company and manage and direct it

Company D is an engineering firm. The balance-sheet

is dated 1 904. The issued capital is 3, 5 00,000 and there

are i ,500,000 of 4 per cent, debentures. The net profits

for the year were 636,000, which sufficed, after paying
debenture interest, preference dividend, directors' fees,

etc., to give the ordinary shareholders I 5 per cent. It

is not probable that the wages paid in a year are greater

than the 636,000 of net profit, but if they amount to

i ,000,000, which is unlikely, the workers of the Company
gain little more than the shareholders.

Company E is a restaurant company. Date of balance-

sheet 1903. The issued capital is 3 2 5,000 and in addi-

tion there are 100,000 of debentures. The profits for

the year amounted to 52,000. After paying debenture

interest, and preference dividend, the ordinary share-

holders got 1 6 per cent. The amount of wages paid is

not known, but it is probably under 20,000. To take

this liberal estimate, the workers get 20,000 ;
the sleeping

partners 52,000.

Company F is an engineering concern
;
the balance-

sheet is for 1903. The issued capital is 5,000,000 and

there are debentures for 2,250,000. The net profits for

the year amounted to 5 56,000. After paying debenture

interest and preference dividend, 10 per cent, was paid to

the ordinary shareholders. Again it is impossible to state

with accuracy the amount of wages paid, but it is impro-
bable that they exceed the amount of the net profit. 5,000
men at 80 per annum would come to 400,000.

Company G is engaged in manufacturing cotton. Its

capital is 10,000,000 and there are debentures for over

i ,000,000. The net profit (the balance-sheet is for 1 903)
amounted to 2,684,000, which is a return of 25 per cent.

on the entire capital. I do not know the wages bill, but
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if the company employed 5,000 people at 100 a year each,

and 10,000 more at 50 a year each the total wages would

be 1,000,000. Such employment would still leave the

sleeping partners with nearly three times as much increment

as the workpeople !

Company H is a restaurant company, which fortunately

gives us a profit and loss account. The balance-sheet is

for 1904. The issued capital is 570,000 and in addition

there are 300,000 of 4 per cent, debentures. The profit

and loss account shows the following figures :

Gross Profit on Trading .... 474,000

Salaries, wages, rents, rates, repairs, horsekeep,

maintenance and other expenses . . 327,000

Profit . . 147,000

Here we have the statement that included in the

327,000 of total expenses is a certain sum which was

paid in salaries and wages. What was it ? We do not

know, but the company had 90 restaurants at each of

which about 10 persons were engaged. That means 900

employees. If they were paid 40 a year each (as a

matter of fact they were paid less than that) the wages
would amount to 36,000. If, in addition, at headquarters,

etc., 100 more people were employed at 100 each, that

would mean another 10,000 a year or a total wages bill

of 46,000. The net profits were 147,000. Therefore

the investors got at least four times as much as those who
worked to make the profits ! As for the landlord's share,

a glance at the figures shows that it must have been very
small in proportion to that taken by the sleeping partners.

Yet again the business is done upon some of the most

valuable sites in the whole country. The business, indeed, is

only valuable because of the sites, yet the capitalist and not

the landlord takes the lion'sshare of the unearned increment
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Company I is a manufacturing firm in an important
trade. The balance-sheet is for 1903 and the directors

complain of "
depression of trade? The issued capital is

.500,000 and there are debentures for .300,000. The net

profit made was "70,000 which, after paying debenture

interest, sufficed to provide 10 per cent, for the share-

holders. If the company
" finds work "

for 1 ,000 men at an

average of 70 per man, the profits, even in depression, are

more than is paid to the workmen who make the profits.

Company J works a great monopoly service under

licence from the State. 1 The issued capital amounts to

5,500,000 and in addition there is Debenture Stock

amounting to 3,570,000. In 1904 the income amounted

.to over 2,019,000 and the outlay, including rents, wages,

materials, management, etc., to 1,155,000, leaving a net

profit of 864,000. Of this the State took 186,000 for

royalties, leaving a balance of 678,000 for the share and

debenture holders. Thus the sleeping partners took far

more than the entire earnings of managers, clerks, operators,

and workmen. The number of individuals employed by
this concern in 1904 was 30,000. As illustration of a fact

already referred to, viz. that a great business needs but

a small base, it may be added that the year's rents

(building plus land rents), taxes and insurance came to

only 77,000. Thus, while the landlords of most valuable

sites took something much less than 77,000, the capi-

talists took 864,000 out of the business done upon the

sites.

I have thus described the earning and distribution of a

very considerable amount of income by 10 large industrial

joint-stock companies. It should be observed that the

profits made were won in a period of trade depression
and falling wages, when short time and unemployment
slew their thousands.

1 The State ha now agreed to buy out this undertaking.
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The consideration of such companies is exceedingly in-

structive for another reason. In them the functions of

capital and of business ability are usually divorced. Their

shares are, as to a great part, held by mere sleeping partners,

while the business ability is supplied by managers or

managing directors who, while they may have a certain

proprietary interest in the company, rarely own more than

a small part of the capital. ln the cases quoted, after pay-
ment for both labour and skill in management, great and

disproportionate sums remain over to reward those who
"
wait.

jj[
The companies quoted cannot be regarded as

exceptional cases. The reader has but to glance from day
to day at the reports of company meetings published in

the daily newspapers to note the steady manufacture of

dividends by industrial and other joint-stock concerns. In

1908 the number of joint-stock companies registered in the

United Kingdom and believed to be trading was 45,000
and the paid-up capital 2,100,000,000. (jhi 1908-9, the

corresponding financial year, 37,937 "public companies"
were assessed to income tax and declared their profits at

291 ,ooo,oooT From this 291 ,000,000 we have to make
certain deductions before we arrive at the profits of ordinary

joint-stock companies, for the total includes railway com-

panies and some banks, waterworks, etc., not registered
with the Registrar of Joint-stock Companies. Allowing
,6 5,000,000 on this score we have 226,000,000 left as

the profit made by joint-stock companies having a nominal

capital of 2,100,000,000. Many of these companies
have debenture capital but, on the other hand, it is

probable that, of the 2,100,000,000, fully one third is

" water
"

exaggerated goodwills, promoters' profit, under-

writers' commissions, bonus shares and the rest of it. Any-
one who is interested in this point should examine the

yearly return of companies registered which now shows not
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only the amount of capital
" considered as paid up

"
but

the actual amount subscribed in cash and the payments
for underwriting. In a recent return I find such items as

this:

Capital considered as paid up . . 76,683
Minimum Subscription required . . 7
Amount allotted before beginning business 16,729

and this :

Capital considered as paid up . . 25,000
Minimum Subscription required . . 8,000
Commission for underwriting . 25 per cent.

Amount allotted before commencing business 8,010

That is how a great part of the 2,100,000,000 of

registered joint-stock "paid up" capital is made.

fretting dummy capital against debentures, we see that,

afWTthe payment of wages to the workmen and foremen,

after the payment of salaries to clerks and officials, after

the reward of business ability by the payment of managers
or managing directors, after the payment of royalties to

patentees where such were payable, after the payment of all

rents exacted by the owners of area, there remained a

profit of 226,000,000, being over 10 per cent, on the

total paid-up capital, watered and unwatered, of all the

joint-stock companies registered in the United Kingdom^
We have also to remember that a large amount of

unearned increment accrues to many of the sleeping

partners who draw the 226,000,000 through the apprecia-
tion of their securities on the stock markets. Thus the i

shares of Company H referred to above were quoted in July

1905 at 6 each, which means that either the present or

past holders of the shares gained not only handsome

interest, but saw their capital increased sixfold without

any exertion upon their part. This creation of a market

in the profits of usury has terribly unfortunate results for
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the employees of joint-stock companies. To the original

shareholders who sold at a huge premium the 30 per cent,

dividend was 30 per cent. To the new shareholder who

pays the price which has arisen from the usurious profits,

the 30 per cent, dividend is only 4 per cent, or 5 per cent.

He goes to the shareholders' meeting clamouring for his

5 per cent, and eager to resist any suggestion that the

wages of those who make his profits should be increased.

(The very success of the company thus becomes an argu-
ment not for the increase of wage but for a reduction of

expensesj The managing director knows that he has got
to face a body of shareholders who, for the most part, rate

a high dividend as a low one. This point was illustrated

in my own experience recently in a very striking way.

Writing in the "
Daily News "

I commented upon the small

wages paid by a well-known company paying a dividend

of 30 per cent, per annum. This roused the indignation
of a shareholder in the company who wrote me a letter

the chief point of which ran as follow :

" Most of the shareholders have paid 6 or 7

per share, and so get a return of not more than 5

per cent."

So one set of taskmasters passes out of the game with

its tremendous gains, and is succeeded by another set.

To the latter the poor workpeople are not churning out 30

per cent, but a mere 5 per cent. When the new share-

holders enter their premises they see easy work done by,

overpaid people who make dividends of only 5 per cent)

If, at a shareholders' meeting (it has happened at company
meetings) a shareholder pleads for higher wages for the

employees, he is howled down. They are earning only

5 per cent !

Another illustration is to be found in railway stocks,

many of which have (i) been deliberately watered, and
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(2) risen in price on the market, so that, while railway men
are badly paid, the present holders of the stocks are

apparently making small profits. Many railway com-

panies have enlarged their ordinary capital by the delight-

fully simple process of multiplying by two. \oo of

original stock has been changed into 100 of "
preferred

"

and 100 of "
deferred." This has not been done behind

the scenes, but boldly and with the permission of our rich

men's parliament. As a consequence it is made to appear
that the net receipts of railways are only about 3 J per cent.

of their
"
paid-up

"
capitals. But the nominal capitals have

not been "
paid-up

"
;
and even in so far as the original

capital is concerned much of it is unreal. Thus the magni-
tude of the injustice which they suffer is hidden from

railway servants. They risk their lives for the public

every day and what do they get for it? In 1908, the

27 leading railway companies paid in wages only

30,000,000, or only 255. per employee per week ! These

27 companies own nearly all the railway lines, employ
nearly all the railway servants and make nearly all the

profits assessed by the Inland Revenue Commissioners.

And what do these profits amount to ? As I have shown
in Chapter 5, they amount to 43,000,000 per annum,
or far more than is paid in wages in one of the most

dangerous and most useful of all occupations.
It is instructive to note how the joint-stock company

promoter calculates the wages factor in forming his plans.
I recently had sent to me the prospectus of a gas com-

pany, formed to take over and enlarge an existing con-

cern. It began by picturing the fat dividend " earned
"

by other gas companies, thus :

The profitable nature of the Gas Companies, and the favour in which
their Shares are held by Investors, is shown by the following parti-

culars, which are obtained from the Stock Exchange Official List,

Stock Exchange Year Book, and other Official sources :
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The Croydon Gas Company pay 14 per cent., and the .100 Ordinary
Stock is quoted at ,320.
The Wakefield Gas Company pay n per cent., and the ,25

Ordinary Shares are quoted at ,63.
The Brentford Gas Company pay 12 per cent, and the ,100 Con-

solidated Stock is quoted at ,250.
The Staines and Egham District Gas Company pay 13 per cent.,

and the ,25 Ordinary Shares are quoted at ,60.
While the Eastbourne Gas Company's A and C Stock pay dividends

of 15 percent, respectively, and the ;io Shares are now standing at

165 per cent, premium.

What all men who live by work and not by dividends

should note is, how such beautiful results are arrived at.

Inquiry will show that common "
gas

"
is extracted from

certain suitable varieties of coal by the hard labour of in-

dividuals employed in the handling of the inventions of

the dead. It is hard work and exhausting work. If the

shareholders, who only stand and wait, receive such princely

dividends, what is the share of those who make the gas ?

The company prospectus referred to is good enough to

reveal the nature of the division of the spoils. Its own
statement is as follows :

Taking the consumption of Gas at only 30,000,000 cubic feet per

annum, and after allowing for the total cost of Coals, Labour, etc.,

and crediting the sales for Coke and Residuals, Rates, and Taxes,

Materials, etc., the income of the Company should be as follows :

By sale of 30,000,000 feet of Gas at 53. lod. per 1,000

cubic feet (present price being 6s. lod.) . . .8,750 o o

Sale of Coke, Tar, Breeze, and Residuals, includ-

ing Meter Rentals 1,813 o o

.10,563 o o
To purchases :

3,000 Tons of Coal at 175. 6d. per
ton ,2,650 o o

Purification, 2d. per 1,000 feet . 250 o o

Carry forward . . ,2,900 o o ,10,563 o o
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Brought forward .2,900 o 0^10,563 o o

To purchases :

w Repairs and Renewals to Works
and Machinery, 4d. per 1,000

feet of Gas made . . . 500 o o

Repairs, Services to Mains, Lamp
Columns, and Meters, 2d. per
i ,000 feet of Gas made . . 250 o o

Directors' Remuneration, Secretary

and Manager's Salary, Wages
at works, Rates and Taxes, etc.,

and Miscellaneous Expenses . 1,353 o o

5,003 o o

Net Profit . . . ,5,560 o o

To pay 6 per cent, on 1 5,000 Prefer-

ence shares at 6 per cent. . . ,900 o o

To pay 12 per cent, on 15,000 Ordi-

nary shares at 12 per cent. . . i.800 o o

2,700 o o

Leaving a surplus, available for further dividends on

the Ordinary Shares and for Reserve Fund . . 2,860 o o

The company expects to sell its gas and by-products for

10,563. It further expects that its entire outlay in pro-

ducing the 10,563 worth of gas, etc., will be only 5,003,

leaving a net profit of 5,560 ! Now let us look for the

estimated remuneration of labour.

Here are the lines :

To directors' remuneration, secretary and manager's

salary, wages at works, rates and taxes, etc,

and miscellaneous expenses . . .1,353
And the repair and renewal items, which include

some wages ... . . . 750

Total .... .2,103

So that 2,1 03 per annum covers, not only wages at works,

salaries, directors' fees, but repairs, rates and taxes, and

miscellaneous expenses, which must include postages,
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stationery, etc. It is obvious, therefore, that the total

reward of all bodily and mental labour, all furnace-

feeding and more or less scientific management, all

work whatsoever connected with the gas-making and

repairs is calculated by the promoters to cost something
less than 2, 103. Therefore, it is actually promised to

investors, in the light of day, that they can take out of the

product of the company's labour profits amounting to

$>S6o, while all the workers, including managers, are to

take only about ; 1,500. And nothing is more certain

than that, in the present condition of what we prettily call

the
" labour market," thousands of men, with thousands of

women and children dependent upon them, would clamour

to have the chance to take a share of the .1500 while

working to make 5,560 for the investors. Nor is it that

we are merely examining the extravagant promises of a

prospectus. There is nothing impossible in this scheme
;

the company has a good thing, and it is bound to make
fine profits. I have given above a few specimens of gas
dividends. Here are some more :

Nominal Value Price
Name of Company. of Shares Dividend. o r

Shares
or Stock. (1905).

The British Gas Light Co., Ltd. 20 10 p.c. ,41
The Ipswich Gas L. Co. (A Stk.) 10 13$ p.c. 28

Eastbourne Gas Co. (C Stock) .10 15 p.c. 28

Harrogate Gas Co. (A Stock) . 100 17 p.c. 340
Aldershot Gas and Water Co. . 10 nip.c. 23
Portsea Is. Gas Lgt. Co. (B Shs.) 50 13 p.c. 127

European Gas Co., Ltd. 10 n p.c. 23
Bournemouth Gas and Water Co. 10 14 p.c. 30
Watford Gas and Coke Co. . 100 13^ p.c. 276

In each of these cases the remuneration of labour is

much less than the remuneration of those who "
wait."

Thus the records of public companies place at our

disposal a very fair picture of distribution as it is. We
cease to wonder at the terrible error in the distribution
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of the nation's income. It is brought home to us that a

7ew individuals, through a monopoly of capital, have a

great economic advantage over the multitude of their

fellows."! That it is impossible to argue that the error of

distribution accords, even roughly, with the intrinsic value

of the various orders of services, is sufficiently shown in

the case of these companies, for their gross profit is usually

subject to deduction for the reward of brain-power^Defore
assessment by the Income Tax Commissioners, l^e see

that it is not any form of ability, either in design or in

organization (which is but design) or in manual effort

which secures the largest rewards in industry. It is capital,

as capital, which takes the lion's share of the product of the

mental and manual labour exercised upon the small area

of land which serves for the basis of our industries^ The
landlord's share, although actually great, is relatively small.

In agriculture the conditions are different. It is the land-

lord, as landlord, who takes the lion's share of the product
of the cultivated acres of the United Kingdom.

1 In view of the fact that the Single Tax doctrines of Henry George are still

sedulously propagated in this country it is of interest to quote here the follow-

ing passage from one of Mr George's latest works :

" We have no fear of capital, regarding it as the natural handmaiden of

labour ; we look on interest itself as natural andjust ; ive would set no limit to

afcumuLition, nor impose on tht rich any burden that is not equally placed on

the poor ; we see no evil in competition, but deem unrestricted competition to be

as necessary to the health of the industrial and social organism as the free circu-

lation if the blood is to the health of the bodily organism to be the agency

whereby thefullest co-operation is to be secured. We would simply takefor the

community what belongs to the community, the value that attaches to land by

the growth of the community ; leave sacredly to the individual all that belongs

to the individual ; and, treating necessary monopolies asfunctions of the State,

abolish all restrictions and prohibitions save those required for public health,

safety, morals, and convenience" From "The Condition of Labour" by

Henry George. Published by Swan, Sonnenschein, 1891. Pages 91 and 92.

This gospel of unrestricted competition (in the same volume Henry George
chided Pope Leo XIII. for counselling the State to restrict the employment of

women and children) is actually preached to the poor as a solution of the

problem of poverty.



CHAPTER IX

PROFITS, BAD TRADE AND UNEMPLOYMENT

IF
we look at the amounts of profit assessed under the

income tax during the last fifteen years we are

struck with the steady growth of the figures :

GROSS PROFITS ASSESSED TO INCOME TAX

1893-4 673,700,000

1894-5 657,100,000

1895-6 677,800,000

1896-7 704,700,000

1897-8 734,500,000

1898-9 762,700,000

1899-1900 791,700,000

1900-1 833,300,000

1901-2 867,000,000

1902-3 879,600,000

1903-4 902,800,000

1904-5 912,100,000

1905-6 925,200,000

1906-7 943,700,000

1907-8 980,100,000

1908-9 1,010,000,000

^These figures have been widely quoted, and with reason,

as indicative of rapidly growing prosperity. We see that

the gross assessment to income tax has actually grown

by over 336,000,000 since 1894.' We could have no
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better proof of the growth of the national product which

is divided up amongst us.

There is but one set-back in the table. It occurred in

the year 1 894, when the total gross assessment fell by

,16,600,000, and the assessment under Schedule D
(Trades and Professions) fell by .16,000,000. This fall,

of course, was only an apparent one caused by an altera-

tion in the limit of exemption. Since that date there has

been remarkable growth. Since a Riches and Poverty
"

first appeared (1905) the growth has proceeded very

rapidly indeed.

It is of interest to inquire into the movement of wages
and employment during these years of remarkable pros-

perity. Did wages rise and was employment constant ?

In " Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, pp. 99 et seq.,

I wrote :

" Let us take some typical trades, and examine the

rates of wages paid in these years of rapidly increasing

profits.
" The figures about to be quoted are those collected by

the Labour Department of the Board of Trade.

"London carpenters in 1894 were paid 9jd. per hour.

In 1897 the rate rose to lod. and in 1903 to lojd. In

Birmingham in 1894 the rate was 9d. and in 1903 9 hi.

In Belfast the rise between 1894 and 1903 was from 7 jd.

to 8 Ad.

"Bricklayers' labourers in London were paid 6Jd. per
hour in 1894 and 7d. in 1903. In Manchester the rate

remained constant at 6d. per hour. In Birmingham there

was a rise from 6d. to 6 Jd. Masons' labourers in Glasgow
have been paid since 1894 a constant rate of 5jd.

"Turning to coal-hewers we get some considerable

changes, which are best shown in tabular form :
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NOMINAL DAILY EARNINGS OF COAL
HEWERS

1894-1903
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Taking the rate of 1903 as 100 the rate paid in 1894
was nearly 95 per cent, of that of 1903. This increase

refers to cotton spinners and weavers and linen and jute

operatives taken together.
" A mere recital of the foregoing facts is sufficient to

show that the rise in wages in 1894-1903 was at a much
lower rate than the growth of profits in the same period."

Revising this work for 1910, I regret to say that the

changes in the above-quoted rates have been so few that it

is not worth while to rewrite what I set down five years ago.

Wage rates have been almost stationary in the interim,

and the changes that have been made in the above figures

are too insignificant to be worth recording.

The matter is best dealt with by setting out the Board

of Trade wages index numbers. In the important table

on page 112! have contrasted the representative wage
index numbers prepared by the Board of Trade with

index numbers representing the gross assessments to

income tax. In a similar table in
" Riches and Poverty,"

1905 edition, I did not take into consideration the growth
of the number of income tax payers. In the present
calculation I have assumed a growth of income tax payers
of 10,000 a year throughout the period, which must be

very near the truth.

It will be seen that, representing the profits of 1900 by
100 and calculating the profits of other years as per-

centages of 100, the total profits index number rises from

86.8 in 1893 to 112.5 m 1908.
The wages are treated in the same way, the rates of the

years before and after 1 900 being expressed as percentages
of the rates of that year. It will be found that the index

number expressing the unweighted average of the building,

coal-mining, engineering and textile trades, and agriculture
rose from 90.1 in 1893 to 101.0 in 1908.

It is a striking contrast :
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PROFITS AND WAGES CONTRASTED

(From Table on page 1 1 2).

Profits.
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TAXED PROFITS AND WAGES CONTRASTED

The Wage Index Numbers are those of the Board of

Trade (Cd. 4954). The Profit Index Numbers are

based upon the Inland Revenue Assessments. The

Financial Year 1893-4 s taken to correspond with

the Calendar Year 1893.

Note. The wages and profits of 1900 are represented by 100. The wages
and profits of the other years are expressed as percentages of those of 1900.
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exaggerates the growth of wages as a whole. On the

latter point, see Chapter 2.

Thus in recent years the proportion of the national

income taken by labour made no gain upon the propor-

tion taken by capital. On the contrary, labour took a

diminished share of the increased product.

Since the Boer War labour has barely retained the

increase which it obtained between 1894 and 1900.
The seriousness of the position is increased by the

great rise in the cost of living, as the following figures

testify :

WAGES AND COST OF LIVING

Board of Trade

Wages Index No.
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UNEMPLOYMENT. TABLE SHOWING, FOR THE END OF
EACH MONTH IN IQOOIQIO, THE NUMBER OF

MEMBERS OUT-OF-WORK IN THE TRADE UNIONS
WHICH PAY " UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT." THESE
FIGURES DO NOT INCLUDE MEMBERS RECEIVING

STRIKE OR SICK PAY

Date.
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UNEMPLOYMENT continued

Date.
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As to the amount of short time worked between 1900
and 1910, we have no adequate information, but as to

unemployment the evidences have forced themselves upon

public attention in every part of the country.

/How ruthlessly the workman is made to bear the chief

burden of bad trade and how, even in the best years, there

is always a surplus of unemployed labour, can be clearly

shownA
There are about 2,000,000 men and women Trade

Unionists in the United Kingdom, belonging to some

1,300 Trade Unions, and forming but about one-seventh

of the manual workers of the United Kingdom. Some of

these Unions pay
"
unemployed benefits," and are there-

fore enabled to record accurately how many of their

members are out-of-work. The membership of these

particular Unions is about 650,000. The Board of Trade

collects from them, monthly, details of the members
out-of-work and these details are published in the official

" Labour Gazette." From that publication I have com-

piled the table on pages 1 16-1 17, which shows faithfully,

so far as about half a million of our workmen are con-

cerned, how capital deals with labour. It covers the

years since 1 900, and continues the record printed on

pp. 106-107 of "Riches and Poverty," edition 1905.
The period examined covers a complete trade cycle,

with its fat years and lean years. I think the reader

cannot fail to be struck with the extraordinary variations

in the state of employment shown in the table. Even in

the best year of the period, 1900, and in March, the best

month of that year, I 1,821 members were receiving out-

of-work pay out of a total of 524,199, and before a month
had passed 1,200 more men had been discharged. By
January, 1901, the number of unemployed exceeded

2 1 ,000, or 4.0 per cent. By the end of 1 90 1 the em-

ployers had rid themselves of 26,000 men out of 554,000.
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Throughout 1902 the number receiving out-of-work pay
was round about 25,000 at the end of each month, the

figure rising to 30,000 in December. By the end of

1903 another 7,000 were discharged, and in December

1904 the total rose to over 43,000 out of 574,000, or

7.6 per cent. Tin 1905 there was improvement, con-

tinuing in 1 90^-7. At the end of 1907, however,

39,000 out of 664,000 were out of work, and a year
later 62,000 out of 679,000, or 9 per cent., were un-

employed. 1909 saw recovery, which has happily con-

tinued until now (August 1910). At the end of July

1910 the unemployment rate had fallen to 3.8 per cent.
(

These facts relate, not to racial Iphniij-fir^ fet f
flj|jl^

flower of our skilled workmen to a class of men who
are least likely to suffer (i) because they are the most

needed instruments of capital, and (2) because they are

organized and best able to resist injustice. If we were

able to set out the facts relating to all manual labourers

we should probably get a picture even more distressing.

It is at any rate unlikely that, amongst manual labourers

as a whole, employment is better than in the chief Trade

Unions.

In December 1904, the Hackney Town Council con-

ducted a census of the unemployed of Hackney. It was

carried out in a very sensible way. At a cost of about

150 every house in the borough was canvassed between

December I2th, 1904, and January 3ist, 1905, and parti-

culars obtained from every person over 16 years of age
found to be unemployed. The results were :

Houses.

North Hackney . 45,110
Central . 69,368
South . 104,794

Totals . 219,272 33,740 4,518
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South Hackney, which contains the poor Homerton Ward,
of course gave the worst results. The unemployed in

South Hackney actually numbered 3 per cent, of its whole

population, men, women, and children ! Taking the

borough as a whole, including well-to-do Stamford Hill,

the unemployed rate came out at nearly 7 per cent, of

the "employable" population of all classes. 530 cases of
"
pawning and selling home "

were discovered. Thus, for

all classes of workers in Hackney, the unemployment rate

was almost precisely the same as the rate in the Trade

Unions paying unemployment benefit. It is also worthy
of note that, out of a total number of 4,315 males

unemployed, as many as 1,477 were "labourers," and

1,167 of these "general labourers." These facts, impressive
as they are, amount to an understatement of the case,

however. Many of the unemployed, from feelings of

delicacy, failed to record their condition for fear of public
attention being directed to them personally. Mr Councillor

Fairchild of Hackney told me that he knew of forty cases

of unemployment not returned in the census. This goes
to show that we are justified in taking the unemployed
Trade Union rate as really representative of the whole

body of labour. While, on the one hand, it excludes

postmen, railway servants, policemen, and others who have

quite regular work, it does not include the great mass of

"labourers" and other casual workers whose state of

employment must always be worse than that of the men

belonging to the benefit-paying Trade Unions.

It is well to point out, for the facts are little known, the

enormous sums expended by the chief Trade Unions in

out-of-work pay. For recent years the figures have been :
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EXPENDITURE ON UNEMPLOYED BENEFIT
BY CERTAIN TRADE UNIONS HAVING A
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP OF ABOUT 650,000

Year. Expenditure.

1898 . . . 234,000

1899 . . . l85,OOO

1900 . . . 26l,OOO

1901 . . . 325,OOO

1902 . . . 429,000

1903 . . . 5l6,OOO

1904 . . . 655,OOO

1905 . . . 523,OOO

1906 . . . 424,OOO

1907 . . . 466,000

Thus, even in the best recent years, 1899 and 1900,
these Unions had to pay out 185,000 and 261,000

respectively to sustain members out-of-work. Modern

industry works with a constant margin of unemployed
labour, a margin which ever tends to depress wages and to

place the employed at a disadvantage in bargaining for

the sale of their services

The sums above named are part, of course, of the alleged

working class "capital" referred to on page 56, and often

advanced as proof of the riches of the poor. In plain fact

they are abstracted from poor wages in order to keep the

home together when those poor wages fail altogether in

seasons of unemployment. To term them "
capital," or

to flaunt them as
"
wealth," shows a curious perversity of

ideas.

While we do not know how many workers are unem-

ployed at any given time, it is probable that, as the whole

body numbers about i 5,000,000, and 60,000 are some-
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times unemployed out of a group of 650,000 of these, the

total may reach 500,000 or 600,000 or more in bad

years.

Yet, when we obtain particulars of the profits of capital

in
" bad years of trade," we see little diminution in the

handsome sums confessed to the Commissioners of Inland

Revenue, and we understand how profits are sustained at

the expense of the suffering and partial degradation of a

great body of British citizens larger in number than the

entire landowning and capitalist classes. I shall be sur-

prised if it does not occur to some of those who read these

lines that in view of the extraordinary profits shown in

the totals on page I 12 ^he wholesale dismissal of workmen
at the first symptom of slackening trade is a disgrace to

our civilization!!

As I have remarked earlier in these pages/unemploy-
ment is by no means confined to the manual labour classes./

All the humbler units of commercial life are subject to

treatment which is little better than that accorded the
" workman." As I write there are thousands, if not tens

of thousands, of clerks, writers, warehousemen, shop assist-

ants, travellers, canvassers, agents, and others out of work

and undergoing terrible sufferings in the endeavour to keep
afloat Cases are frequent in which advertisements offer-

ing berths of small account are hungrily applied for by
hundreds of applicants. It is a sad reflection that for the

vast majority of our people there is no such thing as

security of tenure of employment. The profits assessed

to income tax, the income, that is, of about one-ninth of

our population, continue to rise by leaps and bounds, but

the state of employment remains very much as it was.

After a careful examination of the employment records

of forty years the Board of Trade gave their verdict in

1904 (Cd. 2337, p. 84), that "the average level of em-

ployment during the past four years has been almost
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exactly the same as the average of the preceding forty

years."

But, as our population to-day is very much greater than

in 1860, the same "average level of employment" means
that there are far more unemployed workmen in England
to-day than was the case forty years ago. The proportion
of out-of-works is neither larger nor smaller, but the

magnitude of the problem is greater because there are

more of us.

No attempt is yet made by our inadequate Census to

obtain particulars of the number of unemployed. The
Census Bill of 1910 led to a wrangle as to whether a

religious census should be taken, but there was not even

a wrangle as to whether the golden opportunity should

be seized to ascertain the number of unemployed. So
the Census of 1911 will come and go. Before the

Census of 1921 is taken many proposals will be made
for dealing with unemployment, but no one will know
the size of the problem, to be dealt with.

There is, of course, qo remedy for unemployment under

present economic conditions. All that can be done by
the State, consistently with the private ownership of land

and industrial capital, is to remedy the distress arising

from unemployment, nd4s I write (1910) the Government
are contemplating a scheme for unemployment insur-

ance, based on contributions by men and masters, with

aid from taxation) Such a scheme should be strongly

supported, but there should be clarity of ideas as to what
is effected by insurance. "^Unemployment insurance no

more cures unemployment than life insurance cures death.

, All that is done by it is to relieve the distress caused by the

unemployment'/^ It is a great and worthy object, but the

unemployed workman drawing his out-of-work pay, is still

unemployed.
The Labour Party has propounded a "

Right-to-Work
"
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Bill, but this again, on examination, suggests work or

maintenance, its promoters seeing clearly that economic

work cannot be made to order by a State which is as

poor in property as the workmen themselves. The Right-

to-Work Bill is thus no more a remedy for unemployment
than an insurance scheme is such a remedy.

Nor can the State, by pursuing its few public works

chiefly in bad seasons, level unemployment as between

good years and bad, or as between good seasons and bad.

The troughs of the waves of depression are too great to

be filled by such means, and they deceive themselves who
think that they can rule those waves by the manipulation
of Government contracts.

The Labour Exchange is a useful machine for organiz-

ing labour to meet the vicissitudes of individualistic

industry. It has been described as equivalent to the

organisation of industry, but that is a misnomer. The

organization of industry can only begin with the organiza-
tion of the means of production. Mf we organize produc-
tion we necessarily organize labour^ If we enrol unem-

ployed workmen, and move them about as pawns to suit

the uneconomic conditions of unorganized capital units

(" Come and tell us if you want a man
;

" " Come and tell

us if you want a job ") we may save the workman some
trouble and loss of self-respect in finding new jobs, and

render more tolerable his periods of idleness, but most

surely we neither organize industry nor increase the

volume of employment



CHAPTER X

PART OF THEIR WAGES

IN
considering the earnings, as distinguished from the

rates of wages, of the manual labour classes, we have

found it necessary to make an allowance for time lost

through sickness and accidents. {"Let us now examine

the available records of the industrial accidents and

diseases of occupations which are part of the wages of

the working classes, and at the price of which the comforts

of the well-to-do are purchased.^
As to persons employed in factories and workshops,

we have the reports made to the inspectors under the

Factory and Workshop Act of 1901. By Section 19
of the Act it is provided that where there occurs an

accident which either

(a) Causes loss of life to a person employed in a

factory or workshop ;
or

(b*) Causes to a person employed in a factory or

workshop such bodily injury as to prevent
him on any one of the three working days
next after the occurrence of the accident from

being employed for five hours on his ordinary

work, written notice shall forthwith be sent

to the factory inspector for the district.

If the accident arises from special causes defined as

machinery moved by power, boiler explosions, escape of

gas or steam, or use of hot liquid or molten metal, the

casualty has to be reported to a Certifying Surgeon as

well as to the Inspector.
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It is also provided that if any notice required by Sec-

tion 19 as to an accident in a factory or workshop is not

sent to the local inspector, the occupier of the factory or

workshop shall be liable to a fine not exceeding 5.

Thus, under the Factory and Workshop Act, an acci-

dent is not always a reportable accident. One worker

may meet with a trivial accident which, though he is

able to continue work, prevents him from doing his

ordinary work for, say, the next six hours only after the

accident. This would be a reportable accident. A
second worker may meet with an accident which, though
it does not prevent him from continuing his ordinary
work for five hours on "

any one of the three working

days next after the occurrence of the accident," may
afterwards develop into a permanent partial disablement,

so that for weeks, or even months, he may be unable to

do any work. This accident would not be "
reportable

"

under the Factory Act.

But there is a more important reason why the official

records of accidents are incomplete. It lies in the fact

that the administration of the Factory and Workshop Act

by the Home Office is lax, and the staff of men and

women inspectors ridiculously inadequate. The number
of factories and workshops under inspection in 1 908 was

as follows :

FACTORIES, WORKSHOPS, ETC., UNDER
INSPECTION, 1908

Class of Works. Number of Works.

Factories .

,

ll 0.69 1

Workshops , . . J 49>398

260,089
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The staff of inspectors and assistant inspectors in 1908
was stated officially to be of an authorized strength of

200. This is an improvement upon the 152 recorded in

"Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, p. 115, but it cannot

be termed adequate. If we imagine the 260,000 registered

workplaces divided equally amongst the staff we see that

each inspector has to deal, on the average, with 1,300

workplaces. If, then, each registered workplace were

inspected only once in each year, each inspector would

need to inspect 32 factories or workshops per week. As

this is a physical impossibility, it is clear that each

registered workplace is not called upon even once in each

year.

Whether an employer does or does not report a report-

able accident largely depends upon the vigilance of the

local inspector, and as it is physically impossible for a few

inspectors to be vigilant in regard to many employers
there can be no question that an exceedingly large number

of accidents go unreported. No reflection is made here

upon the inspectors themselves
;

it is simply pointed out

that, however devoted they may be, they cannot properly

carry out the work which needs to be done.

The Factory Report for 1908 (Cd. 4664) enables us to

make the following comparison with the 1903 figures

given in
" Riches and Poverty

"
(1905 edition).

CASUALTIES IN FACTORIES AND WORK-
SHOPS, 1903-8

Fatal Non-Fatal
Accidents. Accidents.

1903 I
5O47 92,6OO

1908 I,O42 121,112

The fatal accidents have remained stationary ;
the non-

fatal accidents have curiously increased. The explanation
is largely that the additional staff of inspectors has led to
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better reporting of accidents. Probably many still go

unreported.

However, merely to take the list of "
reported "accidents

as it stands, we get the gruesome total of 1,042 persons
killed and 121,000 wounded in factories and workshops in

a single year.

A considerable number of the non-fatal accidents are of

a serious character, as may be judged from the following
details showing the cases reported to certifying surgeons
as arising from the "

special causes
"

already referred

to :

FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS : ACCIDENTS
REPORTED TO CERTIFYING SURGEONS,
1908

Degree of Injury.

Fatal . ... . ".
Loss of hand or arm
Loss of part of hand.

Loss of part of leg or foot .

Fractures . . . .
;

'"I

Loss of sight

Injuries to head or face

Burns and scalds . .

Other injuries ....
41,901

The number of reports to the Certifying Surgeons in

1903 was 30,509 ("Riches and Poverty," edition 1905,

p. 117).

Having formed an idea, if an inadequate one, of the

deaths, mutilations and injuries which occur in our fac-

tories and workshops in a single year, let us pass to the

question of diseases of occupations. The particulars on

page 1 29 are taken from the Factory Reports.
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DISEASES OF OCCUPATIONS IN FACTORIES
AND WORKSHOPS

(Cases reported under the Factory and Workshop Act)

Disease and Industry.
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The greater part of the table, it will be seen, refers to

factories and workshops, but a line is added to show the

cases of lead poisoning amongst house painters.

Thus, in 1908, 84 workpeople, and in 1903, 69 work-

people, succumbed to poisoning or anthrax, while about

966 non-fatal cases were reported in the later year.

Hundreds more, of course, go unreported, but the figures

as they stand, representing only part of the terrible truth,

make one shudder.

Most of the lead poisoning cases under china and

earthenware refer to women and young girls, and it should

be noted that the figures for 1903 are very much better

than those of previous years. Prior to 1899 one in every
fifteen of the persons employed in lead processes was

reported as suffering from plumbism ! Stringent new rules

were made in 1898, a monthly medical examination being

provided for, and in 1899 the reported cases fell from

457 to 249. Now they have fallen, as our table shows, to

about i oo per annum. That is bad enough, for only some

6,000 pottery workers are employed in the lead processes.

The improvement, however, shows how much can be done

to protect the factory worker. Pity it is that such steps

were not taken before the people of the Potteries were

stunted by their deadly employment.
The horrible disease, anthrax, is responsible for about

ten deaths per annum, and as its bacillus lurks in wool,

hair, hides and skins imported from many countries for

many industries, a large number of workers, from ware-

housemen to woolcombers, regularly run the risk of

contagion.

Turning to mining, the public is reminded at intervals,

by a large scale disaster, of the work of the coal-miner.

Momentarily, we think of the perilous nature of the

industry upon which our wealth is built, and then the

tide of events sweeps on and we forget.
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Who remembers the last Rhondda holocaust ? Was
it in 1 904 or in 1 906 ? How many men perished ?

What was the cause ? Few could answer these questions.

Perhaps the 1910 disaster at Whitehaven will be more

easily remembered because of its picturesque horror
;

because the sea washes over the miners' tomb
;
because

reluctant hands were compelled to build a wall between

the dead and the living. But these things are but the

scenery of tragedy. It is the deaths that matter, and

Whitehaven, awful as it is, accounts for but about one-

ninth or one-tenth of the deaths in or about coal-mines

of which the year 1910 will take toll.
1

There will be the usual inquiry in the matter of this

disaster, and I assume that the gravest consideration

will be given to the circumstances. It appears to have

been forgotten that on November 26th, 1907, five men
were killed and seven injured at this same Whitehaven

Colliery under circumstances which involved breaches of

the Coal-Mines Regulation Act, and that on that occasion

nearly 200 miners were imperilled. The cause was

careless shot-firing, the same cause which destroyed 120

miners in the Rhondda in 1905 and in his official

report Mr R. A. S. Redmayne said :

" Had the flame reached the haulage road, the loss of

life would have been very great, as probably all the

morning shift, amounting to 180 persons . . . would

have lost their lives."

Thus there was very grave and recent warning as to

the need for care in tfiis fiery mine underneath the sea.

That in passing. /My immediate purpose is to point out

that such disasters as that of 1905 or 1910, destroying
over 100 lives at a single blow, barely disturb the average
loss of life in coal-mines, so great is the yearly loss.

1 Since these pages went to press, another large scale disaster at Bolton has
killed over 300 miners.
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DEATHS FROM ACCIDENTS AND EXPLOSIONS
IN COAL-MINES, 1851-1908

1851 to 1900 .... 54,322

1901

1902 .
;

1903 -

1904

1905
1 906 .

1907 ...
1908 ,. , V .

Total, 58 years ,. ,. . . . 62,889

Average per annum . . . 1,083

Loss of life in getting coal is not a spasmodic thing

for occasional tears
;

it is a day by day matter. The

public at large is stricken with horror by such a disaster

as Whitehaven. Miners' widows are made every day

by trifling accidents of which the public never hears.

It is bad that 133 men have been buried and burned

off the coast of Cumberland in 1910; it is worse that

from 1,000 to 1,500 men will have perished in our coal-

mines between January I and December 31, 1910.
And what of the maimings ? Under the Mines Acts,

notification of accidents in mines and quarries is also

compulsory. Three classes of accidents are distinguished

under the Acts: (i) Fatal accidents; (2) injuries from

special causes, viz. explosions of gas, accidents in the use

of explosives, and boiler explosions ; (3) other injuries

not of a "serious" character, no definition being given
of serious personal injury. When death occurs from a

case already reported as an injury, a further notification

is required.
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In 1908, the casualties in British mines and quarries
were as follows :

MINES AND QUARRIES, 1908

Injured.

vii ri (Cases of Disable-

ment for more,
than 7 days).

Coal and Metalliferous Mines

1. Underground Accidents :

(a) Explosions . . 128

(b) Falls of ground . 603
(c) Shaft accidents . 90
(d) Miscellaneous . 373

2. Surface accidents . 151

1,345 143,258
Quarries . . 92 4,809

i,347 148,067

(The above table gives fuller particulars than that on

page 1 20 of "Riches and Poverty," edition 1905; the

latter gave particulars of "
serious

"
accidents only.)

One miner in about 600 is killed, and one miner in six

is more or less seriously injured in the course of a year.
The incapacity of the injured included in these figures
and proportions ranges from one week to life-long dis-

ablement.

In the slate quarries of North Wales, one man in

every three is injured in the course of a year. The

wages paid are very low.

Returning now to the figures of the table on p. 132, it

will be observed that the deaths in recent years are

almost precisely the same in number as the average of

the fifty-eight years examined. That, of course, points
to great improvement, because the number of miners at
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work and the quantity of coal got has rapidly increased

in the period. With regard to explosions alone, the

saving of life under the Coal-Mines Acts has been very

great In his valuable paper on the effect of British

labour laws upon industrial occupations, read to the Royal
Statistical Society in 1905, Mr Leonard Ward, H.M.

Inspector of Factories told us :

" The total number of deaths from explosions which

occurred during the five years 1856-60 was 1,286, and if

the number of persons employed and the death-rate from

that cause had remained constant, the total deaths for

fifty years would be 12,860; allowing for increase in

numbers employed, the total deaths during that period
would probably have exceeded 25,000, instead of which

the actual total is about i 5,000 less than that,hence it would

seem that by the prevention of explosions alone, no less

than 15,000 lives have been saved during the last fifty

years by the operation of the statutes which regulate the

hygienic conditions of employment in coal-mines."

That is to say, legislative insistence on ventilation of

coal-mines saved some 15,000 lives in fifty years.

This fact should, in the first place, give pause to those

who have no faith in legislation, and in the second place
it should give encouragement to those who believe that

further great improvements can be effected. The law

prevented 15,000 deaths in fifty years; it permitted

10,000 to occur. It is impossible to read such an official

report as that upon the Whitehaven explosion of 1907
without being impressed by the great carelessness which

still obtains in dangerous mining operations. The last

great Rhondda accident occurred through wanton careless-

ness. I do not know the cause of the Whitehaven

disaster, but, speaking of fiery mines generally, it does

appear that there is a strong case for the total prohibition

of shot-firing. One may hedge round this labour-saving
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process with what restrictions one will
;

if it is done

under any conditions serious accident or disaster must

come sooner or later. Can there be any justification for

labour saving of such character ?

That is to speak of but one factor in the production
of mining accidents. Other considerations, and serious

ones, arise in connexion with such a case as that of

Whitehaven where workings extend for miles under the

sea and where yet there is no attempt made to provide

egress to an emergency shaft. The men went down at

Whitehaven and out to their work under the sea. They
had either to return the way they came or to return not

at all. It may be that the provision of a return passage
to an emergency shaft would have burdened the under-

taking with such a capital expenditure as to prevent the

economic working of the mine. If that is so, a nation

which owes its industrial greatness to coal should con-

sider whether it is desirable to work this under-sea coal

or not, for it would appear obvious that a mine as fiery as

the 1907 inquiry proved the Whitehaven colliery to be,

must sooner or later be the scene of serious disaster under

the given conditions. To pass to another point, a large

proportion of mining accidents occur in the shafts. It

would be interesting to know the ages of many of the

cages and of much of the winding machinery which are

employed in our coal-mines. From reading official reports

on mining accidents I have come to the uncomfortable

conclusion that far too many of the appliances are fit

for the scrap heap.
In the figures relating to mining casualties, many young

children are included. In the ten years 1895 to 1904,

414 children between the ages of 12 and 16 years
were reported as killed underground, under the heads
"
haulage,"

"
machinery

" and " sundries." l

1 See Mr Fenwick's Return " Mines (Fatal Accidents)," No. 140. 1905.
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It is quite unknown to the general public how many
women, girls and boys are employed in and about mines.

The figures of the 1901 Census show that in the coal-mines

of England and Wales only, 134,422 boys and 1,458 girls

under 20 years of age are employed. Of the boys as

many as 3 1,587 are between the ages of 10 and i 5 years !

I dwell upon these facts because I once had brought
home to my mind in a very striking way the necessity of

making them known. Speaking to an audience at the

National Liberal Club, I mentioned incidentally that a

very large number of children were employed in our

mines. To my astonishment, I was loudly interrupted by
a certain Liberal candidate for Parliamentary honours,

who openly scoffed at the idea that children were so

employed, while the audience clearly did not know which

of us was in error.

With railway accidents the public is more familiar,

although it is questionable whether many people realize

that, in an average week, lo railway servants are killed

and 250 are wounded.

By a Board of Trade order, made under the Regulation
of Railways Act of 1871, accidents on railways are

compulsorily reported. Fatal accidents must be notified

to the Board of Trade within 24 hours after the

occurrence of the accident. Non-fatal accidents must be

reported whenever they prevent the injured servant on

any one of the three days following the accident from

working for five hours. The "
special causes

"
distinguished

in the cases of Factories and Mines are not referred to.

Legislation has done a little to protect the railway
worker. While the number of railway employees has in-

creased considerably in the last 20 years from 350,000 to

579,000 the number of accidents has remained about the

same. Nevertheless, the death roll is still heavy and the

number of wounded very great. In 1903 there were 497
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killed and 14,356 injured. In 1908 there were 432
killed and 24,181 injured. Of course the risk varies con-

siderably as between one kind of railway employment and

another. Railway mechanics have an accident death-rate

of I in 4,524 and an injury rate of i in 147. Shunters, on

the other hand, are killed at the rate of I in 264 per

annum, while I in every 1 7 is injured ! Goods guards,
who are not brought into contact with the public as are

their more fortunate and safer colleagues the passenger

guards, suffer almost as badly as shunters I in 374 being
killed and I in 1 8 injured per annum. Facts such as these

show how great is still the risk of railway work and what a

debt we are under to those who do it. As to the manner
of repayment of the debt it may be again remarked

that, in 1908, the 27 leading railway companies, employing

something like 90 per cent, of the railway employees of

the country, paid an average wage of only 253. per week.

There are probably 1 00,000 railway employees who receive

less than 2os. per week.

In the case of merchant seamen we have only the

records of accidents resulting in death. Every illness or

injury has to be recorded in the ship's log, but only death

statistics are compiled. The fatalities from shipwreck and

accident vary considerably in number from year to year,

but appear to be falling.

It remains only to record the accidents in engineering
works covered by the Notice of Accidents Act of 1894.
This Act provides for the notification of accidents in the

construction of railways and in the construction, working
or repair of tramways, canals, bridges, tunnels, or other

works authorized by any local or personal Act of Parlia-

ment. Also it covers the use of any traction engine or

other machine worked by steam in the open air. Under
this Act there have been reported, in recent years, about

60 deaths and 1,200 injuries per annum.
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Collecting the figures we have reviewed, we are able

to construct the table below, which shows, for all occu-

pations, the number of persons reported as having been

either killed or wounded in 1908.

REPORTED CASES OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT
AND DISEASE, 1908

Number of Workpeople who suffered Death or Injury.

Accidents in Factories and Work-

shops, etc. ^ . .< ',

Accidents in Mines and Quarries .

Accidents on Railways , .

Accidents on Ships, etc. :

Merchant Vessels . .

Fishing Vessels

Accidents in Engineering Works

(under Notice of Accidents Act)
Diseases of Occupations

Totals

Killed, or

Died from
Disease.
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Cases of industrial disease form the smallest part of the

table, but if the whole truth could be expressed in statistics,

the result would be appalling. All that we have reported
under this head are cases of metallic poisoning and of

anthrax. Terrible as these are, they affect so few people
as to be of far less consequence to the nation than the

high death-rate of Lancashire cotton operatives or Belfast

linen workers. Phthisis does not appear in official statistics

as a " disease of occupation," but thousands of textile

workers die of phthisis resulting from work done in a

humid atmosphere. Physical degeneracy is not an

"accident," for it progresses with our knowledge and

deliberate consent, but how much graver is the deteriora-

tion of the jute workers of Dundee than the figures relat-

ing to railway accidents. In 1899, Mr H. J. Wilson, H.M.

Factory Inspector for Dundee, measured and weighed 169

boys and girls with a view to discovering the amount of

degeneracy as compared with the recognized normal.

Here is the melancholy result :

PHYSICAL DETERIORATION IN DUNDEE 1

Age.
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Speaking of the deaths from phthisis and diseases of the

lungs in Belfast, Dr Whitaker, Medical Officer of Health

for that city, says in his report for 1902 : "Of the 2,91 1

deaths reported from these causes, 1,779 were attributed

to diseases of the respiratory organs and 1,132 to phthisis.

It is therefore evident that these diseases caused upwards
of one-third of the mortality in our midst. This is not to

be wondered at when we remember the nature of the

occupations in which so many of our people are engaged
and the unhealthy surroundings which environ them." l

The truth is that many thousands of the deaths which

occur in the United Kingdom every year are really caused

by
"
diseases of occupations," and that to the thousands of

deaths must be added hundreds of thousands of cases of

direct injury to health arising from work in unhealthy and

insufficiently controlled factories and workshops.

Death, injury and disease have thus been administered

to our industrial population for several generations. To-

day, conditions are better than of old, but they are still

so bad that to speak of improvement is to indict the past
as black indeed. Against the fact that industrial hygiene
has improved, must be set the grave consideration that it

is in part an enfeebled people which is now provided with

a slightly better environment. We have effectually de-

graded no small proportion of the race
;

the present
measures of industrial control are not strong enough to

restore it

1 This and many other cognate facts were quoted by Mr Leonard Ward in

his paper on Industrial Occupations read to the Royal Statistical Society on

May i6th, 1905.



CHAPTER XI

CONSEQUENCES

THE consequences of the error of distribution now
demand our attention.

The congestion of so much of the entire income and

accumulated wealth of the United Kingdom in a few

hands has a most profound influence upon the national

development. It means that the great mass of the people
the nation itself can progress only in such fashion as

is dictated by the^enterprise or caprice of a fraction of

the population. </The possessors of wealth exercise the real

government of the country and the nominal government
at Westminster but timidly modifies the rule of the rich.7

|
When we say that about one million people command one-

third of the entire income of the nation we mean, broadly,
that one million people have under their control the lives

of one-third of the population or of 15,000,000 people. ;

When we say that about five million people command
one-half of the entire income of the country we mean,

broadly, that five million people control the lives of

one-half of the population, or of 22,000,000 people.

Expenditure is a call for material or immaterial com-

modities, and a demand for commodities is a demand for

labour. That call rules the continuous series of employ-
ments which form the main activities and which mould

the lives and character of our people. If the call be for

worthy things, our people are directed into noble occupa-
tions. If the call be for unworthy things, labour is

misdirected and degraded.
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The self-degradation of a limited number of unduly rich

persons would be a little thing from a national point of

view if its effects could be confined to the rich themselves.

Unfortunately, those effects are not a stagnant pool which

we may avoid, but a stream which flows through and

pollutes the lives of the majority of our people. A work-

ing man may resist the temptation to ape the vices which

are bred of idleness, but the highest standard of morality
cannot save him from degrading his manhood in the

service of waste. Without his knowledge the product
of his toil may be bartered for the toy of a moment,
and the skill of his hands pass to the foreigner in ex-

change for the means of wanton luxury. The rare steam

coal of South Wales, got in blood and tears in a fiery

mine, may be exported to France in exchange for a racing
automobile. It would matter little that a limited number
of drones inhabited the hive if they had no command of

the work of the community. It matters everything when
these drones, by their expenditure, can each command
thousands of workers to attend their idleness.

There are certain well-defined servants of the rich wholly
devoted to their pleasure, such as menial servants, grooms,

stablemen, gardeners, makers of expensive articles of food,

clothing, furniture, etc., hotel servants, many of the in-

habitants of the rich quarters of towns and of fashionable

pleasure resorts, many tradespeople and their shop assist-

ants, and other workers. Again, there are certain well-

defined servants of the poor, such as petty tradespeople,

general storekeepers, the workmen and officials engaged in

institutes, charities, free libraries, municipal tramways and

other services, public gardens, and so forth. There is often,

however, no clear distinction between those who serve the

few rich and those who serve the many poor. Every trade,

however useful nominally, has to give of its best to be

poured into the cup of luxury and spilt in wanton ex-
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travagance. Our 1,300,000 builders, our 1,400,000 metal

workers, engineers and shipwrights, our 1,300,000 textile

workers, our 1,300,000 clothiers, and all the other persons

engaged in our "useful" industries, furnish their large quota
of products for the rich and their small quota of products
for the poor. The edict of the rich man goes forth and

industry hastens to obey it. Bricks from Berkshire which

are sadly needed for the building of decent cottages for

agricultural labourers are taken into Surrey to form part of

one of the vulgar and pretentious red-brick villas which

mock every canon of architecture and make hideous the

most beautiful portions of that Garden of England. Good
fir from Sweden, imported in exchange for the toil of

Lancashire or the sweat of Cleveland, roofs in the tenth,

fifteenth or twentieth bedroom of the man who has more
rooms than children, and more menial servants than guests,

while the Census shows us that in England and Wales

there existed, in 1901, 3,286,526 tenements of fewer than

five rooms, of which 251,667 had but one room, 658,203
but two rooms, 779,992 but three rooms and 1,596,664
but four rooms. The mechanic, the electrical worker, the

girl at the loom, all appear to be usefully employed in

contributing to the well-being of the nation. As a matter

of fact, the lion's share of the wealth they create goes to

add to the income of a few, while the remainder is dis-

tributed amongst a number so great as to constitute

nearly the whole of the population. If we consider the

case of the cotton industry alone, it appears, on the

surface, that 582,000 workers (172,000 men and 410,000
women and children) are most usefully employed in the

production of articles of the first necessity. They do work,
each year, upon some 16,000,000 cwts. of raw cotton which

they manufacture into about i 20,000,000 worth ofcotton

goods. But trace the history of these goods. Are they
consumed by the countrymen of the people who make
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them ? Alas ! no. Of the yearly output of 1 20,000,000,

as much as 100,000,000 is exported to foreign countries

and British Possessions, chiefly to foreign countries. Only
20,000,000 worth of the magnificent output of our cotton

workers is retained by our 44,000,000 people. In addition

there is a consumption of a few million pounds worth of

imported cotton goods. Can it be true that our popula-
tion need to renew their household and personal stock of

cotton fabrics to the extent of a value of but los. per head

per annum ? Of course it is not true. From cotton is

manufactured, for the person, dresses or blouses of muslin,

lawn, cambric, prints, mercerized stuff, etc., shirts and

underclothing in great variety for both sexes, handkerchiefs,

lace, hosiery, etc., and for the household, cotton sheets and

other bed furnishings, curtains of lace, cretonne and muslin,

towels, dusters, and a host of other things. Yet so poor
are the mass of our people that los. per head per annum
furnishes them with all the cotton goods which they can

afford to buy for both their persons and their house-

holds. Great is their need and small are the means

available for its satisfaction. If it were not so, our cotton

trade would need many thousands more bales of raw cotton

per annum, first to supply a quite ordinary home demand
and second to export to the foreigner to obtain in exchange
the satisfaction of other ordinary needs.

In the following table I have estimated a demand for

cotton goods by a household of five persons. The prices

are wholesale and relate to the materials only. It should

be distinctly understood that nothing is included for retail

profit or for the manufacture of the materials into garments.
I have estimated for all the cotton goods used on the

person or in the household, not forgetting the cotton

linings commonly used in woollen clothing.
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CALL (AT WHOLESALE PRICES) BY A HOUSE-
HOLD OF 5 PERSONS, FOR COTTON
MATERIALS

For the Person :

(1) The Man . . .0160
(2) The Woman . . 190
(3) Three Children . .121

For the Household . i 10 6

7 7

In framing this estimate I have imagined an exceed-

ingly modest standard of comfort, one such as few readers

of these lines would probably care to adopt, and the

prices, as I have said, refer to the wholesale cost of the

material only. Yet, modest as it is, the estimate works

out at nearly 2os. per head. Given such a modest demand,
our cotton trade would need to produce about 45,000,000
worth of cotton goods per annum for home consumption
alone. As we have seen, it finds a call for only

20,000,000 worth, a great part of which, of course, is

absorbed by the "
rich

" and " comfortable
"

classes.

It is a deeply significant fact that a nation of 44,500,000

people, producing by its manifold activities a total

income of 40 per head per annum, should be able to

afford to retain of its total output of cotton fabrics but i os.

per head per annum.

Let us turn to our woollen and worsted industries.

Here we have in an average year an output worth some

65,000,000 of which 23,000,000 is exported, leaving

42,000,000 for home consumption. In addition there is

a considerable importation (12,000,000) of woollen and

worsted goods, chiefly woollen goods, of a character

which we do not ourselves produce, from France. Thus

10
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we have a total home consumption worth .54,000,000 per

annum. This amounts to about 255. per head per annum,
a sum which, in view of our climatic conditions, is, if any-

thing, less satisfactory than that for cotton consumption.

Again let us picture our working class household of five

persons and inquire what might be its most modest

imaginable expenditure upon articles made of wool :

CALL (AT WHOLESALE PRICES) BY A HOUSE-
HOLD OF 5 PERSONS, FOR WOOLLEN
AND WORSTED GOODS. MATERIALS
ONLY

For the Person :

(1) The Man . . . 3 7 10

(2) The Woman . . . 299
(3) The Children . . . 300

For the Household . i . 300

In working out this estimate in detail, I have again postu-

lated a low standard of comfort. Thus the man is

assumed to have but one new woollen suit and one new

pair of trousers per annum, and an overcoat once in two

years. It is also assumed that the children are partly

provided for by adaptation of their parents' discarded

garments. Even so, the estimate works out at 475. per
head. At this rate there would be a call for about

105,000,000 of woollen and worsted goods by the

44,500,000 people of the United Kingdom. As a matter

of fact, the call is for only 54,000,000 worth, or about

253. per head on the average. But who is the Average
Man ? He is a creature of the statistician. The real

truth is, of course, that quite a small number of people con-

sume a very great part of our total present annual call for
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54,000,000 worth of woollen and worsted goods. The
masses of the people spend a sum which is a small fraction

of the average expenditure of 255. per head.

Again, let us consider the boot and shoe industry. Here

I have no reliable estimate as to the value of production,
but we know that employment in the trade is sometimes

exceedingly bad, and that in Leicester, Northampton and

elsewhere the greatest distress exists from time to time

because the boot manufacturers have overtaken demand.

What does this mean ? There are some 7,000,000 houses

in England and Wales not assessed to the Inhabited House

Duty because they are under 20 in annual value. It is

safe to say that each of the inhabitants of each of these

7,000,000 houses would gladly purchase three pairs of

boots and shoes if they had the means to do so, and

would then not be overburdened with footwear. That

means that a need exists at this moment for 7,000,000
x 5.2 (the aver?ge number of persons per house in this

country) x 3
= 1 09,000,000 pairs. That great demand,

obviously, could be renewed, did means allow, within 1 2

months. 1

1 Some notes of mine on this subject in the "
Daily News "

brought me the

following letter from the provinces :

"You very rightly, I think, referred on Monday and Tuesday to the subject

of boots. Here is my own experience. I am a railway man, in constant

work at 305. per week. I am the happy, or otherwise, father of six healthy
children. Last year I bought twenty pairs of boots. This year, up
to date, I have bought ten pairs, costing 2, and yet at the present

time my wife and five of the children have only one pair each. I

have two pairs, both of which let in the water ; but I see no prospect
at present of getting new ones. I ought to say, of course, that my wife is a

thoroughly domesticated woman, and I am one of the most temperate of men.

So much so, that if all I spend in luxuries was saved it would not buy a pair

of boots once a year. But this is the point I want to mention. During

1903 my wages were 255. 6d. per week, and I then had the six children. My
next-door neighbour was a bootmaker and repairer. He fell out of work, and

was out for months. During that time, of course, my children's boots needed

repairing as at other times. I had not the money to pay for them being

repaired, so had to do what repairing I could myself. One day I found out
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Yet, in November 1904, the Mayor of Leicester (Mr S.

Hilton, of Messrs S. Hilton & Sons, boot factors) dealing
with the question of want of employment in the boot

industry said :

"
I think the present great need of Leicester is a new

industry. We cannot expect, at any rate for some con-

siderable time, that much more employment will be

derived from the boot and shoe trade, at least, not sufficient

for a growing population. The rapidity with which boots

and shoes are turned out, owing to the improved machinery
and modern methods, will supply all the demands for some
time to come, and the man who may be the means of

introducing some additional industry in this town, which

will not only prove remunerative to the employer, but

provide work for the many men and youths who are in

need of it, will be a benefactor to the town."

With improving methods and machinery, there must,

sooner or later, arrive, in every industry, a time when

output overtakes visible demand, and when that time

arrives, as it is alleged to have done in Leicester, great

suffering is caused to many hard-working people. Their

trade slips from them, and the matter of re-adjustment,
the establishment of new industries, the transition to

other employments, entails severe distress. But who can

truly say that the boot trade has yet reached, in this

that I was repairing boots on one side of the wall, and my neighbour on the

other side out of work, and longing to do the work I was compelled to do

myself. I shall never forget the feelings that passed through my mind as

I thought of the circumstances ; and so it came home to me again when
I read your reference to the boot trade, and I decided I would forward

this to you. Most surely, as you say, if the 30,000,000 could and would

buy those 50,000,000 pairs of boots you mention, there need not be any
slackness in the boot trade ; but, as you say again, if your reference to the

question is the means of making people think seriously about it, much good
will be done."

Thus between my correspondent who sorely needed boots, and his neigh-
bour the bootmaker there stood a wall and our commercial system.
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country, the maximum of possible output ? Certain it is

that there are many who need new footwear and cannot

afford it, even while Leicester men look vainly for

employment. The real truth would appear to be that

Leicester is suffering from the underconsumption of those

who, if they had the means, would buy boots. I have

shown that 100,000,000 pairs at least could be readily

absorbed in Great Britain. Yet men are unemployed at

Leicester and the Mayor calls for a new industry !

The fact is, of course, that while 7,000,000 or more

poor householders lack the means to buy boots, some tens

of thousands of unduly rich households are squandering

those means and in effect commanding men to leave

the boot trade to take up industries which shall serve

their pleasures.

In relation to the trades which supply the materials of

clothing the census returns give evidence that our indus-

tries are not developing healthily. It should be remem-

bered, however, that it is impossible to measure the growth
of luxury by the census returns, although it makes a

certain impression in them. The labour of tens of

thousands who follow nominally useful occupations is

actually devoted to waste. This may be illustrated by
two typical cases which recently were brought to the

notice of the public. On February 8th, 1905, in the King's

Bench Division, a millionaire, well-known in financial

circles (his name matters not, for I take the case not to

reproach an individual but because it is a typical one)

sued a West-End firm of contractors and caterers for

damages. It appears that in July 1903 he gave a dinner

party with a concert and supper, and engaged the defendant

firm to erect behind his residence in Grosvenor Square a

temporary supper-room for the occasion. He gave instruc-

tions that
" no expense was to be spared." The electric

light was installed in the temporary structure, and from
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this or another cause, a fire occurred, and the temporary
structure perished a few hours before its time. Out of

this arose the claim for damages, which failed, the jury

awarding the contractors their counter-claim for the work

done.

It is not the merits of the action to which I direct the

reader's attention. What would the mere statistics tell us

of the men who were engaged in erecting the temporary

supper-room
"
regardless of expense

"
? We should find

them described as following quite useful occupations :

Building Contractors.

Electrical Engineers.
Plumbers.

Carpenters.
Painters.

Upholsterers.
Carmen.

Labourers, etc.

As a matter of fact the skill and labour of these honour-

able callings were turned to sheer waste at the command
of the millionaire financier. With the same expenditure
of time and effort, and with the same consumption of

material, those men might have decently housed one or

two families for life. Had they been free to choose be-

tween the housing of a poor family and the carrying out

of a rich man's caprice, can we doubt which work they
would have chosen ? But they were not free to choose,

and inquiry would probably show that they are constantly

employed to do similar work in rich men's houses. Their

lives are wasted to the nation at large, and devoted to the

fancies of a few. In return, they are handed wage-money
which is too often unearned by those who pay the bills.

Thus A the financier commands B to waste his precious

skill, and at the same time commands certain other persons,
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C and D, to devote part of their labour to sustaining B
while he wastes his time and does nothing for them in

return.

Let me give another pertinent illustration :

In July, 1 904, a great deal of attention was aroused by a

case in which a West-End dressmaker was fined for work-

ing her girls at illegal hours. Her excuse was that she

was compelled to get finished at very short notice a frock

to be worn at Ascot by a certain rich lady. Considerable

comment was aroused by the case, especially in view of

the fact that a play with a purpose in which a similar

incident was introduced was being played at the time in

a London theatre.1 I was particularly struck with the

fact that the fashionable customer who caused the trouble

was chiefly censured for her dilatoriness and want of

consideration in ordering her frock at the last moment
But the gravamen of the offence lay not in ordering

the frock late but in ordering it at all. The chief point is

not one within the scope of the consolidated Factory and

Workshop Act of 1901, but a much greater one, which

goes deep down into the roots of the problem of want and

poverty in the richest country in the world. For the

special Ascot frock, the garment costing anything from I o

to 50 guineas, made to be worn once and then cast aside,

is a perfect illustration of the misdirection of life and

waste of labour which is caused by the error in the distri-

bution of the national income. For every special Ascot

frock worn by one woman, whether that frock be made
in legal or illegal hours, a number of other women go

insufficiently clad.

Such illustrations might be multiplied indefinitely. At

the great Albert Hall Chanty Bazaar held in 1904 a titled

lady present wore a magnificent dress which had been

completed literally at the eleventh hour of the previous
1 "

Warp and Woof," by Mrs Alfred Lyttelton.
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evening by a number of young women whose economic

condition is such that only the best of health and the best

of fortune can save them from becoming the objects of
"
charity

"
in the time to come. As in the case of the

temporary supper-room, these girls, to judge by the

census of occupations, would appear as following useful

occupations. From the point of view of the national

welfare, they had better be paid wages for digging holes

and filling them up again.

While the rich consume the means of living of the poor
we need not be surprised if useful trades languish. A
rich person can but consume a limited quantity of useful

commodities. After that consumption, having still a

great superfluity, he seeks other diversions, and the

orders go forth which swell the ranks of the wrongfully

employed.
At the other end of the scale, what is the possible

expenditure upon goods by the poor ? The answer which

has been given to this question by the researches of Mr
Charles Booth in London and of Mr Seebohm Rowntree in

York is seen to be one which can only be regarded as

inevitable in view of the figures we have examined. Mr
Booth concluded that 30.7 per cent., or nearly one-third of

the population of London were probably living in "poverty."
Mr Rowntree found that in York, a typical provincial city,

in a year ofgood trade, 7,230 persons, representing I 5 J per
cent, of the working classes, or 10 per cent, of the entire

population of York, were living below a primary poverty
line drawn at an income of 2 1 s. 8d. per week for a family
of five persons paying only 45. per week for rent. Mr
Rowntree also found 13,072 persons living in York under

conditions which were but little above the primary line,

making a total of 20,302 persons, or 28 per cent, of the

population of York, living in want.

Mr Rowntree's primary poverty line of 2 is. 8d. per week
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was arrived at thus. 1 He considered necessary expenditure

under the three heads: (i) Food, (2) Rent, (3) Clothes,

fuel and other necessaries. To begin with food, he framed

a dietary which contained no butcher's meat or butter,

and allowed such a luxury as tea but once a week. The

only meat was bacon and very little of that. It was a

dietary
" more stringent than would be given to any able-

bodied pauper in any workhouse in England or Wales."

Taking the lowest co-operative store prices, he found that

this dietary would cost 35. each for the adults and 2s. 3d.

each for the children per week. Thus the cost of food

alone would be I2s. gd. per week. Allowing for rent and

rates 43., we arrive at i6s. gd. per week. To this Mr
Rowntree added for clothing, fuel, and all other necessaries

45. i id. per week, making, in all, the 2 is. 8d. referred to.

Here is the estimate in detail:

MR ROWNTREE'S PRIMARY POVERTY LINE

s. d.

Expenditure on Food . . . . .129
Rent and Rates . . . . . .40
Clothing, including Boots . . . .23
Fuel i 10

Lighting, washing materials, furniture, crockery, etc. o 10

21 8

It will be seen that nothing is allowed for drink, or

tobacco, or newspapers, or postage stamps, or any relaxa-

tion whatever. Yet I 5 per cent, of the working people of

York were found to be living below a primary poverty line

conceived on such a scale as this. For boots, clothing,

underclothing, hats, furniture, glass, crockery, utensils,

1 "
Poverty," a Study of Town Life, by B. Seebohm Rowntree (Macmillan).
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curtains, washing materials, and gas or oil, only 35. id. per
week or & per annum (323. per head per annum). Need
we wonder, then, if Lancashire is only called upon by

44,000,000 British people for 20,000,000 worth of cotton

goods ?

The Board of Trade recently gave us (Cd. 2337) some
useful studies of workmen's budgets which show that even

Mr Rowntree's 35. id. per week for goods is a larger sum
than is expended by most workmen's families with about

2 1 s. per week. The Board of Trade examined 1 ,944 work-

men's budgets with the following results :

AVERAGE EXPENDITURE ON FOOD BY URBAN
WORKMEN'S FAMILIES IN 1904

Number
of

Families.

Average
no. of

children

living at

home.

26lUnder 255. . ^^i

Between 255. and 305. 289
Between 305. and 355. 416 .*

Between 355. and 403. 382 3.4

Above 405. . . 596 4.4

3-1

3-3

3-2

3-4

Average
weekly
income.

s. d.

21 4*
26 n|
31 'I*

36 6*

52 o
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expenditure on food is seen to be 145. 4fd. or is. 6fd. more

than was allowed by Mr Rowntree. Thus only 6s. 1 1 jd.

per week is left for all other expenditures, including rent,

fuel, light, clothes and furniture. If we take the class above,

between 253. and 305., we see that only 95. I d. is left after

payment for food. Even in the class earning from 303. to

355. the food bill leaves but iis. 2d. per week for rent

and all other requirements.
If we pass from the town to the country and inquire

into the condition of the agricultural labourer we find an

even smaller command of comfort. At the census of 1901
the number of agricultural labourers, shepherds, etc., was

956,000. What of cottons or woollens or boots or furniture

can these command ? The late Mr Arthur Wilson Fox
in the invaluable Report (Cd. 2376) on the wages of

agricultural labourers, which was such a labour of love to

him, shows that their total earnings including the value

of all
" truck

"
vary from 1 45. 6d. per week in Oxfordshire

to 22s. in Durham, the average being i8s. 3d. for the

whole of England. In Wales the average is 173. 3d.;

in Scotland 193. 3d. and in Ireland only los. lid. The

expenditure on clothing in England varies between 6

and 10 by a family of six persons ;
in Ireland, of course,

it is much less.

The simple truth is that the total demand for clothes

and underclothes, hats, boots, furniture, china, glass, iron-

mongery, domestic utensils and other comforts by about

20,000,000 of people out of our population of 44,500,000 is

exceedingly small. The greater part of slender incomes is

absorbed by the cost of food and drink, and after provision
is made for rent, fuel and lighting, the balance amounts to

a few odd shillings. We need not wonder, then, that our

textile industries have to meet such a modest home demand,
or that the Mayor of Leicester cries out for a new industry
to employ

"
surplus labour."
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Let us consider the position of bootmakers as customers

for the textile trades. The Census figures of 1901 for the

boot trade were as follows (England and Wales
; 22,000

dealers included) :

PERSONS EMPLOYED IN BOOT AND SHOE TRADE, 1901,

ENGLAND AND WALES

Men (over 20) 165,589

Women (over 20) 3 ! >734

Boys and youths 32,715

Girls 21,105

Total 251,143

The average earnings of these workers are actually less

than i per week. The Board of Trade publish monthly
the earnings of a representative number of them, derived

from particulars furnished by employers. The " Labour

Gazette" for August 1910 showed that in July 1910,

60,337 boot workers took .58,147 in a week, or about

195. per week. After paying for rent and food, how little

is left to provide custom for the makers of cottons or

woollens. And equally, when textile workers draw meagre

wages, how little is left, after the gratification of primal

needs, to provide custom for the maker of boots.

Thus the error in the distribution of income connotes an

error in the distribution of our population amongst useful

and useless, noble and ignoble, industries. Too few of

our population are engaged in the manufacture of houses,

boots, textiles, and furnishings. Too many of our popula-
tion are engaged either hi the direct production of luxuries

or in the production of useful articles to be exchanged for

foreign luxuries. The great masses of our people are

under-served
;
a small proportion of our people are over-

served. There is enough labour put forth to give material

happiness and comfort to all, but so much of the labour
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runs to waste that only one-ninth of our population can

be said fully to possess the means of comfort.

Considerations such as these make us understand how
futile it is to boast of the aggregate trade, internal or

external, of a nation, or to term that wealth "
national

"

which is the possession of a few.



CHAPTER XII

THE WASTE OF CAPITAL

TT has been observed by Professor Marshall that
"
perhaps

""

JL 100,000,000 annually are spent even by the working

classes, and .400,000,000 by the rest of the population of

England in ways that do little or nothing towards making
life nobler or truly happier.')

1 In view of the fact that the
"
working classes

"
are the bulk of the nation, and the "

rest

of the population
"
a relative handful, this estimate points

to a little waste by the many, and much waste by the few.

The fact is, of course, that if the working classes, after pro-

longed study of dietetics and hygiene, spent their incomes

in the most economical way possible, and refrained entirely

from alcoholic liquor and tobacco, they would still be

unable, save in exceptional cases, to command the means

of a noble and truly happy life. As for the "
rest of the

population," if we consider the 5,000,000 persons who

enjoy an income of 909,000,000 per annum, we see very

clearly that their superfluity is so great that they could

easily add to the fixed capital of the nation at the rate

of 500,000,000 per annum, and still have left incomes

sufficient, if wisely expended, to command a very consider-

able degree of comfort. As things are, an enormous

amount of wealth is wasted every year upon current

expenditure of an ignoble character, even while every city

and every industry needs the application of more capital.

Nothing is more striking in the estimate of capital which

we formed in Chapter 5 than the small proportions of the
1 "

Principle* of Economics," Vol. i., p. 786.
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total when considered in relation to the extent of the

national income. For the total, it should be remembered,
includes the value of the land of the United Kingdom.
Subtracting it, we see that the wealth which has been added

to the land is worth not more than about 8,000,000,000,
whereas the national income amounts to 1,840,000,000.

Thus, in the United Kingdom we have accumulated stock,

apart from the market price of the land, only to the extent

of about four years' income.

The facts which correspond to these figures are that, in

every county and in every township, there are more ugly
and uncomfortable houses than beautiful and convenient

ones, more inefficient plants than well-equipped businesses,

more badly clothed than well-clothed people, more
evidences of poverty than of wealth. \pn every hand we
see the need of capital, but while its application is so sorely

needed, the few rich who command so much of the national

income pour it out in wanton extravagance^ The growth
of luxury has been accompanied by an increasing want of

enterprise in industry and commerce. Even in London
the most fruitful opportunities lie neglected. The port is

inefficient
;
the Thames highway has been neglected ;

north

and south Londoners remain strangers because of lack of

transit facilities
;

street traffic is archaic
;

the im-

portant railway termini are dirty, inconvenient and un-

connected. All these and many less important things cry
aloud for the application of capital. In London and in

every other town there is a housing problem, and the

housing problem is a problem of capital. If the income

of the last 20 years had been patriotically expended there

would be no housing problem to-day, and the fixed capital
of the country would be very much greater than it is.

Another significant fact is the very considerable invest-

ment of British capital abroad, probably amounting, as we
have seen, to about 2,600,000,000. These investments
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are often spoken of as
" our foreign investments." There

is a grim irony in the phrase. For what in essence are

these investments ? They left our shores, originally, in

the form of exported manufactures, the product of British

labour. We had no gold to lend, but some amongst us

could command and lend the fruit of our work. These

exported products were sent away from our shores by a

mere handful of rich persons who saw in foreign or Colonial

loans or enterprises the opportunity of gaining a higher

rate of interest than at home. Year by year there is

returned to those who made the investments, or to their

successors in title, a tribute of foreign and Colonial com-

modities which goes to swell our imports. In 1908 this

yearly tribute of imports, for which no present exports

have to be exchanged, amounts to about i 30,000,000 or

; 1 40,000,000. Whether the nation as a whole gains by
this tribute depends entirely upon the wisdom and

patriotism of those who receive it. If we could ensure its

wise use as capital for the promotion of the general welfare,

then the United Kingdom would gain materially by the lien

which a few of its people possess upon foreign and Colonial

activities. But we have no guarantee as to the manner of

its use, and too often it but serves to bring to this country

commodities which in no way make life
" nobler or truly

happier." I do not mean that articles of luxury are

necessarily imported in payment of the interest on " our
"

oversea investments, but certain it is that the limited class

which owns them are the chief consumers of luxuries.

It should never be forgotten that, as has already been

pointed out in these pages, the most ordinary raw material

may become a vehicle of luxury, and the commonest forms

of labour its servants. Certain imports, e.g. motor cars or

Steinway grand pianos, can be earmarked as luxuries, but

potatoes from Jersey wasted in a long dinner or Douglas

pine from Canada built into a racing pavilion are "luxuries"
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more to be deplored than the importation of Valenciennes

lace or Sevres porcelain by persons of refinement.

It may be well to remark, in passing, that to place a

heavy customs duty upon imported luxuries would in no

way benefit the nation at large. It would merely stimu-

late the production of luxuries in the United Kingdom,
and so increase the already considerable number of persons

engaged in the trades of luxury.

That we have incidentally gained by acting as a world

money-lender is indisputable. The case of Argentina is a

familiar one. British exports have been largely lent to

that country for the construction of railways. Those rail-

ways have cheapened Argentine transport, and so placed at

our disposal cheap bread and meat. But this benefit has

been incidental and, moreover, shared by the world at

large. Against such incidental gains we have to place the

criminal neglect of our own country. While capital has

gone oversea in a never-ending stream, the people whose

united activities produced the commodities embodied in

that capital have remained poor for lack of the proper
investment of capital at home. Large sections of the

British people have unconsciously worked for the benefit

of the foreigner and of the British Colonist, never realizing

that their own country sorely needed all the capital that

their labour could create.1

We cannot even lay the flattering unction to our souls

that the British capital which has been sent abroad has

gone entirely to build foreign or Colonial railways, or to

develop other useful industries, nor, in so far as it has been

usefully employed, can we claim much credit for the fact.

The sole motive which has influenced the individuals

who have thus disposed of the products of British labour

has been individual gain. That gain they have sought
1 The same Is true of France. Our neighbours across the Channel have

fully ; i, 500,000,000 invested in places outside the country.
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without regard to any consideration of patriotism. Foreign
nations have had our capital indifferently for war or for

peace, for building railways or for constructing warships.
A generation ago we wickedly poured our capital into

Turkey. A generation ago were born hundreds of

thousands of British children who, for lack of the full

employment of British capital on British soil, are to-day
creatures of the abyss.

The flow of capital to places abroad continues to this

hour. If South Africa is booming, the possessors of

capital hasten to gather dividends on soil thousands of

miles away, and with the interest received in this country,
direct British labour to noble or ignoble ends, as may
seem good in their eyes. If a foreign war is proceeding,

they hasten to lend the belligerents as many millions as

may be required at anything from five to eight per cent,

and with the interest they give righteous or unrighteous
"work" to other British sons of freedom. If a South

African mine or a Japanese war loan offers apparent

opportunities of quicker profits than putting fresh capital

into British ironworks, or founding a new British industry,

it is the end of South Africa or Japan which is served.

Three per cent, gained at home, of course, is not so

desirable as ten per cent, gained abroad. If, therefore, a

housing scheme at home promises to yield but three per

cent, while the employment of coolies in South Africa

promises ten per cent, South Africa and the coolies are
"
developed

" l and the housing scheme collapses. This is

by no means a rhetorical flourish
;

it is the statement of a

case not more extreme than hundreds which occur every

year.

If I have dwelt upon our oversea investments (I use the

1 At Johannesburg on April I5th, 1905, Mr Lionel Phillips is reported to

have said :

" The Chinese were housed, fed and looked after better than the

working population of England." It may well be.
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possessive pronoun for the sake of simplicity of expression)
it is because they illustrate in a very forcible way the

misuse of British capital. But the neglect of British

interests which they illustrate is small indeed when com-

pared with the waste of income upon the pursuit of

pleasure and the foundation of worthless industries at

home. If the whole of our oversea investments had been

made since 1860, the average amount so invested would

be not more than 50,000,000 per annum. That con-

sideration enables us to view the matter in its due

perspective. The foreigner and the Colonist have

gained through the profit-hunting of the few pos-
sessors of British wealth, but only to the extent in-

dicated. The oversea investments, with all the taint of

national shame which attaches to many of them, sink

into insignificance when we consider the wanton waste

of labour which has occurred at home. Since 1860 pro-

bably as much as 6,000,000,000 of income which should

have passed into reproductive capital has been thrown

away in forms of expenditure which have been to the

degradation of the community. Had that 6,000,000,000
been employed in the promotion of cheap transport, in the

attachment of agricultural workers to the soil, in the

acquisition of land by municipalities, in the provision of

healthy homes for the people, the problems which con-

front us to-day would be of a different order, and it would

not be possible for the dire poverty of one-third of our

people to be basely used as a weapon of political

warfare.

And while so much of the labour which might have

added to the nobility and happiness of the British people
has been wasted by direction of a small fraction of their

number, no small part of our employed capital is but the

tool of mischief. For just as individual capital goes abroad

to seek its usury without regard to principle or patriotism,
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so at home it engages in the most profitable enterprise

known to its limited intelligence, without regard to

morality or the national welfare. It is often more profit-

able to appeal to what is worst in human nature than to

seek to supply it with things healthy and honourable.
"
Is there money in it ?

"
is the only touchstone which

individual capital applies to enterprise.

Obviously there must be reciprocation between the

demand for luxurious articles and the capital employed in

their production. The misdirection of labour which we
examined in the last chapter connotes a considerable mis-

direction of capital. Thus the effects of luxurious expendi-
ture are two-fold. There is dissipation of income in the

payment for luxurious immaterial commodities which call

for no fixed capital, and again there is the expenditure of

income upon luxurious material commodities which call

capital to their creation. In either case the result is waste.

The menial servant is an illustration of the first process.

He is divorced from production and his work lost to the

nation at large. The commodity which he sells is

obsequious hand-service, degrading alike to himself and

the person he serves. The purchase of a motor-car is a

striking example of the second process. To produce it a

considerable plant is required and capital flows to a busi-

ness profitable because its customers are rich persons who
view low priced articles with suspicion.

A striking illustration of a combination of the two pro-

cesses is afforded by a fashionable hotel and restaurant.

Here we have a large amount of capital sunk in an

enormous building which is sustained entirely by the

expenditure of the wealthy. A host of menial servants

are employed, whose lives are a denial of manhood and

womanhood. In addition there are nominally useful

occupations associated with the conduct of the business.

It calls for the manufacture of food, of utensils, and of
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furniture, and a large number of tradesmen and their

nominally useful assistants are regularly employed in con-

nexion with its supplies. A hotel of 700 bedrooms directs

the services of an army of people, most of whom would

appear in the Census as following useful occupations.
The whole concern is for the most part an organization
for the waste of capital and labour, and its manifold

activities are called into existence by the orders of a

very limited number of unduly rich people who desire

that hand-service shall be at their command at a moment's
notice wherever they may be.

Even more extraordinary is the organization of entire

districts in the service of wealth and luxury. Nothing
can be more pitiable than the spectacle which is pre-
sented by a neighbourhood the inhabitants of which are

economically dependent upon the patronage of a limited

number of well-to-do residents. The local tradesmen, the

local builders, the local carters, the local nurserymen, the

local physician, the local boat-builders, the entire local

organization, with its little capital and much labour, is

under the economic over-lordship of a few persons whose

patronage sustains the entire machinery. Little that is

useful is produced in the district
;
but by a process which

none of its inhabitants could explain there are imported
into it commodities from all parts of the country. Parasites

upon parasites, they scramble for the expenditure of the

well-to-do, and often contrive to make fat livings out of

them. Thus, through the initial evil, the underpayment
of labour at one end of the scale, there is created at the

other end a class of luxury providers who have no con-

ception of their true position in our social system, or of

their uselessness to the community at large.

There remains to consider the tremendous waste of

capital which arises from (i) unnecessary competition and

(2) weak or bogus company promotion.
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In the game of competition frequent attempts are made
to establish superfluous businesses in many branches of

trade. While industry remains unorganized such waste of

capital must continue, for lacking an estimate of the quantity
of commodities required in any particular department, the

limits of consumption can only be found by fruitless

attempts to discover an unsatisfied demand. This blind

application of capital, not to service, but in the hope
of gain, accounts for the waste of large quantities of

labour.

Turning to companypromotion, it iscertain that hundreds

of millions of capital have been wasted in the last twenty

years through the dangling of fancy baits before the

possessors of unearned increment. The company pro-
moter obtains from Somerset House the names and

addresses of shareholders in such concerns as those

referred to in Chapter 8, and so is enabled to send to

persons who have already tasted the joys of "
waiting

"
a

prospectus promising them even larger slices of unearned

increment than they already receive. So other millions

derived from labour pass into channels of waste.

The waste and misdirection of capital is a far-reaching
matter, Stacking capital, which simply means lacking

tools, labour cannot be economically exerted, whether in

agriculture, in manufacturing, or in distribution. For the

use of tools we leave the great mass of our population

dependent upon a comparative handful of rich persons^
That dependence amounts to an economic serfdom which

places the direction of the lives and labours of the people
in the hands of the few. The unduly large share of the

national dividend possessed by the rich produces in them

grave faults of character and purpose which make them
indifferent administrators of the capital without which

labour is powerless. The unduly small share of the

national dividend possessed by the poor is the source of a
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stream of moral and physical evils which, mingling with

the waters of death which descend from the high levels

of luxury, produces effects whose causation is only

obscure as long as we neglect the study of the Error

of Distribution.
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TOWARDS ORGANIZATION





CHAPTER XIII

THE GOLDEN KEY

THE
misdirection of labour and the waste of income

can be checked if we would have it so. It is in

our power, as a nation, to employ the wealth of the

community for national ends and to increase abundantly
the fertility of labour. It is true that we want " more

trade," and it is also true that we need better use of

the results of the trade that we have. The problem of

poverty is neither obscure nor insoluble
;

its cause is

clear from the extraordinary series of facts we have

examined
; qts solution becomes equally clear when we

realize what ample means of remedy we have at our

command. We perceive that the chief ramifications of

the social problem are but varying effects springing from

one cause, the waste of
labourT'j

1 We realize that Poverty, in

a nation of 44,000,000 persons possessing an aggregate

exchange income of about ; 1,840,000,000, need be

with us only as long as we care to tolerate it. Each
social or political problem takes on a new aspect when we
consider it, as we should consider it, in relation to the

income of the nation and its distribution.

Unfortunately, the facts of the case have been studied

by few people, and, in so far as they have been published
at all, it has been in pages inaccessible to the public.

Of our 44,000,000 people, it is doubtful if as many as

a hundred have studied the subject matter at first

hand. Even in relation to taxation, the question
of distribution is rarely discussed. It is but neces-

17*
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sary to listen to a debate on the income tax in the

House of Commons to perceive that on the subject of
"
ability

"
the vaguest conceptions exist. Our most ardent

reformers discuss their plans without reference to the

economic framework of the society which they propose to

reform. As a result, we get a vast amount of misdirected

effort, a dreary outpouring of vague and empty rhetoric, a

pitiful misconception on the part of the public as to the

true condition of their finances, industries and commerce,
and a succession of timorous proposals for reform ludicrous

in relation to the nature and magnitude of the problems
with which they seek to deal.

In the following pages an attempt is made to correlate

the facts as to the Error of Distribution with many of the

problems of government. From the standpoint that we
are a people with a great income, with a clear idea as to

the ill-distribution of that income and the manner in which,

through the joint operations of luxury and poverty, a

nation may be devitalized even while its income is growing,
let us consider the means of amelioration.



CHAPTER XIV

THE NATION'S CHILDREN

LET
us begin at the beginning with what should be

the chief care of the reformer the child.

^Every year in the United Kingdom there are some

700,000 deaths and some 1,200,000 births. The social

structure which we seek to improve thus offers us a double

hope. However degraded, however enfeebled, however

criminal many of the units of the present generation may
be, they must pass awa^L Unit after unit is cancelled

;

unit after unit is replaced. The child, save in a small per-

centage of cases, is given to us an unsullied page, upon
which we may write what we will.

If the reader would realize fully the truth which I have

just expressed, let him ponder the following utterance by
Professor D. J. Cunningham when under examination by
the recent Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical

Deterioration. After referring to the manner in which

changes in the condition of life affect the growth of an

individual class, and more especially how poverty with its

squalor, its bad feeding, and its attendant ignorance as to

the proper nurture of the child, lowers the physical standard

of the poor, he went on to say :

"In spite of the marked variations which are seen in the

physique of the different classes of people of Great Britain,

anthropologists believe, with good reason, that there is a

mean physical standard which is the inheritance of the

people as a whole,and that no matter how far certain sections

of the people may deviate from this by deterioration (pro-

'73
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duced by the causes referred to) the tendency of the race

as a whole will always be to maintain the inherited mean.

In other words, those inferior bodily characters which are

the result of poverty (and not vice such as syphilis and

alcoholism) and which are therefore acquired during the

lifetime of the individual, are not transmissible from one

generation to another."

I break the quotation to accentuate the conclusion :

"
Therefore, to restore the classes in which this inferiority

exists to the mean standard of national physique, all that

is required is to improve the standard of living, and in one

or two generations the ground that has been lost will be

recovered."

According to Dr Alfred Eichholz, H.M. Inspector of

Schools, fully 90 per cent, of the children born in poor

neighbourhoods are healthy. Dr Edward Malins, President

of the Obstetrical Society, gives it as his opinion that

80 to 85 per cent, of children are born physically healthy,
whatever the condition of the mother antecedently.

1 The

weight of new-born children, he thinks, is, speaking

generally, not below the average there is a constant

reversion to the race standard.

It is probable that these statements of Dr Eichholz

and Dr Malins require some modification. Other evidence

goes to show that it is far from true that the majority of

children born in poor neighbourhoods are healthy. Thus
Dr Henry Ashby, of Manchester, a leading authority on

the diseases of children, said in a letter to the " Lancet
"

on October ist, 1904:
" My own experience in the out-patient room entirely con-

firms the opinion that the nutrition of the mother has a very

important bearing on the nutrition of the foetus and that the

statement that the percentage of unhealthy births among
the poor is small is not justified by facts. We constantly

1 See evidence before the Physical Deterioration Committee.
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see fully developed infants a day or two old brought by
midwives or neighbours exceedingly badly nourished, blue

and feeble, and who are clearly ill fitted, as the event indeed

proves, to withstand the conditions of an external existence.

There must be numbers of such born in this city that

perish within a few weeks of their birth, and who fail to

thrive for even a day. There is no question of syphilis ;

they are the children of poor mothers who have lived lives

of hard wear and tear during pregnancy, are themselves

badly nourished and weakly, and have felt the pinch of

poverty, though often perhaps poverty of the secondary
sort. I have a strong conviction also that the infants of

the poorer and weaker mothers, even though they are born

fairly well nourished, are difficult to rear, and easily waste

even when under fairly favourable conditions in a home or

hospital."

Evidence to the same effect was given to the Physical
Deterioration Committee, but unfortunately ignored in

their report. It seems to a layman a common-sense view

that if, in the period when a woman has to eat to
"
feed

two," she is badly nourished, and exposed to undue

fatigue, the child must suffer. Nevertheless, the striking

phrase of Dr Malins,
" Nature intends all to have a fair

start," may be fully accepted, and Professor Cunningham's
words of hope require no modification. What we have to

remember is that pre-natal as well as post-natal conditions

must be improved if we wish to rehabilitate our stock. If

we have not a renewed opportunity with each birth, at

least we have it, save in quite exceptional cases, in the

person of each pregnant woman. The weight of evidence

goes to show that the influence of heredity upon disease

has in the past been greatly exaggerated. The chief

causes of deaths from debility, atrophy and premature
birth are to be found in the evil environment and mal-

nutrition of the mother during pregnancy. The unborn
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child fights hard for its life, but in a number of cases,

sufficiently large seriously to affect the total population, it

is born unfit. It either succumbs rapidly or lingers on to

be a curse to itself and its kind.

These all-important facts once realized, an avenue of

hope stretches out before us. 1,200,000 new births every

year; 1,200,000 new units added to the national stock,

and the possibility of ensuring that nearly the whole of

them shall be born healthy. Here is Nature ever en-

deavouring to reform the race ever offering us oppor-

tunity. Combine with knowledge of this opportunity

knowledge of the means to take advantage of it. Combine
with the determination to secure reform the application of

national wealth to truly national ends and all things
become possible.

Under what circumstances are the children of the new

generation now born ? It follows from our examination of

incomes that a large proportion of our new births are of

mothers who exist in conditions of extreme poverty. [Fully
one-fourth to one-third of the 1,200,000 are born to want
and squalor] I In England and Wales, at the census of

1 90 1, ofa population of 3 2, 5 27,843, there were 12,983,109

persons belonging to families living in four rooms or less.

In one room each lived families forming 507,763 people.
In two rooms each lived families forming 2,1 58,644 people.
In three rooms each lived families forming 3,186,640

people. In four rooms each lived families forming

7,130,062 peoplej
If the one-third of very poor could be gifted with all the

virtues, if drink were abolished and every penny spent

upon scientific principles, we have seen that they would

still be unable to command a healthy existence. One-

third of our hope of the future is thus mortgaged. One-

third of the new-born go to feed the ranks of misery and

to form, such of them as do not perish in infancy, the
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raw material of the social problems of those who are to

follow us.

In England and Wales, in 1908, 940,000 children

were born. In the same year 1 13,000 infants died under

one year of age, or 120 per 1000 births. The conditions

which exist in some of our towns can be gathered from

the following figures :

INFANT MORTALITY

(Rates per 1000 births in 1908)

Towns with High Rates.

Stalybridge . .206
Farnworth . . 209
Aberdare . .198
Rhondda . .182
Burnley . . .194
Batley . . .186
Longton. . .199
Tunstall. . .198

Towns with Low Rates.

Reigate . . .80
Tunbridge Wells . 83

Hornsey . . -75
Guildford . . .71
Winchester . .88
Watford . . .88
Ilford ... 98

Salisbury . . - 95

The towns with low rates cannot be said to possess

ideal conditions, but merely to take them as a standard

we see how considerable is the wastage of life which goes

on in Lancashire and Yorkshire and Staffordshire and

South Wales. In some of the poorer wards of our great

towns one in three of the children born perish within

twelve months. That is the case in some parts of Bir-

mingham, where the Medical Officer of Health recently

stated that "a reduction of 50 per cent, in the rate of

infant mortality in Birmingham would mean the saving

of 1500 lives per annum."

But death is only one of the symptoms we have to con-

sider in this connexion, and death itself were preferable

to the survival of a large proportion of the children of

12
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neighbourhoods where the rate of infantile mortality

reaches one in every three or four births. Death is the

extreme case. Those who do not die in infancy have

physical degeneracy as their portion, and, in a world where

virility and energy were never more needed by the labourer

if he is to bargain successfully for a decent livelihood, enter

the fierce lists of modern industry with enfeebled bodies.

Docile units thus flood the casual labour market, or, totally

unfitted for labour, swell the ranks of the " residuum."

A woman ought not to work for the last three months

of her pregnancy or during the three months after her

child is born. Further, if the child is to be fed as Nature

intended it should not be weaned until about the seventh

or eighth month of its life.

What cognizance does the law now take of these simple

physiological facts ? The Factory Act is not aware that

pregnancy precedes childbirth. It recognizes, however,
that children are born, and provides that the occupier of a

factory or laundry shall not allow a woman to be employed
" within four weeks after she has given birth to a child."

Thus a feeble attempt is made to protect the working
mother for a month after childbirth, but no law whatever

protects the child. It is legal for the mother to go back

to the factory on the twenty-ninth day and leave the child

to take its pitiful chance.

The "
four week

"
provision is largely a dead letter.

How is an employer to
"
know," when a woman applies to

him for work, that she bore a child a fortnight before her

application ? And who shall blame the woman for seek-

ing work, when she must work or starve? Miss A. M.

Anderson, Principal Lady Inspector of Factories, gives the

following three cases found in a single town in one week's

inquiry :
J

A. B., aged 24, unmarried, jute worker, had to leave

1 Cd. a 1 75, p. "7.
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work, being unfit, seven weeks before confinement. Be-

came destitute, and found work with new employer, saying

nothing about the baby. Earns 93. 8d. per week.

C. D., aged 34, married, jute spinner; the child illegiti-

mate. Went back to work three weeks after childbirth.

The new employer knew nothing of the confinement.

F. R, aged 32, married, jute spinner. Went back to

work in i 5 days to a new employer. Earns iis. to I2s.

per week. Father out of work and disappeared one week
after the birth. The woman's mother " takes care

"
of the

new baby and two other children, the eldest of whom earns

8s. a week in a jute mill. Thus 193. or so per week

supports two adults and three children. They all live in

a single room which is very dirty.

In spite of an overwhelming mass of evidence as to the

devastating effect of the employment In factories and work-

shops of pregnant women and mothers, the Physical
Deterioration Committee's recommendations on the sub-

ject were exceedingly timid. They appear to have been

impressed with the terrible consequences of the employ-
ment of women " from girlhood, all through married life

and through child-bearing
"

; they realized that "
the

decreasing physical capacity of the child-bearing woman

brings her at last some relief at the hands of the manager
of the mill and she is sent away, often to take up the

equally unsuitable occupation of charwoman or house

scrubber." But, after setting out pages of good reason for

action, the Committee, in effect, came to the conclusion

that little or nothing could be done, because they were

reminded of " the enormous practical difficulties that would

accompany any sort of legal prohibition." Even as to

extension of the period after confinement during which

employment is forbidden, a point as to which, as in many
other matters, we are falling behind Western civilization as

a whole, the Committee did not advocate the enactment
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of a longer period than four weeks. They pinned their

faith to a medical certificate as to fitness, and production

of proof that reasonable care is made for the child in a

municipal creche or otherwise. They also strongly urged
the application of "

voluntary assistance
"

in the shape of

maternity funds.

Thus lastly they came to the crux of the matter, the

subject of "
ways and means." The cause of the Com-

mittee's timidity is only too plain. It is impossible to

make a recommendation of any value which does not entail

expense. What is the use of talking of " medical certifi-

cates," unless we can ensure that, when the medico has

certified unfitness, the poor mother shall have the means

of refraining from work ? Of what use to talk of " reason-

able care
"
of the infant, unless the means of reasonable

care be provided, and what form of care other than that

of the mother is
" reasonable

"
?

The whole aspect of the question is changed when we
consider the extent of our national resources. Miss

Anderson, in the invaluable memorandum on the subject

which she supplied to the Committee, said :

"
It ought

not to be impossible to link together in one great national

provident and protective association all the isolated, half-

informed societies and agencies at work in aid of maternity
and for the saving of infant life. More than that, I believe,

with Miss Squire (Lady Factory Inspector), that all over

the country, but particularly in the great centres in the

Midlands and the North, it needs only an organizing
mind and purpose to bring such a national movement into

being."

The Committee did not take up the idea of a "
national

movement." They preferred to urge that
"
voluntary

assistance" should devote itself to the formation ot

maternity funds. But a problem of so much gravity
demands national effort, and the use of the national
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purse. Out of the labour of the poor is drained the rents,

profits and dividends which make the gross assessment

to income tax in 1908-9 as much as ; 1,010,000,000.

Of this sum, how much is needed to deal with the problem
of the poor mother ?

We have to consider not alone the woman who works in

the factory, but also the woman who works in the home.

A large proportion of the latter are necessitous and

ignorant, lacking both the means to feed themselves and

their children properly, and the training to apply the

means if they had them. The case is one in which educa-

tion and supply must go hand in hand, and both education

and supply should be provided for nationally.

In the school the teaching of personal and domestic

hygiene to scholars of both sexes should begin at an early

age. In the case of girls, infant hygiene should be added

in the higher standards. Girls should not leave school or

continuation classes until they have been seriously trained

in domestic duties. At present we herd them in classes

of 60 or 80, and leave a teacher, herself often ignorant of

the chief duties of womanhood, to impart to them a

smattering of matters of secondary importance. Able to

write badly, to cipher inaccurately, and to read a novelette,

the girl goes forth from the school "
educated," and more

ignorant of essential things than the untutored savage.

If we would have these children technically trained in

domestic economy and hygiene, acquainted with the dietetic

value of simple foods, and sent out into the world fit

to take their places in the national economy, we must make

up our minds to increase our expenditure upon education.

We must have more teachers and better trained teachers.

But, if we put our hands earnestly to this work to-

morrow, many years would elapse before we could rear a

new generation of mothers. What of the mothers who now
lack education of the vast number of girls who are now
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passing from school into the world they are so unfit to

play a part in ? Work upon the right lines has already
been commenced at Preston, St Pancras, and other places.

Let me outline the admirable scheme of Dr J. F. J. Sykes,
the Medical Officer of Health for St Pancras.

St Pancras is a poor and crowded London Borough in

which, as in many other such neighbourhoods, infants are

dying at a younger and younger age from increased

immaturity at birth, from diminished capacity to resist

disease and from increased rearing
"
by hand." It is but

necessary to take one walk through its mean streets to

see that St Pancras is breeding a degenerate race. The

Borough Council has awakened to the terrible evil which

increasingly threatens them. They have a most capable
medical officer and they have appointed women inspectors
to act under his authority. These women inspectors

perform the important function of following up the weekly
official returns of births. There are about 130 births a

week in St Pancras, and all of them cannot be visited by
the present small staff, but an endeavour is made to visit

every necessitous case. To all the mothers, whether visited

or not, a card or leaflet of useful information is sent by
post Dr Sykes does not teach the mothers how to wean
or artificially feed their children, but to suckle their babies

and to avoid weaning them before their first teeth appear.
To the many indigent mothers the women inspectors give
advice as to regimen and diet and, where artificial feeding
is absolutely necessary, how best to proceed. Endeavour
is also made to reach and advise pregnant women.

Throughout, the chief aim is to reduce hand-feeding to

the smallest possible proportions.
In cases of poverty requiring temporary assistance, the

women inspectors give cards of introduction to the Charity

Organization Society, or to the Poor Law Guardians.

Where health is deranged or there is a desire or necessity
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to wean, introduction to a doctor or a hospital is arranged
for. Where the husband is out of work the case is notified

to the Labour Bureau. In every case the hygienic, sanitary

and domestic circumstances of the mother and infant are

carefully inquired into and reported upon.
This practical work, now in operation in St Pancras,

and with variations in some other places, is what is wanted

everywhere if we are to rescue the poor children of the

new generation. The appointment of sufficient Women
Health Inspectors by local authorities must be made com-

pulsory. In "Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, I

wrote :

" The Health Inspectors must of course be directed

by a capable Medical Officer enjoying a permanent appoint-
ment. It is most important that Medical Officers of Health

everywhere should have the same security of tenure which

they have in London. At present they hold office as a

rule at the goodwill of the local authority." Mr Burns's

Housing Bill of 1909 has secured this important reform.

In future every county will have its independent Medical

Officer, unafraid of local influence.

Closely allied to the work of the Health Inspector is

that of the medical man, and here is raised a point of the

utmost importance. Above all, if we are in earnest about

this matter of breed, the public medical service should be

greatly enlarged as part of the machinery of a Ministry
of Health, and the sale of soothing syrups and other
"
patent

"
medicines absolutely prohibited.

1 The Medical

Officers of Health should be able to marshal a liberal

service of trained medical skill in defence of the national

well-being. Also at their command should be an ample
1 In this connexion it should be observed that there are 28,000 surgeons,

physicians and medical practitioners in the United Kingdom. The number

(one to about 300 families) is probably larger than the nation needs, but even

to organize the whole of them as public servants, and to make the medical

service entirely free, would cost only about .10,000,000 per annum, allowing
for salaries ranging from 250 to ,1,000.
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supply of Health Visitors and trained and certificated

nurses. The creatures, nearly always ignorant and fre-

quently unclean, who now "
assist

"
poor women in their

time of trouble, are responsible for part of the infant

mortality which swells our death returns. I shall never

forget some of the "
monthly nurses

"
I have met in the

homes of the poor. One ancient dame I found swilling

stout. She leered at me out of a beery eye and explained

that she liked stout
" because it made her feel as though

she could sing." Needless to say, she strongly recom-

mended the same joyful fluid to her patients.

The excellent Notification of Births Act of Lord

Robert Cecil (1907) should be adopted (or its adoption
enforced the Local Government Board has power to

enforce adoption) universally, in order that Health Visitors

may do their work effectually.

Given a properly organized public medical service we
could begin at the beginning, with the unborn child. The

pregnant woman could obtain, free of charge and as a

matter of course, advice upon her diet and conduct.

Through such a service, it would be a simple matter to

administer a Public Maternity Fund. It is probable that,

of the 1,200,000 births per annum, as many as 300,000 are

in necessitous families. We cannot afford to allow 300,000
children to be starved before and after birth every year.

The nation must set its face against the employment of

married women in factories or workshops, and gradually
extend the period of legal prohibition. There is only
one proper sphere of work for the married woman and

that is her own home. In the case of factory workers

the employer must be made to furnish a maternity fund if

he wishes to employ married women. Thus penalized he

will probably prefer not to employ them to the very

great advantage of the labour market and the nation.

There are several model factories in the United Kingdom
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where the female workers are dismissed upon marriage.

This is found to prevent the girls falling victims to loafers

who desire to play three days a week. The Jewish

community amongst us, the very aliens who are despised

by the race they are supplanting in the East End of

London, set us an example which we should do well to

imitate. The Jewish children are much healthier and

stronger than their Gentile neighbours because they are

better mothered. Jewish women find their true avocation

at home. The Jew, however poor, does not live on his

wife's earnings, and it would be counted shame for a

Jewess to work during pregnancy or after childbirth.

But what of the poor woman in her home ? We can

safely confer upon our medical officers and women inspectors

power to report upon and advise the assistance of neces-

sitous cases, before and after childbirth. The mother and

child must be fed. Nature must be allowed to fulfil her

desire to give the new unit of population a fair start in life.

The cost would be surprisingly small. If 300,000 cases

were assisted to the extent of ,10 each it would entail an

expenditure of only ^3,000,000 per annum. With ;io

per case a great deal could be done.

By assistance to the extent of ;io each I do not neces-

sarily mean a money payment. Often the assistance which

is most wanted is personal help. The poor Jewish women of

East London have the aid of that excellent institution the

Sick Room Helps Society, which is practically a charitable

institution, the poor mothers contributing less than one-

third of the expenditure. The " Sick Room Helps
"
pro-

vided by this Society are thus described by Miss Bella

Lowy :

"
They had to take the place of the house-mother when, through

confinement or sickness, she was laid low, and when, were it not

for their ministrations, the children and husband, and the home
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(sometimes consisting of one room only) would be absolutely un-

cared for. The Helps were only sent in where there was no

woman or girl old enough and able to do the work. The Sick

Room Helps, for the time being, took the place of the house-

mother, washed the baby, got the children ready and sent them to

school, cooked the food, tidied and cleaned up the home, saw that

any accumulation of washing was done. In fact, she attended to

the hundred and one little things which required to be seen to

even in the most modest home, and they could readily understand

how much more cleanliness and order became indispensable when

the family had to live, eat and sleep in one room only. The ad-

vent of the Sick Room Helps also ensured for the mother peace
of mind, as well as of body, at a time when she sorely needed both,

and if she knew that her husband and children were well-cared for

and well looked after she was assisted on the road to health and

strength, and was, thereby, enabled to take up afresh the routine

of her numerous daily duties. Formerly the poor mothers used

to grudge themselves even a few days of enforced idleness, and,

by premature activity in getting up and about, they but too often

sowed the seeds of illness and sickness, and brought untold troubles

on themselves and their families. Notwithstanding that these

facts were well-known and were perfectly obvious to every think-

ing person, the opposition to what was erroneously termed a new
form of pauperization had been very great. But an institution

which not only benefited the recipients by nursing them when it

was imperatively necessary, but, at the same time, gave employ-
ment to deserving women, enabling them to support themselves,

and, perhaps, their family, could not be accused of encouraging

pauperism in any way."

Mrs Alice Model, the honorary secretary, tells me that

the Jewish Board of Guardians applies a sum annually for

the relief of destitute women in childbed, which is handed
to this Society and applicants for relief are referred to it.

If a case is found suitable, a nurse is sent in twice

daily and milk and other suitable nourishment provided.
Excellent results are obtained and many lives saved.
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Work on such lines might easily be carried on given a

sufficient staff of Women Health Inspectors and an ex-

penditure such as I have mentioned to provide nurses and

nourishment.

In this connexion a municipal milk service, which will

be discussed in these pages hereafter, would be of the first

importance, and it would be found a simple matter to

supply pregnant women and nursing mothers with an

ample quantity of pure milk. Such a supply might be

made universal and be specially supplemented in neces-

sitous cases. In any case, the mother has a special claim

upon the community and that claim should be recognized.
The birth of a child is a special tax upon the family in

which it occurs, a tax which is deliberately avoided by

many people. Yet the unit not only belongs to its family ;

it is an integral part of the nation, and entitled to the care

of a country which desires strong and healthy citizens.

Such provisions should be accompanied by drastic

punishment of parents who neglect their duties. Upon
report of the Health Officer, the prosecution and punish-
ment of offenders against the nation's children would

swiftly follow. We must make the man who neglects his

child, which is also the nation's child, feel that he is the

greatest criminal of them all.

It is impossible to leave the subject of the birth of the

new generation without reference to the necessity for the

segregation of the unfit. It must be made no longer possible
for the habitual drunkard, the vagrant, the criminal, the

mentally defective, to reproduce their terrible kind. The

subject is so rarely brought before the public that few

people realize the nature and extent of the danger. Fully
two per cent, of our existing elementary school children will

never be fit to direct their own lives. The State has but one

duty in the matter and that is to protect society from the

breeding of the unfit, while protecting the unfit from them-
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selves. The child of the habitual drunkard is often feeble-

minded. The child of the feeble-minded is frequently an

idiot. Need we wonder, while the State has no control of the

feeble-minded, that our lunatic asylums are ever growing
too small for their pitiable populations. Our criminal and

workhouse records are full of testimony as to the terrible

results of the unchecked propagation of the insane by the

mentally weak. A few years ago, at Daventry, a couple
were charged with neglecting their ten-year-old son. It

was stated that the child was in the habit of smoking a

pipe and drinking beer, supplied by the father. A doctor

stated that the boy was a perfect savage. He was under-

sized and threatened to be an idiot or a criminal. The

boy was sent to the workhouse while the mother and father,

described as
"
mentally weak," were sentenced to one day's

imprisonment and are now free to bring forth sui generis.
Another recently reported case which I noted was that of

a partly paralyzed old man who applied for out-relief to

the Oulton Guardians. He has had thirty children and

the youngest, a girl, is described as
"
practically an im-

becile." From her, doubtless, and from others of the brood,

the terrible strain will proceed. Mr Amos W. Butler,

speaking at the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, gave particulars of the descendants of

a feeble-minded woman. She was the mother of two

daughters, who were free to marry because, like their

parent, they were not actually insane. One of them,

Rachel, has married twice, and borne eleven children,

three of whom are dead. One of the survivors is a crim-

inal and the others are degenerates. The other daughter,

Kate, has four children, all feeble-minded, two of them

illegitimate. One of them became the wife of a feeble-

minded paralytic and has had five awful children. The
direct descendants of the woman first mentioned number

twenty-nine, and in ten years twelve of them have
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spent an aggregate of twenty-two years in asylums and

orphans' homes.

These details may be nauseating, but of what use to shirk

them ? It is only when we realize that such propagation
is going on unchecked that we see our duty clear in the

matter. We then also see that segregation of the unfit

would not increase our burdens, but decrease them.

Segregation recognized as a painful duty, it would no

longer be necessary to make any reservation when speaking
of the hope that lies in the child. Our 1,200,000 new
births per annum would soon regenerate the race. During
the next twenty years about 25,000,000 children will be

born in the United Kingdom.



CHAPTER XV

THE SCHOOL

IN
a commonwealth a man would need a healthy mind in

a healthy body to be true to himself, and to every man.

In an unorganized community, in which each man must

needs struggle with his fellow for the right to live, and in

which to be unselfish is to be weak, and to be weak is to

go to the wall, a man needs a healthy mind in a healthy

body in order to set up himself and those dear to him in a

fortress impregnable, with ramparts against competitors,

secret stores against time of siege, and insurance policies

against the horrors that threaten weak women and young
children whose champion has departed.

As things are now, we have then, not merely to train the

boy to be a man for manhood's sake, but to fit him to

fight what has been pleasantly called
"
the battle of life."

He must be not only strong but artful, not only intelligent

but cunning, not only brave but aggressive, not only fit

to work but fit to bargain, not only an artist but a shop-

keeper.

Knowing what we do of the hardness of the competitive

system, how unfair we are to these children whom we
affect to

"
educate." We dose them with a little book-

learning and pass them on to seek employers. Nothing
has been taught them by way of preparation for the real

education upon which they are about to enter. They are

wholly ignorant of the nature of the machine of which they
are about to become an insignificant part They plunge
into the hard work which henceforth is to be their portion
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and little that has been taught them is of value in con-

nexion with it. The boy is compelled to play a game for

wages without knowledge of the rules. Business presents
itself to him as an impenetrable mystery, the secrets of

which are known but to a few. He becomes a producer
of things which in some way, he knows not how, are sold

and bought and come to yield him a certain or uncertain

wage. He does not see, nor, if he saw, would he under-

stand, the balance sheet which sums up the processes
which yield him a part only of his production. He is not

competent to measure the extent of the injustice which he

suffers. It is a game played between a few who know and

many who do not know.

From the beginning of the child's life, the Error of

Distribution plays its part. The opportunity offered the

child varies directly with the income of its parent. The

frontispiece of this volume measures not income alone
;

it

measures also the degree of opportunity which is offered

to the children respectively of the rich, the comfortable

and the poor. Since the bulk of the people are poor, the

greater number of the nation's children are handicapped
at the start. Individually they are deprived of their

birthright. Collectively the community is deprived of

the proper value of their strength, their intelligence, their

genius.

The last point is rarely discussed. Intellect and genius
are the possessions of no single class. Year by year we
kill off units of our population who might live to work

good for their kind. Year by year we brutalize men who,

given opportunity, might enrich our literature or ennoble

our art. Year by year we waste the greater part of the

gifts of our people. Here and there some rare combination

of muscle and brain rises superior to circumstance and lives

to command the class which would have repressed him.

These exceptional cases serve to remind us of the ability
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which is lost. We know only of the soldiers who live to be

commanders. Probably greater generals than Napoleon
have perished as privates in their first battle. That is

unavoidable, for in battle some must die. But in the

arts of peace the sacrifice of potential commanders need

not go on. Given equality of opportunity, the marshal's

baton in each private's knapsack, and the nation need not

waste one of its great men.

If we are in earnest in this matter of the problem of

poverty, we must hasten to equalize opportunity, and

having begun with the unborn child, continue our work

in the school. We must seek to make the school a pre-

paration for life and endeavour to build up, out of the new

generation, citizens who understand, and who, understand-

ing, will see to it that they remain not poor.

In the first place, we have to attend to the child's

body. Through the school we can see that the child is

properly clothed and properly fed. Through the school

we can teach the child to understand its physical nature

and to respect it In a certain class of trumpery novel,

the "
tubbing

"
Englishman is distinguished from the un-

clean foreigner. The simple fact is that the Englishmen
who " tub

"
are quite exceptional specimens of their kind.

Few of the 9,000,000 houses of the United Kingdom are

provided with tubbing apparatus, and even the London

County Council has lately built
" model "

cottages which

contain no bath. We must change all that. The Germans
are setting us the example of introducing shower baths

into their public elementary schools, and all the children

are bathed once a week. They soon get to enjoy it, and it

is rarely that a child objects. Mr George Andrew, in his

valuable report to the Scottish Education Department on

the schools of Berlin and Charlottenburg,
1
says that in the

poorer localities this weekly bath system is found to have
1 CcLaiao.
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an educational effect upon the parents. The mothers, in-

fluenced by the knowledge that their children's under-

clothing will be scrutinized, supply them with clean things.

Thus even that least amenable of subjects, the parent, may
be reached through the child.

In " Riches and Poverty" edition 1905, I wrote :

" In the matter of school hygiene and the physical train-

ing of children, the introduction of the medico into the

school is all-important. At present, proper hygienic in-

spection of our schools does not exist. Medical officers

should be appointed both to see that school buildings are

absolutely healthy and to care for the personal health of

the pupils. Upon entering the school, the child should

undergo a preliminary examination and from thence

onward remain under the care of the school doctor.

The preliminary examination would decide the question
of fitness for normal instruction

;
defective children would

be drafted into special classes."

In 1907 the Education (Administrative Provisions)
Act made it the "duty" of local education authorities
"
to provide for the medical inspection of children immedi-

ately before, or at the time of, or as soon as possible after,

their admission to a public elementary school
"
and the

"
power

"
of such authorities to make arrangements

"
for

attending to the health and physical condition of the

children." It is earnestly to be hoped that this
"
power

"

will be exercised
;
at present many authorities are blind

to it. The reader may judge from a single example
the importance of using the schools as a means of

physical control and training. Dr Ralph H. Crowley,
the Medical Superintendent of the Bradford Education

Authority, conducted an inquiry into the physical con-

dition of the school children of Bradford in 1907. The
results make painful reading.

Let us begin with the "general condition" of the Bradford

13
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children. The examination as to cleanliness was made

by observations of the head, ears, and neck, and by rolling

up the sleeves of the children. The following approximate

figures were arrived at :

CONDITION AS TO CLEANLINESS

Clean .
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As for boots, the results are worth the consideration of

British bootmakers. As many as 6,500 children had

foot-gear so bad that in many cases "
it was difficult to

see how what were meant for boots managed to keep on

the feet."

Condition as to nutrition was judged broadly, irrespec-

tive of cause. Dr Crowley divided the schools into three

classes better class schools, poor schools, poorest. I take

the case of the poorest schools :

C. SCHOOLS POOREST
Nutrition. Infants. Upper School.

No. Per Cent. No. Per Cent.

Good or sufficiently good . 51 30.7 105 24.4
Below normal . . .58 34.9 183 42.6
Poor or very poor . -57 34-4 142 33.0

Taking the three groups of schools together, we find

that 1,019 children out of nearly 2,000 were "below

normal
"
in point of nutrition. More than one-half, that is,

were suffering from chronic semi-starvation. Of the 1,019,

as many as 344 were described as "poor or very poor."

Very instructively Dr Crowley measured nutrition

against mental capacity, and showed clearly how often

unhealthy minds are the product of unhealthy bodies.

Of children of exceptional intelligence, 62.7 per cent, were

of good nutrition. Of dull children only 24.9 per cent,

were of good nutrition.

Dr Crowley concluded his significant report with these

words :

" No increased facilities for higher education or technical

instruction can in any way take the place of attention to

the physical side of our children. The future of our

nation will depend, not on the ability of the few, but on
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the fitness of the many, and this fitness must be secured

at all cost. It is for us as a nation a matter of life and
death."

To proceed, anthropometric statistics should be care-

fully compiled, and a sickness register kept, so that the

nation may judge of the progress made in restoring its

stature. The teeth would have special attention and the

school dentist would work hand in hand with the school

doctor. Children need few dosings, but in special cases

cod liver oil or a suitable tonic could be administered, as

is done in Belgium.
In cases of defective nourishment the child must be fed,

whatever the character of the parent. No fears as to the

loosening of parental responsibility need stand in the way
in this essential matter, for drastic punishment of neglect-
ful parents should go hand in hand with our care of the

child. Nothing, in my opinion, is so likely to encourage
the feeling of parental responsibility, and to shame
careless mothers, as the knowledge that at the school the

child is regarded as a valuable commodity. In this con-

nexion it would be well for the Board of Education to

insist upon periodical reports, not less frequently than

every three months, to parents upon their children.

A carefully written report upon the progress of the scholar

in all departments would be calculated to stimulate the

better feelings of the parent.
The greatest timidity was shown by the Physical

Deterioration Committee in dealing with the important

subject of underfed children. The report runs ;

"
By a differentiation of function on these terms the

School Authority to supply and organize the machinery,
the benevolent to furnish the material a working adjust-
ment between the privileges of charity and the obligations
of the community might be reached. In some districts it

still may be the case that such an arrangement would
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prove inadequate, the extent or the concentration of

poverty might be too great for the resources of local

charity, and in these, subject to the consent of the Board

of Education, it might be expedient to permit the appli-

cation of municipal aid on a larger scale."

It is the State that must furnish the "
material," not as

a matter of charity, but from motives of the purest com-

mon sense. The timidity of the Committee is the more
remarkable when the evidence presented to them is ex-

amined.
'

Dr Eichholz made a special investigation into

the conditions of the Johanna Street . Board School,

Lambeth, as a type of school in a very bad district, and

he considers that 90 per cent, of the children are unable,

by reason of their physical condition, to attend to their

lessons in a proper way. His estimate of the underfed

children in the elementary schools of London is 122,000,
or 1 6 per cent, of the whole. 1

Those alone who have had to do with voluntary free

breakfast schemes can have any idea of the terrible hunger
of the children who attend them.

'

The hugging of the mug
of cocoa, the ravenous swallowing it cannot be called

eating of the slices of bread, make one shudder to think

that, but for such isolated voluntary effort, the poor
children would in an hour or so be entering a school at

which their attendance is compulsory to study ! And
for one helped by voluntary effort how many go hungry to

their tasks, utterly unable, through physical weakness, to

do their work !

Those who have grasped the importance of the utterance

of Dr D. J. Cunningham, quoted in the last chapter, will

heartily agree with Sir Shirley Murphy, L.C.C. Medical

1 It is of interest to observe that Mr Robert Hunter estimates that 70,000
of the school children of New York arrive at school either breakfastless or

underfed. This estimate accounts for 13 per cent, of the school children of

the city
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Officer of Health, that " the child has got to be fed." The

chief deterrent to many is fear that parents will be de-

moralized by free meals at the schools. It must be

realized by those who entertain this fear that the parents

are often already thoroughly demoralized, and that their

demoralization in the great majority of cases has resulted

from the conditions imposed upon them from their birth

by our social system. They are what they are because of

circumstances over which their control was nominal. The

reader, or myself, if transplanted to Lambeth at a few
months old, and nurtured as they were nurtured, would at

this moment be what they are.
"
There, but for the Grace

of God, goes myself," is the reflection which every man
should make when he contemplates the waste products of

the civilization of which he himself is a favoured part.

That truth realized by any man, it is never again possible

for him, if he has more than the average share of the

nation's income, to grudge a part of the amount by which

his income exceeds the average to raise to a higher level

the children of those whose lives have been a crying in-

justice from their cradles of those who have, with all

their faults, done more than their share of the hard labour

of the world.

In 1906 the Education (Provision of Meals) Act

enacted that a local education authority
"
may take such

steps as they think fit for the provision of meals for

children in attendance at any public elementary school

in their area
"
to the extent of a halfpenny rate and no

more. So, with extreme timidity, the legislative machine

advances.

Games, physical drill, gardening and swimming, should

be taught to every child, under proper medical control.

I assume the existence of playgrounds in some ample
shape each school having its indoor and outdoor places
of recreation and its school garden. A great object
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is to keep the child from the street. For the same

reason, the school grounds should be open on summer

evenings and during all vacations. It is a simple matter

to make the vacations a time of real holiday for every
child filled with lively interest and healthful sport. With
the physical exercises and teaching of games and, indeed,

with all other departments of school life should be asso-

ciated what Rousseau considered to be the chief moral

principle that a child should learn to do harm to no one.

That carries with it the teaching of " manners "
in their

best sense. Nor should graces of person be neglected.
The boy should not be allowed to slouch about with his

hands in his pockets. If he does, he is only too likely to

slouch into casual labour hereafter.

Clean, neatly clad, healthy, well-nourished, upright, self-

respecting and therefore respectful of others, feeling its

strength in every limb, well-mannered, capable of lucid

expression is it beyond our powers to make the average
child all this ? Not if these things are as well worth con-

sideration as the resistance of an armour-plate, the trajectory

of a rifle-bullet, or the virtues of a smokeless powder.
Not if the proper study of mankind is man.

Having made provision for the body, we may now turn

to the mind. I have referred to the child's power of ex-

pression, and I think that the average elementary scholar's

incapacity to think clearly or to express its ideas with

lucidity show how much we have missed the way in our

educational methods. We have forgotten that to " edu-

cate
"

is literally to
" lead out" The two guiding principles

or characteristics of the German school curriculum as

described by Mr George Andrew are : ( I ) The principle

of "
Anschauung" (observation, intuition, concrete), and

(2) The development of oral expression.
"
Anschauung

"
literally means "

looking at
" and as an

educational principle it means observation of the concrete
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as paving the way to the abstract. The child begins

school with the supply of words and conceptions which

it has gained from infancy in its own house. These have

to be corrected and completed ;
the child's concepts are

enriched by fresh observations and by gradual steps it is

advanced from the familiar to the strange, from the known

to the unknown. In the youngest classes the instruction

in reading, writing, arithmetic, drawing, nature study, is all

in varying degrees based on "
Anschauung," and later the

same principle of observation is to be traced in the teach-

ing of such subjects as geometry, geography, and history,

where models, pictures, maps, and plans are continually

resorted to in order to deepen and vivify the ideas gained
from the printed page. Mr Andrew thus contrasts infant

teaching in Scotland with that in Berlin :

" In Scotland, infant classes generally begin with the alphabet
and the elementary reading-book, the object-lesson being some-

thing of an "
extra," in which much useful and stodgy informa-

tion is often imparted to the youthful mind not always on

subjects within its range of actual experience and then retracted

under an incessant fire of jerky interrogatories.
" The Berlin child begins in a different way. With him the

" observation lesson
"

is the starting-point. It is maintained that

the child in his natural intercourse at home with his parents,

brothers and sisters, and playmates, has equipped himself with a

certain rudimentary supply of words and ideas, which concern

themselves mainly with objects that have fallen within his own

range of vision. He has learned to speak in a language, the

purity or corruptness of which will largely depend on his environ-

ment. It is on these two lines, his rudimentary knowledge of

simple objects and his power of simple speech, that his first

school instruction proceeds, individual words and their constituent

sounds with (the corresponding letter names) being reached by a

gradual analytical process. In the "observation lesson" such

objects as arc in the schoolroom, or again, the child's body and

limbs, his food, his clothes, his home, his street, etc., anything,
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in fact, which he can see, or has seen, are made use of. But even

in this early
" observation lesson

" one cannot fail to note how

the foundations are laid for developing oral expression for

teaching the child Sprachfertigkeit. Just as the child comes to

school with his rudimentary ideas, and has these gradually

corrected and extended by
"
observation," so also in this lesson

the power of speech he brings with him is taken up and developed
from the beginning. He is asked to describe what is placed before

his eyes ;
he is made and this is naturally the first difficulty

to speak in a distinctly loud tone of voice ;
and he is made to

answer in a sentence or sentences. For example, the teacher's

watch was taken as the subject of an " observation lesson
"

in a

class of pupils newly come to school. One heard such little

sentences as "This is a watch"; "from the watch hangs a

chain
"

;

" on the face of the watch are figures," etc. Every now
and then some child is made to recapitulate the whole account,

e.g. to repeat the above three sentences a process to which great

importance is attached."

Thus from the beginning the child is taught to observe

and to express lucidly what it has observed, and this

excellent principle this real
" education

"
is followed

throughout its school life. As a result the children become

self-reliant in utterance, able to think clearly and to express
their ideas orally or in writing in logical order and appro-

priate language. Thus, whatever the influence of the

home the child gains a proper use of its mother-tongue.
In our own country the vocabulary of the home remains

the vocabulary of the child, and I know of nothing more

painful than to listen to the talk of our " educated
"

elementary school children in poor neighbourhoods.
There is no subject in the curriculum to which the

principles of observation and development of expression
are not applied with success. Thus, arithmetic is not taught

by rule-of-thumb, as is too often the case in our schools,

but from the beginning the child is led to
" count with
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understanding." The child does not merely learn a series

of mechanical rules. He understands the process he

employs and can give a lucid account of his knowledge.
It is perhaps hardly necessary to add that he studies the

metric system, and becomes familiar with the arithmetic

of business operations.

Our elementary school curriculum must be made to

include the study of the sciences as a matter of course

and not as special subjects. Unfortunately, public opinion
is still lamentably absent on this point. An ex-Prime

Minister is not ashamed to state publicly that he is

ignorant of science, and the majority of those who have

received what is known as a "
liberal

"
education could not

intelligently explain the ringing of an electric bell or the

action of their own hearts. This deplorable neglect of

science is sadly handicapping us as a nation in every

department, and it is a notable fact that the majority of

recent scientific discoveries have been made in other lands.

In "Riches and Poverty," 1905, I mentioned the follow-

ing as especially notable : X-Rays, Germany ; Radium,
France

; Synthetic indigo, Germany ;
Artificial Silk, France

and Germany ;
Incandescent gas light, Germany ;

Wireless

telegraphy, Italy. Since then the English Channel has

been crossed by a flying machine from the French side.

I notice that Mr Andrew, in the report already referred

to, while acknowledging that science was generally treated

excellently in the German schools, obtained a "
vague im-

pression that rather much was attempted." Is that vague

impression to be wondered at, in view of the pitiable

condition of science teaching in the United Kingdom ?

As a matter of fact, nothing is more fascinating to the

average child than the science-lesson. The child is in-

stinctively a scientist
;

its mind is ever searching for the

reason of things, and the average British parent is every

day through his ignorance of science compelled to evade
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the simple but very reasonable inquiries of his offspring.

It should be our object at the school to encourage the

child's wonderings, and to do what we can to cherish the

wise habit of wondering. The savage at least wonders

when he sees a locomotive. The average
" educated

"

citizen has long ceased to wonder either about the science

that moves his train or the science that lights his house.

It is easy to understand how well the two guiding

principles of German teaching fit the study of science, or

of nature-knowledge, to use the terminology of the Char-

lottenburg curriculum. The material aim of the course is

to give the pupil knowledge of nature in a form suited to

his grasp, including, be it observed, the laws of health.

Then there is the formal aim to train the pupil's powers
of observation, and to develop his powers of thinking, and

to awaken his sympathy with plant and animal life and

admiration for the beauty of Nature. At Charlottenburg
Natural History is taught under the three sub-divisions

A. Botany, B. Zoology, and C. Anthropology. Under the

third is taught animal physiology, the laws of health, and

first aid in cases of accident. In connexion with Botany,
school excursions for the study of plant life are organized.

I can imagine no more useful discipline for a town

dweller. In the domain of physical science, the pupils are

led on to the knowledge of Nature's laws and to the causes

of common things. Particular attention is paid, Mr Andrew
tells us, to such phenomena or principles as are of import-
ance in domestic, industrial and commercial life those of

domestic life applying to the girls, the latter two to the

boys. Light, heat, magnetism, electricity, mechanics,

sound, chemistry and mineralogy are taken. Experiment
is largely employed, and the apparatus used is adequate
and admirable, in this respect being a striking contrast to

the mean outfit which is usually considered good enough
in the United Kingdom. The reflection is forced upon one
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that, in the region of foreign competition, with which this

work is not concerned, they will be formidable antagonists,

these scientific German children, in the time to come.

In connexion with the teaching of hygiene in schools

we can do much to encourage abstinence from intoxicating

liquors. If in the study of physiology the harmful effects

of alcohol upon the kidneys and other organs is made
clear to the children, a very wholesome fear of " drink

"

will be bred in them.

The little we are doing in the way of teaching domestic

economy and cooking to girls needs much strengthening.
These subjects should be compulsory in the highest classes

of all girls' schools. There is perhaps no other country in

which poor women are so ignorant of cooking as in the

United Kingdom. There is no simple national dish which

every one knows how to make, and it is rarely that poor

Englishwomen can make a decent soup or have any idea

of the proper cooking of vegetables.

As a preliminary to the abolition of child labour under

the age of 16, the introduction of the principle of com-

pulsion in connexion with continuation classes is badly
needed. The children are now set free at the most

dangerous period of their lives, and nothing but good
could arise from compelling their attendance at classes

which, in the case of girls, should deal with infant and

domestic hygiene, cookery, and dressmaking, and in the

case of boys with science, technics and languages.
In 1908 I introduced into the House of Commons a

measure to establish compulsory day continuation schools

in England and Wales. The Bill was prefaced with a

memorandum which pointed out :

"
According to the census of 1 90 1 there were in

England and Wales about 4,600,000 persons of both

sexes between the ages of 1 4 and 2 I years. According
to the reports of the Board of Education the number of
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pupils aged 15 to 21 years attending day and evening
continuation schools of all sorts is only about 387,000."

The Bill itself was as follows :

1. This Act may be cited as the Continuation Schools Act,

1909.

2. The earliest age at which a child shall be entitled to any

exemption from obligatory school attendance shall be fourteen

years, and the Education Acts, 1870 to 1902, are hereby repealed
in so far as they permit the partial or total exemption from school

attendance of children under fourteen years of age.

3. Every child whose age exceeds fourteen but does not exceed

seventeen years shall be deemed to be a continuation scholar,

and is hereinafter so termed in this Act.

4. Every education authority shall establish classes (herein-

after termed a continuation school) for the continued education

and technical training, without fees, of all continuation scholars

in its district who do not attend approved day secondary or day
technical schools.

5. The continuation school shall be carried on at hours which

do not terminate later than six o'clock p.m., and every continua-

tion scholar shall attend the continuation school for a period of

not less than six hours per week.

6. Sufficient school places, and sufficient teachers, scientific

and technical apparatus, material, tools, or plant, et cetera, shall

be provided to enable every continuation scholar controlled by
the education authority to be instructed in industry or agriculture,

or in domestic economy, in the English language and literature,

in the principles of hygiene, and in the duties and obligations of

citizenship, and the scheme and curriculum of each continuation

school shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Education.

7. For the purposes of the administration of this Act, the

education authority may co-opt any number of local employers
not exceeding six,

8. Every employer shall permit every continuation scholar in

his employ time in which to attend the continuation school, and,

failing to permit such attendance, shall be liable on summary
conviction to a penalty not exceeding two pounds for every day
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upon which his employee therefore fails to make his due attend-

ance at the continuation school.

9. Every parent or responsible guardian of a continuation

scholar who fails to attend a continuation school shall be liable

on summary conviction to a penalty not exceeding ten shillings

for every day upon which the continuation scholar fails to attend

the continuation school, unless the non-attendance is due to the

fault of the scholar's employer, or to illness, accident, or other

unavoidable cause.

10. It shall be the duty of the education authority to prosecute

the parent or responsible guardian or the employer of any con-

tinuation scholar who is absent from the continuation or other

approved school save through illness, accident, or other unavoid-

able cause :

Provided that no continuation scholar shall be required to

attend a continuation school held beyond two miles, measured

along the nearest road, from the residence of the continuation

scholar.

11. The cost of carrying out the provisions oj this Act shall be

paid out of moneys provided by Parliament.

So much is said about the example of Germany that

it may serve as a stimulus to those who think the above

provisions too drastic to observe that my Bill was based

upon the scheme which is in actual operation at Munich

and which may soon be in operation for all German
children.

It is by the adoption of such rational methods in our

schools that we may give opportunity to the new genera-
tion. If they exhibit ability they can advance to, and

benefit by, a secondary education which shall fit them to

perform the highest service for the State. If their abilities

are of a meaner order, we shall at least send them out into

the world well-equipped mentally and physically for their

life's work and keep a guiding hand upon them after their

school days are ended.

With such an education the individual unit of industry
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would have strength and understanding to contend for a

better wage and be fitted to do better work. He would

also take thought as to the constitution of the society of

which he forms a part, and employ intelligently the franchise

which in the past he has so frequently used to his own

undoing. In an individualistic society such a unit would

be better fitted to hold his own. In the wise collectivism

towards which we are steering, he would be fitted to do

his whole duty to his fellows and himself.

The relevance of education to the main theme of this

book demands little comment. It is obvious that, if we
are to provide a proper physical and mental training for

our people we must spend more money. Better schools,

better playgrounds, better apparatus, more and better

trained teachers, classes not exceeding 30 pupils per class,

the introduction of the school doctor and school dentist,

the provision of meals, the compulsory continuation schools

all these things are needed and all these things are costly.

It is only want of reflection upon the enormous resources

at the disposal of the State which makes so many people

timid in educational reform. Take the matter of school

doctors, for instance. On page 64 of the Report of the

Physical Deterioration Committee will be found :

" Dr Eichholz thought it (the medical inspection of

school children) was the greatest need in school organi-

zation."

Therefore, you would say, Dr Eichholz and the Com-
mittee would urge that the

"
greatest need

" be properly

supplied. Alas ! the report goes on :

" On the ground of expense he would confine a general

examination to the poorest schools, and considered that in

London the work could be done by ten young men at 2 50
each."

The Committee, speaking for themselves, say :

" The Committee believe that, with teachers properly
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trained in the various branches of hygiene, the system
could be so far based on their observation and record,

that no large and expensive medical staff would be

necessary. . . ."

Always the idea appears to be uppermost that this is

a poor, a very poor, country, which cannot afford to do

the things which it would wish to do. That teachers

"properly trained in the various branches of hygiene,"

which certainly do not cover the diagnosis of disease,

should be considered competent to decide which children

should or should not undergo medical examination

amounts to an expression of opinion that we cannot

afford to provide the schools with their
"
greatest need."

I refer the timid to the fact that the gross assessments

to Income Tax in 1908-9 were over ; 1,000,000,000. The

practical point is this. Of the .1,000,000,000, can we

spare a few millions for the purposes mentioned in this

chapter ?



CHAPTER XVI

THE HOME

IT
is an amusing statistical fact that at the census of 1 90 1

our " overcrowded
"
England had but 558 persons to

the square mile, or one person to 1.15 acres, or one family
to about 6 acres. If in 1901 the population of England and

Wales had been distributed evenly over the area there

would have been a distance of 240 feet between each

person. In 1871 a similar distribution would have re-

moved each person from his neighbour by 288 feet. Thus

England is little more " crowded "
to-day than it was a

generation ago. It is useful to remind ourselves by these

statistical exercises that the country is indeed nearly

empty, and the towns very full. In the 7 5,000 acres of the

administrative county of London were crowded, at the

census of 1901,4,536,541 people, a number as great as the

entire population of Australia, almost as great as the entire

population of the Dominion of Canada, and more than

one-tenth of the entire population of the United Kingdom.
In London and 75 other great towns in England and

Wales are crowded about 15,000,000 persons or about

one-half of the entire population of the country. As
London and the great towns grow, the countryside is

increasingly depopulated, and not the countryside alone.

Many small towns are decreasing in size. Thus an

increasing population is ever huddling closer together in

a diminishing number of centres.

The greater number of our new births, then, are in

crowded districts. The figures of Book I. tell us, also

14 209
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that the greater number are in urban houses of a rental

under 20 per annum. The rental values of the houses

of Great Britain in 1907-8 were as follows :

HOUSES OF GREAT BRITAIN, 1907-8
The figures do not include Ireland, but they include all residential shops,

lodging-houses, hotels, farm-houses, etc., in Great Britain.

Under 20 (Exempt from House Duty), 6,875,000
20 and over (Charged to House Duty). 1,912,000

8,787,000

Of the 8,787,000 houses fully 7,000,000 are obviously
the homes of the very poor, as we should expect if the state-

ments made in the earlier parts of this book are true.

In various districts the accommodation which can be

bought for ^20 a year varies greatly, as has been already

pointed out. 20 per annum may command a decent

home in some parts of the provinces or Scotland, or a filthy

tenement in East London or Manchester. Broadly

speaking, the majority of the houses under 20 are fit for

demolition. They rank in our estimate of capital (Chapter 5)

for a great deal of money ; they command an enormous

amount of rent, but, I repeat, they are chiefly fit for de-

struction. In a minority of cases they are indecent or

insanitary ;
in a majority of cases they are either old or

ugly or uncomfortable. Rarely are they fit habitations for

a self-respecting people. The same is true of many of the

houses up to 40 and even 50 per annum in London
and other crowded centres. Many 4.0 dwellings in

London are crowded tenement houses, each of several

reeking floors.

What overcrowding means to the lives of those who
suffer it may be illustrated by the table prepared by Sir

Shirley Murphy, which compares the sanitary areas of

Hampstead and Southwark in respect of expectation of
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life. I have added the fourth column to give prominence
to the accusing fact that the poor are robbed not of means

alone but of life itself:

EXPECTATION OF LIFE IN HAMPSTEAD AND
SOUTHWARK, MALES ONLY, IN 1897-1900

Expectation of life in South-
wark less than that in

Hampstead by

Years.

14-3

8.7

8.3

8.1

7.8

7-4

6.9

6.3

5.6

4.9

4.1

3-4

2.8

2.4

2.2

1.9

In Hampstead only 6.3 per cent, of the population live

more than two in a room in tenements of less than five

rooms, and only 1 1 . 1 per cent, of the population live in

tenements of one or two rooms. In Southwark, on the

other hand, 22.3 per cent, of the population are in the first

category, and 31.6 per cent, in the second category. The

table enables the reader to measure the years which are

stolen from the lives of the inhabitants of Southwark.

The area of Hampstead is 2,248 acres and the population

68,416. The area of Southwark is 544 acres and the

Age.
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population 89,800. We should never forget that there are

two sorts of crowding, one of which is measured by room
or tenement, the other by area.

The Census definition of "
overcrowding

"
by room or

tenement is a very modest one. It applies to tenements

containing more than two occupants per room, bedrooms

and sitting-rooms included. Accepting this definition

there were 392,414 overcrowded tenements in England
and Wales at the Census of 1901, which were the homes
of 2,667,506 people, or 8.2 per cent, of the total population.

That is bad enough, but if we take a more reasonable

definition of "
overcrowding

" and apply the term to all

tenements (by tenement is meant a separate occupation,
whether a house or part of a house) of three rooms or less

we find that in 1901, in England and Wales, as many as

5,853,047 or 1 8 percent, of the entire population occupied
tenements of either one, two or three rooms. A further

7,130,062 persons or 21.9 per cent, of the population of

England and Wales were housed in 4-roomed tenements.

The complete tenement figures are as follows :

TENEMENTS (SEPARATE OCCUPATIONS,
WHETHER HOUSES OR PARTS OF HOUSES)
IN ENGLAND AND WALES. 1901
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It will be seen that, even in the 4-roomed tenements,

there was an average of 1.12 persons per room (room

meaning every apartment in the tenements, including

sitting-rooms, attics, box-rooms, kitchens or sculleries), and

when we remember the small cubical content of many of

these
"
rooms," we see that as many as 1 2,983,109 persons,

or 39.9 per cent, of the population of England and Wales

were certainly crowded, if not "
overcrowded."

In Scotland, at the Census of 1901, 969,318 families

occupied 3,022,077 rooms, giving an average of only 3

rooms per family. Into the 3,022,077 rooms of all sorts

were crowded 4,472,000 people.

While overcrowding, measured by room, slightly de-

creased between 1891 and 1901, overcrowding on area

considerably increased. In the ten years a considerable

number of model dwellings models, that is, of everything
that dwellings should not be were erected, and much

ground in London and elsewhere which should have been

left open, was covered with buildings of every conceivable

degree of ugliness.

As for existing houses, thirty years after the passing of

the Public Health Act of 1875, and fifteen years after the

passing of the Housing of the Working Classes Act of

1890, a considerable proportion are actually insanitary,

and only a minority conform to the most modest standard of

convenience and comfort. In the North of England and in

the Midlands there remain tens of thousands of houses built

back-to-back, so that there is no passage of air through them.

The Manchester Citizens' Association recently pub-

lished, from the pen of its secretary, Mr T. R. Marr, a

little book,
1 which shows, by a coloured map, that slum

property, including many back-to-back and " converted
"

back-to-back houses, form a great ring round the offices

1 "
Housing Conditions in Manchester" (Manchester University Press

price is.).
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and factories of Central Manchester. Its lessons are en-

forced by a series of photographs of slum property. Here

is a picture of a Salford court, upon which face the living

rooms of eleven houses. Standing out in the court, as a

public exhibition,are three rotten places of convenience,only
one of them usable. Here, again, is a photograph taken

in St Michael's Ward taken, let us hope, in the absence of

St Michael. A group of four closets open on the street,

and beside them, surrounded by a group of slum children

curiously watching the photographer, is a tap which is the

sole water supply of 22 houses. A third picture, also taken

in St Michaels' Ward, shows a stone-paved court of eleven

houses. There is one tap, an open ash-box, and several

closets the doors of which are torn from their hinges.

In Liverpool, according to a paper read before the Royal

Sanitary Institute in April 1905 by Mr Fletcher T.

Turton, the Liverpool Deputy Surveyor, there were still

8,600 back-to-back houses standing, the death-rate in their

area being about 60 per 1 ,000 ! Further erection of

such houses is forbidden by Mr Burns's Housing Act of

1 909, but there are tens of thousands already in existence.

In Leeds there are many of these back-to-back houses,

without ventilation, or yard, or private sanitary arrange-

ments, let at rentals varying from 33. 6d. to 75. 6d. per
week. As many as three and four houses join at one closet.

The closets are frequently in yards, forty yards from the

house. In wet weather, rather than carry the waste water

from the bedrooms the length of the street, women may
often be seen pouring it down the street gully. On Sundays,
when the inhabitants are all at home, the difficulty as to

sanitary accommodation is intensely aggravated.

In Sheffield, in the Potteries, and many other places,

these abominable back-to-back houses are to be found.

Few workers' houses in the Potteries have more than two

bedrooms. The back-to-back houses in Sheffield number
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1 5,000, and sometimes as many as eight or ten persons are

to be found in their three little rooms. If we take only

7 persons to the house there are 105,000 Sheffield people

living in these dens.

If there are not back-to-back houses or cellar dwellings
in London, there are many squalid areas which contain

greater aggregations of the poorest of the poor than can be

found in any other part of the country. In Marylebone,

Southwark, St Pancras, Holborn, Bethnal Green, Shore-

ditch, Stepney, and Finsbury upwards of 30 per cent, of

the inhabitants live in tenements of one or two rooms. In

Finsbury the proportion reaches 45 per cent.; in Shore

ditch and St Pancras 37 per cent. In Lambeth, West-

minster, Paddington, Chelsea, Kensington, Islington and

Bermondsey 20 per cent, and upwards of the population
live in tenements of one or two rooms. Only, indeed, in

Lewisham, Wandsworth, Stoke Newington, Hampstead,
Woolwich, Greenwich, Deptford, Camberwell, Hackney
and Fulham, do less than I 5 per cent, of the inhabitants

occupy tenements of one or two rooms. Not even the

school children of Ancoats or Deansgate, Manchester,

exhibit the degree of physical deterioration of those of

Lambeth or West Ham.
It cannot be too strongly insisted that in connexion

with the problem of housing the people there is not merely
the question of "

overcrowding
"
or of "

crowding," whether

in rooms or on area, to be considered. Not only death

and disease but ugliness and inconvenience have to be

fought. The speculative builder is covering suburban

areas with mile after mile of amorphous dwellings. Acre

after acre of smiling meadow is disfigured. Street after

street of buildings of unredeemed ugliness reach out into

the beautiful country which lies so near to the 75,000 acres

of London. Trees are felled
; every particle of verdure is

scraped away. The town advances, and before its grim
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threatenings Beauty flies. The lane becomes the street
;

the hedge is replaced by cast-iron palings ; beyond the

hedge there arises the row of "
bay windows with Venetian

blinds
" which figure in the advertisements. Pass to the

rear and you will find the 1 6 or 1 8 feet frontage which the

builder thought beautiful balanced by a " back addition
"

which even the builder knew to be ugly. Facing the back-

additions, across two "
gardens

"
together not so long as a

cricket pitch, another row of rear elevations, and so on, row

after row. Such is the vision with which we stimulate the

fancy of the more fortunate of the children of the people.

We teach them drawing on the latest principles free-arm

in the school. We give them infinite ugliness as their

environment outside the school. We have still to learn

that while the dwellings and surroundings of the people
are unlovely we cannot hope for a gifted race. We have

yet to understand that education begins when the child

opens its eyes and ears to the sights and sounds of the

home and its surroundings. It is not alone that the people
lack monetary income. To the ill-distribution of wealth

is added the ill-distribution of the means of a beautiful

life. The majority of our people are denied the vision of

beauty, and even those who receive fair wages perish

morally for lack of that vision.

From the centre to the circumference there passes all

the evil thinking and evil doing which the unnatural con-

ditions of the centre have created in the minds of men.
The workman who leaves the centre for the new suburb of

Walthamstow is not surprised to find there the ugliness

which he left behind him. He does not expect to find

Beauty that is a commodity confined to pictures. He
does not wonder that man could be so blind as to create a

sore on the borders of one of the most beautiful spots which

this earth has to show. He owns his cottage with a smile,

oblivious of the might-have-been, and rarely if ever wonders
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why in a country containing nearly 80,000,000 acres his

considerable rental can command so small a share of the

surface of his native land.

And surely it is for lack of vision that our efforts in

connexion with the housing problem are so misdirected.

The rulers of our towns instead of directing their atten-

tion to the outskirts have practically confined themselves

to tinkering at the centre. Blocks, palatial in size and

unholy in principle, have been erected and ironically

dubbed " model dwellings." It is true that in all big

towns there are a certain number of workmen who must

live near their work, but there is usually a far larger

number who have no such tie. And the model dwellings

referred to usually succeed in housing not the class which

must live near their work but the class who could well go
out beyond the suburbs. Thus the effect of tinkering in

the centre is often but to set free for the poorest of the

poor the tenements deserted by the better class who pass

to the new dwellings. That is good in its way, but how
much better it would have been to relieve the centre by

emptying out its streets into the places beyond. To buy

up slums in the centre and create model dwellings is to

play into the hands of the landlords to increase the value

of the unbought slums. To empty out the centre of its

movable population is to leave a better selection of homes

for those who must remain, and to leave the slum land-

lord to mourn a fall in the value of his
"
property."

A great deal is often said about unoccupied sites in

towns and their suburbs and it has even been suggested

that efforts should be used to force them into the market

and compel building upon them. Here again is exhibited

a most lamentable lack of vision. In so far as town sites

are unbuilt upon let them remain so, and if their owners are

waiting for a rise in value let us take measures to make

that waiting prolonged.
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In a widely circulated leaflet on the land question I

read :

"
If we pass through the outskirts of any of our great

centres of population, we see pieces of land left practically

derelict, with perhaps an old horse grazing there discon-

solately, or a few hens investigating a rubbish heap. A
little farther on we see houses being built and roads being

laid out. We know that still more houses are badly

wanted, and we wonder why the land between is not being

utilized."

Here we have a reformer ardently desirous of filling up
an open urban space which, if he were wise, he would use

his best endeavour to keep open for ever. Seeing houses

being built and roads being laid out " a little farther on "

what kind of houses and what sort of roads, I wonder ?

he is anxious to turn out the disconsolate horse and pile

up more houses in the intervening space. It apparently
does not occur to him that yet

" a little farther on "
there

is land enough for the housing of an army, and that a horse,

however disconsolate, is at the worst a prettier object than

a speculative builder's
"
villa."

Two things are necessary if the housing problem is to

be grappled with seriously and not resigned to private

profit timorously modified by municipal tinkering. The
first is the control of land, and the second ready access

to capital. As has been truly said, the housing question
is a land question ;

as has been too rarely remembered,
it is even more a capital question.

There is only one effective way in which the community
can control land and that is to become its landlord. It is

also true that there is only one effective way in which the

community can keep in its own hands the " unearned in-

crement
"
arising from the enhanced value of land created

by the presence and work of the community, and again
that effective way is for the community to own the land.

There is no necessity, however, for the town to play into
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the hands of suburban landlords by purchasing dear land.

It can evade attempts to corner land required by the com-

munity by going out and beyond that land if it is held for

a rise. Indeed it is better to leave a zone between its

present circumference and the site of its new housing
area. Even in London, it is a simple matter to reach

land cheap enough for successful housing operations. It

is of the utmost importance that all municipalities should

without further delay secure considerable areas of the agri-

cultural lands which surround their townships.
1

By doing
this well in advance of their building operations they can

insure that, as they themselves raise the value of the land

by developing it and establishing means of transit, the

whole of that value will remain in their hands. Moreover,
if the owners of the intermediate land thus see their market

failing they will gladly place a reasonable price upon their

holdings. In this connexion it is probable that the taxa-

tion of land upon its selling value may prove to be of

assistance. The man who controls a part of the area of

his country and who will neither use it himself nor allow

others to use it should in any case be taxed. I attach

more importance, however, to the simple and effective

policy of widening the radius of operations until cheap
land is reached.

It cannot be too clearly understood that simply to tax

land on its selling value is of itself no solution either of

the land question or the housing question. If land is

priced by its owner at ;i,ooo per acre and he is holding
it to obtain that figure, we should not necessarily bring it

into the market by taxing it on its selling value. The

price asked obviously includes all the rise in value expected

by the present owner in the near future
;
that is why the

price is held out for. If the land be taxed upon the capital

1 This point should be read in connexion with the more drastic proposal
made in the next chapter.
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value the owner, unless very strong financially, would pro-

bably have to sell. To do so, he would reduce the price

and the land would be taken up by a second owner. The

expected rise in value would thus be discounted, and the

second owner having obtained the land at a lower rate,

would be able to hold the land for the rise in spite of the

tax payable. Thus the tax would not necessarily bring

the land into use. Nor, if it did, would it necessarily be

devoted to a desirable use. Owner B is not necessarily

more moral or public spirited than owner A. Owner A
held up the land, but owner B, having bought it, may put
it to such base uses that we could wish it had been held

up a little longer. Above all, therefore, we must have

public control of area.

As the owner of its own sites, the township can be the

arbiter of its own developments. This has been clearly

recognized in Germany, where, under the encouragement
and stimulation of the State governments, municipalities

are acquiring land beyond their existing borders. Con-

siderable areas are owned by many German towns.

Stettin has 12,500 acres; Mannheim has 5,000 acres;

Breslau has 12,000 acres; Frankfort has 11,000 acres.

Large as our population is, it is really remarkable to

note how little area would be required to rehouse the

people of the towns. Taking the number of families in the

United Kingdom at 9,000,000, only 1,800,000 acres, or

less than one-fortieth part of the area of the country, would

be required to house five families to the acre. This simple
calculation helps us to realize the point referred to in a

former page how tiny an area now contains nearly the

whole of our 44,500,000 people.

Having wisely purchased land upon its borders, the

municipality must take thought as to the distribution of

the population upon its new territory. Plans must be

made of the new roads, streets, open spaces, and transit
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facilities long before they are actually required, so that

each step in development may be taken deliberately and

that no new difficulties may be built up to be the despair
of the future. The well-governed city should study its

present and future area as the artist regards his prepared
sheet of canvas. Within its borders what varying effects

may be produced ! With the loving care that the old

Italians bestowed upon the preparation of their panels, the

municipality should plan the ground upon which the life

of the city is to move. It is a picture the arrangement
of which means life or death to the citizens

;
it may easily

be made to glow with health and beauty.
Mr Burns's important Housing Act of 1909 has made

it possible for local authorities to plan out the future

extensions of towns
;

it will be interesting to see whether

there is sufficient imagination in our local rulers to make
the provision fructify.

In one of the most valuable contributions to this subject
which have been published in recent years,

1 Mr T. C.

Horsfall describes the thought and trouble which is

given to the planning of the extension of municipalities by
German Town Councils. Thus Stuttgart, in 1901, when

preparing for a large extension of the town borders

(its present population is about 182,000), obtained the

advice of skilled architects, engineers, medical authorities,

and artists. The politico-economic aspect of the matter

was also carefully considered. The opinions, plans, and

suggestions were then published in a volume to enable

all the people of Stuttgart to study the proposals for

extension.

Mannheim, again, which is chiefly a manufacturing town,

prepared in 1901 building plans which provide for the

requirements of industry and housing, while always

^'The Example of Germany," by T. C. Horsfall. Published by the

Manchester University Press.
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remembering the claims of Beauty. I quote the following

from Mr Horsfall :

" The description of the building plan

for Mannheim, prepared by Professor Baumeister, which is

published in Numbers 69, 70, and 7 1 of the ' Centralblatt

der Bauverwaltung,' shows that the new part of the town

will be provided with a remarkably complete system of

narrow railways for passenger traffic, and with an equally

complete system of railway lines of the ordinary width

leading from goods-stations in all directions, for goods

traffic, which will enable every manufactory to load goods
on to trucks on its own premises. Carriage, therefore,

will be exceptionally cheap in the town. Yet the Town

Council, who are thinking so much of economical working,

recognize that even their poorest fellow-citizens are men
and women, whose bodies and minds need wholesome

recreation and an abundant supply of fresh air, of light,

and of the influence of flowers and trees. The building

plan, therefore, provides for the creation of avenue streets

of widths varying from 24 to 43 yards ;
and Professor

Baumeister adds :

' Of course care has been taken to pro-

vide open spaces, decorative shrubberies, parks and sites

for public buildings.' The width of ordinary streets varies

from 8 J to 2 1 yards."

The German building plans provide in what districts

factories may be erected and determine ( I ) how much of

building sites may be covered by houses, and (2) the

height of all buildings. Thus, even in cases where the

municipality does not own its own sites, it can in some
measure control the greed of the houselord. It cannot too

strongly be insisted upon, however,that absolute sovereignty
of the manner of distribution of the people upon area can

only be obtained by acquisition of the land.

The practicability of going out and beyond the township
and emptying into the open country the crowded and en-

feebled inhabitants of the cities has been amply demon-
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strated in the United Kingdom. An object lesson of the

most practical character is afforded by the beautiful garden

city of Bournville, which the beneficence and wisdom of

Mr George Cadbury have raised four miles from the gloomy

city of Birmingham.
Most people have heard of Bournville, but few are aware

that it is not merely a village erected for the accommoda-

tion of Mr Cadbury's employees, but a working model of

what may be done to solve the housing problem of great

cities. The village of Bournville now no longer belongs
to Mr Cadbury, for he has bestowed it upon the nation,

the gift being worth not less than ,200,000. In December
1 900, the estate was handed over to the Bournville Village

Trust, which is under the final control of the Charity Com-
missioners. In the Deed by which the property was made
over to the Trustees the founder has thus set forth its

objects :

" The founder is desirous of alleviating the evils

which arise from the insanitary and insufficient accom-

modation supplied to large numbers of the working-classes
and of securing to workers in factories some of the advan-

tages of outdoor village life, with opportunities for the

natural and healthful occupation of cultivating the soil. . . .

The object is declared to be the amelioration of the con-

dition of the working-class and labouring population in and

around Birmingham, and elsewhere in Great Britain, by
the provision of improved dwellings, with gardens and

open spaces to be enjoyed therewith."

The objects thus outlined have been carried out by the

provision of beautiful homes set in gardens which are at

once a source of revenue and of healthful recreation to their

possessors.

Less than one-half of the breadwinners of Bournville are

employed by Mr Cadbury himself. The village is not a

private preserve, as is so often imagined, in which patronized

cottagers live a bounty-fed existence, but a free independent
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and public-spirited community which rules itself in matters

of detail through a Tenants' Committee or Council. A
census of the inhabitants made in December 1901 gave the

following results :

Proportion of Bournville Householders working in

Per Cent.

Bournville ... v
. . 41.2

Birmingham . '.

'

.

'
'

. 40.2

King's Norton and Selly Oak (manufacturing

villages within a mile of Bournville) . . 18.6

i oo.o

Occupations of Bournville Householders

Factory workers . . .

'

V.'

Clerks and Travellers

Mechanics, Carpenters, Bricklayers and others

i oo.o

Having this working population of people paying rentals

between 53. 6d. including rates and 1 2s. 6d. excluding rates,

the rate of infantile mortality in Bournville in 1 903 was only

65 per 1,000 against 331 in the district of Birmingham
known as St Mary's.

The architectural beauty of Bournville has not been

secured by extravagant expenditure, but by tastefully

treating good and simple materials with due regard to

utility. Mr W. A. Harvey, the architect, says :

" The idea

of a cottage home that I have always endeavoured to keep
in view is one in which beauty is based on utility." There
is nothing tortured, nothing deliberately and queerly
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"
quaint," no plastering of ornament The houses look

comfortable because they are comfortable. The windows

are pretty because they are simple casements, the best

possible sort of window.

A type of house which particularly pleased me had the

following accommodation :

Ground floor :

Living room, 1 7 feet by 1 6 feet with ingle nook and

bay window.

Scullery, 1 3 feet by I I feet 3 inches, with bath sunk in

floor.

Larder, 5 feet by 4 feet 6 inches. Coal cellar, water-

closet, tool shed and small paved yard. Verandah

in front.

First floor :

Bedroom No. 1,17 feet by 1 3 feet 6 inches.

Bedroom No. 2,13 feet by 8 feet.

Attic Bedroom, 10 feet by 8 feet 7 inches.

Linen cupboard.

The total cost, including fencing, laying out garden, etc.,

was 280. The house, it will be seen, has no "parlour,"

but one large living room measuring 17 feet by 16 feet

without the ingle-nook and large square bay window. It

is an exceedingly attractive and comfortable room, and the

sensible idea is appreciated by many of the tenants. The
tastes of others are met by the ordinary arrangement of a

separate kitchen and parlour.

The picturesque and comfortable houses have a charming

setting. They are set back from the road and grouped in

such manner as to give each house the best use of the sun

an important matter often neglected in the planning of

even expensive houses, and absolutely ignored by the

15
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speculative builder. It follows that there are no mono-

tonous roads in Bournville
;
natural grouping arises from

attention to aspect. Each cottage has one-eighth to one

tenth of an acre of garden. The gardens are laid out when

the houses are built, so that the tenant has not to begin

by breaking up uncultivated land. Lines of fruit trees

are planted, and these, besides yielding a good supply of

fruit, form a pleasant screen between the gardens. As a

rule, the tenants take a keen interest in their gardens, and

cultivate them with great success. In addition to the

cottage gardens there are about I oo allotments, which are

eagerly sought after by the inhabitants of the neighbouring

manufacturing villages. There are two gardening classes

for young men. Two professional gardeners with a staff

are in charge of the gardening department, and are always

ready to give whatever information and advice may be

required, but each tenant is responsible for the cultiva-

tion of his own garden. It is a notable fact that the

gardens are found to yield, on the average, is. I id. each

per week. Gardening is lovingly fostered by the Village
Council already referred to. The members of this Council,

whose services are rendered voluntarily, are elected by
ballot, and the annual elections and by-elections evoke

considerable interest. Through this body arrangements
are made for the co-operative purchase of plants, shrubs,

and bulbs in great numbers
; gardening tools such as

mowers, rollers or shears, bought for the purpose, are let

on hire
;

a loan library of gardening books has been

formed
;
also a gardening association with periodical in-

spections of gardens ;
while lectures are arranged for the

winter, and excursions for the summer. Further, the

Council has established and managed with conspicuous
success flower shows and an annual fte for the children.

The bath-house and children's playground are also under its

control.
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The roads are 42 feet wide, and are all planted with

trees. Out of the 100 acres laid out for building 14 acres

have been reserved as open spaces, including parks, green,

and children's playgrounds. It is part of the plan that

in no part of the little community should children be far

removed from a proper playground.
I have already referred to the rate of infantile mortality

in Bournville. It may be added that the death-rate for

1904, as certified by the local Medical Officer of Health,
was 6.9 per 1,000. The rate for Birmingham for the same

year was 19.3. In his report for 1900 the Medical Officer

of Health referred to Bournville as follows :
"

I have in

my previous reports made mention of the model buildings
on the estate which has been laid out by Mr George

Cadbury. I cannot refrain from again mentioning how
much I admire the system he has adopted. The object of

the dwellings has been to give plenty of light and air with

a good deal of air space to each house with sufficient land

adjoining, and so insure a *

breathing lung
'

for the inhabi-

tants of these houses. The houses are moreover built on

modern principles, and no pains have been spared to make
them as dry and free from insanitary conditions as possible.

In addition, open spaces have been laid out so that at all

times there can never be any danger of increasing the

density of the population over the area on which the

buildings have been erected. I cannot speak too highly
of these dwellings, and I can only hope that we may be able

to keep all dwellings as far as possible up to this standard.'

To pass to the all-important financial side of the matter,
the balance sheet for 1909 gives the following results :
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BOURNVILLE VILLAGE TRUST INCOME AND
EXPENDITURE, YEAR ENDED DECEMBER
3 1ST, 1909

Income.

Total rents .9,249
Other incomes 1,042

Expenditure.

Salaries ,. . ..1,313
Office expenses . . 164
Rates, taxes, etc. . . 754
Maintenance, repairs

and renewals . . 1,531

Legal expenses . . 73
Miscellaneous . . 143
Maintenance of roads

and open spaces . 2^4
Depreciation on fenc-

ing, etc. .,/. . . 229

10,291

Balance excess of Income over Expenditure, 5,840.

The whole of this surplus profit is devoted to building
new houses and to buying and developing more land, so

that Bournville automatically increases in size year by

year. At the present time it is growing at the rate of

about 50 houses, or say, 250 persons, per annum, and the

rate of increase will, of course, be progressive.

In considering the above figures it must be remembered
that the Bournville Trust in 1900 had the whole estate

handed over to it by Mr Cadbury as an absolute gift.

No capital charges had therefore to be met. I am informed

by Mr L. P. Appleton, the building manager, however,

that, with regard to the houses erected by the Trust itself,

they all show a net return of 4 per cent, on the capital,
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after providing for ground rent, rates and taxes, repairs,

management and all out-goings.
1

The respective parts played by land and capital in such

a scheme should be carefully noted. If a municipality

acquired land at 100 per acre, and laid out roads and

sewers at a cost of 400 per acre, and erected upon each

acre ten houses costing 280 each, the total outlay per

acre would be ,3,300, and per house 330. How little

a considerable variation in the cost of land affects the

result will be realized from the following table :
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It is not commonly realized by many of those who write

on the housing question that building land is a manufactured

article, and that when raw land is secured housing is as far

off as ever unless capital can be secured to develop it.

It would rarely be necessary for a muncipality to pay
more than 200 per acre, but whether it paid 20 or 200

the cost of making roads, sewers, etc., and of erecting the

houses would remain the same. To house all our people
on the scale of ten families to the acre as at Bournville

would absorb only 900,000 acres of land, which could be

acquired for quite a moderate sum of money at a small

remove from crowded centres, but the cost of manufactur-

ing the land and of manufacturing the houses would be

great.

Given the provision of healthy houses by a municipality,

would they be appreciated by those for whom they were

intended ? Here the experience of Bournville is conclusive.

The village has never a house untenanted and the new
houses are eagerly sought after long before they are com-

pleted. There is a constant stream of applications, and

this in spite of the fact that Birmingham is distant four

miles. Many of the men cycle to and from their work in

the big city. They do not come to Bournville for charity

rents. They have to pay about the same rentals as in

Birmingham. The difference lies in the substitution of a

healthy and lovely home for a gloomy and uncomfortable

tenement.

There is nothing in the Bournville scheme which cannot

be effectively carried out by any municipality. Under the

housing acts local authorities possess the power to acquire
land for present or future building operations, the power to

raise loans, and the power to build. The explanation of

their sluggishness in putting the acts into effect is to be

found in the fact we have already noted, viz. that the

housing question is chiefly a capital question. This was
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slightly recognized by the Housing of the Working Classes

Act of 1903 which extended the period allowed by the

1890 Act for the repayment of loans from 60 years to 80

years.

The vital importance of good housing makes it necessary
to do 'something to put capital cheaply at the disposal of

local authorities for the purpose. The housing question is

a national one, and demands the use of national capital.

Again we touch the matter of ways and means and again
we see the advantage of considering social problems in

relation to the income and accumulated wealth of the

country. Year by year, as we have seen, an enormous

amount of capital is wasted. British workmen, denied

proper housing, are paid something less than the value of

their product, while the margin is largely wasted in luxury
at home or even sent out of the country to establish water

works in Argentina, supply the sinews of war to Japan, or

employ Chinese Coolies in South African mines. The
time has come when the nation must consider the nature

of its resources, and study its own development. We must

see to it that the demand for houses, the primary demand
of a civilized man, is answered, not by the speculative

builder, but by the nation itself.

The proposal here made is a simple one. It is that

National Housing Loans should be raised and the proceeds

placed in the hands of a permanent Housing Board or

Commission which should be empowered to guide, assist

and if necessary stimulate local authorities to rehouse their

poor. The Housing Board should have power to lend

money to local authorities, for the execution of approved

schemes, for a period of 100 years at a nominal rate of

interest, say i J or 2 per cent, the loss to be made up out

of the proceeds of Imperial taxation. To deal effectively

with the question, a yearly loan of at least ,20,000,000
would be needed for some years. Borrowing this at 3 per
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cent and lending it out at 2 per cent, would create a charge
of only .200,000 for each 20,000,000. If then we

authorized an annual issue of 20,000,000 for ten years

in all 200,000,000, the total annual charge through loss of

interest would be but 2,000,000. Such a loan, about two-

thirds of the cost of the late South African war, would

not only rehouse one-tenth of our people, but place local

authorities in possession of assets yielding a fine revenue,
1

which on the Bournville plan, could be used for the pro-

gressive extension of housing schemes. With access to

capital for housing at 2 per cent, and 100 years in which

to repay it, local authorities would be eager to claim their

share of the national housing provision. The loan would

only be granted on the approval of plans for the ex-

tension of the town boundaries, for transit facilities, and

of plans of the houses, gardens and recreation grounds for

which the loan was desired.

Failing action by the local authority, the Housing Board

would make a compulsory housing scheme
2
upon represen-

tation by the persons lacking accommodation.

1 On this point the experience of Richmond, Surrey, is of great value. In

the "
Housing Handbook " Alderman W. Thompson shows what great

financial advantages Richmond will reap from its cottage building, although
this was carried out on land costing .700 an acre. The houses, built in 1894
and 1900, cost from 162 to 276 each and let from 6s. to 8s. per week.

Altogether there are 132 houses containing 650 rooms and 132 sculleries,

on six acres of ground costing 4,250 for site
; 1,857 for roads and sewers ;

505 for sundries, and 31,200 for building, being a total cost of 37,812
and an average inclusive cost of 58 per room. The income gives a gross

profit which provides interest at 3$ per cent, on capital outlay, a sinking fund

contribution of 486 per annum, and a net profit of 38 per annum. Thus a

large number of people have been well housed at a profit to Richmond.
At the end of 42 years from 1897 Richmond will have paid off the entire

loan through the operation of the sinking fund and be in possession of a

property worth 35,000 and producing a net income of over 1,600 a year.
It is found that the tenants take a great pride in their dwellings, and that their

social habits have greatly improved.
The Grand Duchy of Hesse compels municipalities to borrow money

whether they like it or not. Hesse has determined that her people shall be
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A drastic housing policy is needed as much in rural as

in urban districts. Want of housing accommodation is

helping to thin our country population, and the Housing
Acts have been simply ignored in the past by Rural

Sanitary Authorities. On this head the Housing Bill of

1909 makes salutary provisions giving county councils

power to act in default of rural district councils, and also

giving power to the Local Government Board to order

schemes to be carried out within a reasonable time.

We have to do something more for the agricultural

labourer than house him, however, and here we touch

another question intimately bound up with national

development the land in its primary aspect as the basis

of agriculture and the source of food and material. This

brings us to the consideration of the empty country.

properly housed a most wise and patriotic determination. The Duchy
therefore lays it down that the first duty of a municipality is to buy land that

its borders may extend in a proper and healthful manner. Further, under

the law of 1902, Town Councils which decline to build houses for the people
can be compelled to accept a loan from the bank and to lend the money so

obtained to a building society which is willing to do the work.



CHAPTER XVII

THE EMPTY COUNTRY

ALTHOUGH
it is a well-known fact that the increase

of population of the United Kingdom is practically

an addition to the urban population, it may be well to

preface consideration of the land question in its relation

to the national wealth and income by reminding the

reader of the precise facts of the case.

If we have regard only to the technical
" Urban "

and
" Rural

"
Districts, we get the following figures :

ENGLAND AND WALES: POPULATION OF
URBAN AND RURAL DISTRICTS
RESPECTIVELY

r.. r f Urban Rural
Districts. Districts.

1891 21,745,286 7,257,239

1901 25,058,355 7,469,448

Thus the urban population increased by 15.2 per cent,

while the rural population increased by 2.9 per cent.

Many of the so-called
" Urban "

Districts, however, are

quite rural in character, being often small towns dependent
as business centres upon the agricultural areas in which

they are situated. In 1901 there were 215 Urban Dis-

tricts with populations below 3,000 ;
21 1 with populations

between 3,000 and 5,000 ;
and 260 with populations

between 5,000 and lo.ooo.
1

1 These fact* are summarized from the Genius Report!.

M
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Having regard to these considerations the following

figures are arrived at :

(1) Classing with the Rural Districts all those Urban
Districts which had in 1901 populations below 10,000
we get :

Urban Rural

Population. Population.

iSQI 18,964,882 10,037,643

1901 21,959,998 10,567,845

This gives an urban increase of 15.8 per cent, and a

rural increase of 5.3 per cent.

(2) Classing with the Rural Districts those Urban
Districts which had in 1901 populations below

5,000 we get :

Urban Rural

Population. Population.

1891 20,576,448 8,426,077

1901 23,803,714 8,724,129

This gives an urban increase of 15.7 per cent, and a

rural increase of 3.5 per cent.

Combining the three tests, we see that the truth broadly
stated is that the rural population is almost stationary
while the urban population is rapidly increasing. The
rural population is thus a diminishing proportion of the

whole.

In 23 rural counties in England and Wales actual

depopulation occurred between 1891 and 1901, ranging
from a decrease of 7.5 per cent, in Montgomeryshire to

a decrease of 1.9 per cent, in Cornwall.

The Census Commissioners make an interesting test of

depopulation of rural areas by taking the 1 1 2 Registration
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Districts which are entirely rural, and which had in 1901

an aggregate population of 1,330,319. Their population

at each census back to 1 80 1 has been approximately as

follows :

POPULATION OF 112 RURAL REGISTRATION
DISTRICTS, 1801-1901

Increase + or

Census Year. Population. Decrease - in

preceding decennium.

1801 932,364
1811 997,494 + 6.99

1821 1,139,137 + 14.20

1831 1,216,872 + 6.82

1841 1,288,410 + 5.88

1851 1,324,528 + 2.80

1861 1,321,870 0.20

1871 i,32i,377
- 0.04

1881 1,313,570 - 0.59

1891 1,304,827 0.67

1901 1,330,319 + i-95

The great advance in 181 1 1821 was presumably due

to the cessation of the long war. In 1851-1891 actual

depopulation occurred, but in 1891-1901 there was a gain
of 1.95 per cent. Of the 1 1 2 districts, however, 73 showed

actual decrease in 1891-1901, the total increase being

entirely due to an advance in a few of the districts con-

taining mines. It is clear that in the last 50 years
there has been actual depopulation of strictly rural

areas.

This becomes still plainer when we examine the facts

given in the table on page 237 as to the natural growth
of the rural areas.
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It will be seen that in a rural population of nearly 5j

millions, the natural increase by excess of births over

deaths was, in 1891-1901, 565,253, but in the same time

500,654 persons left these districts either for urban

England or for places abroad, so that the total increase

in population was only 64,599.

Turning to the number of persons employed in agricul-

tural operations of all kinds, the table on page 239 shows

the decline which has occurred.

This extension of the table given in
" Riches and

Poverty," Edition 1905, p. 223, modifies it somewhat.

The reduction of agricultural labourers is not so great

as the crude totals suggest. It is the women and boys
who have chiefly disappeared from British agriculture, and

it should be observed that 248,500 wives and daughters

disappeared in 1871 as compared with 1861 merely by
reason of the fact that they were enumerated at the earlier

date but not at the later one. According to Lord

Eversley's careful analysis (" Statistical Society's Journal,"

1907), the actual decline of male agricultural employment

(men and boys) in Great Britain was from 1,657,000 in

1861 to 1,236,000 in 1901, or, in England and Wales

alone, from 1,449,000 in 1861 to 1,079,000 in 1901.

This is a serious decline, but not as great as is commonly
supposed.

Nothing is commoner than the belief that the trend to

the towns is only to be observed in the United Kingdom.
As a matter of fact it is confined to no country and is,

indeed, a world-wide phenomenon. Between 1851 and

1906 the urban population of France increased from 25.5

per cent to 42. 1 per cent, of the whole. Between 1871 and

1905 the urban population of Germany increased from 36.1

per cent to 57.4 per cent, of the whole. In both cases the

population classed as " urban
"

is that contained in towns

with at least 2,000 inhabitants.
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I remind the reader of these facts because it is necessary

to distinguish between what is true and what is untrue in

the arguments used in support of the cry
" Back to the

Land." As a general rule the stationariness of the rural

population is attributed to cheap imports, or to land tenure,

or to want of housing accommodation, or to the attractions

of town life, or to the higher wages offered in industrial

pursuits. All these things are causes of migration to the

towns, but one of the most potent causes is rarely con-

sidered. It is the application of machinery and improved
methods to agriculture. To produce a given quantity of

food, far less labour is required than of old. Therefore,

even in a country like France, which is almost independent
of imported food, it is obvious that there must be a trend

townwards as the labour displaced from agriculture seeks

other employment.

Thus, in considering land in its agricultural aspect we

must not regard it as containing an unlimited field of em-

ployment. Agricultural methods will continue to improve,
and the day will undoubtedly come when one man's work

applied in agriculture will literally feed a multitude.

But, having made that reservation, let us look at the

French and German figures in another aspect. We see

that in France, although the urban population has in-

creased, it is still much less than one-half of the whole.

In Germany, again, the town population in 1910 is about

60 per cent, of the whole. In our own country, if we
counted as urban population the inhabitants of all towns

containing 2,000 and upwards, we should find it amount to

over 80 per cent, of the whole. While, therefore, not

losing sight of the reservation already made, it is clear that,

in the United Kingdom, causes other than the application
of machinery to agriculture have operated to produce
urban congestion.

There was a time when no European country was so
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rich as England in men who cultivated their own land.

To-day there is no country in the world in which cultiva-

tion and security of tenure are so widely divorced.

Whatever the trend to the towns in other countries may
be, there is no other country in which such a marked

diminution in agricultural employment has occurred as in

the United Kingdom. The land which bred the bowmen
of Agincourt and the Ironsides of Cromwell now sends

forth the men of whom Sir Ian Hamilton wrote to

Mr Horsfall
"

I will not give you, a Manchester man,

offence, if I say that their physique was hardly equal to

the fine standard of their determination and courage. . . .

It is the fault of some one that these brave and stubborn

lads were not at least an inch or two taller and bigger
round the chest, and altogether of a more robust and

powerful build."

Looking at the industry of our people as a whole, the

main fact which stands out is want of security of employ-
ment. Nearly the whole of our industrial workers are

earners of weekly wages, and of our sparse agricultural

population but a small proportion are owners. Compare
the position of France. There, fully one-half the popula-

tion are attached to the soil by virtue of ownership and

secure in the mother-earth which nourishes them. They

may be poor, many of these peasant proprietors, but at

least they are not constantly on the verge of hunger ;
at

least they have the glorious privilege of independence.

Our empty country-side is universally admitted to be

a great national danger. It is not alone that we are

so much dependent upon imported food
;

it is that the

imported food is for the consumption of a race degenerating
in the unwholesome environment of town-life. Everywhere
the cry of " Back to the Land "

is raised, but, as though to

mock that cry, it is only answered by well-to-do week-

enders, attendance upon whom, in faked-up cottages from

16
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which labourers have been ousted, has become one of our

many degrading trades of luxury.

We must be under no illusions. We must not believe

that mature and debilitated town-dwellers can be planted

out in rows to gain a living by entire devotion to agri-

culture.
^
We can hope for but little from farm colonies

for the unemployed. Our chief hope, here as else-

where, is in the children. We must seek to attach our

present rural population to the soil under such con-

ditions that their children may see hope where now
there is none.

How shall we secure allotments and small holdings
for the agricultural labourer? Parliament in 1906-1909
has given much attention to rural problems, and the Small

Holdings Act of 1908, setting up Commissions with

power to make schemes for small holdings if County
Councils neglect to do so, extending to eighty years the

period for which money may be borrowed for the purposes
of the Act, and giving powers for the compulsory acqui-
sition of suitable land, is now in operation. The Report
for 1908 shows that County Councils in England and

Wales acquired 11,346 acres for small holdings and

304 acres for allotments.

We may venture to hope for better results than this,

but is it asking too much of the nation, at this juncture,
to broaden its conceptions ? Why should we not, having

regard to the extraordinary facts as to our national wealth

and income, having regard to the admitted dangers of our

present position, having regard to the best disposition and
welfare of our 44,500,000 people upon their island home
of 77,000,000 acres, why, having regard to these things.

should we not determine to secure absolute control of area,

and, having secured it, to order the first essential of

healthful life, proper distribution upon area ?

As has been already pointed out in these pages, the
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77,000,000 acres of the United- Kingdom, outside the tiny

spots called towns which occupy an almost negligible

fraction of the whole, produce a gross rental of only

52,000,000. This is the sum at which the whole of the

land of the United Kingdom, save that small part which

is attached to houses, was assessed to Income Tax in

1908-9. It represents the rentals of agricultural lands as

they stand with all their farm-houses and other buildings,

roads, ditches, fences, etc. In 1 898 the Royal Commission

on Agriculture valued this land at only eighteen years' pur-

chase. Twenty times 52,000,000 is only 1,040,000,000
or about one-half of one year's income of the country.

This, it will be remembered, was the valuation of land

which we adopted in Chapter 5.

The question I submit for consideration is this : Is it

worth our while to buy up our own birthright at the price

of one-half of a single year's income ?

The question should be answered with due regard to all

the considerations as to agriculture, housing and the dis-

tribution of population and industries which have been

advanced in these pages. The problem of the town is

before us, and not alone the question of the tilling of the

soil. It should also be answered with due regard to the

question of food importation and the probabilities as to the

continuance of cheap supplies.

In i 8756 the gross assessments of agricultural lands

an area very little larger than at present, for, as has been

shown, the largest town occupies a relatively insignificant

area amounted to 67,000,000 ori 5,000,000more than
at the present time. If we had bought in 1875, then, and

rents had remained the same, we should have lost capital, but

would the value of the land have remained the same? In

thirty years we could have created a considerable yeomanry,
men holding land from the State not in fee simple, but

nevertheless in absolute security of tenure. They could
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have paid us rentals at which small holdings would be

eagerly competed for, yet rentals larger than are at present

derived by the little sovereigns of the British country-side

from their tenants. Further, we should have stemmed the

current of humanity which for thirty years has flowed to

the towns, and done something, in the phrase of Ruskin,

to "get as much territory as the nation has, well filled with

respectable persons."

My point as to the value that is and the value that

might be is illustrated by Sir Robert Edgcumbe's experi-

ment with Rew Farm, in the parish of Winterbourne St

Martin, in Dorsetshire. Sir Robert bought this farm of

343 acres for .5,050, made a road through it, and sold it in

small holdings at prices ranging from 7 to 20 per acre.

The land was eagerly taken up and the experiment has

been a great success. When Sir Robert bought the land

in 1888 the outgoing tenant was in financial straits he

could not make Rew Farm pay. It was rented at 240

per annum and its net rateable value was .215. It is

improbable that a new tenant would have paid more than

200. Yet, under small cultivation, the rateable value of

Rew Farm rose from the 2 1 5 of 1 888 to 346 in 1 902, a

rise of 60 per cent. In the same period, the rateable value

of the parish of Winterbourne St Martin as a whole fell

from 2,807 to 2,073.

Apart from the question of small holdings, nothing is

more probable than a rise in the value of British agri-

cultural land to a point far beyond any yet attained.

Already, within the last few years, a revolution has

taken place in our wheat supplies a revolution which has

gone unnoticed by the British public, so long accustomed

to its miraculous cheap loaf in the baker's shop that the

miracle has become, as is the fate of all miracles, a

commonplace and unregarded thing. The table on p. 245
shows the nature of the change which has occurred :
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In 1902 America sent us 65,000,000 cwts. of wheat.

In 1903 this great supply fell sharply and in 1904-5 it

was reduced to less than 20,000,000 cwts. In 1908
there was recovery, but this was but temporary. Sooner

or later the United States supply will wholly cease. By
1925 the United States will have some 110,000,000 to

120,000,000 people to feed.

In "Riches and Poverty," 1905 edition, I wrote:
" The United States failing, we still secured our imported

wheat supplies in 1904 and 1905, but at an increased price.

Canada failed, but those uncertain suppliers, India and

Australia, came to the rescue. Argentina sent us more
than ever before and Russia also came into the export
market. But the facts as to America remind us that none

of these suppliers can be relied upon indefinitely, and some
of them are notoriously uncertain. Canada has done badly
in 1904 and there will always be difficulties of climate to

consider. Moreover, the United States will in future come
into the market as a buyer and compete with us for the

exports of North-West Canada and Argentina. The sum
is that we cannot for the future depend upon dirt cheap
wheat raised by scratch farming on virgin soil, and that, as

a consequence, the price of wheat will rise. As with wheat,

so, sooner or later, with many other foods. When it comes
to putting more labour and manure, and less luck, into

farming in new lands, then conditions will be equalized,

prices of produce will rise, and the price of British land

will rise also."

It is now (1910) only necessary to add that the price
of wheat has moved thus :
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THE RISE IN WHEAT
British Foreign Indian and
Wheat. Wheat. Colonial.
s. d. s. d. s. d.

1894 (lowest on record") 2210 2210 23 6

1904 . . . . 28 4 30 5 29 7

1905 . . . . 29 8 31 2 30 8

1906 . . . 28 3 30 i 30 3

1907 . . . 30 7 32 4 33 10

1908 . . 32 o 36 o 36 i

1909 . . 36 ii 39 2 40 3

Merely as a commercial speculation, then, it would

be well worth our while to invest ; 1,000,000,000 in

buying up the United Kingdom. The land is now pro-

bably at bed-rock price, and we should come in, as the

slang phrase goes, on the ground floor. The really dear

land, that of the towns, we could pass by. We want

to get our industries and our people out of the towns

and with control of area we could do it. The State,

as landlord from John o' Groats to Land's End, could

afford to dispense with the acquisition of the tiny areas

upon which the majority of our people are now crowded.

Land nationalization, viewed in this way, presents no in-

superable financial difficulties. On the contrary, it would

put us in possession, at an absurdly low price, of the oppor-

tunity to recreate our social structure and the means to

dispense with all taxation in the time to come. Under
wise management the national acreage could soon be

made to yield a revenue from farms, allotments, market

gardens, houses, factories, forests, etc., of something over

three pounds per acre on the average, for it would

house the greater part of our people and produce a

larger part of our food by intensive cultivation. If

we wisely use our resources, our 77,000,000 can be made
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to produce, under methods of intensive cultivation and

co-operation already in practice, if not enough food to

feed our population, certainly a larger proportion of our

supplies than at present
Also worth consideration is the important matter of

afforestation. There are now but some 3,000,000 acres of

woods and plantations in this country, and many of these

are badly managed, for forestry is almost an unknown art

in the United Kingdom. Landowners do not understand

it ;
their agents do not understand it. Yet its possibilities

are enormous and might be realized within twenty to

thirty years of the simple financial operation which I

have suggested. There need be no acre of the 77,000,000
not useful or not beautiful. Millions of acres of land now
termed waste may be clothed in verdure to yield a steady
and certain income and make us largely independent of

imported timber. There is no greater authority on this

subject than Dr Schlich, and he gives it as his opinion,

confirmed by thorough investigation of British and foreign

conditions,
1 that five or six million acres could be brought

under wood, thus producing the bulk of the timber we

require. Every acre afforested would require about 2

worth of labour. After planting, each acre would need

only about five days' labour a year, but that means

30,000,000 days of work. The timber grown and cut,

there would be the transport, lumbering, and allied indus-

tries calling for labour. Dr Schlich estimates that 500,000
men, or say 2,500,000 people, would find employment
through the afforestation of say six million acres, and the

estimate is based upon solid foundations.

It may be asked, why do the present owners of "waste"

land miss such an opportunity ? The answer has several

parts. Landowners are for the most part ( I ) ignorant of

the subject, (2) unprovided with capital, (3) unwilling to

1 See hi ex client "
Forestry in the United Kingdom."
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wait. A business which does not begin to yield income

for some r 5 years is not for the average private landowner.

But the people, who have waited so long for the right to

tread their own soil, can wait these fifteen years and other

fifteen if need be.

Given the overlordship of area, the establishment of a

permanent Land and Housing Commission, the national-

ization of the means of transport, the establishment of

well endowed schools of agriculture and forestry, and a

generation of well-born children, what possibilities open
out before us !

Is this conception too large for a race which talks of

Empire? In the United States there is a private trust which

was organized by a single individual with a capital of

1,000,000,000 dollars a trust which owns territory, mines,

railways, steamships and mills, and supports 1,000,000

people. Business transactions are growing greater, and

must greater grow, for the world cannot afford to peddle
with its resources. The future is with the men who realize

that it is not more difficult to think in millions than in

thousands. Within the last few years we have spent on a

war with a small people 250,000,000 in the name of

Empire. 250,000,000 is the price of one-fourth of the

entire area of the Mother Country. It is high time for

a little Imperial thinking in the home market.



CHAPTER XVIII

ORGANIZATION

IT
has already been remarked in these pages that quite

inadequate numbers of persons are engaged in the

production of many useful articles. This would be true

even if all the individuals enumerated as producers in the

census returns were fully employed upon existing plant

and under their existing managers. As a matter of fact,

they are not fully employed. Unemployment or short

time always exists in greater or less degree. Between

inadequate numbers and inadequate employment of those

numbers the quantity of ponderable commodities produced
in the United Kingdom is so small, as we have seen, that

only a small fraction of our people are well housed or

well clothed. A great multitude craves for satisfaction of

elementary needs, while a host of shopkeepers wait

hungrily for customers who cannot buy.
In the nineteenth century enormous strides were made

in the invention of machinery and labour-saving appliances
and methods, and now, at the opening of the twentieth

century, we possess means more than ample for the satis-

faction of all. If invention now came to a standstill, we

could, with such science as we now command, produce,
or obtain by exchange for our production, far more food,

houses, clothes, furniture and other commodities than we

actually need, and this while our population enjoyed

ample leisure in which to develop their higher faculties.

What, then, is at fault ? Not only do the majority of

our men work arduously, but an immense army of women
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and young children are also engaged in production and

distribution. Of the population of England and Wales

between the ages of 20 and 55 only 179,946 males and

823,135 unmarried females figured in the Census of 1901

as
" without specific occupations." What is the explana-

tion, then, of an insufficient and ill-distributed production ?

The answer can be given in a few words. It is want of

organization which leads to such poor results from so much

hard labour. A poor stream of ponderable commodities

filters through thousands of unnecessary channels, and be-

comes the subject of many strange services, each of which

claims and gets some sort of reward. By the enumeration

of each of these services the total income which we examined

at the beginning of this book is made up. The Error of

Distribution of the national income connotes a wasteful and

inadequate production.

Waste in actual production is still exceedingly great.

In only a minority of cases are factories equipped with the

best plant and appliances. Model factories, in which the

most economical production is attained, are still ex-

ceptional. There are tens of thousands of small employers
who lack the capital properly to equip their establishments,

and who perforce waste labour.

That is to speak of production as a whole, without

reference to the nature of the goods produced, but when

we come to analyse the product, waste is everywhere

apparent. Labour, to be economically employed, should

produce only genuine articles, capable of application for a

considerable period to the purpose which they are designed
to serve. As we know only too well, a very great part of

our manufacturing output is of articles which make-believe,

and it is only a small fraction of production in any branch

of industry which is the best of its kind. Our competitive

system is largely an endeavour to make profits out of the

sale of trashy articles, the production of which wastes alike
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the labour engaged in making them and the labour for which

they are exchanged. It is difficult to say which is more

pitiable, the waste of labour upon rubbish designed for

the consumption of the poor, or the waste of labour upon
luxuries designed for the consumption of the rich.

Upon the waste connected with the trades and services

of luxury I have already dwelt at some length. Here it

is only necessary to remind the reader that it is of two

kinds. There is the multiplication of servants and attend-

ants upon rich men and their houses and animals,
1 and

there is the employment of nominally useful workmen in

the manufacture and repair of the instruments of luxury.

Turning to the marketing and distribution of commodi-

ties we have many forms of waste of labour to study.

Each manufacturer in a trade, selling his goods in com-

petition with others, sends out his agent or agents to assert,

not always truly, that his wares are the best and the

cheapest, and to secure orders for them. Thus a large

number of able-bodied men are divorced from production
and made a quite unnecessary factor in distribution. At
the Census of 1901, 64,322 commercial travellers were

enumerated in England and Wales, as against 44,055 in

1891 ! These men are usually of an exceedingly capable

type, whose work, better directed, might be of great service

in useful production.
Each factory, however small, must have its separate

clerical staff, and to thousands of men wasted as travellers

we have to add tens of thousands wasted as clerks. In

the United Kingdom, in 1901, there were 439,972
commercial or business clerks, as against 300,615
in 1891.

1 It is a melancholy fact that those employed in the service of waste are

often better paid than those engaged in useful production. In a recent action

brought by a cloak-room attendant at a fashionable restaurant it came to light

that in two cloak-rooms each of four attendants drew as his share of the
"

tip*
"
over 3 per week.
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The commodities produced by the wasteful competitive
factories are often, too often, dealt with by wholesale

middlemen, agents, brokers, factors, merchants, who, with

their staffs of clerks and warehousemen account for an

uncertain but considerable number of the working com-

munity. Our imports of food, which in an organized

community could so easily be handled by a single staff at

each port, are scrambled for by a great host of merchants,

factors and commission agents.

A most conspicuous waste in distribution is in ad-

vertising, one of the most unnecessary of all trades. In

the game of competition, those often win, not who supply
the best goods, but who say that they supply the best goods.
As a result there has sprung up an enormous industry with

many branches which is engaged in pushing the sale of

a few good and many worthless articles. It
"
employs

"

thousands of male and female clerks and canvassers, and

directly and indirectly lays many nominally useful trades

under contribution. Printers, authors and journalists,

enamellers, carpenters, bill-stickers, paper-makers and

others are engaged to furnish the materials of the advertise-

ments. Altogether it is probable that some 80,000 people
find a "

living
"

in connexion with advertising, when they
should be doing useful work. Some part of the stream of

useful commodities is directed to them, and in return they

give nothing. Individually, they may be honest, industrious

people, doing the work they are employed to do to the

best of their ability. From a national point of view they
are wasting their time. It may be added that when they
are pushing the sale of "

patent
"

medicines, whiskies and

complexion creams they are doing something worse than

waste time.

Chiefly arising out of our commercial system of dis-

tribution and the crimes and misdemeanours which it

creates, the various branches of the legal profession absorb
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a considerable number of able-bodied men who contribute

nothing to the wealth of the nation but who are rewarded

by a large share of the national income. At the Census of

1901 as many as 2 7, 184 barristersand solicitors and 42,339
law clerks were recorded.1 These 69,523 individuals with

theirdependents, probably numbering nearly 300,000 in all,

help to attenuate the thin stream of ponderable commodities

which flow from the places where people labour to useful

ends.

We pass to the work of the hundreds of thousands of

retail shopkeepers and their servants, and here again we

find a vast amount of wasted labour. In each trade in

each district there are a quite unnecessary number of

tradesmen hunting for profits. It is not uncommon to find

half-a-dozen butchers' men calling for orders upon the

householders of a single street.

It is sometimes represented to shopkeepers that any
movement towards collectivism threatens their livelihood.

Shopkeepers will do well to remember that it is unre-

strained individualism which is their worst enemy. In

almost every branch of retail distribution the multiple

shop principle is eliminating the independent shopkeeper
and substituting badly paid shop

"
managers." Apolo-

gists of individualism boast of the economy which is thus

being achieved. Thus M. Leroy Beaulieu in his
"
Collec-

tivism
"

(which is an attack on collectivism) writes,
" The tendency of civilization, where freedom exists,

appears to be towards a reduction in the number of

persons who live entirely by commerce, owing to the

gradual substitution of large for small industries that is

1
I hope that no manual workman who reads these lines will deduce from

what I have written that, as things arc now, his lalxiur is necessarily more
useful than that of the clerk, the lawyer or the shopkeeper. For every un-

necessary distributing agent referred to above several producing agents could

be named whose work is useless or harmful in the national economy. This I

endeavoured to make clear in Chapter n.
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now in progress. Would it be possible for collectivism

to act more rapidly or efficiently ?
"

M. Leroy Beaulieu

forgets that the crushing of the small shopkeeper by

private monopolists accentuates the error of distribution,

while collectivism economizes labour for the general good.

What I have written does not apply, of course, to all

fields of labour. It has long been recognized that certain

services can only be effectually and efficiently performed
under one management. Railways, tramways, water-

service, lighting, and so forth have come to be looked upon
as

" natural monopolies." Even Mr Henry George, who

thought that
" Socialism tended towards Atheism " and who

considered that
" limitation of working hours and of the

labour of women and children
"
could only be enforced by

methods which "
multiply officials, interfere with personal

liberty, tend to corruption and are liable to abuse,"
x ad-

mitted the existence of"necessary monopolies" which might
be treated as functions of the State. Indeed, it is apparent
to the most unthinking that between two points A and

B there can only be one best route for a railway, and

that, therefore, railway service between points A and B
should be a monopoly. Similarly it would be an obvious

absurdity to construct two sewers in one road, competing
with each other for the removal of refuse, or for two or

more gas managements to run mains in the same streets.

In these and many other cases it is clearly recognized that

economy of labour is consistent with monopoly alone, and

the only question that remains to decide is whether the

necessary monopoly should be in public or private hands.

I do not purpose here to discuss that question, for at this

date it is scarcely an open one. An overwhelming weight
of opinion has decided that public ownership must go with

monopoly, wherever monopoly is shown to be necessary.

It is not so generally recognized that proper economy of

1 "Condition of Labour," pu^e 90.
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labour and a proper distribution of the products of labour

can only be secured by :

(1) The conversion of all common services into

monopolies, and

(2) The ownership of those monopolies by the public.

Nevertheless, the waste arising from hundreds or thou-

sands of unnecessary centres of production and distri-

bution is becoming better understood, and in the United

Kingdom, as in America and Germany, big fish are in-

creasingly eager to swallow the little fish. Combination

in the field of production is no less common than the

unification of control of stores and shops in the field of

ultimate distribution. Organization is in the air, and

organization, commenced by individuals for individual

gain, can only end in the erection of monopolies, which, for

its own safety and health, the public, sooner or later, will

find itself compelled to control.

In the foregoing pages we have considered the proper
use of area and the healthy housing of the people as ques-

tions urgently calling for collective action. The coloniza-

tion of British land by the revival of agriculture and the

redistribution of industries is ultimately bound up with the

development of Transport and Power Distribution. The
former is now a problem of private monopoly which we

have allowed to arise. The latter will become one if we
do not at once realize the possibilities of power distribution

and determine that they are of so far-reaching a character

as to demand public ownership from the beginning.
If we are successfully to take our industries and people

out of congested centres and spread them out over a con-

siderable area we need cheap and rapid transport and cheap
and easily handled power. The transport and power
transmission of the future will be electrical. It is upon
record that in the early days of the steamship a Royal
Commission "

sat upon
"

the then vexed question of
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" Steam versus Sails," and unanimously decided that sails

were the only practical wear for the Royal Navy. One
is reminded of this fact when one contemplates the slow

progress made by electric traction in this country, and the

marked reluctance to experiment on the part of those

types of private and injurious monopolists our great

railway companies. After much thought and with the

assistance of a pushful American citizen our London
"
Underground

"
is, as I write, electrified, many years after

electric traction was known in Darkest Africa, but so far

as the greater part of our transport system is concerned

we are at a standstill. The field of experiment is resigned
to the Americans and the Germans.

The production and distribution of light, heat and

power simply mean the production and distribution of

energy in the form we call electricity, and since transport
is simply motion we see that the future of lighting,

heating, transport and power is the future of electricity.

In the matter of transport there is perhaps something
to be said for the statesmen who, without the slightest

conception of the possibilities of steam power, allowed our

railways and canals to be made sources of profit for private

speculators. They erred in ignorance of the magnitude
and importance of the subject. There will be no such

excuse if we allow the production and distribution of

electrical power to become the sport of private monopolists.
If there is blindness in this matter it will be wilful blind-

ness. For each district there can be but one power supply

consistently with economy, and so much hangs upon the

wise distribution of power that it is most important the

public should be made to realize the nature of the interests

which are at stake.

The adoption of the mysterious word "
Electricity

"
is

a most unfortunate thing. If the public understood that

electricity is Energy and that it is transmutable at will
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into Power or Light or Heat, they would better realize the

possibilities of the future in town and country, and all that

the proper organization and control of Energy means to

them. They would at once resolve that the power of

government must not be divorced from the Power which

will run in the electrical mains of the future, and by
the aid of which we can transform the face of our

land.

Let me drop the word Electricity and use the simple
term Energy. Energy will be produced at a central power
station and distributed over a considerable area. The

energy mains will carry the means of lighting, the means

of motion (transport), the means of heating, the means of

manufacturing in large, the means of manufacturing in

small, the means of cooking, the means of cleaning, to

every person in that area. Energy will be at the disposal

of every factory, of every workshop, and of every private

house. No building will be without its motors, large or

small. Smoke and all the waste and dirt of smoke will

disappear.
I am not speaking of a remote future, but of possibilities

which can forthwith be realized. How important it is,

then, that this Energy supply, which is already entering
and will increasingly enter into our everyday lives, should

be publicly owned from the first. Given private owner-

ship, the monopolists of Energy will run their mains where

most profit is quickly to be garnered instead of seeking, as

we should seek, first profits in the thinning out of towns

and the restoration of the health of our people. If we part
with the control of power, it is Power indeed which we

part with. We should part, also, it is important to add,
with a magnificent source of public revenue, which will

amount, in the time to come, to much more than the

revenue ofour railways. It is only by securing the distribu-

tion of such profits by public ownership that we can make
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any impression upon the melancholy facts treated in the

first part of this volume.

As I have already said, it is commonly recognized that

such a function as a tramway or water supply must ot

necessity be a monopoly, public or private, if its working
is to be economical. It is not difficult to show that the

control of the production and distribution of all articles

of common use must be unified if labour is not to be

wasted. Just as one water main and one alone is needed

for the service of a row of houses, so, to use a familiar

illustration, one vehicle and one alone is needed to supply
the same row of houses with milk. If a number of

milk-sellers are competing for the custom of one small

neighbourhood, as is usually the case, a quite considerable

number of able-bodied men, boys and animals are engaged
in unnecessarily traversing the same streets, one after the

other, to do the work which could be performed with much
more ease, certainty and expedition by a fraction of their

number. Each of the small tradesmen has to keep a set

of accounts demanding his own attention or that of his

wife or clerk. Each milk dealer, again, has his separate

supply of milk from the railway station, sent by some
farmer at a distance. Each of these doses of milk is the

subject of a separate transaction, wasting labour at both

ends of the journey and in transit. From first to last, the

process is clumsy and tedious, wasting labour at every

stage. The waste is precisely of the same nature as would

occur if several water companies supplied a certain street

with water and had their mains running side by side.

There would be just as much absurdity, and no more, in

serving my road by four water-mains as in serving it by
the four milk chariots which now pay it such frequent visits.

And to pursue this useful illustration a little further

there is another analogy between a water supply and a

milk supply which should not be forgotten. The im-
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portance of pure milk is not less than the importance of

pure water. The milk supply of towns is derived from a

thousand tainted sources, the precise nature of which is

unknown both to the consumers and to the milk dealers.

I fear we should drink less milk if we could see the hand-

ling of it the literal handling of it from the start. I

have a lively recollection of the last milking operation I

witnessed. Suffice it to say that I agreed, afterwards, that

the butter made on the farm looked to be very fine

butter, and that I was entirely satisfied with an ocular

demonstration of its many virtues. As is pointed out by
Dr G. F. McCleary, the Battersea Medical Officer of

Health,
1 "

if large towns want clean milk they must not

look to outside authorities to get it for them." The

ordinary milk farmer is a conservative creature who does

not appreciate the "
faddist

"
with his demands for a clean

milker and a clean cow. A dirty person draws milk from

a dirty animal into a dirty receptacle, and tons of manure
come to London with the morning milk. Dr Leslie

Mackenzie, Medical Officer of the Local Government
Board for Scotland,

2 thus describes the process :

" To watch the milking of cows is to watch a process of

unscientific inoculation of a pure (or almost pure) medium
with unknown quantities of unspecified germs. . . . Who-
ever knows the meaning of aseptic surgery must feel his

blood run cold when he watches, even in imagination, the

thousand chances of germ inoculation. From cow to cow
the milker goes, taking with her (or him) the stale epithelium
of the last cow, the particles of dirt caught from the floor,

the hairs, the dust, and the germs that adhere to them. . . .

Everywhere, throughout the whole process of milking, the

perishable, superbly nutrient liquid receives its repeated

sowings of germinal and non-germinal dirt. In an hour

1 " Infantile Mortality," by Dr G. F. McCleary.
"The Hygienics of Milk,"

'

Edinburgh Medical Jou.nal," 1898.
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or two its population of triumphant lives is a thing

imagination boggles at. And this in good dairies ! What
must it be where cows are never groomed, where hands

are only accidentally washed, where heads are only

occasionally cleaned, where spittings (tobacco or other)

are not infrequent, where the milker may be a chance-

comer from some filthy slum where, in a word, the

various dirts of the civilized human, are at every hand

reinforced by the inevitable dirts of the domesticated cow ?

Are these exaggerations ? They are not. I could name

many admirable byres where these conditions are, in a

greater or less degree, normal."

There is but one way to obtain clean and pure milk

and at the same time to secure economy of labour in

its production and distribution coupled with adequate
remuneration of the labour so economized, and that is

the way of public ownership. The municipality should

conduct the entire operation of milk supply. By so doing
it would prolong the lives of its citizens, save the lives of

many infants, and add to its revenue.

A public milk supply, even in relation to the food of

adults, is an urgent need. When considered in relation to

infantile mortality the question is seen to be a vital one.

All medical officers of health are at one on the point. We
must have municipal milk depots if the children are to

be saved, and if we supply milk for children and nursing
mothers we may as well enlarge our basis of operations
and make the milk service, like the water service, a

complete municipal monoply.
Thus organized, another great service would be lifted

out of the sphere of bargaining and chicanery and adul-

teration. In another industry the waste of labour would
cease. In another trade men would work with intent to

serve, and cease to hunt profits at the cost of their bodies

and souls.
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The case for the municipalization of the milk supply is

a very forcible one, but it is not more so than that for the

public ownership of other common services. The point as

to waste of labour in production or distribution largely

affects them all. The dangers of adulteration and dirt

touch not milk alone, but the manufacture and distribution

of every commodity. Commercialism has undermined

honesty. Sham, shoddy and make-believe these are

erected in the form of houses, sewn up in the form of suits,

packed in tins to mock children as food, made the sole

occupation of millions of quite honest people. If honesty
of production is to be regained, the great services must

pass, one by one, under public control, and as each passes

another opportunity for the amassing of private fortunes

will pass away and another factor in the Error of Distribu-

tion will be cancelled. The best services at low charges
for the public will be accompanied by ample but not ex-

cessive remuneration of management, a proper reward and

short hours for the privates of industry, and the accumula-

tion of just so much profit in the public treasury as may be

deemed necessary to provide for new capital, contingencies,

or for public non-revenue services. Thus, and thus alone,

can we raise the status of the mass of the people and

prevent the congestion of wealth in a few hands. There

can be no proper diffusion of wealth until we have ended

the system by which good and bad employers use the lives

of the multitude for their profit and pleasure, now working
them arduously in exchange for a payment which is an

unfair remuneration of the service, and anon refusing them

even the opportunity to do hard labour.

The remarkable success of municipal trading, so far, may
be measured by the bitterness of the attacks which have

been made upon it by private capitalists. The recent com-

plaints of the railway companies as to the competition of

municipal tramways entirely dispose of the theory that
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private enterprise alone can ensure economical manage-
ment and an efficient production. It is argued that public

bodies cannot obtain faithful service from their employees,

and that businesses managed by them are bound to fail

because the men in command do not understand the in-

terests they seek to control or the methods of industry.

Capital, it is represented, is bound to be wasted, and the

tax-payer certain to suffer in pocket as part proprietor of an

unsuccessful business, even as he suffers also as a consumer

of his own poor product. In reply it is only necessary to

point out that there is nothing which can be urged against

a trading municipality which cannot also be urged against

a limited liability company. In the latter case, as in the

former, the shareholders know nothing of the details of the

business they own. In each there is a governing body
which in its turn usually knows little of the technicalities

of the business undertaken. Thus the chairman of a

well-known steel company is a solicitor. The boards of

directors of the majority of our leading limited companies
are composed of men who are strangers to the businesses

they "direct." In practice management devolves upon
the Managing Director, who is usually a man well versed

in his trade or profession. We see, therefore, that a

limited liability company, after all, is in precisely the same

position as a municipality. The private monopolists are

compelled to find a practical man to manage their business

and make profits for them. That is precisely what the

municipality does. As a matter of fact, some of the

cleverest men in the United Kingdom are serving muni-

cipalities as advising and managing engineers, instead of

hiring themselves out to some board of directors.

What do railway directors, for example, know of railway

management ? Do they travel on their own line, note its

deficiencies, and repair them ? Do they take a practical

hand in its affairs ? No. The practical management is
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in the hands of certain paid servants, goods managers,

general managers, locomotive superintendents, and so

forth. Is it seriously argued that an individual engineer,

as locomotive superintendent of a private railway company,
is more efficient than he would be in the service of say the

London County Council ? If so, how does it come about

that the railway companies are losing trade while the L.C.C.

trams are crowded ? If so, how is it that to travel on the

South Eastern Railway is a martyrdom, while to travel on

a L.C.C. tram is a pleasure?
It will be seen on reflection that the only difference

between the company and the municipality is this. In the

case of the company the qualification of the directors is

merely the owning of stock or shares in the undertaking,
and the perfunctory votes of a few shareholders. In the

case of the municipality the "
director

"
has to secure the

suffrages of a great body of his fellow-citizens. As for

nepotism, it is far more common in private trade than in

public life in this country. In nearly every private busi-

ness some inefficient son or cousin or nephew is
"
provided

for," to the loss of the undertaking. Competitive industry
is full of square men carefully planted in round holes by
their friends and relatives.1 In the municipal service there

are fewer wasters than are to be found connected with

great limited liability companies. As for waste of capital,

it is common in private business, and its loss is as real to

the community, from an economic point of view, as the loss

of capital by a municipality. As for negligence and theft,

1 In a speech delivered to the students of the Crystal Palace Company's
School of Practical Engineering in 1905 the following advice was given.
I quote from the newspaper report: "Students should cultivate the art

of making friends through life. Wherever they were they should try to

make good friends, for such friends were always useful when one wanted to

obtain employment. Half the battle was won in applying for a situation if

the applicant had a friend on the board."

Excellent ! Be artful, sweet youth, and let who will be clever."
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these are common in all kinds of business undertakings,

but as a general rule audit and control are stricter in

municipal trading than in the case of private companies.

As for cheerful service, the reader has but to compare the

servants of municipal tramways with those of any private

omnibus company. My own experience is that it is the

municipal servant who is the more civil and obliging.

Perhaps it is because the municipality gives him better

wages, shorter hours, and a decent coat. As for the

product of the machine, the London County Council gives

the public longer rides for the same fares while paying its

men better. Thus the share of the product which once

went to swell private fortunes is distributed, and by so

much the Error of Distribution is reduced.

What we have lost through the private ownership of our

railways may be gauged by the experience of Belgium.
The Belgian State Railways sell tickets which enable one

to travel continuously, if desired, for the time specified

thereon, within the limits of the country. For instance a

five-day ticket will cost i6s. 6d. second class, or 95. 6d.

third class. During the life of one of these tickets it serves

as a pass, and it is only necessary to show it upon request.

The total length of the railways is nearly 3,000 miles. All

that is required to obtain the circular tickets is to present
at the office an unmounted photograph of small size, which

is attached to the ticket as a means of identification. When
the ticket is purchased an extra 45. is demanded for the

safe return of the ticket after its term of usefulness expires.

On the morning after the expiration of the ticket it can

be delivered at any ticket office along the line, and the 45.

extra will be returned. This system enables one to travel

at a minimum expense. One would like to know why, if

private trading produces the best results, that travel is

cheap in Belgium and dear in England. Why cannot a

Briton, favoured as he is with all the alleged virtues of
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private enterprise in railway management, obtain a circular

ticket to travel in the United Kingdom ? The benefits of

the Belgian railways are conspicuous in the matter of the

housing question. Cheap workmen's tickets are issued at

rates so low that men are enabled to live at considerable

distances from their work. How low the fares are may
be gathered from the following figures :

WORKMEN'S TICKETS ON BELGIAN STATE
RAILWAYS

For one Journey daily
Distance. to and fro.

Six Days' Ticket.

Miles. s. d.

3 ... .. . o 9i
6 . . . . fr.$i

. I O

12 . . . ;..:,-: . I 2i

24 - - i 7l

3i - i 9f
62 . ..... . . 2 6J

Thus the daily return fare for 3 1 miles is less than

3 Id.!

The special workmen's tariff has existed in Belgium
since 1870, and was at first simply introduced to give

Belgian manufacturers the command of plenty of cheap
labour. But the Minister builded bigger than he knew,
for the cheap fares have caused a profound revolution in

the position of Belgian workmen. In 1870, 14,223 tickets

were issued; in 1890, 1,188,415; in 1901,4,412,723!
As a result it is estimated that 100,000 industrial workers,
out of a total number of 900,000, although employed in

the towns, continue to live in the country, own a patch of

ground, and, with the higher wages of the town, enjoy the

inestimable advantages of country life.

It is only through the nationalization of our railways
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that we can secure (i) for the travelling public the speed,

safety and comfort which science has taught us how to com-

mand, (2) for the railway servants safety and a just share

of the product of their labour, and (3) for the goods service

rapid and economical transport. It is nothing less than

national shame that our railway men receive an average

wage of only 253. per week. It is nothing less than

national folly that our lives are placed at the mercy of

underpaid and overworked signalmen.
A striking illustration of national treatment as com-

pared with the existing private exploitation of our national

wealth is to be found in the coal trade. Upon coal is built

the wealth and commerce of the United Kingdom. To it

we owe our pre-eminence in manufactures and our world-

wide shipping and commerce. Without it the United

Kingdom would quickly sink to the position of a third-rate

power. It might be assumed a priori, therefore, that the

production and use of coal would be regarded by the

British Government as a matter of national concern. As a

matter of incredible fact, so little do we regard coal pro-
duction that we even allow our rare supplies of naval coal

to remain in private hands and to be sold freely to

foreigners. The tradition of "liberty" could surely no

further go.

From first to last private coal production and private
coal distribution are wasteful of life, material, and labour.

Of our output of 260,000,000 tons of coal less than

10,000,000 tons are mined by machinery ! In nine-tenths

of our coal-mines coal-cutting machines are unknown !

Thus a vast amount of unnecessary hand labour is used in

a degrading and dangerous occupation. From a national

point of view it is undesirable that a single unnecessary
man should descend the mines. Under private ex-

ploitation coal-mining employment reads thus (I quote
from the Census of Production Report, 1907):
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UNITED KINGDOM COAL-MINES, 1907
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would of course go, and after undercutting the coal by
electrical or hydraulic machinery we should bring it down

by hydraulic pressure.

Having secured an economical production, in which we
should no longer commit the crime of killing a thousand

miners every year, we should distribute the coal cheaply to

our local authorities, who would act as distributing agents.

The army of coal merchants and their clerks and the

thousand and one artful dodges of the retail coal trade

would disappear, and the public would secure their coal

economically.
What is the alternative to public ownership of common

services ? The alternative is the rule of the " combine "
or

"
trust," for it cannot be too clearly realized that the organ-

ization of production and distribution must proceed. But

organization by private hands, the combination of in-

dustrial units into great trusts economizing management,

production and distribution, cannot safely be tolerated.

It means the wielding of the chief power in the State by
monopolists who will use their power for private ends. The
era of private competition is closing. On every hand capital

is combining with capital in restraint of competition. Such

combinations threaten the public welfare in several direc-

tions. They can make it practically impossible for new

capital to enter an industry. They can, while economizing

labour, keep the profits arising from economy in their own

hands, and build up gigantic fortunes while increasing un-

employment. They can offer such opposition to trades

unionism as to wield untrammelled power over their

employees. They can accentuate that Error of Distribu-

tion which it should be our chief purpose to modify
and remove.

Finally, the organization of services under public control

is the only remedy for unemployment, for unemployment
is but a phase of poverty. Underpaid or not paid at
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all, wrongfully employed or unemployed, overworked or

underworked, these conditions are the inevitable accom-

paniment of a state of society in which individuals make

bargains with individuals with a view not to service but to

profit. To the individual the unemployed workman is a

pitiable object that is all. To the nation the unem-

ployed workman is something more than pitiable ;
he is a

dead loss. Unless physically or mentally unfit, and there-

fore entitled to gratuitous service, he should be employed
in the scheme of the nation's work. The community
needs the service of all its members

;
there is none super-

fluous, none. While yet one uncomfortable house rears

its head, while yet one person goes ill-clad, while yet one

rod of area remains unused, there is work to do, but to

utilize the work of every man economically and wisely in

the performance of necessary work is only possible through

organization. We may delude ourselves how we will with

palliatives ;
we shall find no remedy for unemployment

short of the control by the community of the essential work

of the community. While we leave the direction of labour

in the hands of a few rich men there will ever be a surplus
of labour left for our hapless

"
government

"
to deal with

wastefully. While the community resigns its right to

decide its own destinies by submitting to the rule of the

rich, there will remain the problem of poverty of which

unemployment is not the worst part.

Let it be clearly understood that, as things are, there is

only one real form of government that matters, and that is

the rule of the employed by the employer. The real

arbiters of our destinies are not the King's Ministers, but

the few men who have power of life and death over their

fellows through the giving or withholding of employment.
The majesty of the law decides what a man shall not do.

The majesty of the employer decides what a man shall do.

The time has come when we must govern ourselves, not
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negatively by way of restraint, but positively by way of

action. It is time that we determined where our roads

should run and in what fashion and in what employments
we should engage ourselves. It is time that we took

stock of the lives and the homes of our people and resolved

to abolish their poverty by organizing their labour.



CHAPTER XIX

THE AGED POOR

IN
"Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, I passed at this

point to the consideration of the
Cruellest phase of

Poverty, the poverty of the aged^ Since 1905 Mr

Asquith has given us an Old Age Pension Act, and it is

happily unnecessary to repeat in full the pleas which were

advanced in these pages in 190^ It is well, however,

again to record the known facts with regard to poverty in

old a^
If we did not know our country, and had never en-

countered its poor in the flesh, in what condition could we

expect to find the aged labourer in view of the terrible

extent of the Error of Distribution ? It is not alone that

the majority of our people have the slenderest incomes.

To narrow wages is in most cases added uncertainty of

employment, the greatest enemy of thrift, while the period

during which the average workman draws the full rate of

wages recognized in his trade has ever been short, and tends

with the increased strenuousness of modern industry to

grow shorter.

There are about 2,100,000 persons aged 65 and up-

wards, in the United Kingdom, but these are not divided

between rich and poor in the proportions shown in the

frontispiece. We have to remember that the poor are

slain by their poverty. In the " comfortable
" and "

rich
"

classes the span of life is much greater than in the case

of the poor. It is impossible to say precisely how the

2,100,000 persons are divided in point of income, but
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probably, some 1,750,000 of them belong to the classes

whose incomes are below the income tax exemption limit.

As to a considerable proportion of them we have the

clearest evidence of grinding poverty.

In 1890 Mr Thomas Burt, M.P., moved for a parlia-

mentary return showing the number of paupers of 60

years of age and upwards, distinguishing indoor from out-

door relief. It appears from this return that the total

number of paupers over 60 years of age in receipt of relief

on August ist, 1890 (excluding lunatics in asylums,

vagrants and persons who were only in receipt of relief

constructively by reason of relief being given to wives or

children), was 286,867.
The number of those persons who were in receipt of

indoor relief, the number in receipt of outdoor relief, and

their ages as stated, are given in the table on the following

page.

The notable fact which emerges is that of 286,867

paupers over 60, as many as 245,687 were over 65. Old

age as a cause of pauperism is strikingly illustrated by a

comparison of the two numbers. It is clear that death

at 64 would mercifully have saved over two hundred

thousand poor old men and women from the stigma of

pauperism.

According to the census returns, in 1891, the following

year, there were 1,372,974 persons (606,960 males and

766,014 females) at and over the age of 65. On August
ist, 1890, the date of Mr Burt's return, therefore, there

were 245,687 persons out of about 1,372,000 persons 65

years old and upwards or say I in 5 \ in receipt of poor
relief.

But Mr Burt's return related to the paupers relieved on

one day only. What ratio does the number of aged

paupers relieved in one day bear to the total number
relieved in the course of the year ?

18
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This question is answered by a further parliamentary

return, asked for in 1892 by Mr (afterwards Lord) Ritchie.

This return shows for England and Wales the number of

persons of each sex aged 6 5 years and upwards, and the

number between 16 and 65, also the number of children

under 1 6 years of age, in receipt of relief (a) on January

1st, 1892, and (#) during the twelve months ended Lady
Day 1892. As in Mr Hurt's return, vagrants and lunatics

are not included. The return differs from Mr Burt's,

however, in distinguishing those persons in receipt of

medical relief only.

This return of Mr Ritchie's showed that while 700,746

paupers of all ages were in receipt of relief on January ist,

1892, the number relieved during the year ended Lady
Day 1892 was more than twice as great, viz. i,573,O74.

1

Mr Ritchie's return relates to all paupers, whereas that

of Mr Burt related to the aged only. It is difficult to say
which fact in Mr Ritchie's return is the more saddening,
the relief of 40 1,904 aged paupers in a single year, or

that in the same period 553,587 children under sixteen

were pauperized.

The following table (p. 276) summarizes the facts elicited

by the return as to the paupers relieved during twelve

months. (It should be observed that, of the 1,573,074

persons enumerated, 2 11,082 were in receipt of medical

relief only. Of the 40 1 ,904 paupers over 6 5 , however, but

25,447 were in receipt of medical relief only.)

1 The Royal Commission on the Poor Laws called for a similar "year
count" of paupers for 1907. It revealed that in that year of good trade

1,709,436 persons were relieved by the Guardians in England and Wales.

This is 47.7 per 1,000 of the population. The later count fully confirms that

of 1892
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Comparing the number of paupers in England and

Wales, as shown by the figures on p. 276 with the census

population of 1891, we get :

TOTAL PAUPERS IN 1891 COMPARED WITH
TOTAL POPULATION (ENGLAND AND
WALES ONLY)

Total Paupers relieved . . . , 1,573,074

Total Population, Census 1891 . . 29,000,000

Paupers per 1,000 .... 54

Thus the paupers of all ages relieved in 1891 amounted

to one in every eighteen of the population of England
and Wales.

What of those over 65 ? The facts are :

PAUPERS AGED 65 AND UPWARDS IN 1891
COMPARED WITH TOTAL POPULATION
OF THAT AGE (IN ENGLAND AND WALES
ONLY)

Total Paupers aged 65 and over . . 401,904
Total Population aged 65 and over . 1,372,900

Paupers per 1,000 . . . . 292

Thus of the population of England and Wales aged 6 5

and over in 1891, one in every three was in receipt ofpoor

relief!

In 1899, and again in 1900, the Local Government

Board published returns relating to aged pauperism in

those years, and Mr Burt, in 1903, obtained a second

return in continuation of that of 1891. We are thus

enabled to compare one-day returns for five different

periods and this is done in the following table :
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PAUPERS, INDOOR AND OUTDOOR, RELIEVED
ON CERTAIN DAYS DURING A PERIOD
OF THIRTEEN YEARS (ENGLAND AND
WALES ONLY)

Ratio of Paupers
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in different places because of the varying policies of

Boards of Guardians. But this point need not detain us.

Outdoor relief may in some cases be injudiciously given

and in other places most cruelly refused. The fact remains

that, taking the country as a whole, we have the clearest

evidence of the existence of 6 1 3,000 exceedingly poor aged

persons.
More important it is to remember that, for one poor

person who obtains either indoor or outdoor relief, several

who justly might claim it refuse to avail themselves of the

tender mercies of the Poor Law. The poor, as a rule,

will exhaust every penny of their savings and pawn every

stick of their furniture before they seek the workhouse

door. Moreover, the amount of genuine charity bestowed

by the poor upon the poor is wonderful. If, then, there

are 600,000 aged paupers either inside workhouses or

receiving outdoor relief in the course of the year, we may
be quite sure that at least as many more are as urgently

in need of succour, and obtain it by increasing the poverty
of their poor friends rather than by seeking from the

Guardians the loaf, the 2s. 6d., and the insults which too

often constitute outdoor relief.

The reader will see how probable it is that, of the

2,100,000 persons aged 65 and upwards now living in the

United Kingdom, fully 1,750,000 are in a condition of

poverty which at the worst is pauperism and at the best is

sore need. Some 6 1 3,000 of them are certainly in receipt

of poor relief during the year. Probably another 600,000
are only deterred by horror of the workhouse from recourse

to the Guardians. For the remaining third, as for the

other two-thirds, the life which has for three-score years

been a constant struggle with poverty meets its hardest

and cruellest phase at the close.

A certain number of extraordinary men exist who
contrive to rear a family upon 305. a week, and to
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save enough to provide for their old age. These are

the few who are not merely themselves of a most frugal

disposition, but who have chanced to bestow their affections

upon a girl as abstemious and as thrifty as themselves. A
pair of such character, blessed with perfect health and not

more than two or three healthy children, may contrive to

meet first the fall of earnings after 45 or 50, and finally old

age itself, with a light heart. That such cases are rare will

only surprise those who have never had occasion to practise

thrift. Only a little less rare than the comfortable aged
workmen are those who contrive to provide for themselves

a tiny pension for their declining years, through the con-

tinuous sick pay of friendly society or trade union, or

through the superannuation benefit of the latter. There

are only 38 trade unions which provide a superannuation

benefit, and these have a membership of about 600,000.

They pay between them about .200,000 a year in old

age pensions to about 25,000 members. How small this

number appears when we compare it with the total number

of persons over 65 in the United Kingdom, which is about

2,100,000 at the present time!

The value of the practice and experience of Trade

Unions is very great. Summing them up, I showed in

" Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, that workmen who
earn their living, not by the mere exercise of physical

strength, but by skill, are usually used up by the age of

60, and not infrequently by the age of 5 5. The latter age

may be regarded as the limit of full-earning capacity for

the average skilled workman. After 55 he is in the

greatest danger of dismissal when trade becomes slack.

From a considerable number of inquiries, I arrived at the

conclusion that the full wage-earning capacity of the

average skilled workman begins at 25-30 and ends at

50-55. Before 25-30 a man is inexperienced and not

valued so highly as after that age. After 50-55 the age
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factor again begins to tell, and the workman trembles at

thought of the future. Each grey hair is a deadly enemy
to his livelihood.

If the skilled workman can hope to earn the full wages
of his trade (full wages, it should be remembered, means

about 40 to 46 weeks' pay per annum in most trades) for

but 20 to 30 years, what of the men who are hewers of

wood and drawers of water ? The answer is that after 45

good wages are difficult to obtain, and that for the rest of

their lives, if not mercifully ended by death, the earnings
are poor in the summer, and often at zero in the winter.

If we look at the "
occupations

"
(with what irony the term

is used in this connexion) of the inmates of workhouses at

the census of 1901 we find :

WORKHOUSE INMATES (OVER 10 YEARS OF
AGE) AT CENSUS OF 1901

MALES

Clerks 1,079
Coachmen and grooms . . . . 1,848

Carmen, carriers . . . . . . 1,546
Seamen ....... 2,052
Dock labourers . . . . . . 2,355

Agricultural labourers ..... 9,469
Gardeners . . . . . . . 1,232
Coal-miners. ...... i,57C
Blacksmiths. . . . . . . 1,381

Carpenters, joiners . . . . . 2,274

Bricklayers . . . . . . . 1,212

Bricklayers' labourers . . . . . 1,397

Painters, glaziers . . . . . . 2,487
Cotton operatives . . . . . . 1,218

Carryforward . . , . 31,120
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Brought forward . . . . 31,120
Tailors . ? . '; . . . 1,5 94
Shoemakers. ...... 3,061

Costermongers , . . . 1,521

General labourers . . . . . . 22,129
Other occupations . . .31,287
Without specified occupations or unoccupied . 16,151

106,863

FEMALES

Domestic servants . . .

Charwomen . . .

Laundry and washing service

Cotton operatives . . . . . ...
.

Tailoresses . . ....
Milliners and dressmakers

Shirtmakers, seamstresses

Costermongers, hawkers . ,

Other occupations . .

"

.

Without specified occupations or unoccupied

Total male and female . .

The large proportion of "general labourers" is very

striking, while those describing themselves as dock, brick-

layers' and general labourers together form one-fourth of

the whole. It will also be noticed that 9,469 agricultural

labourers " followed the plough to the workhouse door."

In passing, I may remark that in the list of female "occu-

pations" the presence of 15,000 domestic indoor servants

should not go unnoticed.

The almost universal approval which the proposal to
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grant Old Age Pensions elicited would probably have

carried it to fruition long before the date of the Old Age
Pension Act, 1908, but for one thing and one thing only

the question of cost. It is amusing to note that the
" Small Committee of Persons Interested in the Controversy

respecting Old Age Pensions,"
x

practically a Committee
of the Charity Organization Society, who actively opposed
Old Age Pensions in 1899-1902, placed in the forefront

of their
"
objections

"
the following :

" That the cost would be an insuperable difficulty, for to

grant 5s. a week at age 65 in respect of the population of

England and Wales only, would involve about 20,000,000

per annum for the present recipients, and by 1941 the

figure would have risen to 36,000,000."
In "Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, I said :

" Our examination of the National Income and the

manner of its distribution disposes of this objection. The

question resolves itself into this Ought the 5,000,000

persons who have an aggregate income approaching

900,000,000 to be taxed to the extent of i 5,000,000 to

provide pensions for the aged poor? If the facts illus-

trated in the frontispiece of this volume could be brought
home to every elector there would be no doubt whatever

as to the decision of the country on the subject. With the

gross assessment to Income Tax at 900,000,000 the

expenditure of i 5,000,000 on a small provision for the

aged strikes one, not as extravagant, but as an exceedingly
modest proposal to mitigate the evils of the Error of

Distribution.

"I have named 15,000,000, and that is all that the

scheme would cost. It is not a universal superannuation
scheme that is wanted

;
I find it difficult to regard very

seriously the proposal that, for fear of "
pauperization

"

1 This description is their own. See " Old Age Pensions" (Macmillan &
Co.) Introduction.
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we should pay every person, rich and poor, aged 65 and

upwards, the sum of 53. per week. The idea appears to

be that if the scheme is not made universal some stigma
will attach to those who are pensioned. Surely this is an

exaggerated view. The majority of those aged 65 are

poor, just as the majority of the whole population are poor.
If there is a stigma in such a case it attaches to those who

go to form the top part of my diagram to those whose

absorption of an undue share of the national income con-

notes poverty for millions at the other end of the scale.
" My own feeling is that we should make the pension, like

the superannuation benefit of Trades Unions, claimable by
those aged 65 and upwards who have not an income of

more than 1 a week or property valued at more than

.250. We should then probably have to provide for about

1,400,000 to 1,500,000 pensioners, at a cost ofi 8,000,000
to 20,000,000. Administration would cost about 500,000
and we should save about 4,000,000 in poor rates. Thus
the net addition to taxation would be about i 5,000,000."
Mr Asquith's Old Age Pensions Act of 1908 made

the receipt of an Old Age Pension a citizen right, claimable

by every person filling certain statutory conditions. These
conditions are :

(1) That the person must have attained the age
of 70.

(2) That he is a British subject.

(3) That his yearly income does not exceed

31, i os.

The receipt of poor relief (medical relief excepted),
habitual idleness, lunacy or conviction for crime, are

statutory disqualifications.

The amount of the pension varies from is. to 55. per
week according to the following sliding scale :
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*

21 O

but does not exceed 23 12

26 5

28 17

>i 3 1 I0

Rate of

Income of Pensioner. Pension

per Week.
s.

Not exceeding
* d.

Exceeds 21 o o

23 12 6

26 5 o

28 17 6

,, 31 10 o No pension.

It was expressly stated in the Act that the disqualifica-

tion of those who had been in receipt of poor relief was

to cease on December 3ist, 1910, and the Budget of

1910-11 accordingly made provision for the payment of

the pensions to such paupers after that date.

The following statistics show the payments under the

Act at December 3ist, 1909 (the Act having come into

force on January 1st, 1909):

THE FIRST YEAR'S WORKING OF
MR ASQUITH'S OLD AGE PENSION ACT

Position at December 3ist, 1909.
Number of Amount Payable
Pensioners. per Annum.

England . 405,755 ^5,043,332
Scotland . . 76,037 966,370
Wales . 26,972 337,254
Ireland . . 183,976 2,335,764

692,740 8,682,720

It was a defect in the Act that the possession of a

certain amount of property, as well as the possession of a

certain income, was not made the disqualification that I

suggested it ought to be. A man with 500 of property,

yielding an income of 20 a year, ought not to be

qualified for an Old Age Pension.
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It is notable that, in introducing his Budget of 1908,
Mr Asquith, in expounding his scheme of pensions, esti-

mated that it would cost not more than .6,000,000 a

year. As we have seen, the cost has proved to be very
much greater. It is fortunate that the under-estimation

was made. If Parliament had known that the cost would

be .9,000,000 instead of 6,000,000 Old Age Pensions

might not now be law, so slowly is the lesson learned that,

to a nation of 44,000,000 people, with an aggregate income

of nearly 2,000,000,000, an expenditure of 9,000,000
is a small matter, relatively as small as though the reader

expended a few shillings.

But it is, of course, a misnomer to speak of "
expendi-

ture
"

in this connexion. The National Dividend is not

diminished by the transfer of 9,000,000 from the well-to-

do to the poor. No more is spent through the transfer
;

all that takes place is a transfer of the power of call for

commodities, and a consequent change of the form of a

certain part of the National Dividend, not a change of its

size. The production of luxuries is slightly very slightly

stemmed
;
the production of necessaries is slightly-

very slightly increased.

Mr Asquith's valuable Act needs to be amended by the

reduction of the pensionable age to 65 and to be supple-
mented by a State scheme for sickness and invalidity

insurance. (A minor defect which has revealed itself is

the continued disqualification of a man whose wife is in

receipt of relief.) The case for the amendment has been

already discussed in these pages ;
the case for invalidity

insurance is that old age is not the only determinant of

dire poverty for the wage earner. The facts adduced in

Chapter 10 are eloquent of the need for succour which

exists in tens of thousands of cases,



CHAPTER XX

ADAM SMITH'S FIRST MAXIM OF TAXATION

OUR
next task shall be to examine the question of

taxation in relation to the Error of Distribution.

It is over one hundred and thirty years since Adam
Smith penned his famous maxims of taxation, the first and

most important of which ran as follows :

" The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards

the support of the government as nearly as possible in

proportion to their respective abilities
;
that is, in propor-

tion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under

the protection of the state."

The first part of the proposition, which lays it down that

contribution towards the support of government should be

in proportion to ability, is interpreted by the second part
to mean that contribution should be in proportion to in-

come. The second half of the maxim is therefore sub-

versive of the first.

Let us compare the ability to bear taxation of three

persons whose respective incomes are : A $o ;
B ^500 ;

and C 1 0,000. Ifwe accept Adam Smith's explanation of

his own maxim, we should apply taxation in proportion to

income. Note the effect of a tax of I o per cent, upon the

three incomes :

A . . 50 less 10 per cent. = 45
B . 500 450
C . . 10,000 = 9,000

287
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Most clearly we see that to A, with i a week, the loss

of 10 per cent, or five week's income, is a most serious

matter a crushing burden. With 500 per annum, how-

ever, B, after the loss of 10 per cent, of his income, is still

left with a revenue ten times as great as that of A. The
taxation in B's case is serious but not overwhelming. C,

after the loss by taxation of one-tenth of his income, is

left with the handsome income of .9,000 a year, a sum
which is more than sufficient to sustain him in luxury.
The loss in the third case is clearly a shadowy one

;
a

rich man has been rendered not quite so rich.

Thus, by taxing in proportion to income, we impose

upon the poor man a crushing burden
; upon the small

income a serious burden
; upon the large income a burden

scarcely to be felt.

Obviously, then, the second part of Adam Smith's maxim
is not a true illustration of the doctrine of equality of sacri-

fice which is involved in the use of the term "
ability."

This has been partially recognized in our present system
of taxation. Those with incomes exceeding 160 per
annum are made to pay a tax which is not imposed upon
those with less than that income. Further, the income
tax is roughly graduated. A graduated death duty is

also imposed in order to obtain a larger contribution from

the rich than from the poor.
I now urge that the doctrine of equality of sacrifice,

which has already been partially recognized, should be

considered in relation to all the facts treated in Book I.

We have seen that the great mass of the people, who do
the greater part of the work of the nation, who produce
the material commodities without which life could not be

supported, receive so small a share of the total product that

while 3 9,000,000 persons enjoy an incomeof 9 1 1,000,000,
about 5 , 5 00,000 persons receivean incomeof g 3 o, 000,000.
If then, we had to raise 200,000,000 per annum by taxa-
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tion and were to raise the whole from the second class, the

result would be :

5,5OO,ooowould have 9 3 0,000,000, ) 730,000,000 or

less 200,000,000 . . . j 13 3 per head.

911 ,000,000 or
39,000,000 would have . . . < r

23 per head.

The Error of Distribution is so great that, were the

whole taxation levied upon those above the line of 160

per annum, the comfortable and rich classes would still be

left about six times as rich as those below that line.

An unanswerable case is thus made out for the repeal
of the whole of the customs duties on tea, coffee, cocoa,

dried fruits and sugar, which bear almost entirely upon the

poorer classes. A heavy tax on tea or sugar is a matter

of indifference to the rich
;
to the poor it means a con-

siderable privation. Our indirect food taxes are a denial

of the doctrine of ability.

The customs and excise duties on alcoholic liquors must
of course remain on moral grounds, and the tobacco duty

might well remain for the present. We should thus tax

the working classes through their luxuries alone, while the

workman who dispensed with drink and smoked in modera-

tion would be practically untaxed. The general recognition

of this fact, combined with the cheapening of tea, coffee and

cocoa, would not be without its effect upon the nation's

drink bill, and in so far as its recognition reduced our

revenue we could count it gain.

Reverting to the facts illustrated in the frontispiece, the

effect of the abolition of the food duties would be slight in

relation to the extraordinary inequalities of income, but

a just and certain step, nevertheless, in the direction of

amelioration. Just as a small burden is great to a narrow

income, so a small relief is a great boon, and fully 10,000,000
of our people would feel in an appreciable degree the

19
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removal of the food duties. The step has been urged by
reformers for many years ;

considered in relation to the

Error of Distribution it is seen to be an exceedingly small

measure of justice, which needs little rhetoric to enforce its

claims.

To proceed with the application ofthe doctrine of ability
to taxation in view of the facts as to the National Income,

we come to the consideration of the Income Tax and

Death Duties.



CHAPTER XXI

THE MAIN INSTRUMENT OF TAXATION

THROUGH
the income tax we go directly to the

person upon whom we desire to levy taxation, and

take from him such portion of his earnings or other profits

as we consider to be his just contribution to the revenue.

Through the income tax we can, if we care to do so,

cause each subject of the State to contribute towards the

expenses of government according to his ability.

It is the purpose of this chapter to show that the income

tax could be so amended that, so far from being counted

an obnoxious impost, it would be regarded as a just and

proper instrument of taxation.

It is generally believed that the British Income Tax was

originated by Pitt in 1798. Asa matter of fact, however,
the direct taxation of incomes in the United Kingdom
dates back many hundreds of years. For the purposes of

this work, I do not propose to trace the history of the

subject to an earlier date than 1692.
The Property and Income Tax imposed in that year

is commonly known as the "
Land-Tax," and this name

has given rise to a great deal of misunderstanding.
In their twenty-eighth report (1885) the Commissioners

of Inland Revenue, in giving a detailed description of the

Land-Tax of 1692, point out that the impost
" was in fact

a Property and Income Tax, and moreover that personal
estate was quite as much the object of the charge as land."
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So few people are aware of these facts that it may be

well to set out the actual provisions of the Act, as described

by the Commissioners :

It (the Act of 1692) is entitled "An Act for granting to

their Majesties an aid of four shillings in the pound for one year

for carrying on a vigorous war against France "
;
and the second

section enacts,
" That every person, body politic and corporate,

etc., having any estate in ready monies or in any debts owing
to them or having any estate in goods, wares, merchandise, or

other chattels, or personal estate whatsoever within this realm

or without shall pay yield and pay unto their Majesties four

shillings in the pound according to the true yearly value

thereof; that is to say, for every hundred pounds of such

ready money and debts, and for every hundred pounds' worth

of such goods, wares, etc., or other personal estate the sum of

four and twenty shillings."

The third section imposes a duty of four shillings in the pound

upon the profits and salaries of all persons having any office or

employment of profit (except naval and military officers).

And then the fourth section proceeds thus,
" And to the end a

further aid and supply for their Majesties' occasions may be raised

by a charge upon all lands, tenements, and hereditaments with as

much equality and indifferency as is possible by an equal

pound rate of four shillings for every twenty shillings of the

true yearly value, be it enacted that all manors, messuages,
lands and tenements, and all quarries, mines, etc., tithes, tolls,

etc., and all hereditaments, of what nature soever they be, shall

be charged with the sum of four shillings for every twenty

shillings of the full yearly value."

The rules for assessments follow the same order, and show

that the charge on personal estate was as much to be attended

to as that on land. ThuS the assessors are directed in the first

place to bring in certificates of the names of every person

dwelling within their districts,
" and of the substance and

values of them in ready money, goods, chattels, and other

personal estate." Every person is to be rated for personal
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estate at the place where he shall reside, and, if not a

householder, at the place where he resides at the execution of

the Act, or if out of the realm, where he was last resident ;

" and for the better discovery of personal estates," every house-

holder is to give an account of his lodgers.

But although the Act of 1692 was the first of those so-called

Land-Tax Acts, it was not until 1697 that the tax was imposed

precisely in the form which has been preserved to the present

day, that is to say, as a fixed sum for the whole kingdom, and

to be raised in quotas specified in the Act for each county,

city or borough therein named. That Act was renewed every

year, with scarcely any difference in its provisions as to the

mode of assessment, and although the amounts charged upon
the counties, etc., varied according to the total sum required

from the kingdom, they were always fixed in due proportions to

the original quotas. The last annual Act, so far as land was

concerned, was passed in 1797.

Now it is a remarkable circumstance that these Acts of 1697
and 1797 appear to mark, more strongly than before, the taxation

of personal estate as the primary object of the law.

After the clauses imposing upon goods, wares, merchandise,

etc., and upon pensions and offices, the fixed charge of four

shillings in the pound towards raising the quotas, that relating

to land appears to treat it as a subsidiary contributor, as it

were, and for the purpose of making up the sum due to the

Exchequer after exhausting the other resources. The words

are :

" And to the end the full and entire sums by this Act

charged upon the several counties, etc., may be fully and com-

pletely raised and paid ; be it enacted, that all lands, etc.,

shall be charged by a pound rate towards the said several sums

by this Act imposed."
How the duty on personal estate was levied, or what was its

proportion in the quotas, we have no means of knowing. All

that we do know is that in Mr Pitt's time it had dwindled nearly
to nothing ;

and that the tax annually voted under the name
of land tax had become a land tax in reality. Thus we find

in an assessment for the Tower Division in 1799 that the sum
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charged for personal estate was only ^227, while the charge
for lands, etc., is ,29,964 ;

and in one of the few accounts of

later transactions which remain to us, that for the year 1823,
we are presented with a return of .5,416, los. od. as the

ludicrous result of a tax at one per cent, on the capital value

of the personalty of Great Britain.

The Commissioners go on to remark that it seems

almost incredible that year after year an Act should have

been passed containing the most minute directions for the

assessment of personal estate, and yet that nothing which

could be called an assessment should have been made.

They suggest that
"
Perhaps the explanation may be

found in another peculiarity in the administration of this

tax, the tendency to regard it as a fixed charge upon the

subjects on which it was originally levied. That this has

been the case with land, both before and since 1797, is

well known, and if the same rule was applied to personalty
it is easy to conceive that, as the persons originally

charged moved out of the parish, or became destitute, or

otherwise unassessable, their proportion of the tax was

shifted to the land as the readiest means of collecting it."

A certain amount of personalty was still assessed in the

time of Pitt, however, as may be gathered from the

following figures from the roll of the Tower Division.

"LAND-TAX." ABSTRACT OF DUPLICATES
FOR THE TOWER DIVISION

Charge for

the year
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This specimen also shows how the original assessments

of 1692 were preserved until the time when, in 1798, over

one hundred years after, Pitt made provisions for the

redemption of the old tax, and simultaneously introduced

a new Property and Income Tax based upon better

assessments.

Unaware of the real nature of the so-called
" Land-

Tax " and as it would also appear, of the present
"
Property and Income Tax," it is often suggested by

fiscal reformers that the old Land-Tax of 1692 should be

reimposed upon present land revenues. Those who make
the suggestion do not realize that what they desire has

already been done and is actually in practice at this

moment.

The old " Land-Tax " and the present
" Income " Tax

thus compare :

The " Land-Tax" of 1692.

Section 2 : Every Person . . . having
any estate in ready monies or in any
debts owing to them or having any
estate in goods, wares, merchandise
or other chattels, or personal estate

whatsoever . . . shall yield and pay
four shillings in the pound accord-

ing to the true yearly value thereof.

Section 3 : All persons holding any
public office or employment of profit

(except military and naval officers)

and their clerks, etc., shall pay four

shillings in the pound.
Section 4 : And to the End, a further

aid and supply for their Majesties'
occasions may be raised by a

charge upon all lands, tenements
and hereditaments ... by an equal

pound rate of four shillings ... be
it enacted that all manors, mes-

suages, lands and tenements, and
all quarries, mines, etc., tithes, tolls,

etc. . . . shall be charged with the

sum of four shillings for every

twenty shillings of the full yearly
value.

The Present ' '

Property and
Income" Tax.

Schedule D taxes the profits
of trades and professions
and from various forms of

personal property.

Schedule E taxes the salaries

of all who hold public
offices or employments,
whether they be officials

or clerks.

Schedule A taxes the income
from "all manors, mes-

suages, lands and tene-

and all quarries,

etc., tithes, tolls,

ments,
mines,
etc."
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It is also remarkable that whereas Land and Houses are

placed in Schedule A, the first branch of our Income Tax,
the so-called Land-Tax of 1692 placed lands and houses

in its third category. The Act of 1692, moreover, as we
have seen, made the taxation of personalty its first aim,

and brought in a charge on land, houses and other fixed

property to make up any deficiency.

With our modern Income Tax, fortunately, personalty

does not escape as it seems to have done in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, but it is still true that a great

deal of personal income evades taxation, while it is

impossible for fixed property to elude the assessors.

I have taken the trouble to set out the foregoing details

at some length because the fact that Schedule A of the

Income Tax, like Section 4 of the Act of 1692, is a Land-

Tax, appears to have escaped the attention of many of

those who desire to tax the unearned increment which so

often accrues to the owners of land. At the present

moment, the owners of land contribute 14 pence in the

pound of its annual revenue to Imperial Taxation under

Schedule A. In the case of a small landowner with an

income of 750 a year that may be enough. In the

case of a great landowner with a rent roll of 20,000 a

year it is certainly too little. If, then, we would justly

tax the income of those who derive unearned revenue

from land, we must graduate our income tax. In doing

so, fortunately, we shall not tax merely one form of un-

earned increment. The conclusive proof of unearned

income is the possession of a great income. Whether it

arises from rent, or from interest, or from the direct

taxation of labour is a secondary consideration. Whether
its owner has bought broad acres with profits drawn from

the exertions of others, or whether he has bought railway
stock or foreign investments with the proceeds of the sale

of broad acres, we need not inquire. The great income,
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the fact that the individual who receives it is one of the

small number of people who enjoy one-third of the entire

income of the country, is sufficient proof of "
ability

"
to

contribute generously to the revenues of what should be

the rich government of a rich State. And it is difficult to

imagine a rich man so wanting in that social instinct

which we call patriotism that, when once his extraordinary

position in relation to his fellows is made clear to him,
he will not consent freely to make such contribution.

The Income Tax, as it now exists, is an instrument of

extraordinary clumsiness and complexity. An intelligent

foreigner, coming freshly to the examination of its curious

provisions, would be driven to the conclusion that a junta
of bureaucrats, intent upon hiding the mysteries of state-

craft from the knowledge of the vulgar, had of set purpose

wrapped its machinery and intention in every device of

obscurement which perverted ingenuity could suggest.

In "Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, I gave an

account of the Income Tax as it then stood. I reproduce
the account in order to make the subsequent alterations

clearer.

Incomes, from whatever source arising, which do not

exceed 160 per annum, are entirely exempt from the tax.

Incomes between 160 and 700 are allowed certain

abatements which are equivalent to a rough graduation of

the tax. The following table shows the nature of the

abatements :

INCOME TAX ABATEMENTS
Amount of Annual Income. Abatement.

Between 160 and 400 . . 160

400 500 150

500 600 . . 1 20

600 700 . . 70
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The following table shows how the abatements graduate
the Income Tax when the nominal rate of tax is is. in

INCOME
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It should also be explained that the term "
Lands," as

used in connexion with Schedule A, refers to Agricultural

lands, and the farm-houses and farm buildings, etc., thereon.

The term " Houses "
refers to houses, business premises,

etc., together with the gardens, pleasure grounds or yards

upon which they stand.

Owners of agricultural lands are allowed to deduct for

repairs one-eighth of the rent. Owners of houses and

other buildings are allowed to deduct for repairs one-sixth

of the rent.

Schedule B covers profits from the occupation of lands,

and taxes the incomes of farmers, nurserymen, and market

gardeners.

Farmers' profits (unless farmers elect to be dealt with

under Schedule D) are assumed to be one-third of the

annual rent of their farms. Thus a farmer paying a rent

of 480 or less is not subject to income tax, as one-third

of 480 is 160, and incomes of 160 or less are not

taxable. Nurserymen and market gardeners, however, are

taxed on their profits in the same way as in the case of

other business men.

The chief point to which I direct attention is that very
few farmers pay income tax at all.

The arbitrary assessment of farmers at one-third the

rent of their farms is an absurdity. A farmer paying a

rental of 480 is usually a well-to-do man, but he escapes
income tax because his income is assessed as 160. A
farmer who pays a rental of 600 and who in an average

year probably makes at least 400 a year, is, on the one-

third basis, assessed at 200. The income tax of farmers

is for the most part paid for them by the industrial classes,

who are taxed pro tanto to relieve agriculture.
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Schedule C deals with profits from British, Indian,

Colonial and Foreign Government Securities. So far as

possible these profits are taxed "
at the source." Thus the

Bank of England, in paying Consols dividend, deducts

income tax, and leaves the fundholder to claim repayment
afterwards if his income should be less than 160 per

annum.

We now come to that important branch of the tax

known as Schedule D.

The profits included in this Schedule consist of those

from trade and industry, from professions, from all employ-
ments or vocations except public offices, from oversea

investments which are not Government securities, and

from interest on loans secured on the Public Rates, etc.

In the case of income from trade, assessments are made

upon the average profits of the past three years. Let us

suppose that a merchant in the period, 1893-1902, made
the following profits: 1893, 1,100 ; 1894, 900;
1895, 1,200; 1896, 1,300; 1897, 1,400; 1898,

1,400; 1899, 1,500; 1900, 1,600; 1901, 1,200;

1902, 1,200; 1903, 1,500; 1904, 1,600. The
table on page 301 shows how the profits are assessed

under Schedule D.

Thus, while between 1 893 and 1904, the income was in

two years above 1,500, the assessment never rose above

1,500. The result, it will be seen, is to deprive the

State of the advantage of the maximum income.

It follows that the assessments under Schedule D, from

this cause alone, are always something less than the actual

income of the persons assessed.
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ILLUSTRATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF
AVERAGING UNDER SCHEDULE D

Profits.
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We next come to Schedule E, which covers the salaries

of all Government officials, and of the employees of Limited

Liability Companies, County Councils, etc. For obvious

reasons this branch of the tax is very easily assessed.

It is necessary also to remind the reader that a second

form of income-tax is at present levied. I refer to the

Inhabited House Duty, which is payable by all house-

holders (in Great Britain only not in Ireland) who live in

houses of an annual value of 20 and upwards. The rates

are graduated as follows :

Above 20. Above 40. Above 60.

Rate in the . Rate in the . Rate in the .

Private dwelling-houses 3d. 6d. pd.

Business premises used

residentially . , 2d. 4d. 6d.

Houses used solely for purposes of trade, and in which

no occupier resides, are not subject to the tax.

In the last financial year of which we have record

(1907-8) the duty yielded .1,900,000.
The present Inhabited House Duty dates from 1851

when it was levied, to replace the stupid window-duty, by
Sir Charles Wood. It can only be described as a clumsy
income tax, and it bears very harshly upon poor Londoners,

compelled by their circumstances to pay heavy rents to be

near their work. To the heavy rent the State adds a

second most unjust Income Tax.

In the above words the Income Taxes of 1905 were

faithfully described in their essential details. In the years
that have elapsed various reforms have been made.

In the Finance Act of 1907 the principle of differentia-
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tion as between earned and unearned incomes was introduced.

Mr Asquith embodied the principle in the following
words (Finance Act, 1907, clause 19, section i):

"Any individual who claims and proves, in manner provided

by this section, that his total income from all sources does not

exceed two thousand pounds, and that any part of that income is

earned income, shall be entitled, subject to the provisions of this

section, to such relief from income tax as will reduce the amount

payable on the earned income to the amount which would be

payable if the tax were charged on that income at the rate of

ninepence."

As the nominal rate of tax was is., earned incomes

thus enjoyed a substantial reduction. The abatement

system, described on page 297, continued to apply to both

earned and unearned incomes, so that two very roughly

graduated scales of taxation came into existence, which

are illustrated on page 304.
The number of tax-payers who understood what had

been done for them may be described as negligible.

Without working out such a table as that on p. 304, the

income tax payer remained in ignorance of what treat-

ment had been meted out to him. The moral effect of

a considerable reform was almost completely lost.

In the famous Finance Act of 1909, which did not

pass into law, owing to the action of the House of

Lords, until the present year (1910), Mr Lloyd George,

succeeding Mr Asquith as Chancellor of the Exchequer,
made alterations in the Income Tax as excellent in

principle and as obscure in operation as that just described.

He raised the nominal rate of taxation to fourteen pence
in the

,
and left the rate for earned incomes at ninepence,

thus increasing the differentiation between earned and

unearned incomes. He also introduced a new step in

differentiation by enacting that earned incomes exceeding
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2,000 a year but not exceeding 3,000 a year should

pay twelve pence instead of fourteen pence in the .

In order to give further effect to the principle of

graduating the Income Tax, Mr Lloyd George at the

same time imposed a Supplementary Income Tax, or

Super-Tax, upon persons whose incomes exceeded 5,000
a year.

The Super-Tax is nominally 6d. in the
,

but in

practice it is always less. For the Super-Tax of 6d.

is payable only upon that part of the income which

exceeds 3,000 a year. That, reflection will show, creates

a graduated Super-Tax, thus :

THE LLOYD GEORGE SUPER-TAX AS IT
REALLY IS
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But while the Super-Tax is so unfortunate in

method it is excellent in principle, and largely

carries into effect the suggestions made in
" Riches

and Poverty," edition 1905. It effects a rough gradua-
tion in the taxation of incomes over 5,000 a year,

and extends the gamut of the Income Tax scale from

zero at 1 60 a year to 19.8 pence in the at 100,000
a year.

I am now able to show the total effect of all the

obscure provisions which it has been my misfortune to

attempt to describe in plain language. The table on

page 307 gives a faithful picture of the Income Tax, as

graduated and differentiated by all the reforms made
down to 1910. The table is the expression of the

following provisions, existing in 1910, which I recapitulate

for its better elucidation.

Incomes not exceeding 160 a year pay no tax. Small

and moderate incomes are relievedfrom taxation by being

only taxed in part, i.e.
" abatements

"
are allowed according

to the size of the income. Over 700 a year there are no

abatements. Unearned incomes are taxed at the nominal

rate of fourteen pence in the pound. Earned incomes not

exceeding 2,000 a year are taxed ninepence in the pound.
Earned incomes over 2,000 a year, but not over 3,000
a year> are taxed one shilling in the pound. Finally comes

what is called the
"
Super- Tax." Incomes, whether earned

or unearned, over 5,000 a year are taxed an extra six-

pence in the bound on such part of the income as exceeds

3,000.

The table on p. 307 shows, as the mere relation

of the complicated provisions does not show, both

the virtues and the faults of Mr Lloyd George's
Income Tax. There is graduation, but it is effected so

clumsily that it positively bristles with anomalies.

Consider, for example, the gross anomaly of making a
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man with .3,000 a year pay only 150, while a man
with 3,100 a year must pay 180. Or, again, of

asking from the 5,000 man a 291 tax, and demanding
350 from the 5,100 man. Perhaps the worst feature

in the scale, however, is the fact that unearned incomes

from 701 to 5,000 pay the same rate.

Now let us consider the reform of the Income Tax.

In the first place it is suggested that the Inhabited

House Duty should be entirely abolished. As has been

already pointed out, it is a clumsy second Income Tax and

its incidence is most unequal. It is not paid in Ireland,

and too much of it falls upon poor clerks and tradesmen

in London and other big towns. It is urged here that if

we properly reform the Income Tax it should not be

necessary to levy a second one under another name.

It must be frankly recognized that, in principle, the

Income Tax reforms urged in
" Riches and Poverty,"

edition 1905, have been largely conceded. Method is so

important in this connexion, however, that it is necessary
to insist that the Income Tax still needs serious revision.

Why is it that so much misplaced ingenuity has been

applied to our Income Tax law by successive Chancellors

of the Exchequer? Why these alleged rates of Income

Tax, which on inquiry prove to be nominal, and the

enactment of a clumsy Super-Tax to amend a sufficiently

clumsy Income Tax ? Why should it be necessary to

arrive at a "
sort of" graduation by a series of provisions,

which few men, inside or outside the legislature, pretend
to understand ?

The explanation is that we have not a complete Censu!

of Incomes. The point is of the first importance. The

establishment, within the limits of a very small possible

margin of error, of the number of British Income Ta:

payers in 1903, which I effected by a careful examinatioi
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of so far uncorrelated facts in
" Riches and Poverty,"

edition 1905, brought to light the then unsuspected fact

that about 750,000 out of about 1,000,000 Income Tax
payers actually declared their individual aggregate incomes
from all sources for the purposes of Income Tax.

These declarations, as already explained, were made by
the smaller Income Tax payers in order to avail themselves

of the abatement system, the abatements being granted

only to those persons with incomes not exceeding ,700
a year who made declarations. In effect, those of this

class who do not declare are heavily fined.

The number of the declarants was further increased in

1907 by Mr Asquith's differentiation of the Income Tax.
Mr Asquith enacted, as we have seen, that persons

who earned their incomes, and whose incomes did not

exceed 2,000 a year, should enjoy a lower rate of

taxation if they declared their incomes.

This led to declarations by a fresh batch of Income Tax

payers, and it became possible for Somerset House to collect

and publish a new set of most valuable statistics. Unfortu-

nately, the precise facts of the case have neither been

collected nor published, important as the knowledge of

them is if we are to tax wisely and justly. Nevertheless,

there is little doubt that the new batch of declarations

between 700 and 2,000 a year raised, or will soon

raise, the proportion of Income Tax payers making personal
declarations to over nine out of eleven of the whole

body.
The question immediately suggests itself: Why

should not the balance of two out of eleven, or there-

abouts, be compelled to fall into line with the majority ?

This balance consists, of course, of the well-to-do and

rich, chiefly those who derive their incomes from property.

These persons are not taxed directly at all. The State

relies upon what is called
"
taxing at the source." That
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is, dividends are taxed at the company's offices before

they are distributed, and rents are taxed through the

occupier, the occupiers being left to recover the Schedule

A tax from the landlords and houselords.

This reliance upon an indirect form of" direct
"
taxation

leads, of course, to much income escaping tax, for rich

people, it will be seen, have not to make a return of their

incomes, but are in the happy position of letting the State

catch them when it can. No other country levying an

Income Tax does this thing ; yet we perversely maintain

that there is no system so effective as ours. Happily,
the Finance Act of 1909 (passed in 1910) still further

increases the number of those who are to declare.

First, as to earned incomes, as noted above, Mr Lloyd

George enacted that earned incomes over 2,000 but not

over 3,000 are to continue to pay one shilling in the
,

and that those over 3,000 are to pay fourteen pence.
It follows that a new batch of declarations will be forth-

coming from those, or most of those, between 2,000 and

3,000, in order to get the shilling rate.

Again, a Super-Tax is to be levied upon all those

whose incomes exceed 5,000 a year, of whom there are

not less than 14,000 or 15,000. This Super-Tax is to

be collected by Special Commissioners. How will these

Special Commissioners know to whom to apply ?

Obviously they have not a list of the fortunate i 5,000.

They will doubtless go to work by sending a form asking
for a return of total income to all people who appear to be

very rich.

All the inhabitants of big houses, and, indeed, all the

obviously rich, will receive a declaration form to fill up.

And, of course, in order to catch the 15,000 the Com-
missioners will have to send notices to many times that

number of people, for it is really exceedingly difficult to

decide by appearance or reputation whether a man has
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2,500 or 5,000 a year. The Budget provides that

every person sent a form must fill it up, whether or not

he has 5,000 a year. Consequently, at the very top of

the scale, the Income Tax Commissioners will come into

possession of personal declarations relating to 50,000 or

more of our moneyed citizens.

And yet we shall not arrive at complete declarations

from all Income Tax payers. Nearly all persons who earn

their incomes will declare, but as to unearned incomes

there is a big hiatus.

Small unearned incomes up to 700 a year will be

mostly declared in order to get the abatements.

Very big unearned incomes must be declared, as we
have seen, through the demands for Super-Tax.

But.between 700 ayear and 5,000 ayear, the unearned

scale is ungraduated, and, save for the people with less than

5,000 a year, asked in error to declare by the Super- Tax

Commissioners, there will be no personal declarations.

Surely this ought not to be. If the poor are to declare

and the very rich are to declare, why should not the middle

incomes be declared ? Why should the State continue to

rely, in respect of the considerable amount of income con-

cerned, upon taxation at the source? The question

becomes the more urgent when we reflect that the fresh

batch of declarations brought in by Mr Asquith's differentia-

tion scheme of 1907, noted above, brought to light many
millions of " new " income (see p. 1 4). Every new revelation

of existing income, of course, lowers taxation pro tanto.

Perhaps the final argument for universal personal

declaration of income is furnished by the following enact-

ment of the Budget of 1907 :

Finance Act (1907), Section 21.
"
Every employer, when required to do so by notice

from an assessor, shall, within the time limited by the

notice, prepare and deliver to the assessor a return of the
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names and places of residence of any persons employed by
him."

We thus go behind the backs of small tax-payers to

their employers, and compel the divulgence of incomes

which are usually the total incomes of the employed.
Yet the employer who, by our direction, hands his em-

ployee over to the tax-collector, is not compelled by us

to declare his own total income, unless (i) he has no

other income than his Schedule D income, or (2) he is a

payer of Super-Tax.
Given a Census of Incomes it would become possible

to arrive at a practical and just Income Tax.

We could set up a plain graduated scale of taxation,

differentiated up to a certain point as between earned

and unearned incomes, making it quite clear to the tax-

payer what is demanded from him and revealing to him
the justice or injustice of our methods by enabling
him to compare his rate of taxation with that of those

richer or poorer than himself.

We need not abandon taxation "
at the source." We

could levy on property incomes at the source a certain

rate of tax, say is. in the . Then when the total income

was declared, the tax-payer would point out upon what

items, if any, is. in the had been deducted at the source

and pay the balance of the tax.

Let us take a hypothetical case that of a barrister

earning 2,000 a year, and deriving a further \ ,000 from

rents and a further 300 from Consols. The total income,

^3,300, let us suppose taxed under the graduation
scheme at I4d. in the . The Income Tax on the 1,000
of rents would be paid by his tenants and deducted from

the rents paid him, while the Bank of England would

deduct is. in the from the interest on the Consols.

Declaring his total income at 3,300 he would pay the

balance due, thus :
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Total Declared Income. s. d.

3,300 at I4d. . . . 192 10 o

Taxed at the source:

(1) Schedule A. is. in the > on

1,000 of rent, deducted by
tenants . . 50

(2) Schedule C. is. in the on

300 of interest deducted

by Bank of England i 5

65 o o

Balance of Tax Payable 127 10 o

If, upon the introduction of such a system, local assessors

were empowered to ask every householder assessed for local

rates at 20 a year and upwards to declare his income in the

place where he resides, there would undoubtedly be a great

increase in the Income Tax assessments. A great part of

the evasion of Income Tax results from persons being taxed

at their places of business, where there is often little

evidence of means. In a man's own neighbourhood it is

difficult grossly to understate income.

For several years I put down in the House of Commons
the following suggested amendment to the Finance Bill :

Every person upon whom notice is served in manner prescribed

by section forty-eight of The Income Tax Act, 1842 (which

section relates to the delivery of notices by assessors), requiring

him to make a return of his income chargeable to duty under any
and every schedule of the Income Tax, shall make a return, in

the form required by the notice, which shall show the amount of

his aggregate income from all sources, whether he is or is not

chargeable with duty, and upon what part or parts of such

aggregate income, if any, Income Tax has already been paid
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under the Income Tax Acts by deduction at the source, and in

default shall be liable to a penalty under section fifty-five of The
Income Tax Act, 184*.

On one occasion some twenty Members of Parliament

consented to put down this amendment with me, but

every attempt to obtain its enactment has failed. Until

it is obtained there can be no just graduation of the

Income Tax, and tax-payers who declare their incomes

under the existing law will continue to pay too much

because others pay too little.

Some smaller matters claim our attention.

A minor but not unimportant reform, for which we have

to thank Mr Lloyd George, is the concession made to

small Income Tax payers who have young children, a

concession which the present writer believes he was the

first to urge in the House of Commons. The Finance

Bill of 1909 (Sect. 68) provided that Income Tax payers
with incomes not exceeding 500 should be entitled to

exemption from taxation to the amount of 10 for each

child under the age of 16 years. The effect of this

provision is far-reaching. A clerk with 200 a year and

three young children gets the 160 abatement and 30
abatement in respect of his children. His taxable income

is thus reduced to 10 and his payment of Income Tax
to 75. 6d.

On the same ground, respect for the principle of ability

to pay, the Income Tax law should provide for special

abatements in case of the illness of salary earners, special

misfortunes, the support of poor relatives, etc. It is found

possible to work such provisions in Prussia
;

it ought to

be found possible to do so here.
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The importance of a thorough revision of the Income
Tax law is growing. The view urged here is that the

citizen's subscription to the National Club should not

only be justly proportioned to his means, but presented
to him intelligibly, and collected without waste or undue
interference with business.

The phenomenon of an annual Budget debate has

come to be regarded as a necessary Parliamentary evil,

but is there any justification for it ?

When the nation has decided, through its representatives,

for good reasons or for bad reasons, that a certain sum of

money must be raised for public purposes, it is not the

function of the Chancellor of the Exchequer qua Chancellor

of the Exchequer to decide whether the purposes are good
or bad, or whether the sum is too large or too small. As
a member of the Government, the Finance Minister has,

of course, a voice in deciding what sums should be spent
and upon what purposes, but, as Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, his duty is not to reason why but to find the

money. In the finding of the money, ought there to

be, year by year, a long and painful discussion as to how
it should be done ?

We have also become accustomed to regarding the

Budget as a great and glorious secret, to be carefully

guarded until the Chancellor of the Exchequer makes his

annual speech. Does the tradition of secrecy rest upon

necessity? For my part, I call the necessity in question.

I affirm that our annual Budget need present no diffi-

culties
;

that it is not inherently a difficult thing to

accomplish ;
and that the conception of a Budget as a

great secret, to be carefully hidden until Budget Day, is an

altogether childish conception. There is some excuse for

reserving a child's Christmas presents until he wakes up
and finds the gifts of Santa Claus in his stocking on the

morning of December 2 5th, but there is no excuse whatever
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for the ridiculous secrecy with which tradition shrouds the

annual Budget statement.

I do not deny that secrecy has been necessary in

connexion with such Budgets as have been put on

record in the past. Of what have these Budgets con-

sisted ? Year by year, a number of clumsy, inefficient

and indefensible taxes have been tinkered by successive

guardians of the national purse. Tea taxes, coffee taxes,

beer taxes, sugar taxes, alleged income taxes, double

inheritance duties, have had bits carved off them, or bits

attached to them, without rhyme or reason. Year after

year, Mincing Lane has been in throes of excitement as to

whether there was to be a penny on tea, or a penny off

tea. Cunning gentlemen have rushed in tea to evade a

suspected inclination to tax that article further, or sugar
brokers have been excited at the prospect of making
something, or losing something, over a little less or a

little more on sugar. We are a grave and respectful

people, or assuredly we should laugh at this annual

exhibition of mingled greed and incompetency. If as

much intelligence were put into the making of boots,

none of us would be able to walk.

The subject is made additionally interesting by the

fact that all along men have known perfectly well how
taxes ought to be levied. It is 1 30 years since Adam
Smith wrote his first maxim of taxation, which I have

already quoted :

" The subjects of every State ought to contribute

towards the support of the government as nearly as

possible in proportion to their respective abilities
;

that is, in proportion to the revenue which they

respectively enjoy under the protection of the

State."

As long ago as 1 848 John Stuart Mill wrote (" Prin-

ciples of Political Economy," Book V. Chapter 2) :
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"
As, in a case of voluntary subscription for a purpose

in which all are interested, all are thought to have done
their part fairly when each has contributed according to

his means, that is, has made an equal sacrifice for the

common object ;
in like manner should this be the prin-

ciple of compulsory contributions : and it is superfluous to

look for a more ingenious or recondite ground to rest

the principle upon. ... To take a thousand a year
from the possessor of ten thousand would not deprive
him of anything really conducive either to the support
or to the comfort of existence : and if such would be the

effect of taking five pounds from one whose income is

fifty, the sacrifice required from the last is not only

greater than, but entirely incommensurable with, that

imposed upon the first. The mode of adjusting these

inequalities of pressure, which seems to be the most

equitable, is that recommended by Bentham, of leaving
a certain minimum of income, sufficient to provide the

necessaries of life, untaxed. . . . The exemption in favour

of the smaller incomes should not, I think, be stretched

further than to the amount of income needful for life,

health, and immunity from bodily pain."

In passing, this quotation may be commended to those

who regard the exemption of very small incomes from

taxation as a tenet of modern Socialism. Here we have

it propounded in 1848 by John Stuart Mill, who got it

from Jeremy Bentham.

It is in spite of such admired utterances as these that

we have still, in the year 1910, such outrages upon
common sense as taxes upon sugar, taxes upon petrol,

taxes upon cocoa, taxes upon business contracts, taxes

upon marriage certificates, and a great party in the State is

at this hour ardently desirous of adding to the number of

such stupidities by thousands or even tens of thousands.

When we inquire for the reason for the existence of
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such unbusinesslike and costly stupidities, we find a

simple explanation. It has been held in the past uni-

versally, and is held in the present by many, that the

Government has no business to inquire into the incomes

of the people it governs. Lacking knowledge of incomes,

it has been obviously impossible for Governments to

tax people according to their ability to bear taxation.

Consequently, Chancellors of the Exchequer have had to

devise all sorts of trumpery and costly expedients to get

by indirect means what should have been got honestly
and directly.

In short, the first condition of fair budgeting is a

Census of Incomes. Given that, we are able to throw

away all the lumber of indirect taxation and of inefficient

taxation. And it should be observed that fair budgeting
means simple budgeting budgeting admitting of no

annual argument. The annual budget wrangle is the

effect of our devious methods of taxation.

Given universal declarations of income, and an end

could speedily be made of our present array of taxes.

We could decide upon some minimum of income which

should be totally exempt from taxation on the ground
that it represented the smallest sum upon which a family

can be sustained in health and decency. Above that

margin, we could arrange a graduated scale of taxation

which should present to each citizen a fair bill for public

expenses. That bill could be made payable in two or

even four instalments, to make the payment an easy
matter for the tax-payer. This arrangement once made,

any increase of taxation would simply call for a pro-

portionate increase from each tax-payer. Argument
would not lie in the province of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, for the matter would be finally settled.

Argument would begin and end with the decision of

Parliament to spend certain moneys ;
tJiat would not be a
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Budget argument, but an argument upon public policy in

expenditure. And the plainer the bill for taxes, the more

closely expenditure would be scanned.

My remarks, of course, must not be taken to condemn

taxes upon alcohol or taxes upon inheritances. And

beyond lies the question of the acquisition of monopolies

by the State, and the consequent reduction of taxation

by reason of the State carrying on revenue-producing

undertakings.



CHAPTER XXII

THE DEATH DUTIES

IN
"Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, it was urged
that the then existing Estate Duties, ranging from I

per cent, to 8 per cent., might be sensibly increased. The
revisions which have been made since 1905 are clearly

shown in the comparative table given on the next

page, which reviews in part the Estate Duties of the

Budgets of 1894, 1907 and 1909.
The rates of Death Duty have been thus raised to

about the level suggested in
" Riches and Poverty,"

edition 1905.
The scale does not represent the whole of the

Death Duties. Not only is the corpus of the property
taxed under the scale, but the remainder, after such taxa-

tion, is taxed again under separate scales of Legacy and

Succession Duties. I do not enter into the details here,

but, generally, such complications are to be deprecated.

Let the State take its equitable toll, but let it do so on a

single progressive scale, and not tax, and tax again, first

taking a percentage from the estate, and next taking a

further percentage from the bit of the estate taken by a

brother or cousin or aunt of the deceased.

As will 'have been gathered from Chapter 4 the

increase of the duties on estates over ; 10,000 was more

than justified. The great bulk of the national wealth is

held in estates of over ; 10,000 each. The following

facts (see Chapter 4) relating to the estates which pass
in an average year should never be lost sight of :
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DEATHS AND ESTATES IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM

About 700,000 persons, including children, die every

year.

Of these, about 620,000 die almost or quite penniless.

The balance of 80,000 persons leave 300,000,000.

Of these, 4,000 persons leave 200,000,000.

It is only necessary to state these extraordinary facts

to show the justice of Mr Lloyd George's reform of the

Death Duties.

It is of interest and importance to show what a small

proportion of the capital passing at death is actually taken

by the State. The following figures show, for the years

1894-5 to 1908-9, the total amount of all the Death

Duties (i.e. not only the principal
" Estate Duty," the

rates of which are given on p. 321, but of the Legacy and

Succession Duties, Settlement Estate Duty, etc.), received

during the year, the total estates upon which the duties

were paid and the average aggregate rate per cent, of the

whole of the duties :

DEATH DUTIES PAID

Fiscal Year.

1894-5 .

1895-6.

1896-7.

1897-8 .

1898-9 .

1899-1900

1894-5 TO 1908-9
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Fiscal Year.
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from private pockets to the State and used a hundredfold

for the better advantage of the nation than if it were not

so transferred. One may go further and say that if it

were not taken and used for the furtherance of reform, the

national capital would cease to make increase. Expendi-
ture upon Education alone needs to be doubled if British

work is to fructify in the near future.

Some attention was given on page 76 to the question

of the avoidance of Death Duties by gifts inter vivos. The
Finance Act of 1909 increased to three years the period

before death during which gifts passing inter vivos should

be liable to Death Duties. It will be of interest to see

whether this checks the avoidance of Death Duties which

has given us such remarkable statistics as those recorded

on page 76-77.

It is not necessary to dwell at length in this chapter

upon considerations connected with the dangers to Society
involved in the monopolization of wealth by a few people,

for they were treated at some length in earlier pages. I

may usefully direct attention, however, to a speech made

by the President of the United States of America, Mr
Taft, in September 1 909, in which he said :

" Let the State pass inheritance laws which shall require the

division of great fortunes among the children of descendants, and

shall not permit the multi-millionaire to leave his fortune in a

mass. Make more drastic the rule against perpetuities which

obtain at common law, and then impose a heavy graduated inheri-

tance tax enabling the State to share largely in the proceeds of

such large accumulations of wealth which would hardly have been

brought about save under its protection and aid. Thus gradually
and effectively the concentration of wealth in one or few hands

will be neutralized, and the danger to the Republic obviated."

These arc the words, not of a Socialist, but of the elected

of the Conservatives of the United States. They may
fittingly end our consideration of the revised Death Duties.
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The reformed Income Tax and Death Duties of 1909
will furnish, with all their faults, a handsome revenue,

and it may already be claimed that what was urged in

"Riches and Poverty," edition 1905, as to the means of

national regeneration, has been amply verified by

accomplished facts.



CHAPTER XXIII

OF REVENUE WITHOUT TAXATION

AFTER dealing at some length with the details ol

British taxation it is well to point out why it is

necessary for the British Government to raise so much
revenue by taxes.

It appears to be commonly taken for granted that in

the matter of national ways and means a source of

revenue is the same thing as a source of taxation.

Perhaps it is not surprising that this idea is prevalent in

Britain, for of a truth we have scarcely any national

revenue save what is derived from the more or less just
taxation of British citizens.

Save in its power to levy taxes, the United Kingdom,
as a State, is one of the poorest in the world.

The British Government, as compared with many other

governments, is singularly lacking in property. It follows

that it is singularly lacking in natural State revenue.

As a matter of fact, the only items of British State

property worth mentioning are (i) the Post Office, which

brings in about 5,000,000 a year; (2) a few Crown

lands, which bring in about 500,000 a year ;
and (3) The

Suez Canal shares, bought by Lord Beaconsfield, which

bring in about 1,000,000 a year.
The total British State revenue from property is thus

about 6,500,000, and that is all. If the Government
wants any more money it has to tax the governed, a fact

which arouses various emotions.

The consequence is that, as public expenses increase,
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our taxes constantly swell. The items of natural State

revenue are too small, even if elastic, to meet the growing
bills. This is found out by all parties. A politician

out of office may, and usually does, denounce new taxes,

but we never find the same politician, after taking office,

taking off the taxes he has denounced
;
he simply cannot

do it. The Conservatives, it will be remembered, were

unfriendly to Sir William Harcourt's Death Duties, but

when they came into power they not only did not repeal

them, but it is a fact that they seriously considered

increasing them.

I do not think it can be reasonably alleged that

taxation has yet reached an intolerable level, indeed the

facts on that head are sufficiently made plain in these

pages. At the same time, I suppose that none of us

desires to increase the burden of taxation more than is

necessary.

Is it not well, then, to ask ourselves whether taxation

need be the only hope of State revenue ? Here comes

in a rather curious fact. We have passed through
troubled days in which additional taxation has been

denounced as "
Socialistic," and the

" Observer
"
newspaper

tells its readers constantly that modern Socialism simply
means taxation.

As a matter offact, it is because the British Government

has been one of the least Socialistic in the world that it finds

itself in 1910 raising so much of its revenue from taxation.

The Germans are heavily taxed, but they are so much

poorer than the British people that the sum they raise

in taxes is much smaller than the sum raised here. It

should not be forgotten that, in considering German taxes,

we have to add the taxes raised by the governments of

its various kingdoms and States to the taxes raised by the

German Imperial Government. When that is done it will

be found that the total amount so raised, although con-
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siderable, is not nearly enough to meet the Imperial and

national expenditure. What is the explanation ? I

commend it most earnestly to the politicians and publi-

cists who fill the air with clamour about Socialism.

Consider the following extract from the official descrip-
tion of German Taxation in Blue Book, Cd. 4,750 :

To make any profitable comparison of direct

taxation in England and Germany, it is necessary
to take into consideration in the case of the latter

not merely the Imperial taxes, but also the taxes

levied by the Federal States. It is also important
to remember that a largeportion of the States' expendi-

ture, in Prussia as much as 47 per cent., is covered by
the profits of railways and other industrial under-

takings, the State being thus enabled, pro tanto, to

dispense with taxation.

Varying, but usually considerable, proportions of the

State revenues of the kingdom of Bavaria, the kingdom
of Saxony, the kingdom of Wurtemberg, the six Grand

Duchies, the five Duchies, and the seven Principalities,

not to mention the free cities, are derived similarly from

State undertakings, ranging from railways to forests, and

from mines to china factories.

I beg the reader to realize that but for these enormous

State natural revenues the Germany of to-day would not be

able to build Dreadnoughts or to sustain the greatest army
in the world. Successful State Socialism has been the

backbone of German finance, and the secret of a big

expenditure and the maintenance of the greatest army
in the world and the second largest navy in the world by
a poorer country than ours, in which (basing ourselves on

the official Income Tax Statistics of Prussia) we are able to

affirm that one-half of the people are under the income

line of 45 a year (173. 3d. per week).
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Germany derives from her Customs Duties, believed

by ill-informed people here to be the chief feeder of her

revenues, about 3 0,000,000 a year. This may be con-

trasted with a single item of German State Socialist

revenue :

NET PROFITS OF THE PRUSSIAN STATE
RAILWAYS

1906 .... 33,480,000

1907 . . . 34,323,000

1908 .... 31,180,000

Surely it is worth the gravest consideration here that

one-half the State revenue of Prussia, the chief State of

the German Empire, is derived from the ownership of

railways, forests, mines, and other national undertakings.

And there can be little doubt that Germany will soon

own and control her Power supply. In 1910 the State

railways of the entire German Empire will yield a net

profit of about 50,000,000, meeting, in effect, the bill for

German armaments.



CHAPTER XXIV

CONCLUSION

LEST
there be any lack of perspective in our view of the

distribution of wealth and of the material progress of

the working classes, I preface this concluding chapter with

a note upon former investigations of the national income.

In 1868, Dudley Baxter, in his classical paper on the

tional Income read to the Royal Statistical Society,

estimated that in 1867, the population being 30,000,000,
the manual workers, then estimated to number 10,960,000,
took 325,000,000 out of a total national income of

8 1 4,000,000. 1 Thus the average^ wage of the manual

workers (men, women and children) was estimated at nearly

/ 30 per head per annum.

Professor L-.-one Kevi estimated tin: amount of \va<;es

taken by the manual labourers in 1 866at 4 1 8,000,000, but

he allowed for
"
play

"
only four weeks in the year, whereas

Baxter, for very excellent reasons which he stated in his

paper, allowed for 20 percent, of lost time. Thus a great

part of the difference in the two estimates is accounted for.

In the " Economic Journal
"
for Sept. 1904, Professor A.

L. Bowley, basing his calculations of the total amount

paid in wages largely upon the figures of the Board of

Trade Wages Census of 1886, making allowance for

enforced leisure, and also for the army of casuals and

incompetents, arrived at 350,000,000 as the sum paid in

wages in 1 867. This is a striking confirmation of Dudley
Baxter's estimate, for it is arrived at by an entirely different

route.

330
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If, then, we adopt the estimate of Baxter we shall

probably be as near the truth as is now possible. Accept-

ing it, we find that the manual workers in 1867 took about

40 per cent, of the national income.

The manual workers in our present population of

44,000,000 maybe estimated at 15,000,000 and "they

take, as we have seen, about 700,000,000 out of a total

estimated income of 1,840,000,000, or less than 40 per
cent, of the whole.

/Thus the position of the manual workers, in relation to

the general wealth of the country, has not improved!/ They
formed, with those dependent upon them, the greater part
of the nation of 1867, forty-three years ago, and they

enjoyed but about 40 per cent, of the national income

according to the careful estimate of Dudley Baxter. To-

day, with their army of dependents, they still form the

greater part of the nation, although not quite so great a

part, and, according to the best information available, they
take less than 40 per cent, of the entire income of the nation.

But, as will be seen from the figures given, the. actual

income of the manual workers has increased. In 1867 it

amounted to about 30 per head. At the present time it

amounts to about 46, i 55. per head.

And not only have money wages thus risen, but the

purchasing power of money has considerably increased in

the last generation. The retail cost of food, clothing,

and furniture has fallen
; but, on the other hand, coal

and rents have risen^
Between the increase in money wages and the increase

in the purchasing power of money there can be no question

that the actual position of the wage-earner has consider-

ably improved in the last forty years. Amongst other

results, the death-rate has fallen, paupers have decreased,

and criminals have decreased. These and other important

facts are shown in the table on page 332.
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With our knowledge of the conditions of the present,
these facts are only relatively satisfactory, and serve but

to fill us with horror of the past. We see that more bread

is consumed to-day than in 1 867, but remember that 40
persons perish from exposure and starvation in the streets

of London year by year.
1 We see that the death-rate

has declined from 20.8 per 1,000 to 15.2 per 1,000 between

1867 and 1908, but remember that in the latter year as

many as 1 1 3,000 children perished in England and Wales

under the age of twelve months. We see that the average

wage has risen, but also that it now amounts to but

46, 155. per annum on a liberal estimate. We see that

prices have fallen, but remember that, in 1908, one-third

of our population, in spite of lower prices, have not

sufficient means to command a proper supply of the

common necessaries of existence, no matter how severe

their thrift.

Writing in 1 868, in the paper already referred to, Baxter

wrote, in dealing with the question of real earnings as dis-

tinguished from nominal rates of wages, a passage which

strikingly illustrates the conditions of labour in his day :
2

" Another point is the age at which a manual labourer ceases

to be an effective. I am afraid that 60 years is about the average ;

six or seven years earlier than the Middle Classes. After that

age a man becomes unfit for hard work ; and if he loses his old

master, cannot find a new one. In some trades, a man is disabled

at 55 or 50. A coal-backer is considered past work at 40. I

have endeavoured to be on the safe side by taking 65 as the

termination of their working life, and have excluded all above

that age from my calculation of wages.
" But the most important point of all is the allowance which

must be made for what workmen call
*

playing
'

; that is to say,

1 " Deaths from Starvation or Accelerated by Privation (London)." Issued

Sept. Hth, 1904.

Quoted from Dudley Baxter's "The National Income," by kind permis-

sion of the publishers, Messrs Macmillan & Co.
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being 'out of work/ from whatever cause, whether forced or

voluntary. It is here that I am at issue with Professor Levi. He
estimates the lost time at no higher average than 4 weeks out of

the 52, and thinks it sufficiently covered by omitting from the

wage-computation all workmen above 60 years old, i.e. the

non-effectives. If this were the real state of things, England
would be a perfect Paradise for working men ! If every man,

woman, and child returned as a worker in the census had full

employment, at full wages, for 48 weeks out of the 52, there would

be no poverty at all. We should be in the Millennium ! Far

other is the real state of affairs
;
and a very different tale would

be told by scores and even hundreds of thousands, congregated
in our large cities, and seeking in vain for sufficient work.

"
I will take a good average instance (and a very large one) of

the way in which wages are earned in the building trades. These

trades form a whole, and include carpenters, bricklayers, masons,

plasterers, painters, and plumbers, and number in England and

Wales, about 387,000 men above 20 years of age. In London
their full time wages average 365. a week. In the country they
are lower, 305. to 285. or 265. ; growing less the farther we go
northward. The full-work average may be taken at 303. But it

is only the best men, working for the best masters, that are

always sure of full time. These trades work on the hour system,

introduced at the instance of the men themselves, but a system
of great precariousness of employment. The large masters give

regular wages to their good workmen, but the smaller masters,

especially at the East End of London, engage a large proportion
of their hands only for the job, and then at once pay them off.

All masters, when work grows slack, immediately discharge the

inferior hands, and the unsteady men, of whom there are but too

many even among clever workmen, and do not take them on

again till work revives. In bad times there are always a large

number out of employment. In prosperity much time is lost by

keeping Saint Monday, and by occasional strikes. There are

also 40,000 men between 55 and 65 years of age, who, in the

building trade, are considered as past hard work, and who suffer

severely by want of employment. . . .
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" Let us turn to another great branch of industry, the Agricul-
tural Labourers : whose numbers are, men, 650,000; boys, 190,000;

women, 1 26,000 ; and girls, 36,000. Continuous employment
has largely increased since the New Poor Law of 1834, and good
farmers now employ their men regularly. But in many places
such is not the custom. Near Broadstairs, in Kent, I was told

that, on an average, labourers are only employed 40 weeks in the

year. . . . Turn next to the cotton manufacture, including

143,000 men, 82,000 boys, 150,000 women, and 121,000 girls;

altogether, 496,000. We all know their periodical distresses.

It may be said that these were accidents. They are not mere

accidents, but incidents, natural incidents, of our manufacturing

economy. They are sure to recur under different forms
; either

from gluts, or strikes, or war ; and they must be allowed for in

computations of earnings.
"
I come lastly to instances from trades at the East End of

London, where I have lately had a great deal of experience. It

is there that the struggle for existence is most intense, from

London being the resort and refuge of the surplus population of

other parts of the country. The London Dock Labourers earn,

when on full time, 153. a week ; but so great is the competition

that even in ordinary years they are employed little more than

half their time. During the past year 55. a week has been con-

sidered tolerably lucky. . . .

" Cabinet-makers stand well in the lists of trades, their nominal

wages for the Kingdom being set down at 303. a week. But the

cabinet-makers at the East End, a very numerous body, are in

what is called the 'slop trade,' and are ground down by the

dealers, who own what are called 'slaughter-houses,' in which

they take advantage of the necessities of the small manufacturers

(expressively called
'

garret masters ') and compel them to sell

their upholstery at little above the cost of materials. Between

dealers and want of work, I am told that numbers of the '

slop
'

cabinet-makers are not earning 73. 6d. a week.
" None but those who have examined the facts can have any

idea of the precariousness of employment in our large cities, and

the large proportion of time out of work, and also, I am bound
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to add, the loss of time in many well paid trades from drinking
habits. Taking all these facts into account, I come to the con-

clusion, that for loss of work from every cause, and for the non-

effectives up to 65 years of age, who are included in the census,
we ought to deduct fully 20 per cent, from the nominal full-time

wages.

"I will cite one more fact in confirmation. The average
number of paupers at one time in receipt of relief in 1866 was

916,000, being less than for any of the four preceding years.

The total number relieved during 1866 may, on the authority
of a Return of 1857, be calculated at 3^ times that number, or

3,ooo,ooo.
1 All these may be considered as belonging to the

16,000,000 of the Manual Labour Classes, being as nearly as

possible 20 per cent, on their numbers. Bit the actual cases of

relief give a very imperfect idea of the loss of work and wages.
A large proportion of the poor submit to great hardships, and
are many weeks, and even months, out of work before they will

apply to the Guardians. They exhaust their savings, they try to

the utmost their trade unions or benefit societies ; they pawn
little by little all their furniture

;
and at last are driven to ask for

relief. I am not astonished at their reluctance, for what do they

get? After waiting in a crowd and in the most humiliating

publicity, they get an order for the stoneyard, with 6d. a day,

and a loaf per week of bread for each of their family. Sometimes,
rather than accept the relief, they die of starvation."

These words were written over forty years ago, but it

would need little emendation to give them application

to-day. The growing strenuousness of modern industry
makes it more and not less difficult for the ageing to

earn a living. The increased use of machinery and the

greater division of labour have made experience of less

value than of yore. The ageing man resorts to hair

dye to conceal the honourable age which is to rob him of

his livelihood. Baxter's remarks about the building trades

1 In saying this Dudley Baxter committed one of the few errors which can

properly be laid to his charge. See Chapter 19.
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are absolutely true of to-day, but they now apply not to

400,000 men, but to 1,000,000. "All masters, when work

grows slack, immediately discharge the inferior hands. . . .

In bad times there are always a large number out of

employment." The position of agricultural labourers has

improved, but chiefly because their rapidly decreasing
numbers have placed a premium upon their services.

Even so, in parts of the country removed from coal-

mines, the most pitiable conditions prevail. Kettle broth

is still part of the menu of the Wiltshire labourer.

In the East End of London the economic position of the

dock and riverside labourers is much the same as Baxter

described it, while in the furniture trade the "garret
masters

"
are still with us. True most honourably true

it is also that still the workers endure great hard-

ships before they will apply to the Guardians. "
They

exhaust their savings, they try to the utmost their trade

unions or benefit societies
; they pawn little by little all

their furniture
;
and at last they are driven to ask for

relief."

The Board of Trade, after a careful examination of the

question of unemployment in 1904, arrived at the general

conclusion that
" The average level of employment during

the past four years has been almost exactly the same as

the average of the preceding forty years
"
(Cd. 2,337). The

conditions of employment, the want of security of tenure,

are very much what they were in 1867.
As for pauperism, it is difficult to congratulate ourselves

upon improvement since 1867 when we remember that in

England and Wales alone 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 persons
are in receipt of relief in the course of a single year. This

statement rests upon ascertained facts, as will be found

by reference to the statistics given in our examination

of the question of Old Age Pensions. The population

of England and Wales being about 36,000,000 (1910)
22
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this means that one person in every twenty has recourse

to the Poor Law Guardians during a single year.
If our national income had but increased at the same

rate as our population since 1867 it would, in 1908, have

amounted to but about 1,200,000,000. As we have seen,

it is now about 1,840,000,000. Yetfthe Error of Dis-

tribution remains so great that while thetotal population
in 1867 amounted to 30,000,000, we have to-day a nation

of 30,000,000 poor people in our rich country, and many
millions of these are living under conditions of degrading

poverty^
Of those above the line of primary poverty,

millions are tied down by the conditions of their labour to

live in surroundings which preclude the proper enjoyment
of life or the rearing of healthy children. /The compara-
tively high wages of London are accompanied by rents

high in proportion and frequently by waste of income and
time upon travelling expensgs] In so far as the manual
labourers have been reduced in proportion to population
it has been to swell the ranks of black-coated working men,
clerks, agents, travellers, canvassers, and others, whose
tenure of employment is precarious, whose earnings are

very low, and whose labour as we have already noted

is largely waste.

We have won through the horrors of the birth and

establishment of the factory system at the cost of physical
deterioration. We have purchased a great commerce at

the price of crowding our population into the cities and of

robbing millions of strength and beauty. We have given
our people what we grimly call elementary education and
robbed them of the elements of a natural life. All this has

been done that a few of us may enjoy a superfluity of goods
and services. Out of the travail of millions we have added
to a landed gentry an aristocracy of wealth. These, striding
over the bodies of the fallen, proclaim in accents of con-

viction the prosperity of their country.
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There leaps to the mind the mordant lines in which

Ruskin, thirty years ago, wrote a " modern version
"

of

the Beatitudes 1
:

Blessed are the Rich in Flesh, for theirs is the

Kingdom of Earth.

Blessed are the Proud, in that they have inherited

the Earth.

Blessed are the Merciless, for they shall obtain

Money.

There is no whit of exaggeration in these lines. The

passage of thirty years has but added to their sting.

Thirty years of accumulation of the results of toil in

hands other than those of the toilers have had for consum-

mation the accusing series of facts which are examined in

the early chapters of this book. Deprivation for the many
and luxury for the few have degraded our national life at

both ends of the scale. At the one end, "thirteen

millions on the verge of hunger," physically and morally
deteriorated through poverty and unloveliness. At the

other, the inheritors of the earth,
"
senseless conduits

through which the strength and riches of their native

land are poured into the cup of the fornication of its

capital."

Blessed indeed are the Rich, for theirs is the governance
of the realm, theirs is the Kingdom. Theirs is a power
above the throne, for it has been a maxim of British politics

that our government should be a poor government, and a

poor government cannot contend in the direction of affairs

with the imperium of wealth. This may be illustrated

by our attempts to " educate
"

the mass of the people.

For a few brief years the government, with small funds

raised with timorous hands, does a little to form the mind

1 "
Usury," a preface re-published in "On the Old Road."
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and character of the child. Even in these early years it

consents that the future proud citizen of Empire shall be

improperly fed and badly housed. These early moments

passed, the mockery of " education
"

ceases, and the child,

taught by the State to read, to write, and to cipher, becomes

a unit of industry. At this point begins the serious training

of the citizen. Forthwith he is inducted into some more

or less worthy employment, that employment, as we have

seen, resulting from the great expenditure of the few and

the poor expenditure of the many. Careers are thus chiefly

shaped by the wealthy, for theirs is the greatest call. The
demand for luxuries is too great ;

the demand for necessaries

is too small
;
the unit of industry is fortunate, therefore, if

he is inducted into useful service. The State washes its

hands of his development. The educational sham over,

the real education of life begins. So far as the State calls

for privates of industry it is chiefly to make them soldiers,

sailors, makers of guns, builders of battleships. The

development of all things useful, of railways, of canals, of

roads, of cities, of houses, is resigned to the blind call for

commodities and the intelligence of individuals who, in

search of private gain, seek, without regard to the national

well-being, to profit by that blind call.

Yet the manner in which its people are employed matters

everything to a nation. It is not sufficient to give the

child a smattering of knowledge. We need to take a

collective interest in the general education of our citizens,

and that education is the result of expenditure. The con-

sumer gives the order. Given a fairly equable distribution

of income, the call will be as to the greater part for

worthy things, as to the smaller part for luxuries. Given

a grossly unequal distribution, and the call for luxuries

will be so great as to divert a considerable part of the

national labour into channels of waste and degradation.

To keep a government poor is to keep it weak. The
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poor government may resolve to educate, but it will have

no means to carry out its resolve
;

its teachers will be

underpaid ;
its schools inefficient. The poor government

may pass Housing Acts
;

it will but call for better houses

that will not come when it does call for them. The poor

government may piously resolve to create small holdings ;

there will be no means to carry out the pious resolve. The

poor government may, at periodic intervals, look the

question of Unemployment in the face
;

its legislation will

but reflect its poverty, and be in its provisions an acknow-

ledgment that the power to employ, the power to govern,
is in other hands.

Even those who have striven to hold fast the curious

faith that civilization comes, not through collective service,

but through individual strife, are constrained to admit

that much waste is going on. It is noteworthy that Sir

Robert Giffen, in one of his last essays on Taxation,
said :

l

" When the proportion (of income appropriated by the

state) becomes one-tenth or less it is doubtful whether the

state can do best for its subjects by making the proportion

still lower, that is, by abandoning one tax after another,

or whether equal or greater advantage would not be gained

by using the revenue for wise purposes under the direction

of the state, such as great works of sanitation, or water

supply or public defence. In other words, when taxes are

very moderate and the revenue appropriated by the state

is a small part only of the aggregate of individual incomes,

it seems possible that individuals in a rich country may
waste individually resources which the state could apply
to very profitable purposes. The state, for instance, could

perhaps more usefully engage in some great works, such

as establishing reservoirs of water for the use of town

populations on a systematic plan, or making a tunnel

1 "
Encyclopaedia Britannica," Volume 33, page 200.
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under one of the channels between Ireland and Great

Britain, or a sea-canal across Scotland between the Clyde
and the Forth, or purchasing land from Irish landlords

and transferring it to tenants, than allow money to fructify

or not fructify, as the case may be, in the pockets of indi-

viduals. Probably there are no works more beneficial to

a community in the long run than those like a tunnel

between Ireland and Great Britain, which open an entirely

new means of communication of strategical as well as com-
mercial value, but are not likely to pay the individual

entrepreneur within a short period of time."

Here we have a reflection of the uneasy feeling that all

is not well in the disposition of the income of the com-

munity. Very true it is that
" individuals in a rich country

may waste individually resources which the State could

apply to very profitable purposes." Even were the means

by which "
Captain Roland fills his purse

"
moral, we

should need to look to Captain Roland's expenditure.
The effects of the robbery do not end with the impoverish-
ment of the despoiled. The despoiler proceeds to spend
the contents of his fat purse, and in spending he buys
bodies and souls, and builds up vested interests in

degrading occupations.
In the foregoing pages I have pointed both to mere

palliatives of existing evils and to real remedies which

go to the root of things. Our attempts to reform, our

strivings towards organization, must in practice have re-

gard both to palliatives and to remedies. We have to keep
in mind both the impoverished and sometimes degraded
creatures which are effects of past and existing causes,

while dealing drastically and radically with the causes

themselves. At present the greater part of the labours of

social reformers are directed to dealing with a succession

of distressful effects. Here are slums
;
how shall we re-

house their inmates ? Here are paupers ;
what shall we
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do with them ? Here are unemployed ;
how shall we

keep them going until they find employers ? Here are

aged poor ;
can we, should we, give them pensions ? We

owe a present duty in all these and many other matters.

The effects must be dealt with and ameliorated. It is

beyond question that there is a clear call to succour the

aged, to care for the weak, to aid poor women in their

time of trouble. The sufferer, the affected individual, the

disease, must be dealt with. But ever we must keep
before us the causes which bring into being the raw

material of our social problems ;
ever we must have clear

vision of the crime of poverty in a wealthy country ;

ever we must seek to come to grips with the original

sin.

To deal with causes we must strike at the Error of

Distribution by gradually substituting public ownership
for private ownership of the means of production. In no

other way can we secure for each worker in the hive the

full reward of his labour. So long as between the worker

and his just wage stands the private landlord and the

private capitalist, so long will poverty remain, and not

poverty alone, but the moral degradations which inevitably

arise from the devotion of labour to the service of waste.

So long as the masses of the people are denied the fruit of

their own labour, so long will our civilization be a false

veneer, and our every noble thoroughfare be flanked by

purlieus of shame.

There is already a beginning made. A few hundred

/ millions have been applied as public capital in the owner-

ship by many municipalities of such services as tramways,

gasworks, and waterworks. As we saw in our examination

of the national wealth, such capital is yet but a tiny frac-

tion of the whole, and it still bears a great mortgage and

pays interest to private hands. That interest, in process

! of time, will disappear through the operation of sinking
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funds, and then, as to certain services, the community will

enter into its own with no tribute to pay to private usurers.

From the small beginnings made we must seek to advance,
nor need we be deterred by those who implore us to

hasten slowly. If Rome was not built in a day, Washing-
ton was built in not many days, and the factory system
itself is little more than a century old. The lapse of a

single generation might see well advanced the building of

our new city.

It would be a great pity if anyone were to imagine that

the changes necessary to secure the just reward of all

forms of labour are either difficult to effect or likely to

cause dislocation in the making. As has been pointed out,

the greater number of our industrial concerns are already

shaped in the form of limited liability companies, the

shareholders in which are dumb, while the management
is in the hands of paid officials. In 1902-3, while private
firms were assessed to Income Tax on 19 3,000,000,

public companies were assessed on 239,000,000. In

19078 the respective figures were 183,000,000 and

259,000,000. The re-shaping proceeds apace. The
reform which needs to be effected is to substitute the

community at large for the dumb shareholders. Manage-
ment, ability, invention, would be properly rewarded, as

they are now rewarded in some cases, and as they are not

now rewarded in many cases. The only change would be

the gradual substitution of the community for the share-

holders, and the consequent disappearance of unearned

incomes. Such portions of the product as were necessary
for application as new capital would be so applied by the

community. For the rest, the whole of the product would

go to labour. Saving, the necessary saving, without which

labour would go without tools, would be simply and auto-

matically effected, and capital would take its true and

rightful place as the handmaiden of labour.
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Let us not go further without a vision and a hope. That

vision, that hope, is not of a regimented society, but of a

community relieved from nine-tenths of its present irksome

routine and carking care. If the individual is to be set

free it can only be in a society so organized as to reduce

the labour employed in the production of common neces-

saries to a minimum. That minimum cannot be secured

without the organization of each of the great branches of

production and distribution. Common needs can be satis-

fied with little labour if labour be properly applied. The
work of a few will feed a hundred or supply exquisite

cloth for the clothing of fifty. The work for a few hours

per day of every adult member of the community will be

ample to supply every comfort in each season to all.

Thus set free, the lives of men will turn to the uplifting,

individual work which is the pride of the craftsman. The

dwellings of men will contain not only the socialized

products within common reach, but the proud in-

dividual achievements of their inmates. The simple and

beautiful clothing of the community will chiefly be made
of fabrics woven in the socialized factories, but it will often

be worked by the loving hands of women. A happy
union of labour economized in routine work and labour

lavished upon individual work will uplift the crafts of the

future and the character of those who follow them. The

abominations of machine-made ornament will disappear,

and art be wedded to everyday life. Each new invention

to save labour in mining, or tilling, or building, or spinning,

will be hailed with joy as a release from toil and a gift of

more time in which to do individual work. The inventor,

the originator, now unhappily compelled to hunt for a

capitalist and bow low his genius before some individual

distinguished only for that gift of acquisitiveness, that

business ability, which is the lowest attribute of mankind,

will see his idea put to the test and reap not unholy gains,
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but the honour of his fellows if it is not found wanting.
The painter, no longer compelled to paint the portraits of

the rich and not necessarily beautiful, will ally his gifts

with the common life of men and be carried in triumph
before the enduring monuments of his genius. The

organizer, the man of arrangement, will be invited to

exercise his talent, not in over-reaching and despoiling his

fellows, but in planning their welfare in a thousand new
schemes of development. No host of wasteful workers

will be found in the industrial camp. Accounts will be

simple and clerks few. No travellers, agents or touts will

be needed to push doubtful commodities. The sham and

the substitute will be found only in museums. It will be

obviously ridiculous to employ any but good materials,

for labour can only be economized by producing the things

which are the best of their kind. Policies of insurance,

those typical documents of a community of prey, will be

read in the public archives with much the same feelings as

we now read a warrant for the burning of a Bruno. The

young men who now waste their time in ruling up books

in banks and insurance offices or in serving writs will find

manly and useful work. The production of commodities

will be commensurate with the labour put forth, unem-

ployment will be one of the few crimes known to the

statute-book, and last, but not least, the economic depend-
ence of woman will cease.

The attainment of such ends will only be difficult as

long as we refuse to apply scientific methods to the order-

ing of common affairs. It is in the domain of politics

alone that men refuse to apply first principles to the

solution of problems. The mental daring which has

accomplished so much in engineering, in astronomy, in

surgery, in every department of science, is replaced in the

sphere of politics by a timorous tinkering with admitted

evils. With things the scientist has worked marvels in a
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single century. With those marvels the politician has done

little. The scientist has applied his skill to locomotion
;

the politician has refused to avail himself of that skill in

order to distribute the population healthily. The scientist

has stated the conditions of health
;

the politician has

refused to create those conditions. The scientist has

supplied the tools
;
the politician has neglected to take

them up.

The problem of riches and poverty is of the simplest.

It presents none of the difficulties which attach to the

measurement of the mass of the sun, or the treatment of

such a disease as cancer. Science has presented us with

such instruments that we can easily create a tremendous

superfluity of commodities if we choose to do so. We
know how to produce ;

we know how to transport the

results of our production. The appliances at our command,
wielded by the labour of 44,000,000 people, could furnish

many more foot-tons of work than are needed to give

proper housing, suitable clothing and good food to every

unit of the community. There is here no impenetrable

secret
;
we have read enough in the book of Nature to

control her forces to effect
;
our power of production is not

too small, but already greater than our need. As I have

pointed out in an earlier page, if invention went no further

if science now came to a standstill, we should have tools

more than adequate to abolish poverty.

Unfortunately the politicians and the economists have

never discussed the question of poverty from this point of

view. They have found men buying and selling, and as

buyers and sellers hunting for profits they have discussed

them. Volumes have been written on such subjects as

"
rent,"

"
interest," or "

value," but nothing has been done to

inquire how much work is needed to feed, clothe and house

a community, and how best that work may be accomplished.

In designing an engine, the man of science considers the
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work to be done and the known means to do it. Is it too

much to ask that in ordering the affairs of a nation, states-

men should consider the quantity of commodities needed

to give material happiness and the known means to produce
and distribute them ? To make the best use of our

energies, to profit fully by the discoveries and inventions

of the living and the dead, we must come to a common

agreement as to the work which needs to be done and

determine that that work shall be accomplished. For

want of that agreement and determination, for want, that

is, of a wise collectivism, the greater number of our people
are poor.

It is probable that the earliest readers of this book will

be of those who, like myself, are amongst the favoured

few whose work brings them pleasure and the means of

happiness. To these the first appeal. Is it a good thing,

is it an honourable thing, to be one of the few whose bark

is borne upon the waters of wretchedness, whose fortunes

float upon a sea of unfathomable depths of despair? Look
downwards and you shall see monsters that once were

human, frailties that once were women, devils that once

were children. These are the product of the individual

strife in which it is not always the noblest thing to

succeed, but in which it is ever a terrible thing to

fail. Is success worth having which is purchased at such

a price ?

The last appeal shall be to the poor. It is no escape
from labour which the thinking man offers the people.
There are no honourable avenues to ease and luxury
in the organization which would abolish poverty. It is

a world of service which a civilization would substitute

for a world of serfdom and pain. But if, realizing that the

world has no room for the idle, the people would rise to a

freedom only bounded by the knowledge of, and necessity

for, collective decision, then there is the broadest avenue
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for hope and the clearest call to action. The achievements

of those who are gone, these are the inheritance of the

people. The only true riches of the nation, men and

women, these are the people themselves. The people
have but to will it, and we set our faces towards a

civilization.
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RAPHAEL. A. P. Opp<5. its. 6<t. net.

REMBRANDT'S ETCHINGS. A. M. Hind.
Two Volumes, zis. net.

RUBENS. Edward Dillon. 25*. net.

TINTORETTO. Evelyn March TbilUpps. 151.

TITIAN. Charles Rickctts. 15*. net.

TURNER'S SKETCHES AND DRAWP <

Fui'jcrg. Second Edition. 1 2s. fd.net.

VELAZQUEZ. A. de Beruete. KM. 6ef. net.

The 'Complete' Series.

Fully Illustrated. Demy Svo

THE COMPLETE ASSOCIATION FOOTBALLER.
B. S. Evers and C. E. Hughes-Davies.
5-r. net.

THE COMPLETE ATHLETIC TRAINER. S. A.

Mussabini. 5*. net.

THE COMPLETE BILLIARD PLAYER. Charles

Roberts, los. dd. net.

THE COMPLETE BOXER. J. G. Bohun Lynch
5.?. net.

THE COMPLETE COOK. Lilian Whitling.

7*. M. net.

THE COMPLETE CRICKETER. Albert E
KNIGHT, "js.6d.net. Second Edition.

THE COMPLETE FOXHUNTER. Charles Rich-

ardson. i2S. 6d. net. Second Edition.

THE COMPLETE GOLFER. Harry Vardon.

los. 6d. net. Thirteenth Edition.

THE COMPLETE HOCKEY-PLAYER. Eustace

E. White, ss. net. Second Edition.

THE COMPLETE HORSEMAN. W. Scarth

Dixon. Second Edition. IDJ. dd. net.

) THE COMPLETE LAWN TENNIS PLAYER
A. Wallis Myers, los. 6d. net. Third
Edition, Revised.

THE COMPLETE MOTORIST. Filson Young.
izs. 6d. net. New Edition (Seventh).

THE COMPLETE MUUNTAINKKK. G. D.
Abraham. 15$. net. Second Edition.

THE COMPLETE OAKSMAN. R. C. I.ehmann.

THE COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHER. R. Child

Bayley. los. 6d. net. Fourth Edr'.'un.

THH COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLKR, ON TIIK

NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM. D. Gallaher and
W. J. Stead, los. (d. net. Second Edition.

THE COMPLETE SHOT. G. T. Teasdale-
Buckell. I2S. 6d. net. Third Edition.

THE COMPLETE SWIMMER. F. Sachs. 7*. 6d.

net.

THE COMPLETE YACHTSMAN. B. He;l;stall-

Smith and E. du Boulay. Second Edition,
Revised. 15*. net.

The Connoisseur's Library

With numerous Illustrations. Wide Royal Svo. 255. net each volume

ENGLISH FURNITURE. F. S. Robinson.

ENGLISH COLOURED BOOKS. Martin Hardie.

ETCHINGS. Sir F. Wedmore Second Edition.

EUROPEAN ENAMELS. Henry H. Cunyng-
hame.

GLASS. Edward Dillon.

GOLDSMITHS' AND SILVERSMITHS' WORK.
Nelson Dawson. Second Edition.

ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS. J. A. Herbert.

Second Edition.

IVORIES. Alfred Maskell.

JEWELLERY. H. Clifford Smith. Second

Edition.

MEZZOTINTS. Cyril Davenport.

MINIATURES. Dudley Heath

PORCELAIN. Edward Dillon.

FINE BOOKS. A. W. Pollard.

SEALS. Walter de Gray Birch.

WOOD SCULPTURE. Alfred MaskclL Second

Edition.
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Handbooks of English Church History

Edited by J. H. BURN. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d. net each volume

THE REFORMATION PERIOD. Henry Gee.

Bruce

THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE ENGLISH CHURCH.
J. H. Maude.

THE SAXON CHURCH AND THE NORMAN
CONQUEST. C. T. Cruttwell.

THE MEDIAEVAL CHURCH AND THE PAPACY.
A. C. Jennings.

THE STRUGGLE WITH PURITANISM.
Blaxland.

THE CHUKCH OF ENGI AND IN THE EIGH-
TEENTH CENTURY. Alfred Plummer.

Handbooks of Theology
THE DOCTRINE OF THE INCARNATION. R. L.

Ottley. Fifth Edition^ Revised. Demy
Svo. iw. bd.

A HISTORY OF EARLY CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.

J. F. Bethune-Baker. Demy Bvo. icxr. 6rf.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
RELIGION. F. B. Jevons. Fifth Edition.

Demy %vo. ior. 6rf.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE
CREEDS. A. E. Burn. Demy 8vo. icxr. (x/.

THK PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION IN ENGLAND
AND AMERICA. Alfred Caldecott. Demy too.
ioj. (xi.

THE XXXIX ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson.
Seventh Edition. Demy Bvo. its. 6J

The 'Home Life
1

Series

Illustrated. Demy Svo. 6s. to ioj. 6d. net

HOME LIFE IN AMERICA. Katherine G.

Busbey. Second Edition.

HOME LIFE IN FRANCE. Miss Betham-
Edwards. Sixth Edition.

HOME LIFE IN GERMANY. Mrs. A. Sidgwick.
Second Edition.

HOME LIFE IN HOLLAND.
Second Edition.

D. S. Meldrum.

HOME LIFE IN ITALY. Lina Duff Gordon.
Second Edition.

HOME LIFE IN NORWAY.
Second Edition.

H. K. Daniels.

HOME LIFE IN RUSSIA. A. S. Rappoport.

HOME LIKE IN SPAIN. S. L. Bensusan.
Second Edition.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books

Fcap. Svo. 3.J. 6d. net each volume

WITH COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS
THR LIFE AND DKATH OF JOHN MYTTON,
ESQ. Nirarod. Fifth Edition.

THE LIFE OF A SPORTSMAN. Nimrod.

HANDLEY CROSS. R, S. Surtees. Fourth
Edition,

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR. R. S.

Surtees. Second Edition.

JORKOCKS'S JAUNTS AND JOLLITIES. R. S.

Surtees. Third Edition.

ASK MAMMA. R. S. Surtees.

THE ANALYSIS OF THE HUNTING FIELD.
R. S. Surtees.

THE TOUR OF DR. SYNTAX IN SEARCH OF
THE PICTURESQUE. William Combe.

THK TOUR OF DR. SYNTAX IN SEARCH or
CONSOLATION. William Combe.

THE THIRD TOUR OF DR. SYNTAX IN SEARCH
OF A WIFE. William Combe.

LIFE IN LONDON. Pierce Egan.

WITH PLAIN ILLUSTRATIONS
THE GRAVE : A Poem. Robert Blair. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OK JOB. In

vented and Engraved by William Blake.
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Leaders of Religion
Edited by II. C. BEECHING. With Portraits

Crown Svo. 2s. net each volume

CARDINAL NEWMAN. R. H. Hutton.

JOHN WESLEY. J. H. Overton.

BISHOP WILBERFORCE. G. W. Daniell.

CARDINAL MANNING. A. W. Hutton.

CHAKLES SIMEON. H. C. G. Moule.

JOHN KNOX. F. MacCunn. Second Edition.

JOHN HOWE. R. F. Horton.

THOMAS KEN. F. A. Clarke.

T. Hodgkin.GEORGE Fox, THE QUAKER.
Third Edition.

JOHN KEBLE. Walter Lock.

THOMAS CHALMERS. Mrs. Oliphant.
Edition.

LANCELOT ANDREWES. R. L. Ottley. Stcond
Edition.

AUGUSTINE OF CANTERBURY. E. L. Cults.

W. H. Hutton. FourthWILLIAM LAUD.
Edition.

JOHN DONNE. Augustus Jessop.

THOMAS CRANMER. A. J. Mason.

LATIMER. R. M. and A. J. Carlyle.

BISHOP BUTLER. W. A. Spooner.

The Library of Devotion

With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes

Smalt Pott Svo, cloth, 2s.; leather, 2s. 6d. net each volume

OF ST. AUGUSTINE.THE CONFESSIONS
Eighth Edition.

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. Sixth Edition.

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. Fifth Edition.

LYRA INNOCENTIUM. Third Edition.

THE TEMPLE. Second Edition.

A BOOK OF DEVOTIONS. Second Edition.

A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY
LIFE. Fifth Edition.

A GUIDE TO ETERNITY.

THE INNER WAY. Second Edition.

ON THE LOVE OF GOD.

THE PSALMS OF DAVID.

LYRA APOSTOLICA.

THE SONG OF SONGS.

THE THOUGHTS OF PASCAL. Second Edition.

A MANUAL OP CONSOLATION FROM THE
SAINTS AND FATHERS.

DEVOTIONS FROM THE APOCRYPHA.

THE SPIRITUAL COMBAT.

THE DEVOTIONS OF ST. ANSELM.

BISHOP WILSON'S SACRA PRIVATA.

GRACE ABOUNDING TO THE CHIEF OF SIN-
NERS.

LYRA SACRA. A Book of Sacred Verse.
Second Edition.

A DAY BOOK
FATHERS.

FROM THE SAINTS AND

A LITTLE BOOK OF HEAVENLY WISDOM. A
Selection from the English Mystics.

LIGHT,^ LIFE, and LOVE. A Selection from
the German Mystics.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVOUT LIFE.

THE LITTLE FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER ST. FRANCIS AND OF HIS FRIARS.

DEATH AND IMMORTALITY.

THE SPIRITUAL GUIDE. Second Edition.

DEVOTIONS FOR EVERY DAY IN THE WtEK
AND THE GRF.AT FESTIVALS.

PRECES PRIVATAE.

HORAE MYSTICAE. A Day Book from the

Writings of Mystics of Many Nations.
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Little Books on Art

With many Illustrations. Demy \6rno. 2s. 6d. net each volume

Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations,

including a Frontispiece in Photogravure

ALBRKCHT DIJKHR. L. J. Allen.

ARTS OF JAPAN, THE. E. Dillon. Third
Edition.

BOOKPLATES. E. Almack.

BOTTICELLI. Mary L. Bonnor.

BURNE-JONES. F. de Lisle.

CELLINI. R. H. H. Cust.

CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM. Mrs. H. Jenner.

CHRIST IN ART. Mrs. H. Jenner.

CLAUDE. E. Dillon.

CONSTABLE. H. W. Tompkins. Second
Edition.

COROT. A. Pollard and E. Birnstingl.

EARLY ENGLISH WATER-COLOUR. C. E.

Hughes.

ENAMKI.S. Mrs. N. Dawson. Second Edition.

FREDERIC LEIGHTON. A. Corkran.

GEORGE ROMNEY. G. Paston.

GREEK ART. H. B. Walters. Fourth Edition.

GREUZB AND BOUCHER. E. F. Pollard.

HOLBEIN. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS. J. W. Bradley.

JEWELLERY. C.Davenport. Second Edition.

JOHN HOPPNER. H. P. K. Skipton.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS. J. Sime. Second
Edition.

MILLET. N. Peacock. Second Edition.

MINIATURES. C. Davenport, V.D., F.S.A.
Second Edition

OUR LADY IN ART. Mrs. H. Jenner.

RAPHAEL. A. R. Dryhurst.

RODIN. Muriel Ciolkowska.

TURNER. F. Tyrrell-Gill.

VANDYCK. M. G. Smallwood.

VELAZQUEZ. W. Wilberforce and A. R.
Gilbert.

WATTS. R. E. D. Sketchley. Second Edition.

The Little Galleries

Demy i6mo. 2s. 6d. net each volume

Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short outline

the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted

A LITTLE GALLEKY OF REYNOLDS.

A LITTLE GALLERY OF ROMNEY.

A LITTLE GALLERY OF HOPPNBR.

A LITTLE GALLEKY OK MII.LAIS.

The Little Guides

With many Illustrations by E. H. NEW and other artists, and from photographs

Small Pctt Svo. Cloth, 2s. 6(t. net ; leather, 3*. 6d. net each volume

The main features of these Guides are (
I ) a handy and charming form

; (2) illus-

trations from photographs and by well-known artists; (3) good plans find i

(4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the

natural features, history, archeology, and architecture of the town or district treated

CAMBRIDGE AND ITS Cnux.r.s. A. H. ISLE OF WIGHT, THE. G. Clinch.

Thompson. Third Edition, Revised. LoNDON . G. Clinch.

CHANNEL ISLANDS, THE. E. E. BicknelL MAI.VKKN COUNTRY, THK. Sir B.C.A.Windle.

ENGLISH LAKES, THE. F. G. Biabaut. NOKTH WALES. A. T. Story.
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OXFORD AND ITS COLLEGES. J. Wells.
Ninth Edition.

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL. G. Clinch.

SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY. Sir B. C. A.
Windle. Fifth Edition.

SOUTH WALES. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY. G. E. Troutbeck.
Second Edition.

BERKSHIRE. F. G. Brabant.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. E. S. RoSCOC.

CHESHIRE. W. M. Gallichan.

CORNWALL. A. L. Salmon. Second Edition.

DERBYSHIRE. J. C. Cox.

DEVON. S. Baring-Gould. Third Edition.
'

DORSET. F. R. Heath. Third Edition.

DURHAM. J. E. Hodgkin.

ESSEX. J. C. Cox.

HAMPSHIRE. J. C. Cox. Second Edition.

HERTFORDSHIRE. H. W. Tompkins.

KENT. G. Clinch.

KERRY. C. P. Crane. Second Edition.

LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND. A. Harvey
and V. B. Crowther-Beynon.

MIDDLESEX. J. B. Firth.

MONMOUTHSHIRE. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

NORFOLK. W. A. Dutt. Third Edition,
Revised.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. W. Dry. Ktw and
Revised Edition.

NORTHUMBERLAND. J. E. Morris.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. L. Guilford.

OXFORDSHIRE. F. G. Brabant.

SHROPSHIRE. J. E. Auden.

SOMERSET. G. W. and J. H. Wade. Second
Edition.

STAFFORDSHIRE. C. Maseficld.

SUFFOLK. W. A. Dutt.

SURREY. J. C Cox.

SUSSEX. F.G.Brabant. Third Edition.

WILTSHIRE. F. R. Heath.

YORKSHIRE, THE EAST RIDING. J. E.
Morris.

YORKSHIRE, THE NORTH RIDING. J. E.
Morris.

YORKSHIRE, THE WEST RIDING. J. I',.

Morris. Cloth, y. 6d. net ; leather, \s. (xi.

net.

BRITTANY. S. Baring-Gould.

NORMANDY. C. Scudatnore.

ROME. C. G. Ellaby.

SICILY. F. H. Jackson.

The Little Library

With Introduction, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces

Small Pott 8vo. Each Vohtme, cloth, is. 6d. net

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS. Second Edition.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Two Volumes.

NORTHANGER ABBEY.

Bacon (Francis). THE ESSAYS OF
LORD BACON.

Bar-ham (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Two Volumes.

Barnett (Annie). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH PROSE.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY OF
THE CALIPH VATHEK.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
THE WORKS OF WILLIAM BLAKE.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Tw.<

Volumes.

THE ROMANY RYE.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS FROM
THE EARLY POEMS OF ROBERT
BROWNING.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN : Wilh some later

Poems by GEORGE CANNING.

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY.
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Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE CRABBE.

Cralk (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,
GENTLEMAN. Two Volumes.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.

Dante Allghleri. THE INfERNO OF
DANTE. Translated by H. F. CAKV.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. GARY.

THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. CARV.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.

Dlckens(Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Two Volumes.

Perrier (Susan). MARRIAGE. Two
Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.

Gaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD. Second
Edition.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER.

Henderson (T. P.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
SCOTTISH VERSE.

Klnglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. Second
Edition.

Lamb (Charles). EI.IA, AND THE LAST
ESSAYS OF ELIA.

Locker (P.). LONDON LYRICS.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL.

Milton (John). THE MINOR POEMS OP
JOHN MILTON.

Moir(D.M.). MANSIE WAUCH.

Nichols (Bowyer). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES.

A SENTIMENTALSterne (Laurence).
JOURNEY.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON.

IN MEMORIAM.
THE PRINCESS.
MAUD.

Thackeray (W.
Three Volumes.

M.). VANITY FAIR.

PENDENNIS. Three Volumes.

HENRY ESMOND.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

Yaughan (Henry), THE POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.
Fourteenth Edition.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF WILLIAM WORDS-
WORTH.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (8. T.).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Stcond Edition.

The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott l6io. 40 Volumes. Leather
t price is. net each volume

Alahogany Revolving Book Case. los. net

Miniature Library

Demy $2mo. Leather
>

is. net each volume

EUPHRANOR : A Dialogue on Youth. Edward
FitzGerald.

TMK LIKE OF EDWAKD, LORD HERBERT OF
CIICKIIURV. Written by himself.

POLONIUS; or, Wise Saws and Modern In-

stances. Edward FitzGcrnld.

THE RUBAIVXT OF OMAK KHAYYAM. Edward
Fit/Gerald. Fourth Edition.
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The New Library of Medicine
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Edited by C. W. SALEEBY. Demy 8vo

FUNCTIONAL NERVE DISEASES. A. T. Sclio-
field, js. fxt. net.

CARE OF THE BODY, THE. F. Cavanagh.
Second Edition, js. (d. net.

CHILDREN OF THE NATION, THE. The Right
Hon. Sir John Gorst. Second Edition,
js. fsd. net.

DISEASES OF OCCUPATION. Sir Thos. Oliver.
los. 6d. net. Second Edition.

DRINK: PROBLEM, in its Medico-Sociological
Aspects, The. Edited by T. N. Kelynack.
7.?. td. net.

DRUGS AND THE DRUG HABIT. H. Sains-

bury.

HYGIENE OF MIND, THE. T. S. Clouston
Sixth Edition. 7s. 6tt. net.

INFANT MORTALITY. Sir George Newman.
7-r. 6a. net.

PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS (CONSUMP-
TION), THE. Arthur Newsholme. 10*. &/.
net. Second Edition,

AIR AND HEALTH. Ronald C. Macfie. 7s.M.
net. Second Edition.

The New Library of Music
Edited by ERNEST NEWMAN. Illustrated. Demy Svo. js. &/. net

BRAHMS. J. A. Fuller-Maitland.
Edition.

Second HANDEL. R. A. Stieatfeild. Second Edition.

HUGO WOLF. Ernest Newman.

Oxford Biographies
Illustrated. Fcap. %vo. Each volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, y. 6d. net

ERASMUS. E. F. H. Capey.

ROBERT BURNS. T. F. Henderson.

CHATHAM. A. S. McDowall.

CANNING. W. Alison Phillips.

BEACONSFIELD. Walter Sichel.

JOHANN WOLFGANG GOETHE. H. G. Atkins.

FRANCOIS DE FENELON. Viscount St. Cyres.

DANTE ALIGHIERI. Paget Toynbee. Third
Edition.

GIROLAMO SAVONAROLA. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Sixth Edition.

JOHN HOWARD. E. C. S. Gibson.

ALFRED TENNYSON. A. C. Benson. Second
Edition.

SIR WALTER RALEIGH. I. A. Taylor.

Four Plays
Fcap. 8vo. 2s. net

THE HONEYMOON. A Comedy in Three Acts.ly in

'dititArnold Bennett. Second Et

THE GREAT ADVENTURE. A Play of Fancy in

Four Acts. Arnold Bennett. Second Edition.

MILESTONES. Arnold Bennett and Edward
Knoblauch. Sixth Edition.

KISMET. Edward Knoblauch.

tion.

Third Edi-

TYPHOON. A Play in Four Acts. Mclchior

Lengyel. English Version by Laurence

Irving. Second Edition.

The States of Italy

Edited by E. ARMSTRONG and R. LANGTON DOUGLAS
Ilhistrated. Demy Svo

A HISTORY OF MILAN UNDER THE SFORZA. I A HISTORY OF VEKONA. A. M. Allci

Cecilia M. Ady. los. txi. net. izs. 6d. net.

A HISTORY OF PERUGIA. W. Heywood. i2s. 6d. net.
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The Westminster Commentaries

General Editor, WALTER LOCK

Demy Svo

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Edited by R.
H. Rackham. Sixth Edition, ioj. M.

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE
TO THE CORINTHIANS. Edited by H. L.

Goudge. Third Edition, 6s.

THE BOOK OF EXODUS. Edited by A. H.
M'Neile. With a Map and 3 Plans. i<w. &/.

THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL. Edited by H. A.

Kedpatb. ioj. 6d.

THE BOOK OF GENESIS. Edited, with Intro-

duction and Notes, byS. R. Driver. Ninth
Edition, i or. &/.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS IN THK
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH EDITIONS OF THE
BOOK OF GENESIS. S. R. Driver, is.

THE BOOK OF THE PKOPHET ISAIAH.
Edited by G. W. Wade. xoj. 6d.

THE BOOK OF JOB. Edited by E. C. S. Gib-
son. Second Edition. 6s.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES. Edited, with
Introduction and Notes, by R. J. Knowling.
Second Edition. 6s.

THE YOUNG BOTANIST. W. P. Westell and
C. S. Cooper. 3.1. 6d. net.

THE YOUNG CARPENTER.

THE YOUNG ELECTRICIAN.
5*-

The 'Young' Series

Illustrated. Crown 8vo

Hammond Hall.

W. P. Westell.

THE YOUNG ORNITHOLOGIST. W. P. Westell.

Cyril Hall. 5*.

Hammond Hall.

THE YOUNG ENGINEER.
Third Edition. 5*.

THE YOUNG NATURALIST.
Second Edition. 6s.

Methuen's Shilling Library

Fcap. 8v0. is. net

BLUE BIRD, THE. Maurice Maeterlinck.

"CHARLES DICKENS. G. K. Chesterton.

*CHARMIDES, AND OTHER POEMS. Oscar
Wilde.

CHITRXL: The Story of a Minor Siege. Sir

G. S. Robertson.

CONDITION OF ENGLAND, THE. G. F. G.
Masterman.

Da PROFUNDIS. Oscar Wilde.

FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO FIELD-MARSHAL.
Sir Evelyn Wood, F.M., V.C.

HARVEST HOME. E. V. Lucas.

HILLS AND THE SEA. Hilaire Belloc.

HUXLEV, THOMAS HENKY. P. Chalmers-
Mitchell.

IDKAL HUSBAND, AN. Oscar Wilde.

INTENTIONS. Oscar Wilde.

JIMMY GLOVER, HIS BOOK. James M.
Glover.

JOHN BOYES, KING OF THE WA-KIKUYU.
John Boyes.

LADY WINDEKMKRE'S FAN. Oscar Wilde.

LETTERS FROM A SRLF-MADE MEKCHANT
TO His SON. George Horace Lorimer.

LIFE OF JOHN RUSKIN, THE. W. G. Colling-
wood.

LIFE OF ROBERT Louis STEVENSON, THE.
Graham Balfour.

LIFE OF TENNYSON, THE. A. C. Benson.

LITTLE OF EVERYTHING, A. E. V. Lucas.

LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME. Oscar Wilde.

LORE OF THE HONEY-BEE, THE. Tickncr
Edwardes.

MAN AND THE UNIVERSE. Sir Oliver Lodge.
MARY MAGDALENE. Maurice Maeterlinck.

OLD COUNTRY LIFE. S. Baring-Gould.

OSCAR WILDE: A Critical Study. Arthur
Ransome.

PARISH CLERK, THE. P. H. Ditchficld.

SELECTED POEMS. Oscar Wilde.

SEVASTOPOL, AND OTHER STORIES. Leo
Tolstoy.

Two ADMIRALS. Admiral John Moresby.

UNDER FIVE REIGNS. I^dy Dorothy Nevill.

VAII.IMA LETTERS. Robert Louis Stev.

VICAR OF MORWENSTOW, THE. S. Baring-
Gould.
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Books for Travellers

Crown 8v0. 6s. each

Each volume contains a number of Illustrations in Colour

NORFOLK BROADS, THE. W. A. Dutt.

NORWAY AND ITS FJORDS. M. A. Wyllie.

AVON AND SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY, THE.
A. G. Bradley.

BLACK FOREST, A BOOK OF THE. C F
Hughes.

BRETONS AT HOME, THE. F. M. Gostling.

CITIES OF LOMBARDY, THE. Edward Hutton.

CITIES OF ROMAGNA AND THE MARCHES,
THE. Edward Hutton.

CITIES OF SPAIN, THE. Edward Hutton.

CITIES OF UMBRIA, THE. Edward Hutton.

DAYS IN CORNWALL. C. Lewis Hind.

FLORENCE AND NORTHERN TUSCANY, WITH
GENOA. Edward Hutton.

LAND OF PARDONS, THE (Brittany). Anatole
Le Braz.

NAPLES. Arthur H. Norway.

NAPLES RIVIERA, THE. H. M. Vaughan.

NEW FOREST, THE. Horace G. Hutchinson.

RHINE, A BOOK OF THE. S. Baring-Gould.
ROME. Edward Hutton.

ROUND ABOUT WILTSHIRE. A. G. Bradley.

SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY. T. F. Henderson and
r rancis Watt.

SIENA AND SOUTHERN TUSCANY. Edward
Hutton.

SKIRTS OF THE GREAT CITY, THE. Mrs. A.
G. Bell.

THROUGH EAST ANGLIA w A MOTOR CAR.
J. E. Vincent.

VENICE AND VENETIA. Edward Hutton.

WANDERER IN FLORENCE, A. E. V. Lucas.

WANDERER IN PARIS, A. E. V. Lucas.

WANDERER IN HOLLAND, A. E. V. Lucas.

WANDERER IN LONDON, A. E. V. Lucas.

Some Books on Art

ARMOURER AND HIS CRAFT, THE. Charles
ffoulkes. Illustrated. Royal 4/0. ,2 zs.

net.

ART AND LIFE. T. Sturge Moore. Illustrated.

Cr. 8v0. $s. net.

BRITISH SCHOOL, THE. An Anecdotal Guide
to the British Painters and Paintings in the

National Gallery. E. V. Lucas. Illus-

trated. Fcap. &vo. zs. 6d. net.

^DECORATIVE IRON WORK. From the xith

to the xvnith Century. Charles ffoulkes.

Royal $to. -2 2s. net.

FRANCESCO GUARDI, 1712-1793. G. A.
Simonson. Illustrated. Imperial t,to.

2 2s. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF JOB.
William Blake. Qitarto. i is. net.

JOHN LUCAS, PORTRAIT PAINTER, 1828-1874.
Arthur Lucas. Illustrated. Imperial $to.

3 3.? net.

OLD PASTE. A. Beresford Ryley. Illustrated.

Royal $to. 2 2S. net.

ONE HUNDRED MASTERPIECES OF PAINTING.
With an Introduction by R. C. Witt. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Demy^vo. ics. 6d.

net.

ONE HUNDRED MASTERPIECES OF SCULPTURE.
With an Introduction by G. F. Hill. Illus-

trated. Dewy 8v0. IQS. (xi. net,

ROMNEY FOLIO, A. With an Essay by A. B.
Chamberlain. Imperial Folio. 15 15*.
net.

*ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON PAINTING.
George Clausen. Illustrated. Crown &va.

$s. net.

SAINTS IN ART, THE. Margaret E. Tabor.
Illustrated. Second Edition, Revised. Pcaf.
8v0. %s. 6d. net.

SCHOOLS OF PAINTING. Mary Innes. Illus-

trated. Cr. 8v0. $s. net.

CELTIC ART IN PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN TIMKS.

J. R. Allen. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Demy Bvo. js. 6d. net.

' CLASSICS OF ART.' See page 14.

' THE CONNOISSEUR'S LIBRARY.' See page 15.

' LITTLE BOOKS ON ART.' See page 18.

'THE LITTLE GALLERIES.' Seepage 18.
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Some Books on Italy

ETRURIA AND MODERN TUSCANY, OLD.

Mary L. Cameron. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. 8<v. 6s. net.

FLORENCE : Her History and Art to the Fall

of the Republic. F. A. Hyett. Denty Bvo.

?s. 6d. tut.

FLORENCE, A WANDERER IN. E. V. Lucas.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

FLORI-NCE AND HER TREASURES. H. M.
Vaughan. Illustrated. I<'caf>. Bvo. jj. tut.

FLORF.NCE, COUNTRY WALKS ABOUT. Edward
Hutton. Illustrated. Second Edition

Fcap. Bvo. 5*. net.

FLORENCE AND THE CITIES OF NORTHERN
TUSCANY, WITH GENOA. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

LOMBARDY, THE CITIES OP. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

MILAN UNDER THE SFORZA, A HISTORY OP.

Cecilia M. Ady. Illustrated. Demy Bvo.

TO*. 6d. net.

NAPLES : Past and Present. A. H. Norway.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

NAPLES RIVIERA, THE. H. M. Vaughan.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

PERUGIA, A HISTORY OF. William Heywood.
Illustrated. Demy Bvo. i2s. 6d. net.

ROME. Edward Hutton. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

ROMAGNA AND THE MARCHES, THE ClTIES
OF. Edward Hutton. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

ROMAN PILGRIMAGE, A. R. E. Roberts.

Illustrated. Demy Bvo. los. 6d. net.

ROME OP THE PILGRIMS AND MARTYRS.
Ethel Ross Barker. Demy Bvo. IM. 6d.

net.

ROME. C. G. Ellaby. Illustrated. Small
Pott Bvo. Cloth, as. 6d. net ; leather, 3*. 6d.

net.

SICILY. F. H. Jackson. Illustrated. Small
Pott Bvo. Cloth, as. 6d. net ; leather, 3*. 6d.

net.

SICILY : The New Winter Resort. Douglas
Sladen. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.

Bvo. 5. net.

SIENA AND SOUTHERN TUSCANY. Edward
Hutton. Illustrated. Second Edition, Cr.

too. 6s.

UMBRIA, THE CITIES OF. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

VENICE AND VENETIA. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

VENICE ON FOOT. H. A. Douglas. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Fcap. Zoo. $s.net.

VENICE AND HER TREASURES. H. A.

Douglas. Illustrated. Fcap. Bvo. $s. net.

VERONA, A HISTORY OP. A. M. Allen.
Illustrated. Demy Bvo. iaj. 6d. net.

DANTE AND HIS ITALY. Lonsdale Rage;.
Illustrated. Demy Bvo. izs. 6d. net.

DANTK ALIGHIERI : His Life and Works.
Paget Toynbee. Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. jj.
net.

HOME LIFE IN ITALY. Lina Duff Gordon.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Demy Bvo.
los. 6d. net.

LAKES OF NORTHERN ITALY, THE. Richard

Bagot. Illustrated. Fcap. Bvo. $s. net.

LORENZO THE MAGNIFICENT. E. L. S.

Horsburgh. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Demy Bvo. 15^. net.

MEDICI POPES, THE. H. M. Vaughan. Illus-

trated. Demy &vo. 15;. net.

ST. CATHERINE OP SIF.NA AND HER TIMES.

By the Author of
'

Mdlle. Mori.' Illustrated.

Second Edition. Demy &vo. js. 6d. net.

S. FRANCIS OF Assist, THE LIVES OF.
Brother Thomas of Celano. Cr. Zvo. 5*.

net.

SAVONAROLA, GIROLAMO. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Illustrated. Cr. 8?w. 5*. net.

SHELLEY AND HIS FRIENDS IN ITALY. Helen
R. Angeli. Illustrated. Demy Bvo. ros. 6d.

net.

SKIES ITALIAN : A Little Breviary for Tra-

vellers in Italy. Ruth S. Phelps. Fcap.Zvo.
Ss. net.

UNITED ITALY. F. M. Underwood. Demy
Bvo. los. 6d. net.

WOMAN IN ITALY. W. Boulting. Illustrated.

Demy Ztv. IQJ. 6d. net.
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PART III. A SELECTION OF WORKS OF FICTION

Albanesi (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr.
8vc. 6s.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition. Cr. 8v0. 6s.

I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.
Cr. Sv0. 6s.

THE INVINCIBLE AMELIA; OR, THE
POLITE ADVENTURESS. Third Edition.
Cr. &v0. $s. 6d.

THE GLAD HEART. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

OLIVIA MARY. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

THE BELOVED ENEMY. Second Edition.
Cr. Bv0. 6s

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Third Edition Cr. 8v0. 6s.

THE PASSPORT. Fourth Edition. Cr.
8vo. 6s.

ANTHONY CUTHBERT. Fourth Edition.
Cr. 8v0. 6s.

LOVE'S PROXY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

DONNA DIANA. Second Edition. Cr.
%vo. 6s.

CASTING OF NETS. Twelfth Edition.
Cr. $>vo. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF SERRAVALLE. Third
Edition. Cr. 8z><7. 6s.

DARNELEY PLACE. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Bailey (H. C.). STORM AND TREASURE.
Third Edition. Cr. Sv0. 6s.

THE LONELY QUEEN. Third Edition.
Cr. &v0. 6s.

THE SEA CAPTAIN. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Ba?ing-Gou!d (S.). IN THE ROAR OF
THE SEA. Eighth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MARGERY OF QUETHER. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. 8z><7. 6s.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

JACQUETTA.
'

Third Edition. Cr.lvo. 6s.

KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition. Cr.lvo. 6s.

NOEMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.
&vo. 6s.

THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. %v0. 6s.

BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Illus-
trated. Second Edition. Cr. too. df.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. 8w. 6s.

WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. (a.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. few. 6*.

IN DEWISLAND. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.
Fifth Edition. Cr. few. 6*.

Barr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6*.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Tkird Edition.
Cr. %vo. 6s.

Begbie (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW, BART.; OK, THE
PROGRESS OF AN OPEN MIND. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Belloc (H.). EMMANUEL BURDEN,
MERCHANT. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. &vo. 6s.

A CHANGE IN THE CABINET. Third
Edition. Cr. &v0. 6s.

Bennett (Arnold). CLAYHANGER.
Eleventh Edition. Cr. %v0. 6s.

THE CARD. Sixth Edition. Cr. too. 6j.

HILDA LESSWAYS. Eighth Edition.

Cr. 8v0. 6s.

BURIED ALIVE. Tkird Edition. Cr.

Bv0. 6j.

A MAN FROM THE NORTH. Third
Edition. Cr. Ivo. 6s.

THE MATADOR OF THE FIVE TOWNS.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. f>s.

THE REGENT : A FIVE TOWNS STORY OF

ADVENTURE IN LONDON. Tkird Edition.

Cr. 8v0. 6s.

ANNA OF THE FIVE TOWNS, fcaf.

TERESA OF WATLING STREET. Ffafi
8vo. u. net.

Benson (E. P.). DODO : A DETAIL OF THB
DAY. Sixteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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Birmingham (George A.). SPANISH
GOLD. Seventeenth Edition. Cr Zvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

THE SEARCH PARTY. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A /so Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

LALAGE'S LOVERS. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE ADVENTURES OF DR. WHITTY.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Bowen (Marjorie). I WILL MAINTAIN
Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A KNIGHT OF SPAIN. Third Edition.

THE QUEST OF GLORY. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

GOD AND THE KING. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GOVERNOR OF ENGLAND. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Castle (Agnes and Egerton). THE
GOLDEN BARRIER. Cr. too. 6s.

Chesterton (G. K.). THE FLYING INN.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). THE GETTING
WELL OF DOROTHY. Illustrated.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. $s. 6d.

Conrad (Joseph). THE SECRETAGENT :

A SIMPLE TALE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
6s.

A SET OF SIX. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

UNDER WESTERN EYES. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CHANCE. Cr. Zvo. 6*.

Conyers (Dorothea). SALLY. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

SANDY MARRIED. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Corelll (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Thirty-Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

VENDETTA; OR, THE STORY OF ONE FOR-
GOTTEN. Thirtieth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THELMA: A NORWEGIAN PRINCESS.
Forty-third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ARDATH : THB STORY OF A DEAD SELF.
Tiventy-first Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Seventeenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

WORMWOOD: A DRAMA OF PARIS.
Nineteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OK TUB WORLD'S
TRAGEDY. Forty-sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
6s.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-
eighth Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6t.

THE MASTER-CHRISTIAN. Fourteenth
Edition. T7Q/A Thousand. Cr. Zvo. 6s

TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
SUPREMACY. Second Edition. i$otA
Thousand. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

GOD'S GOpD MAN: A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Sixteenth Edition, i^th Thou-
sand. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

HOLY ORDERS: THE TRAGEDY OF A
QUIET LIFE. Second Edition. iroM
Thousand. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-ninth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Fca$. Zvo. is. -tet.

BOY: A SKETCH. Thirteenth Edition, Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

CAMEOS. Fourteenth Edition, Cr. Zvo.

THE LIFE EVERLASTING. Sixth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

JANE : A SOCIAL INCIDENT. Fcap. Zvo.

is. net.

Crockett (8. R.). LOCHINVAR. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Croker (B. M.). THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HAPPY VALLEY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A NINE DAYS' WONDER. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ANGEL. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

KATHERINE THE ARROGANT. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BABES IN THE WOOD. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

*Danby(Frank). JOSEPH IN JEOPARDY.
Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

Doyle (Sir A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

Drake (Maurice). WOo. Fifth Edition.
Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Findlater (J. H.). THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fifth Edition. Cr.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second
Edit/on. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Findlater (Mary). A NARROW WAY.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition.

A BLIND BIRD'S NEST. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Fry (B. and C. B.). A MOTHER'S SON.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Harraden (Beatrice). IN VARYING
MOODS. Fourtttnth Edition, Cr.Zvo. 6s.

HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT-
TANCE MAN. Twelfth Edition. Cr.

INTERPLAY. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
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Hauptmann (Oerhart). THE FOOL IN
CHRIST: EMMANUEL QUINT. Translated
by THOMAS SEI.TZKK. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Hichens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

FELIX: THREE YEARS IN A LIFE. Tenth
Edition. Cr. Bva. 6s.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

BYEWAYS. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Twenty-
third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Ninth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

BARBARY SHEEP. Second Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 3-r. 6d.

Also Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

THE DWELLERON THE THRESHOLD.
THE WAY OF AMBITION. Fourth Edi-

tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Hope (Anthony). THE GOD IN THE
CAR. Eleventh Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

A MAN OF MARK. Seventh Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

PHROSO. Illustrated. Ninth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. Illus-

trated. Sixth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE GREAT MISS DRIVER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

MRS. MAXON PROTESTS. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Hutten (Baroness von). THE HALO.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A Iso Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

The Inner Shrine' (Author of). THE
WILD OLIVE. Third Edition. Cr. Bvo.
6s.

THE STREET CALLED STRAIGHT. !

Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE WAY HOME. Second Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

?',
W->- MANY CA1

irty-thii-d I

Also Illustrated in colour. Dtniy fc.
js. 6d. net.

SEA URCHINS. Seventeenth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. y. kd.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated.
Tenth Edition. Cr. Bvo. y. 6d.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Eleventh
Edition. Cr. Bvo. y. 6d.
Also Fcap. Bvo. is.net.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Eleventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. $s. bd.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated. Tenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3j. 6t/.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cr. %vo, y. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Fifth Edition.
Cr. %vo. y. 6d.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.
Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. (*{.

SALTHAVEN. Illustrated. Third Editin
Cr. %vo. y. 6d.

SAILORS' KNOTS. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

SHORT CRUISES. Third Edition. Cr.
%vo. y. 6d.

James (Henry). THE GOLDEN BOWL.
Third Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

Le Queux (William). THE HUNCHBACK
OF WESTMINSTER. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CLOSED BOOK. Third Edition.
Cr. %vo. 6s.

THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.%vo. 6s.

BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition.
Cr. &vo. 6s.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG. Kinth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Lowndes (Mrs. Bslloc). THE CHINK
IN THE ARMOUR. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s. net.

MARY PECHELL. Second Edition. Cr.
8vo. 6s.

STUDIES IN LOVE AND IN TERROR.
Second Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

THE LODGER. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Lucas (E. Y.). LISTENER'S LURE : AN
OBLIQUE NARRATION. Tenth Edition.

Fcap. Zvo. $s.

OVER BEMERTON'S: AN EASY-GOING
CHRONICLE. Eleventh Edition. Fcap. &vo.

S-f-

MR. INGLESIDE. Tenth Edition. Fcap.
%vo. 5^.

LONDON LAVENDER. Sixth Edition.
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Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. 44th Thousand. Cr. Bvo.

3J. M.

Macnaughtan (8.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M'NAB. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Bvo. ys. tut.

PETER AND JANE. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Malet (Lucas). A COUNSEL OF PER-
FECTION. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6*.

COLONEL ENDERBY'S WIFE. Sixth
Edition. C>: Bvo. 6s.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY: A ROMANCE. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. ?vo. 6s.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixtttntk Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE CARISSIMA. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Mason (A. B. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. Eighth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Maxwell (W. B.). THE RAGGED MES-
SENGER. Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

VIVIEN. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Fcaf. Bvo. is. net.

ODD LENGTHS. Second Edition. Cr. too.

6s.

HILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also hcaf>. Bvo. TJ. net.

THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY: BE-
TWEEN You AND I. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

THE RhST CURE. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Bvo. 6s.

Milne (A. A.). THE DAY'S PLAY. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE HOLIDAY ROUND. Second Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Montague (C. E.). A HIND LET LOOSE.
I hird Edition, Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE MORNING'S WAR. Second Edition.
Cr.Bvo. 6t.

Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAN
: S. Seventh Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also h'cnp. Bvo. is. net.

A CHI LD OF THE JAGO. Sixth Edition.

HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth
Edition. Cr. 8r'.. 6s.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. 8w. 6s.

Olllvant (Alfred). Own r.nn, THE
GRKY DOG OF KEXMUIR. With a

Frontispiece. Twelfth Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

THE TAMING OF JOHN BLUNT.
Second Edition. Cr. Bvo, 6s.

THK ROYAL ROAD. Second Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Onions (Oliver). GOOD BOY SELDOM:
A ROMANCE OF ADVERTISEMENT. Second
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE TWO KISSES. Cr. Bvo. 6t.

Oppenhelm (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fifth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE MISSING DELORA. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6t.

Also 1'cap. Bvo. is. net.

Orczy (Baroness). FIRE IN STUBBLE
Fifth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6t.

Also Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

Oxenham (John). A WEAVER OF
WEBS. Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

*Also Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

PROFIT AND LOSS. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. Feurth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

THE SONG OF HYACINTH, AND OTHKR
STORIES. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

MY LADY OF SHADOWS. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

LAURISTONS. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo.

6s.

THE COIL OF CARNE. Sixtk Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN ROSE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

MARY ALL-ALONE. Third Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Seventh Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Tenth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

WHEN VALMONDCAME TO PONTIAC :

THE STOKY OF A LOST NAPOLEON. Seventh
F.dition. Cr. 8rv. 6s.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH:
THE LAST ADVENTURES OF

'

PIF.KKB.' Fifth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 61.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Nineteenth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THK BATTLE <>K THK STRONG: A
ROMANCE OF Two KINGDOMS. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
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THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

NORTHERN LIGHTS. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE JUDGMENT HOUSE. Cr. 8w. 6*.

Pasture (Mrs. Henry de la). THE
TYRANT. Fourth. Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A iso Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

I CROWN THEE KING. Illustrated. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

LOVE THE HARVESTER : A STORY OF
THE SHIRES. Illustrated. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

THE MYSTERY OF THE GREEN
HEART. Fifth Edition. Cr. &vo. as. net

Perrin (Alice). THE CHARM. Fifth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Iso Fcap. %vo. is. net.

THE ANGLO-INDIANS. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Sew. 6s.

Phillpotts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Sixth
Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.

Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second Edi-

tion. Cr. %vo. 6s.

THE RIVER. Fourth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. Third Edition.

Cr. %vo. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Kvo. 6s.

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition.

Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE STRIKING HOURS. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

DEMETER'S DAUGHTER. Third Edi-

tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SECRET WOMAN. Fcap. 8r*. M.

net.

Pickthall (Marmaduhe). SAID, THE
FISHERMAN. Tenth Edition. Cr. too.

6s.

A ho Fcnf. toe. is. net.

Q'(A. T. Quiller-Couch). THE MAYOR
OF TROY. Fourth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

MERRY-GARDEN AND OTHER STORIES.

Cr. too. 6s.

MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Third Edition

Cr. too. 6s.

Ridge (W. Pett). ERB. Second Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Third Edition.
Cr. too. y. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New Edition.
Cr. too. y. 6d.

MRS. GALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE WICKHAMSES. Fourth Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

SPLENDID BROTHER. Fourth Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

Also Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

NINE TO SIX-THIRTY. Third Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

THANKS TO SANDERSON. Second
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

DEVOTED SPARKES. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE REMINGTON SENTENCE. Third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Russell (W. Clark). MASTER ROCKA-
FELLAR'S VOYAGE. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

Sldgwlck (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS-
MAN. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE LANTERN-BEARERS. Third Edi.
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THESEVERINS. Sixth Edition. Cr.Zvo.

6s.

Also Fcap. Kvo. is. net.

ANTHEA'S GUEST. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s.

LAMORNA. Third Edition. Cr. 8?x. 6s.

BELOW STAIRS. Second Edition. Cr.

Bvo. 6s.

Snaith (J. C.). THE PRINCIPAL GIRL.
Second Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

AN AFFAIR OF STATE. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. is.

SoraervlHe (E. OB.) and Ross (Martin).

DAN RUSSEL THE FOX. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. Zvo. it. net.

Thurston (E. Temple). MIRAGE. Fourth

Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. 8vo. is. net.

Y/atson (H. B. Marriott). ALISE OF
ASTRA. Third Edition. Cr. &vo. 6s.

THE BIG FISH. Third Edition. Cr. bw,
6*.

Webllntf (Peggy). THE STORY OF
VIRGINIA PERFECT. Third Edition.

Cr. &vo. 6s.

Also Fcap. &vo. is. net.



METHUEN AND COMPANY LIMITED

THE SPIRIT OF MIRTH. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

FELIX CHRISTIE. Third Edition. Cr.
Bi-o. 6s.

THE PEARL STRINGER. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Westrup (Margaret) (Mrs. W. Sydney
StaceyX TIDE MARKS. Third Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Weyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED
ROBE. Illustrated. Twenty-third Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

Whltby (Beatrice). ROSAMUND. Second
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: The
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car. Illus-

trated. Twenty-first Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Cr. Bvo. is. net.

THE PRINCESS PASSES: A ROMANCE
OF A MOTOR. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER
Eleventh Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. Illustrated.
Tenth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

*Also Fcaf. Bvo. is. net.

THE CAR OF DESTINY. Illustrated.
Seventh Edition. Cr. Boo. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. Illus-

trated. Thirteenth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s

SCARLET RUNNER. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

SET IN SILVER. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS
AMERICA. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE GOLDEN SILENCE. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE GUESTS OF HERCULES. Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE HEATHER MOON. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE LOVE PIRATE. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE DEMON. Fcap. Bvo. is. net.

Wyllarde (Dolf). THE PATHWAY OF
THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Sixth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

GETTING WELL OF DOROTHY, THE.
W. K. Clifford.

Mrs.

GIRL OF THE PEOPLE, A. L. T. Meade.

HONOURABLE Miss, THE. L. T. Meade.

MASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOYAGE. W. Clark
Russell.

ONLY A GUARD-ROOM DOG. Edith E.
Cuthell.

RED GRANGE, THE. Mrs. Molesworth.

SYD BELTON: The Boy who would not go
to Sea. G. Manville Fenn.

THERE WAS ONCE A PRINCE. Mrs. M. E
Mann.

Methuen's Shilling Novels

. Svo. is. net

ANNA or THE FIVE TOWNS. Arnold Bennett.

BARIARY SHEEP. Robert Hichens.

B..TOR CHAPERON, THE. C. N. & A, M.

BOY. Marie Corelli.

CHAKM, THE. Alice Perrin.

DAN RUSSRL THE Fox. E. O2. Somerville
and Martin Ross.

DEMON, THE, C N. and A. M. Williamson.

FIRE IN STUBBLE. Baroness Orczy.

GATE OF DESERT, THE. John Oxcnham.

GUARDED FLAME, THE. W. B. Maxwell.

HALO, THB. Baroness von Hutten.

HILL RISE. W. B. Maxwell.

JANE. Marie Corelli.
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Methuen's Shilling Novels continued

*JOSEPH IN JEOPARDY. Frank Danby.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER. C. N.
and A. M. Williamson.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. W. W. Jacobs.

LONG ROAD, THE. John Oxenham.

MIGHTY ATOM, THE. Marie CorellL

MIRAGE. E. Temple Thurston.

MISSING DELORA, THE. E. Phillips Oppen-
heim.

ROUND THE RED LAMP. Sir A. Conan Doyle.

SA?D, THE FISHERMAN.
thall.

Marmaduke Pick-

SEARCH PARTY, THE. G. A. Birmingham.

SECRET WOMAN, THE. Eden Phillpoiu.

SEVER INS, THE. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

SPANISH GOLD. G. A. Birmingham
SPLENDID BROTHER. W. Pett Ridge.

TALES OP MEAN STREETS. Arthur Morrison.

TERESA OF WATLJNG STREET. Arnold
Bennett.

TYRANT, THE. Mrs. Henry de la Pasture.

UNDER THE RED ROBE. Stanley J. Weyroan.

VIRGINIA PERFECT. Peggy Webling.

WOMAN WITH THE FAN, THE. Robert
Hichens.

Methuen's Sevenpenny Novels

Fcap. 8vo. yd. net

ANGEL. B. M. Croker.

BROOM SQUIRE, THE. S. Baring-Gould

BY STROKE OF SWOKD. Andrew Balfour.

*HousE OF WHISPERS, THE. William L
Queux.

HUMAN BOY, THE. Eden Phillpotts.

I CROWN THEE KING. Max Pemberton.

*LATE IN LIFE. Alice Perrin.

LONE PINE. R. B. Townshend.

MASTER OF MEN. E. Phillips Oppenheim.

MIXED MARRIAGE A Mrs. F. E. Penny.

PETER, A PARASITE.

POMP OF THE LAVILETTES, THE.
Parker.

E. Maria AlbanesL

Sir Gilbert

BUCCANEER. C J.PRINCE RUPERT THE
Cutcliffe Hyne.

*PRINCESS VIRGINIA, THE. C. N. & A. M.
Williamson.

PROFIT AND Loss. John Oxenham.

RED HOUSE, THE. E. Nesbit.

SIGN OF THE SPIDER, THE. Bertram Mitford.

SON OF THE STATE, A. W. Pett Ridge.
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